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Preface

With the shortcoming and limitation of classical platforms of computation, par-
ticularly for tackling uncertainty and imprecision prevalent in our day-to-day life,
Soft Computing as an alternative and extended computation paradigm has been
making its presence felt, practically in problems being faced by the human civili-
zation along all walks of life. Accordingly, a phenomenal growth of research ini-
tiative in this field is quite evident. Soft Computing techniques include (i) the
elements of fuzzy mathematics, primarily used for handling various real-life
problems engrossed with uncertainty, (ii) the ingredients of artificial neural net-
work, usually applied for cognition, learning, and subsequent recognition by
machine inducing thereby the flavor of intelligence in a machine through the
process of its learning, and (iii) components of Evolutionary Computation mainly
used for search, exploration, efficient exploitation of contextual information, and
knowledge useful for optimization.

These techniques individually have got their points of strength as well as limi-
tations. On several real-life contexts, it is being observed that they play a supple-
mentary role to one another. Naturally, this has given rise to serious research
initiative for exploring avenues of hybridization of the above-mentioned Soft
Computing techniques. It is in this context that the editors of the present treatise aim
at bringing out some latest findings in the field of hybrid Soft Computing.

• “A Hybrid CS–GSA Algorithm for Optimization” intends to enhance the
exploration effectiveness of the Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) by
computing with Cuckoo Search. Authors apply their hybridized technique on 23
different benchmark test functions to justify the supremacy of their technique
over existing methods.

• Authors of “Study of Economic Load Dispatch by Various Hybrid Optimization
Techniques” consider the Economic Load Dispatch (ELD) problem of electrical
power system. Many techniques figure in the literature ranging from classical,
linear, quadratic, nonlinear programming methods to various Soft Computing
techniques including ABC, PSO, CSA, ACO, SA, GA, etc. Of late, hybrid-
ization of these Soft Computing techniques proves to be even more
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encouraging. Authors provide a comprehensive study on such hybrid techniques
applied on ELD in this chapter.

• As of now, Template-Based Modeling (TBM) algorithms applied for structural
and functional characterizations of protein sequences in biological research suffer
from drawbacks in respect of accuracy as indicated by the authors of “Unsolved
Problems of Ambient Computationally Intelligent TBM Algorithms”. In the
present initiative, the authors try to come out with corrective measures in various
steps of TBM algorithms.

• In “Hybridizing Differential Evolution Variants Through Heterogeneous Mixing
in a Distributed Framework”, authors try to identify the effectiveness as well as
advantages of heterogeneous DE variants having diverse characteristics applied
in a distributed framework over its homogeneous counterpart. The robustness
of the proposed method is due to benchmarked comparison with existing
state-of-the-art DE techniques available in the literature.

• “Collaborative Simulated Annealing Genetic Algorithm for Geometric
Optimization of Thermo-electric Coolers” contains the impact of collaboration
(hybridization) of Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm. Authors ear-
mark the rate of refrigeration (ROR) for indexing the performance of
thermo-electric coolers (TEC) and justify the supremacy of such collaboration
over the performance of Simulated Annealing (SA) or Genetic Algorithm
(GA) individually.

• In course of “Color Magnetic Resonance Brain Image Segmentation by
ParaOptiMUSIG Activation Function: An Application”, authors establish how
parallel optimized multilevel sigmoidal (ParaOptiMUSIG) activation function
associated to Parallel Self-organizing Neural Network (PSONN) outperforms
MUSIG activation function-based technique for segmenting color MR brain
images.

• Authors of “Convergence Analysis of Backpropagation Algorithm for
Designing an Intelligent System for Sensing Manhole Gases” carry out a
comprehensive study and report the effectiveness of Back Propagation
(BP) algorithm in the context of sensing the presence in excess proportion of
hazardous gas components in manholes. They supplement their finding with
theoretical justification of convergence of the BP algorithm they used for this
purpose.

• In “REFII Model as a Base for Data Mining Techniques Hybridization with
Purpose of Time Series Pattern Recognition”, authors take up Raise-Equal-Fall
model, version II, in short REF II which essentially is a transformation char-
acteristic unique in nature and capable of automating time series analysis. The
utility of REF II, coupled with other methods such as Self-organizing Maps or
Frequent pattern trees offers a hybrid platform for efficient data mining.

• Authors have demonstrated in “A Soft Computing Approach for Targeted
Product Promotion on Social Networks”, as to how the Soft Computing para-
digm may be useful for promoting different items on social networks.

• In the course of “Hybrid Rough-PSO Approach in Remote Sensing Imagery
Analysis”, authors combine the technical ingredients of Rough Set theory on
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one hand and of Particle Swarm Optimization on the other to offer a hybridized
platform for effective application in remotely sensed imagery along with
analysis.

• An extensive study and comprehensive analysis of the usefulness of hybrid
intelligent techniques for detection of breast cancer on the basis of breast
thermograms are reported in “A Study and Analysis of Hybrid Intelligent
Techniques for Breast Cancer Detection Using Breast Thermograms”.

• Indian Summer Monsoon Rainfall (ISMR) prediction is reportedly inadequate
with the use of Artificial Neural Network (ANN) alone. However, when ANN is
hybridized with the power of Fuzzy Time Series analysis (FTS), the accuracy of
prediction gets enhanced drastically, as demonstrated by the author in “Neuro-
Fuzzy Hybridized Model for Seasonal Rainfall Forecasting: A Case Study in
Stock Index Forecasting”.

• Comprehensive overview of 3D face registration as a Computer Vision problem
is reported in “Hybridization of 2D-3D Images for Human Face Recognition”.
There, the authors also make use of two supervised classifier techniques along
with 2D and 3D hybrid face images for effective 3D face recognition purpose.

• In view of the imprecision inherent in the Business to Customer (B2C)
E-commerce trust, authors of “Neutrosophic Trust Evaluation Model in B2C
E-Commerce” attempt to offer a solution by exploiting the capability of
handling uncertainty in the context of relevant trust models.

• Authors of “Immune-Based Feature Selection in Rigid Medical Image
Registration Using Supervised Neural Network” exploit the power of
Artificial Immune-based System for feature extraction. The extracted features
are then fed into back propagation-based supervised Artificial Neural Network
(ANN) for achieving the task medical image registration.

Last but not the least, the editors of this volume take this opportunity to express
their sincere gratitude to the Series Editor Dr. Janusz Kacprzyk of Polish Academy
of Sciences, Warsaw, Poland, Mr. Aninda Bose, Editor (Springer India), Ms.
Kamiya Khatter, Editorial Senior Assistant (Springer India), and the entire editorial
team of Springer India. It is a truth that but for their active involvement and
effective guidance the present initiative would not have come in place in the present
form.

Siddhartha Bhattacharyya
Paramartha Dutta

Susanta Chakraborty
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A Hybrid CS–GSA Algorithm
for Optimization

Manoj Kumar Naik, Leena Samantaray and Rutuparna Panda

Abstract The chapter presents a hybridized population-based Cuckoo search–
Gravitational search algorithm (CS–GSA) for optimization. The central idea of this
chapter is to increase the exploration capability of the Gravitational search algo-
rithm in the Cuckoo search (CS) algorithm. The CS algorithm is common for its
exploitation conduct. The other motivation behind this proposal is to obtain a
quicker and stable solution. Twenty-three different kinds of standard test functions
are considered here to compare the performance of our hybridized algorithm with
both the CS and the GSA methods. Extensive simulation-based results are pre-
sented in the results section to show that the proposed algorithm outperforms both
CS and GSA algorithms. We land up with a faster convergence than the CS and the
GSA algorithms. Thus, best solutions are found with significantly less number of
function evaluations. This chapter also explains how to handle the constrained
optimization problems with suitable examples.

Keywords Cuckoo search � Gravitational search algorithm � Optimization
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1 Introduction

Over the decades, the evolutionary computation (EC) algorithms have been suc-
cessfully smeared to solve the different practical computational problems like
optimization of the objective functions [1, 2], optimization of filter parameters [3,
4], optimization of different parameters for improvising image processing results [5,
6], optimal feature selection in pattern recognition [7–9], etc. Aforementioned
engineering applications are basically motivated by the near-global optimization
norm of the evolutionary computational methods. This permits those algorithms to
accomplish the task within a very big search space (of a given problem). However,
certain ECs are not yet investigated for solving a particular tricky efficiently. The
room of the proposed idea is to conduit the slit. It may generate concern among the
readers doing research in this area. There is a strong need to develop new hybrid
algorithms to suit a particular problem in hand. Further, by presenting a widespread
simulation results on the performance of 2 moderately firsthand ECs, we try to
convince the readers of their importance. In this chapter, an attempt is made to
attract the researchers regarding the aptness of the proposed technique for solving
the delinquent of the function optimization.

Many types of heuristic search ECs were proposed by investigators Genetic
algorithm (GA) [10], Ant colony algorithm (ACA) [11], Particle swarm optimi-
zation (PSO) algorithm [12], Bacterial foraging optimization (BFO) algorithm [13],
Cuckoo search (CS) algorithm [14–19], Gravitational search algorithm (GSA) [20],
etc. But a particular algorithm is not efficient to solve different types of optimization
problems. They never provide us with the best solutions. Certain algorithms offer
best solutions for particular (given) problems only. Thus, it is necessary to devise
hybridized heuristic population-based optimization methods for solving different
applications efficiently. In this chapter, a population-based hybridized optimization
algorithm is proposed. In this work, the thrust is mainly to cartel the social thinking
capability found in the Cuckoo birds and the local search capability observed in
Gravitational search method. Actually, an efficient optimization scheme is well
umpired by its two key features—(i) exploration and (ii) exploitation. Note that
exploration is the capability of an EC to explore the complete search space, and
exploitation is the skill to congregate to a better result. Combining these two
features, the best solutions can be obtained with less number of function evalua-
tions. Therefore, here an attempt is made to hybridize CS with GSA in order to
provide equilibrium for both exploration and exploitation ability. This chapter
describes the use of both the methods in a balanced manner. Note that hybridized
approach provides significant improvements in the solutions. Interestingly, the CS
is popular for its simplicity and its ability to search for a near-global solution.
Further, GSA provides a better local search method with good initial estimates to
solve a particular problem.

In fact, EC techniques were initially proposed by different researchers as an
approach to the artificial intelligence. Later, it has become more popular and is used

4 M.K. Naik et al.



directly to solve analytical and combinatorial optimization problems. However, the
demerit of an EC method is its slow convergence in solving multimodal optimi-
zation problems, to find near (global) optimum values. In this context, various EC
techniques are proposed. Recently, there has been a strong need to develop new
hybridized EC techniques to find better results. This chapter discusses the appli-
cation of a new hybrid EC method for optimization. Extensive empirical evalua-
tions are important to measure the strength and weaknesses of a particular
algorithm. In this connection, we consider 23 standard benchmark [21] functions.
The proposed CS–GSA algorithm performs better than GSA and CS techniques for
multimodal functions with many local minima. In addition, the proposed algorithm
is faster than GSA. The levy flight incorporated in the algorithm helps us for a
speed to reach the near (global) optimum very quickly. The idea behind this is
simple and straightforward. Thinking ability of the Cuckoo birds is very useful for
exploitation. In this study, we propose the hybridization of these two algorithms.
Here, 23 standard benchmark functions [21] are utilized to relate the performance of
our method. The results are compared to both the CS and GSA algorithms. In this
work, the solutions presented in the chapter reveal the fact that our proposed
algorithm is well suited for function minimization.

For this work, we consider 23 benchmark functions. These functions are given in
Table 1. More details on such test functions are discussed in the Appendix. Note
that the functions F1–F13 refer to the high-dimensional problems, whereas the
functions F1–F7 are known as the unimodal functions. The function F5 is a step
function. This has only one minimum. Further, the function is discontinuous. Here,
the function F7 is coined as the quartic function with noise. Here, rand (0, 1) is
basically a uniformly distributed random variable in the range (0, 1). Here, we also
consider multimodal functions F8–F13 for our experimental study. For these
functions, the amount of local minima surges exponentially with the surge in the
problem size. It is important to solve these types of functions to validate our

Table 1 Unimodal
benchmark functions

Benchmark function

F1 Xð Þ ¼Pn
i¼1 x

2
i

F2 Xð Þ ¼Pn
i¼1 xij j þ

Qn
i¼1 xij j

F3 Xð Þ ¼Pn
i¼1

Pi
j¼1 xj

� �2
F4 Xð Þ ¼ max

i
xij j; 1� i� nf g

F5 Xð Þ ¼Pn�1
i¼1 100 xiþ1 � x2i

� �2þ xi � 1ð Þ2
h i

F6 Xð Þ ¼Pn
i¼1 xi þ 0:5b cð Þ2

F7 Xð Þ ¼Pn
i¼1 ix

4
i þ random 0; 1½ Þ
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algorithm for optimization. The functions F14–F23 are called as the functions with
the low dimension. These functions have only a few local minima. It is relatively
easy to optimize the unimodal functions. However, the optimization is much more
significant in the case of multimodal functions. The ability of an algorithm is well
judged by its behavior, capable of escaping from the poor local optima while
localizing the best near (global) solution. Note that the functions F14–F23 are
multimodal in nature, but are fixed-dimensional functions. These functions are also
very useful for the measure of the accuracy of the hybrid soft computing
techniques.

The organization of the rest of the chapter is as follows: Sect. 1 is the intro-
duction part. Related work is discussed in Sect. 2. The hybridized population-based
CS–GSA algorithm is discussed in Sect. 3. Extensive results and discussions are
presented in Sect. 4. In this chapter, conclusions are presented in Sect. 5.

2 Related Works

The main objective of an optimization algorithm is to find a near or near-global
optimal solution. Several EC algorithms are presented in the literature, but the CS
algorithm [14–16] has its own importance. Interestingly, it consists of less
parameters for search, and so it is a faster optimization method. Recently, Chetty
and Adewumi [22] have done a case study on an annual crop planning problem
using a CS algorithm along with the GA and glow worm swarm optimization
(GSO); the former has shown superior results. Chen and Do [23] used the CS to
train the feed-forward neural networks for predicting the student academic per-
formances. Swain et al. [24] have proposed neural network based on CS and apply
the same for the noise cancellation. Khodier [25] used the CS algorithm for opti-
mization of the antenna array. Although the CS gives better performance, some
researcher adds some more characteristics to the search process. Zhao and Li [26]
proposed opposition-based learning to upsurge the exploration proficiency of the
CS algorithm.

The other non-evolutionary algorithms are also good at finding the near-global
optima. The GSA [20] is founded on the rule of gravity. It has better convergence in
the search space. Saha et al. [27]; Rashedi et al. [28] used the GSA for the filter
design and modeling. Many authors proposed new schemes to enhance the per-
formance of the GSA such as Disruption operator [29], black hole operator [30],
Niche GSA [31], and binary GSA (BGSA) [32].

Every algorithm has its own merits and demerits. To improve search perfor-
mance of one algorithm, some researcher proposed hybrid algorithm combining the
features of more than one algorithm. Mirjalili and Hashim [33] proposed hybrid
algorithm PSOGSA by integrating the ability of exploitation in PSO and the ability
of exploration in GSA. Jiang et al. [34] proposed HPSO-GSA for solving economic
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emission load dispatch problems by updating the particle position with PSO
velocity and GSA acceleration. Ghodrati and Lotfi [35] proposed hybrid algorithm
CS/PSO by combining the idea of cuckoo birds awareness of each other position
via swarm intelligence of PSO. A hybrid algorithm on GSA–ABC was proposed by
Guo [36] to update the ant colony with the help of an artificial bee colony algorithm
(ABC) and GSA. Sun and Zhang [37] have proposed GA–GSA hybrid algorithm
for image segmentation based on the GA and GSA. Yin et al. [38] proposed a
hybrid IGSAKHM approach for clustering by combining K-harmonic means
(KHM) clustering technique and improved gravitational search algorithm (IGSA).

In this section, we discuss the potential features of two different algorithms used
for optimization.

2.1 Cuckoo Search (CS) Algorithm

Cuckoo search (CS) method is basically a nature-inspired technique. This method is
introduced by Yang and Deb [14–17]. The CS is inspired by an interesting event
how the Cuckoo bird leaves eggs in the nest of another horde bird. The available
host nests are fixed. The egg laid by the Cuckoo bird may be exposed by the horde
bird with a probability pa 2 0; 1½ �. Then, the horde birds either throw those eggs or
abandon the present nest. Sometimes, the horde bird builds a new nest in a totally
different location [18] to deceive the Cuckoo bird. Here, each egg in the nest
represents a solution. It is interesting to note here that the CS has similarity to the
well-known hill climbing algorithm. Here, in the Cuckoo search, note that a par-
ticular pattern corresponds to a nest, whereas an individual feature of that pattern
resembles to that of an egg of the Cuckoo bird.

Interestingly, the CS method is founded on the succeeding three more idealized
strategies:

i. Every Cuckoo bird puts an egg at a time, it junk yards its egg in a randomly
selected nest.

ii. Nests having the best class of eggs are carried over to the subsequent
generations.

iii. Always the quantity of available horde nests is fixed. Note that the egg placed
by a Cuckoo bird is exposed by the horde bird with a probability pa Є [0, 1].
Then, the worst nests are revealed and discarded from future calculations.

The CS algorithm is mathematically modeled as follows: For a new search space
Xi t þ 1ð Þ for Cuckoo i for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;Nð Þ at time t þ 1,

Xtþ1
i ¼ Xt

i þ a� L�evy kð Þ; ð1Þ
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where Xi tð Þ is the current search space at time t, represented as
Xi ¼ x1i ; . . .; x

d
i ; . . .; x

n
i

� �
, a[ 0 is the step size connected to the range of the

problem, � is the entry wise multiplication, and L�evy kð Þ is the random walk
through the Lévy flight. The Lévy flight [19] provides random walk for step size
from the Lévy distribution L�evy� u ¼ t�k

� �
by considering k such that it satisfies

1\k\3.
Here, time t denotes the number for a recent group (t = 1, 2, 3, …, tmax) and tmax

represents the pre-determined extreme cohort position. Here, the initial values of the
dth attribute of the ith pattern are found by

xdi t ¼ 0ð Þ ¼ rand � udxdi � ldxdi
� �þ ldxdi ; ð2Þ

where ld and ud are called as the lower and the upper search space limits of the dth
attributes, respectively. These attributes are useful for implementations. This
method is used to provide control over the boundary conditions in every calculation
step. Note that the value for the interrelated attribute is restructured, when it exceeds
the allowed search space limits. This is achieved by considering the value for the
nearby limit corresponding to the linked trait. In this discussion, it is seen that the
CS method identifies the best fruitful pattern as the Xbest pattern. This process is
accomplished before starting the iterative search method. Actually, here in the CS
algorithm, the iterative growth part of the pattern matrix initiates by the discovery
step of the U as

U ¼ C 1þ cð Þ � sin p � c=2ð Þ
C 1þc

2

� � � c � 2c�1
2

� �
0
@

1
A

1
c

: ð3Þ

The C in the above expression represents a gamma function and c� 1 ¼ k.
The evolution phase of the Xi pattern is defined by the donor vector v, where

v = Xi. The required step size value is calculated as

stepsized ¼ 0:01 � ud
vd

� �1
c

�ðv� XbestÞ:

Note that u = Ф randn[n] and v = randn[n].
Here, a donor pattern is randomly mutated as

v ¼ vþ stepsized � randn½n�: ð4Þ

In this scheme, the update procedure of Xbest in CS is stated as

Xbest  f Xbestð Þ� f Xið Þ: ð5Þ

8 M.K. Naik et al.
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It is noteworthy to mention here that the controller constraints of the CS tech-
nique are coined as scale factor (λ) followed by the mutation probability (pa). The
flow chart for the CS algorithm is shown in Fig. 1.

PseudoCode for CS

First identifies the search space-like dimension of search problem ‘n,’ the range of
the objective function, and objective function F(X). Let us choose some important
parameters N, pa, α, λ, tmax, and t = 1. Also, randomly initialize the population of
N host nests Xi tð Þ ¼ x1i ; . . .; x

d
i ; . . .; x

n
i

� �
with n dimension for i = 1, 2, …, N.

Select the fitness function F(X), X = ( x1,x2,…,xn )T for n dimension.Select the fitness function F(X), X = ( x1,x2,…,xn )T for n dimension.

Generate initial population of N host nests Xi ( i = 1, 2, …, N).NNGenerate initial population of N host nests Xi ( i = 1, 2, …, N).

Get a cuckoo ‘i’ randomly by Lévy flights, and evaluate the fitness FiF  for egg ‘Xi’.Get a cuckoo ‘i’ randomly by Lévy flights, and evaluate the fitness Fi for egg ‘Xi’.

Chose a nest ‘j‘ ’ randomly from N nests, and evaluate the fitness N FjF  for egg ‘XjX ’.Chose a nest ‘j’ randomly from N nests, and evaluate the fitness Fj for egg ‘Xj’.

FiF  > FjFFi > Fj

Xi = XjX (for minimization problem) or XjX  = Xi (for maximization problem)Xi = Xj (for minimization problem) or Xj = Xi (for maximization problem)
YesYes

Abandoned the worst nests with a probability pa. Also keep the best nests.Abandoned the worst nests with a probability pa. Also keep the best nests.

NoNo

Meeting end of criterion?Meeting end of criterion?

No

Return best solution.Return best solution.

YesYes

StartStart

StopStop

Fig. 1 Flow chart of CS
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do {

(a) Get a cuckoo ‘i’ randomly by Lévy flights, and evaluate the fitness Fi for egg Xi.

(b) Chose a nest ‘j’ randomly from N nests, and evaluate the fitness Fj for egg Xj.

(c) If  (Fi > Fj)
Replace Xi with Xj for minimization problem, or Replace Xj with Xi for 
maximization problem.

End
(d) The worst nests are abandoned with a probability (pa). The new ones are built 

and keep the best ones.
(e) t = t +1.

} while (t < (tmax +1)) or End criterion not satisfied).

2.2 Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)

The GSA is based on the underlying principle of the Newton’s theory. This was
introduced in [20]. The Newton’s theory states that ‘Every particle in the universe
attracts every other particle with a force that is directly proportional to the product
of their masses and inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
them.’ Note that the force is inversely proportional to the distance between them.

This algorithm is quite interesting and considered as a collection of N agents
(masses) only. Here, the masses relate to the solution of an optimization (given)
problem. It is interesting to note here that the heavier mass has greater force of
attraction. This may be very near to the global optima. Let us initialize the search
space of the ith agent as Xi ¼ x1i ; . . .; x

d
i ; . . .; x

n
i

� �
for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;Nð Þ, where

n signifies the dimension of the search space. Note that at a time t, the force of
attraction between mass ‘i’ by mass ‘j’ is defined as

Fij tð Þ ¼ G tð ÞMpi tð Þ �Maj tð Þ
Rij tð Þ þ e

xj tð Þ � xi tð Þ
� �

; ð6Þ

where Maj and Mpj are the active and passive gravitational masses connected to the
agent i, G tð Þ is coined as a gravitational constant at a particular time t, and Rij tð Þ is
the Euclidian distance between agents ‘i’ and ‘j,’ which is written as

Rij ¼ Xi tð Þ � Xj tð Þ
�� ��

2: ð7Þ

It is noteworthy to mention here that the gravitational constant G gradually
decreases with respect to the time. This event actually helps us to reach at the
minima in the search space. Therefore, the gravitational constant G is considered as
a function of the initial value G0 together with the time t. The phenomenon can
mathematically be modeled as
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G tð Þ ¼ G0 � e �b
t

tmaxð Þ; ð8Þ

where b is the descending coefficients. Note that tmax is the maximum number of
iterations considered for the simulation work.

Thus, the total amount of the force that acts on the agent i is Fi tð Þ, which can be
computed from Eq. (6) as

Fi tð Þ ¼
XN

j¼1;j 6¼i randj Fij tð Þ: ð9Þ

Here, different masses are computed from the fitness values. Further, the masses
are updated by the following set of equations:

Mai ¼ Mpi ¼ Mii ¼ Mi; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;N; ð10Þ

mi tð Þ ¼ fiti tð Þ � worst tð Þ
best tð Þ � worst tð Þ ; ð11Þ

Mi tð Þ ¼ mi tð ÞPN
j¼1 mj tð Þ

; ð12Þ

where fiti tð Þ designates the fitness cost of an agent i at a particular time t. Here, best
(t) signifies the best fitness value and worst(t) represents the worst fitness value
among the N agents. Here, the acceleration of agent i at time t can be given by

ai tð Þ ¼ Fi tð Þ=Mi tð Þ; ð13Þ

where Mi tð Þ is coined as the mass of an agent i.
Finally, the velocity and the position of an agent in the search space are com-

puted as given below:

xi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ xi tð Þ þ vi t þ 1ð Þ; ð14Þ

and; vi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ randi � vi tð Þ þ ai tð Þ: ð15Þ

Note that the positions are updated iteratively using the above equations till the
GSA algorithm reaches the global or near-global minima. Actually, no further
change in the mass should undergo after attaining the global or near-global minima.
The flow chart for GSA is displayed in Fig. 2.

PseudoCode for GSA

In the beginning, it recognizes the search space, dimension of the search problem
‘n,’ the range of the objective function, and the objective function itself, i.e., F(X).
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Then choose some important parameters N, G0, β, tmax, and t = 1. After choosing
the parameters, randomly initialize the population of N agents (or masses) Xi tð Þ ¼
x1i ; . . .; x

d
i ; . . .; x

n
i

� �
with n dimension for i = 1, 2, …, N.

do {

(a) Evaluate the objective function F(Xi) for i = 1,2,…,N.
(b) Update G(t), best(t), and worst(t) of the current population.
(c) Calculate Mi(t) ,vi(t) and ai(t) for all N agents.
(d) Then calculate the new position Xi(t+1) of agents for i = 1,2,…,N.
(e) t = t +1.

} while (t < (tmax +1)) or End criterion not satisfied).

Select the fitness function F(X), X = ( x1,x2,…,xn )T for n dimension.Select the fitness function F(X), X = ( x1,x2,…,xn )T for n dimension.

Generate initial population of N agents (masses) Xi ( i = 1, 2, …, N).NNGenerate initial population of N agents (masses) Xi ( i = 1, 2, …, N).

Evaluate the fitness FiF  for each agents Xi Evaluate the fitness Fi for each agents Xi 

Update the G, best, and worst of the poulatiot n.Update the G, best, and worst of the poulation. 

Meeting end of criterion?Meeting end of criterion?
NoNo

Return best solution.Return best solution.

YesYes

StartStart

StopStop

Calculate M andM a for N agents.NCalculate M and a for N agents.

Update the velocity and position of N agents.NUpdate the velocity and position of N agents.

Fig. 2 Flow chart of GSA
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3 A Hybrid CS–GSA Algorithm

It is well known from the literature that the CS is a heuristic search method based on
evolutionary computational approach. The beauty of the CS algorithm is that it uses
the randomized walk via a Lévy flight, as described in [14, 15]. Here, the Lévy
flight is quite effectual in discovering the search space. Note that the step size is
booked from the Lévy distribution as explained in [19].

Let us choose α as 1 (as a[ 0). So Eq. (1) is reduced to

Xi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ Xi tð Þ þ L�evy kð Þ: ð16Þ

From the above Eq. (16), it is clearly showed that the new search space (the new
solution) only rest on a Lévy distribution. Let us introduce a term lBest tð Þ, which
provides the best local solution among i = 1, 2, …, N at time t. Here, the lBest tð Þ
can be expressed by

lBest tð Þ ¼ Xj tð Þ
		8 j ¼¼ i;

for which f Xi tð Þð Þ is minimum,

for i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;N at time t:

ð17Þ

Let us again incorporate an additional term (coined as the proportionate term) to
the new solution, thereby incorporating the difference between the current solution
and the local best solution at time t. Therefore, Eq. (16) can be expressed by

Xi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ Xi tð Þ þ L�evy kð Þ � lBest tð Þ � Xi tð Þð Þ: ð18Þ

Further, let us see how every solution differs from the other at time t. In this
sense, the acceleration of an agent i at a time t is used to provide enhancement to the
local search in the GSA algorithm. Once more, we incorporate Eq. (13) in Eq. (18)
as expressed by

Xi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ Xi tð Þ þ L�evy kð Þ � lBest tð Þ � Xi tð Þð Þ þ ai tð Þ: ð19Þ

It is noteworthy to mention here that aiðtÞ is defined in Eq. (13). If we choose α
as the proportionate measure of the step size, then Eq. (19) can be re-organized as

Xi t þ 1ð Þ ¼ Xi tð Þ þ a� L�evy kð Þ � lBest tð Þ � Xi tð Þð Þ þ ai tð Þ: ð20Þ

Thus, Eq. (20) provides the new solution space for Cuckoo Search–Gravitational
Search Algorithm (CS–GSA) from the list of current solutions obtained in this
method. The flow chart for our new hybrid CS–GSA algorithm is shown in Fig. 3.
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PseudoCode for CS–GSA

In the opening, the objective function f Xð Þ with the dimension n is recognized.
Then choose the parameters N, pa, G0, α, λ, β, tmax, and t = 1 to control the
algorithm while in iteration. Let us initialize randomly the population of N horde
nests Xi tð Þ ¼ x1i ; . . .; x

d
i ; . . .; x

n
i

� �
with n dimension for i = 1, 2, …, N at t = 1.

Select the fitness function F(X), X = ( x1,x2,…,xn )T for n dimension.

Generate initial population of N host nests (agents) Xi ( i = 1, 2, …, N).

Get all N cuckoo randomly by Lévy flights, and evaluate the fitness Fi for egg ‘Xi’ 

Abandoned the worst nests with a probability pa. Also keep the best nests.

Meeting end of criterion?
No

Return best solution.

Yes

Start

Stop

Update the G, lBest, best and worst of the population. 

Calculate M and a for N agents.

Update the new nests (agents) 

Fig. 3 Flow chart of CS–GSA
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do {

(f) Evaluate the objective function ( )if Χ for i = 1,2,…,N.

(g) Analyze all the fitness functions ( )if Χ for i = 1,2,…,N. Then find the 

lBest(t) from the Eq.(17).
(h) Update G(t) from the Eq. (8),  Mi(t) from the Eq. (12). Then compute 

acceleration ai(t) from the Eq. (13).
(i) Then compute the new position of Cuckoo nests by using the Eq. (20).
(j) The worst nests are abandoned with a probability (pa). The new ones 

are built. Then, keep the best ones.
(k) t = t +1.

} while (t < (tmax +1) or End criterion not satisfied).

Finally, report the best f Xið Þ with i = 1, 2, …, N, also report the
corresponding Xi.

4 Results and Discussions

In this work, the main thrust is to improve the CS algorithm in comparison to the
standard CS methodology. Here, it is also important to bring some improvement
over the GSA. In this context, a new CS–GSA algorithm has been developed in the
previous Section.

4.1 Performance Evaluation Using Standard Benchmark
Functions

In the performance evaluation of the proposed algorithm, we consider 23 standard
benchmark functions [21] displayed in Tables 1, 2 and 3. Note that the convergence
rate of the unimodal benchmark functions is important to validate an optimization
algorithm. These useful functions are listed in Table 1.

It is noteworthy to mention here that the multimodal benchmark functions also
have a significant role in validating optimization algorithms. These multimodal
functions have many local minima, so it is difficult to optimize these functions.
Such functions are displayed in Table 2 and are used for the performance measure.

Further, multimodal functions with fixed dimensions are also considered in this
work. These types are displayed in Table 3. Generally, these functions have similar
performances for all types of optimization algorithms.
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Table 2 Multimodal benchmark functions

Benchmark function

F8 Xð Þ ¼Pn
i¼1 x2i � 10 cos 2pxið Þ þ 10

 �

F9 Xð Þ ¼ �20 exp �0:2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n

Pn
i¼1 x

2
i

q� �
� exp 1

n

Pn
i¼1 cos 2pxið Þ� �þ 20þ e

F10 Xð Þ ¼ 1
4000

Pn
i¼1 x

2
i �

Qn
i¼1

cos xiffi
i
p
� �

þ 1

F11 Xð Þ ¼ p
n

10 sin pyið Þ þ
Xn

i¼1 yi � 1ð Þ2 1þ 10sin2 pyiþ1
� �
 �þ yn � 1ð Þ2

n o
þ
Xn

i¼1 u xi; 10; 100; 4ð Þ
F12 Xð Þ ¼ 0:1 sin2 3px1ð Þ þ

Xn

i¼1 xi � 1ð Þ2
n

1þ sin2 3pxi þ 1ð Þ
 �þ xn � 1ð Þ2�
1þ sin2 2pxnð Þ
 �þXn

i¼1 u xi; 5; 100; 4ð Þ

Table 3 Multimodal benchmark functions with fixed dimension

Benchmark function n

F13 Xð Þ ¼P30
i¼1�xi sin

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
xij j

p� �
30

F14 Xð Þ ¼ 1
500þ

P25
j¼1

1
jþ
P2

i¼1 xi�aijð Þ6
� ��1 2

F15 Xð Þ ¼P11
i¼1 ai � x1 b2i þbix2ð Þ

b2i þbix3þx4

� �2 4

F16 Xð Þ ¼ 4x21 � 2:1x41 þ 1
3 x

6
1 þ x1x2 � 4x22 þ 4x42 2

F17 Xð Þ ¼ x2 � 5:1
4p2

x21 þ
5
p
x1 � 6

� �
þ

10 1� 1
8p

� �
cos x1 þ 10

2

F18 Xð Þ ¼ 1þ x1 þ x2 þ 1ð Þ2 19� 14x1 þ 3x21
�h

�14x2 þ 6x1x2Þ� � 2x1 � 3x2ð Þ2
h

� 18�32x1 þ 12x21 þ 48x2
�

�36x1x2 þ 27x22
�þ 30

�

2

F19 Xð Þ ¼ �P4
i¼1

ci exp �
P3
j¼1

aij xj � pij
� �2 !

3

F20 Xð Þ ¼ �P4
i¼1

ci exp �
P6
j¼1

aij xj � pij
� �2 !

6

F21 Xð Þ ¼ �P5
i¼1 X� aið Þ X� aið ÞTþci

 ��1 4

F22 Xð Þ ¼ �P7
i¼1 X� aið Þ X� aið ÞTþci

 ��1 4

F23 Xð Þ ¼ �P10
i¼1 X� aið Þ X� aið ÞTþci

 ��1 4
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In this simulation study, the range of xi is different for different functions. The
ranges of these functions are described in Appendix. The choice of parameters is
important for evaluating the optimization algorithm. We have chosen best param-
eters for our study based on extensive simulation results. These parameters are used
for all the three algorithms. The parameter setting for GSA, CS, and CS–GSA is
shown in Table 4, for validating the benchmark functions given in Tables 1, 2 and 3.

The benchmark functions are categorized into three different tables as unimodal
test functions (F1–F7), multimodal test functions (F8–F12), and multimodal test
functions with fixed dimensions (F13–F23). The ranges of the objective functions
and the global minima are given in the Appendix. The search dimension ‘n’ is taken
as 10, 50 for the unimodal functions given in Table 1 and multimodal benchmark
functions given in Table 2. The search dimension ‘n’ for the multimodal functions
with fixed dimension is given in Table 3.

The performance evaluations of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the unimodal
benchmark functions are presented in Tables 5 and 6.

From Table 5, it is observed that the performance of GSA for the unimodal
benchmark functions F1, F2, and F4 with n = 10 seems to be better than the other
two algorithms. But for other functions, the performance of the CS–GSA algorithm
is better. For all benchmark functions, final results are reflected as the ‘Best,’
‘Median,’ and ‘Ave’ among 50 independent runs. Here, ‘Best’ implies the best
fitness value obtained from 50 independent runs. ‘Median’ refers to the median of
50 fitness values obtained from 50 independent runs. The ‘Ave’ denotes the average
value of 50 fitness values obtained from 50 independent runs. Within a function, the
performance of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA is compared. The best solutions among all
three algorithms are shown in boldface letters.

The performance evaluation of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the unimodal
benchmark functions F1 to F7 with n = 50 is displayed in Table 6. Here, the
proposed CS–GSA algorithm performs well as compared to other algorithms.

A comparison of these algorithms for the unimodal benchmark functions F4 and
F7 with n = 50 is shown in Fig. 4. It is seen that CS–GSA offers us best values
compared to other algorithms. Note that the maximum number of iterations con-
sidered here is 1000. Here, GSA is the second best.

The performance evaluation of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the multimodal
benchmark functions F8 to F12 with n = 10 is displayed in Table 7. Here, the
proposed CS–GSA algorithm performs well for all functions except F12.

The performance evaluation of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the multimodal
benchmark functions F8 to F12 with n = 50 is displayed in Table 8. Here, the new

Table 4 Parameter setting
for GSA, CS, and CS–GSA
for benchmark functions (F1–

F23)

Number of agents (masses or nests) N = 50

Number of maximum iteration tmax = 1000

Initial gravitational constant G0 = 100

Mutation probability pa = 0.25

Constant α = 1, β = 20, λ = 1.5
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hybrid CS–GSA algorithm performs well for all functions except F9. For the
function F9, GSA performs better.

A comparison of these algorithms for the multimodal benchmark functions F8

and F12 with n = 50 is shown in Fig. 5. It is observed that the performance of the
CS–GSA algorithm is better compared to other algorithms. Here, the maximum
number of iterations is 1000. From Fig. 5, it is observed that the GSA is the second
contestant.

The performance evaluation of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the multimodal
benchmark functions F13 to F23 with fixed dimension is displayed in Table 9. Here,
the new hybrid CS–GSA algorithm performs well for all functions except F14 and
F15. For the function F14, CS performs better than GSA and CS–GSA algorithms.
For the function F15, GSA performs better than CS and CS–GSA algorithms. From
the knowledge of the ‘Best,’ ‘Median,’ and ‘Average’ values, one can claim that
CS–GSA can be used for optimization of such type of functions.

A comparison of these algorithms for the multimodal benchmark functions F15

and F17 with fixed dimension is shown in Fig. 6. It is observed that the performance
of the CS–GSA algorithm is better compared to other algorithms. In this study, the

Table 5 Performance evaluation of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the unimodal benchmark
functions (displayed in Table 1) with n = 10

GSA CS CS–GSA

F1 Best 1.4442e-041 1.6724e-018 3.2886e-042
Median 1.5288e-040 2.2921e-016 5.4848e-039

Average 1.5737e-039 2.2606e-016 8.6919e-027

F2 Best 4.2795e-020 7.2314e-005 9.7964e-020

Median 1.1788e-019 2.2356e-004 4.8926e-019

Average 1.1491e-019 1.1321e-003 7.1335e-016

F3 Best 3.6769 4.4477 2.2928
Median 29.0889 33.4532 7.3735
Average 25.7047 28.9740 18.1172

F4 Best 1.3869e-020 1.7780e-003 6.2616e-019

Median 9.5122e-020 2.6564e-002 1.4920e-018

Average 1.5330e-019 0.2551 1.2400e-012

F5 Best 7.7969 12.4932 7.7306
Median 7.9811 15.1342 8.2032

Average 36.4058 39.2132 35.7741
F6 Best 0 0.0121 0

Median 0 0.0316 0
Average 0 0.1276 0

F7 Best 4.9725e-004 0.0217 4.7790e-004
Median 0.0042 0.0319 9.8222e-004
Average 0.0040 0.0332 0.0011
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Table 6 Performance evaluation of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the unimodal benchmark
functions (displayed in Table 1) with n = 50

GSA CS CS–GSA

F1 Best 17.9649 32.9181 17.7891
Median 204.0765 449.6065 210.6723

Average 235.1073 438.9923 235.0924
F2 Best 0.0055 0.2223 0.0063

Median 0.3428 0.4013 0.1391
Average 0.4440 0.6051 0.3131

F3 Best 1.1520e+003 5.4531e+003 1.8343e+003

Median 2.3741e+003 8.0569e+003 2.0492e+003
Average 2.5979e+003 7.9411e+003 2.7163e+003

F4 Best 6.9320 6.0721 4.6871

Median 9.6256 9.7903 6.1135
Average 9.9463 8.9143 5.9281

F5 Best 486.0379 473.9232 290.1693
Median 1.4569e+003 7.8442e+003 1.0498e+003
Average 1.8367e+003 7.8224e+003 1.6808e+003

F6 Best 84 221 231

Median 447 463 422
Average 492.3667 498.4113 460.2314

F7 Best 0.0704 0.1822 0.0150
Median 0.1502 0.1890 0.0347
Average 0.1659 0.3907 0.0361
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Table 7 Performance evaluation of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the multimodal benchmark
functions given in Table 2 with n = 10

GSA CS CS–GSA

F8 Best 0.9950 2.2075 0
Median 2.9849 5.0666 0.9950
Average 3.5276 5.5697 0.8203

F9 Best 4.4409e-015 1.1146e-008 8.8818e-016
Median 4.4409e-015 1.5178e-006 4.4409e-015
Average 4.4409e-015 1.4342e-004 4.1179e-015

F10 Best 1.9788 1.9305 1.5922
Median 4.3241 4.8115 2.0312
Average 4.4531 5.1299 2.0954

F11 Best 4.7116e-032 2.4777 2.8302e-004

Median 4.1906e-005 3.2834 0.0012
Average 0.0585 3.0768 0.0028

F12 Best 1.3498e-032 1.7255e-005 5.630 × 10−19

Median 1.3498e-032 1.0319e-004 1.106 × 10−18

Average 1.3498e-032 1.0445e-002 3.666 × 10−4

Table 8 Performance evaluation of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the multimodal benchmark
functions given in Table 2 with n = 50

GSA CS CS–GSA

F8 Best 19.9081 48.6626 6.0071
Median 36.9289 53.0276 12.2704
Average 35.7943 52.6585 13.6570

F9 Best 0.3921 1.8128 0.2686
Median 0.4660 2.3657 1.9741

Average 0.5669 2.6760 1.9784

F10 Best 155.8180 206.0770 185.4950

Median 204.1554 281.4023 199.5789
Average 203.1253 286.6942 201.3960

F11 Best 0.7625 3.7943 0.9637

Median 2.4986 5.0298 1.7126
Average 2.7001 6.0326 2.3431

F12 Best 23.2165 26.3823 24.5563

Median 44.2780 41.5956 39.8451
Average 44.8839 48.2117 47.2341
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maximum number of iterations is 1000. From Fig. 6, it is seen that the GSA is the
second contestant.

The performances of the proposed algorithm are summarized as follows:

• For the unimodal test functions (F1–F7): When the best results are concerned,
CS–GSA outperforms GSA and CS. When the median and the average values
are concerned, GSA outperforms CS–GSA and CS. However, CS–GSA has
significant improvements over the CS.

• For the multimodal test functions (F8–F12): For functions F8 to F12 (except F11),
the results are dominated by the CS–GSA over GSA and CS.

• For the multimodal test functions with fixed dimensions (F13–F23): The result in
these functions is not varying so much, but still CS–GSA outperforms the other
two algorithms GSA and CS.

The convergence of four benchmark functions, out of 23 such functions, is
shown in Figs. 4, 5 and 6 using CS–GSA, GSA, and CS. Here, we consider 1000
iterations. In most of the cases, CS–GSA has shown a better convergence rate than
GSA and CS. Reason is that CS has the ability to abandon the worst solutions,
while searching for the best solutions quickly. From Figs. 4, 5 and 6, it is observed
that CS–GSA provides best fitness function values compared to GSA and CS
algorithms, because of the fact that the GSA has the ability to provide the best local
search mechanism. Hence, by combining these features of CS and GSA in the
hybridized CS–GSA, we get the best results.
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4.2 Solving the Constrained Optimization Problems

In this Section, we discuss the use of CS–GSA algorithm for solving the con-
strained optimization problems. Here, we consider two different constrained opti-
mization issues. These examples are very interesting and may create interest among
the readers to explore the idea further.

Table 9 Performance evaluation of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the multimodal benchmark
functions given in Table 3 with fixed dimension

GSA CS CS–GSA

F13 Best −1.7928e+003 −2.5756e+003 −1.7211e+003
Median −1.6104e+003 −2.3242e+003 −1.8677e+003

Average −1.5480e+003 −2.3359e+003 −1.9888e+003

F14 Best 0.9980 0.9980 0.9980
Median 3.9711 0.9985 0.9984

Average 5.1573 1.0009 1.0351

F15 Best 6.4199e-004 9.4845e-004 7.4790e-004

Median 0.0038 0.0016 0.0012

Average 0.0042 0.0018 0.0014

F16 Best −1.0316 −1.0314 −1.0316

Median −1.0316 −1.0305 −1.0316
Average −1.0316 −1.0302 −1.0316

F17 Best 0.3980 0.3979 0.3980
Median 0.3995 0.3997 0.3994

Average 0.3999 0.4007 0.4001

F18 Best 3.0000 3.0014 3.0000
Median 3.0000 3.0169 3.0000
Average 3.0000 3.0235 3.0000

F19 Best −3.8628 −3.8623 −3.8628
Median −3.8596 −3.8593 −3.8628
Average −3.8593 −3.8590 −3.8624

F20 Best −3.3220 −3.2779 −3.3220
Median −3.3220 −3.0968 −3.3220
Average −3.3220 −3.1105 −3.3220

F21 Best −10.1532 −8.8466 −10.1532
Median −2.9417 −4.2211 −10.1531
Average −5.4547 −4.6898 −7.3326

F22 Best −10.4029 −9.3378 −10.4029
Median −10.4029 −5.1803 −10.4029
Average −10.4029 −5.4778 −10.4029

F23 Best −10.5364 −8.7847 −10.5364
Median −10.5364 −5.1446 −10.5364
Average −10.2659 −5.4009 −10.5364
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4.2.1 Minimizing the Function

Here, we present an application of the proposed CS–GSA algorithm for function
minimization. This is a constrained optimization problem. We like to minimize the
function given in Eq. (21) [39]

f xð Þ ¼ x1 � 10ð Þ2þ 5 x2 � 12ð Þ2þ x43 þ 3 x4 � 11ð Þ2þ 10x65 þ 7x26 þ x47 � 4x6x7
� 10x6 � 8x7

ð21Þ

subject to the following constraints [39]:

g1 xð Þ ¼ 127� 2x21 � 3x42 � x3 � 4x24 � 5x5	 0

g2 xð Þ ¼ 282� 7x1 � 3x2 � 10x23 � x4 þ x5	 0

g3 xð Þ ¼ 196� 23x1 � x22 � 6x26 þ 8x7	 0

g4 xð Þ ¼ � 4x21 � x22 þ 3x1x2 � 2x23 � 5x6 þ 11x7	 0

� 10� xi� 10; i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7:

For the evaluation of constrained problem described in this section, we have
taken parameter for various algorithms given in Table 4. From Table 10, it is seen
that the proposed CS–GSA scheme is well suited for this constrained optimization
problem. The attribute values obtained by CS–GSA (marked as bold face letters)
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seem to be very close to the optimal values, presented in the table for a ready
reference. From Table 11, it is seen that the ‘Best,’ the ‘Median,’ and the ‘Average’
values obtained by CS–GSA (marked as bold face letters) seem to be better than the
other two algorithms.

4.2.2 One-Dimensional (1-D) Recursive Filter Design

Newly, an increasing interest is seen in the application of the EC algorithms for
solving the problems of traditional filter design methods. There is a merit of not
necessitating virtuous first estimate of the filter coefficients. Here, we present the
design of 1-D recursive filters using GSA, CS, and CS–GSA algorithms. Note that
the design of the IIR digital filter is well-thought-out here as a constrained opti-
mization tricky. Inbuilt constraint handling is found to guarantee stability. Here, the
best results are obtained through the convergence of the proposed CS–GSA method
in order to confirm the quality. Interestingly, a faster result is achieved through the
convergence of a meta-heuristic hybrid algorithm coined as CS–GSA algorithm. To
be precise, the proposed constraint management competence makes the proposed
method very eye-catching in the design of 1-D IIR digital filters. Results are
compared to GSA and CS techniques.

Table 10 Comparison of the best solutions given by GSA, CS, and CS–GSA with the optimal
solution for the constrained problem

EV GSA CS CS–GSA Optimal

x1 1.619429 −0.658157 2.169951 2.330499

x2 2.343357 1.408300 2.041937 1.951372

x3 0.965166 −1.128276 −0.936082 −0.477541

x4 2.737996 5.261455 4.052961 4.365726

x5 −0.119048 0.671794 −0.542999 −0.624487

x6 0.406691 0.824787 0.594817 1.038131

x7 0.854488 1.690929 1.462593 1.594227

g1(x) 0.934544 1.370761 3.37333058 4.464147e-05

g2(x) 2.514614e+02 2.650624e+02 2.473260e+02 2.525617e+02

g3(x) 1.591053e+02 2.186001e+02 1.514995e+02 1.448781e+02

g4(x) 0.905996 5.433623 1.650391 7.632134e-06

f(x) 731.535628 761.432542 688.856815 680.630111

‘EV’ stands for the estimated value

Table 11 Comparisons of
the statistical results of GSA,
CS, and CS–GSA for the
constrained problem

Algorithm Best Median Average

GSA 731.535628 736.213432 742.234546

CS 761.432542 776.324511 780.753411

CS–GSA 688.856815 696.062212 699.768549
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The block diagram showing IIR filter optimization is displayed in Fig. 7.
Evolutionary computational technique is very useful for synthesis of digital IIR
filters. The filter coefficients are chosen very accurately using evolutionary algo-
rithms. To reduce the error, the filter coefficients are optimized. Then it is used for
different applications. For this reason, EAs proved to be beneficial for the design of
1-D digital IIR filters. In this section, we discuss the design of 1-D IIR digital filter
design by three fairly new EC methods.

The GSA was used for the design of 1-D recursive filters [27] and IIR filter
design [40]. However, they are silent regarding the constraint treatment and
diminishing tool, which is required to guarantee stability of the 1-D recursive filters.
The design was not considered as the constrained optimization problem. Recently,
the authors in [40] considered this as a constrained optimization work and then
resolved this in designing the 1-D digital IIR filters. In this section, three optimi-
zation algorithms GSA, CS, and CS–GSA are deployed to design 1-D IIR filters.

Note that the system is called as recursive provided the preset output depends on
the present input, the past input, and the past output of the system. So a 1-D system
can be represented as

y mð Þ ¼ x mð Þ; x m� 1ð Þ; . . .; x m�Mð Þ; y m� 1ð Þ; . . .; y m�Mð Þf g: ð22Þ

For the evaluation of our proposed algorithm, let us consider a 1-D recursive
filter transfer function. The transfer function can be represented as

H zð Þ ¼ H0

PS
i¼0 aiz

iPS
i¼0 bizi

; a0 ¼ 1; and b0 ¼ 1: ð23Þ

The stability conditions are described as

H zð Þ ¼ A zð Þ
B zð Þ ; with B zð Þ 6¼ 0; and zj j 	 1: ð24Þ
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For S = 2, one can write

H zð Þ ¼ H0
1þ a1zþ a2z2

1þ b1zþ b2z2
: ð25Þ

In this section, the objective is to optimize the vector (X), where
X ¼ a1; a2; b1; b2;H0½ �, subject to the constraints given below:

1þ bið Þ[ 0; and 1� bið Þ[ 0: ð26Þ

Hence, this problem is known as a constrained optimization problem. Here, an
attempt is made to solve this problem using three different EC algorithms GSA, CS,
and CS–GSA. To evaluate the proposed 1-D recursive function, let us consider Md

as the desired magnitude response of the digital IIR filter expressed as a function of
frequency x 2 0; p½ �:

Md xð Þ ¼
1 if x� 0:05p
1ffiffi
2
p if 0:05p\x� 0:08p
1

2
ffiffi
2
p if 0:08p\-� 0:1p
0 otherwise

2
664 : ð27Þ

Here, our objective is to find H(z), such that it will closely approximate the
desired magnitude response. The approximation can be attained by a fitness
function J such as

J ¼
XP
n¼0

M xð Þj j �Md xð Þ½ �2; ð28Þ

where M xð Þ is the Fourier transform of the H zð Þ, i.e., M xð Þ ¼ H Zð Þ z¼e�jxj and
x ¼ p=Pð Þn.

The results (the filter parameters) are shown in Table 12.

Table 12 Comparisons of the best solution given by GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for the 1-D
recursive filter design. “EP” refers to the estimated parameters

EP GSA CS CS–GSA

a1 0.732505 0.746526 0.883583
a2 0.580788 1.321402 0.741019
b1 −0.852237 −0.928369 −0.982292
b2 −0.274744 −0.197190 −0.134745
H0 0.061419 0.041052 0.050245
1 + b1 0.147762 0.071630 0.017707
1 − b1 1.852237 1.928369 1.982292
1 + b2 0.725255 0.802809 0.865254
1 − b2 1.274744 1.197190 1.134745
J 0.596505 0.617075 0.578251
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From Table 12, it is observed that the filter parameter obtained by CS–GSA
algorithm is better than CS and GSA algorithms. They are optimized using CS–
GSA algorithm to reduce the error. A comparison of the statistical results of GSA,
CS, and CS–GSA for 1-D recursive filter design is presented in Table 13.

From Table 13, it is seen that the ‘Best,’ ‘Median,’ and ‘Average’ values of the
filter parameters for 50 independent runs obtained by CS–GSA algorithm are better
than CS and GSA algorithms. These statistical parameters are obtained using CS–
GSA algorithm for a better performance.

Figure 8 displays the frequency responses of the 1-D recursive filter designed
using CS–GSA, GSA, and CS as the three competitive methods. The above

Table 13 Comparisons of statistical results of GSA, CS, and CS–GSA for 1-D recursive filter
design

Algorithm Best Median Average

GSA 0.596505 0.796212 0.857275

CS 0.617075 0.776405 0.785817

CS–GSA 0.578251 0.669519 0.673789
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amplitude responses are plotted exhausting the solutions achieved by minimizing
J for 50,000 function evaluations, and the parameter is given in Table 4. Note that
in the cited numerical example, the solution attained by utilizing CS–GSA method
offers us a better approximation of the proposed transfer function than latter
methods. It seems closer to that of the desired frequency response. The GSA
method is the second contestant in this work. The performance of the CS–GSA is
quite better than the latter methods. From Fig. 8, we see that the frequency response
attained by utilizing CS–GSA method is better than the frequency responses
exhibited by other two algorithms CS and GSA.

5 Conclusions

In this chapter, the proposed hybrid algorithm CS–GSA outperforms both CS and
GSA algorithms in terms of obtaining best solutions. In fact, the GSA is used to
explore the local search ability, whereas CS is used to speed up the convergence
rate. The convergence speed of the proposed hybrid algorithm is faster than CS and
GSA algorithms. Interestingly, CS simulates the social behavior of Cuckoo birds,
while GSA inspires by a physical phenomenon. This proposal can easily be
extended to develop multi-objective optimization applications by considering dif-
ferent inbuilt constraints. Finally, it may be noted that the better convergence of CS
algorithm and local search ability of the GSA produce good results that are
beneficial.

Appendix: Benchmark Functions

a. Sphere Model

F1 Xð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1 x
2
i ; �95� xi� 95; and min F1ð Þ ¼ F1 0; . . .; 0ð Þ ¼ 0

b. Schwefel’s Problem 2.22 [21, 42]

F2 Xð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1 xij j þ
Yn

i¼1 xij j; �12� xi� 12; and min F2ð Þ ¼ F2 0; . . .; 0ð Þ
¼ 0

c. Schwefel’s Problem 1.2

F3 Xð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1
Xi

j¼1 xj
� �2

; � 90� xi� 90; and min F3ð Þ ¼ F3 0; . . .; 0ð Þ
¼ 0
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d. Schwefel’s Problem 2.21

F4 Xð Þ ¼ max
i

xij j; 1� i� nf g; � 90� xi� 90; and min F4ð Þ ¼ F4 0; . . .; 0ð Þ
¼ 0

e. Generalized Rosenbrock’s Function

F5 Xð Þ ¼
Xn�1

i¼1 100 xiþ1 � x2i
� �2þ xi � 1ð Þ2

h i
; � 30� xi� 30

min F5ð Þ ¼ F5 0; . . .; 0ð Þ ¼ 0:

f. Step Function

F6 Xð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1 xi þ 0:5b cð Þ2; � 100� xi� 100; and min F6ð Þ ¼ F6 0; . . .; 0ð Þ
¼ 0:

g. Quartic Function i.e. Noise

F7 Xð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1 ix
4
i þ random 0; 1½ Þ; �1:28� xi� 1:28

min F7ð Þ ¼ F7 0; . . .; 0ð Þ ¼ 0

h. Generalized Rastrigin’s Function

F8 Xð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1 x2i � 10 cos 2pxið Þ þ 10

 �

; � 5:12� xi� 5:12

min F8ð Þ ¼ F8 0; . . .; 0ð Þ ¼ 0:

i. Ackley’s Function

F9 Xð Þ ¼ �20 exp �0:2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n

Xn

i¼1 x
2
i

r !
� exp

1
n

Xn

i¼1 cos 2pxið Þ
� �

þ 20þ e

� 32� xi� 32; and min F9ð Þ ¼ F 0; . . .; 0ð Þ ¼ 0:

j. Generalized Griewank Function

F10 Xð Þ ¼ 1
4000

Xn

i¼1 x
2
i �

Yn
i¼1

cos
xiffiffi
i
p
� �

þ 1; � 600� xi� 600

min F10ð Þ ¼ F10 0; . . .; 0ð Þ ¼ 0:

k. Generalized Penalized Function 1

F11 Xð Þ ¼ p
n

10 sin pyið Þ þ
Xn

i¼1 yi � 1ð Þ2 1þ 10 sin2 pyiþ1ð Þ
 �þ yn � 1ð Þ2
n o

þ
Xn

i¼1 u xi; 10; 100; 4ð Þ;
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where

u xi; a; k;mð Þ ¼
k xi � að Þm; xi [ a

0;�a\xi\a;

k �xi � að Þm; xi\� a

8><
>: and yi ¼ 1þ 1

4
xi þ 1ð Þ

� 50� xi� 50; and min F11ð Þ ¼ F11 1; . . .; 1ð Þ ¼ 0:

l. Generalized Penalized Function 2

F12 Xð Þ ¼ 0:1 sin2 3px1ð Þ þ
Xn

i¼1 xi � 1ð Þ2
n

1þ sin2 3pxi þ 1ð Þ
 �þ xn � 1ð Þ2�
1þ sin2 2pxnð Þ
 �þXn

i¼1 u xi; 5; 100; 4ð Þ;

where

u xi; a; k;mð Þ ¼
k xi � að Þm; xi [ a

0;�a\xi\a

k �xi � að Þm; xi\� a

8><
>: ; and yi ¼ 1þ 1

4
xi þ 1ð Þ

� 50� xi� 50; and min F12ð Þ ¼ F12 1; . . .; 1ð Þ ¼ 0:

m. Generalized Schwefel’s Problem 2.26

F13 Xð Þ ¼
X30

i¼1�xi sin
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
xij j

p� �
; �500� xi� 500

min F13ð Þ ¼ F13 420:9687; . . .; 420:9687ð Þ ¼ �12569:5:

n. Shekel’s Foxholes Function

F14 Xð Þ ¼ 1
500
þ
X25

j¼1
1

jþP2
i¼1 xi � aij
� �6

 !�1
;�65:536� xi� 65:536

min F14ð Þ ¼ F14 �32;�32ð Þ 
 1;

where

aij ¼ �32 �16 0 16 32 �32 � � � 0 16 32
�32 �32 �32 �32 �32 �16 � � � 32 32 32

� �
:

o. Kowalik’s Function

F15 Xð Þ ¼
X11

i¼1 ai �
x1 b2i þ bix2
� �

b2i þ bix3 þ x4

� �2
; � 5� xi� 5
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min F15ð Þ 
 F15 0:1928; 0:1908; 0:1231; 0:1358ð Þ 
 0:0003075. The coefficients
are displayed in Table 14 [21, 41, 42].

p. Six-Hump Camel-Back Function

F16 Xð Þ ¼ 4x21 � 2:1x41 þ
1
3
x61 þ x1x2 � 4x22 þ 4x42; �5� xi� 5

Xmin ¼ 0:08983;�0:7126ð Þ; �0:08983; 0:7126ð Þ
min F16ð Þ ¼ �1:0316285:

q. Branin Function

F17 Xð Þ ¼ x2 � 5:1
4p2

x21 þ
5
p
x1 � 6

� �
þ 10 1� 1

8p

� �
cos x1 þ 10

� 5� x1� 10; 0� x2� 15

Xmin ¼ �3:142; 12:275ð Þ; 3:142; 2:275ð Þ; 9:425; 2:425ð Þ
min F17ð Þ ¼ 0:398:

r. Goldstein-Price Function

F18 Xð Þ ¼ 1þ x1 þ x2 þ 1ð Þ2 19� 14x1 þ 3x21
�h

�14x2 þ 6x1x2Þ� � 2x1 � 3x2ð Þ2
h

� 18�32x1 þ 12x21 þ 48x2
� �36x1x2 þ 27x22

�þ 30
�

� 2� xi� 2; and min F18ð Þ ¼ F18 0;�1ð Þ ¼ 3:

Table 14 Kowalik’s function
F15

i ai b�1i

1 0.1957 0.25

2 0.1947 0.5

3 0.1735 1

4 0.1600 2

5 0.0844 4

6 0.0627 6

7 0.0456 8

8 0.0342 10

9 0.0323 12

10 0.0235 14

11 0.0246 16
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s. Hartman’s Family

F Xð Þ ¼ �
X4
i¼1

ci exp �
Xn
j¼1

aij xj � pij
� �2 !

; 0� xj� 1; n ¼ 3; 6

for F19(X) and F20(X), respectively. Xmin of F19 ¼ 0:114; 0:556; 0:852ð Þ, and
min F19ð Þ ¼ �3:86. Xmin of F20 ¼ 0:201; 0:150; 0:477; 0:275; 0:311; 0:657ð Þ,
and min F20ð Þ ¼ �3:32.
The coefficients are shown in Tables 15 and 16, respectively.

t. Shekel’s

FamilyF Xð Þ ¼ �Pm
i¼1 X � aið Þ X � aið ÞTþci

 ��1

; m ¼ 5; 7; and 10, for F21;

F22; and F230� xj� 10; xlocal optima 
 ai; andF xlocal optima
� � 
 1=ci for 1�

i�m:
These functions have five, seven, and ten local minima for F21;F22; and F23,
respectively. The coefficients are shown in Table 17.

Table 15 Hartman function F19

i ai1 ai2 ai3 ci pi1 pi2 pi3
1 3 10 30 1 0.3689 0.1170 0.2673

2 0.1 10 35 2 0.4699 0.4387 0.7470

3 3 10 30 3 0.1091 0.8732 0.5547

4 0.1 10 35 4 0.038150 0.5743 0.8828

Table 16 Hartman function F20

i ai1 ai2 ai3 ai4 ai5 ai6 ci
1 10 3 17 3.5 1.7 8 1

2 0.05 10 17 0.1 8 14 1.2

3 3 3.5 1.7 10 17 8 3

4 17 8 0.05 10 0.1 14 3.2

i pi1 pi2 pi3 pi4 pi5 pi6
1 0.1312 0.1696 0.5569 0.0124 0.8283 0.5886

2 0.2329 0.4135 0.8307 0.3736 0.1004 0.9991

3 0.2348 0.1415 0.3522 0.2883 0.3047 0.6650

4 0.4047 0.8828 0.8732 0.5743 0.1091 0.0381
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Study of Economic Load Dispatch
by Various Hybrid Optimization
Techniques

Dipankar Santra, Arindam Mondal and Anirban Mukherjee

Abstract The economic load dispatch (ELD) is one of the most complex opti-
mization problems of electrical power system. Classically, it is to identify the
optimal combination of generation level of all power generating units in order to
minimize the total fuel cost while satisfying the loads and losses in power trans-
mission system. In view of the sharply increasing nature of cost of fossil fuel,
energy management has gained lot of significance nowadays. Herein lies the rel-
evance of continued research on improving the solution of ELD problem. A lot of
research work have been carried out on this problem using several optimization
techniques including classical, linear, quadratic, and nonlinear programming
methods. The objective function of the ELD problem being of highly nonlinear and
non-convex nature, the classical optimization methods cannot guarantee conver-
gence to the global optimal solution. Some soft computing techniques like Artificial
Bee Colony (ABC), Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO), Clonal Selection
Algorithm (CSA), Ant Colony Optimization (ACO), Simulated Annealing (SA),
Genetic Algorithm (GA), etc. are now being applied to find even better solution to
the ELD problem. An interesting trend in this area is application of hybrid
approaches like GA-PSO, ABC-PSO, CSA-SA, etc. and the results are found to be
highly competitive. In this book chapter, we focus on the hybrid soft computing
approaches in solving ELD problem and present a concise and updated technical
review of systems and approaches proposed by different research groups. To depict
the differences in technique of the hybrid approaches over the basic soft computing
methods, the individual methods are introduced first. While the basic working
principle and case studies of each hybrid approach are described briefly, the
achievements of the approaches are discussed separately. Finally, the challenges in
the present problem and some of the most promising approaches are highlighted
and the possible future direction of research is hinted.
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optimization � Clonal selection algorithm � Ant colony optimization � Simulated
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1 Introduction

The effective and economic operation and management of electrical power gener-
ating system has always been an important concern in the electrical power industry.
The growing size of power grids, huge demand and crisis of energy across the
world, continuous rise in price of fossil fuel necessitate the optimal combination of
generation level of power generating units. The classic problem of Economic Load
Dispatch (ELD) is to minimize the total cost of power generation (including fuel
consumption and operational cost) from differently located power plants while
satisfying the loads and losses in the power transmission system. The objective is to
distribute the total load demand and total loss among the generating plants while
simultaneously minimizing generation costs and satisfying the operational
constraints.

The ELD problem concerns two different problems—one is the pre-dispatch
problem requiring optimal selection of the generating units out of the available ones
to meet the demand and produce an expected margin of operating reserve over
specified time-slots. The other problem is the online dispatch in such an economic
manner that the total cost of supplying the dynamic requirements of the system is
minimized. Since the power generation cost in fossil fuel fired plants is very high,
an optimum load dispatch saves a considerable amount of fuel and expenditure
therein.

The ELD problem can be conceived as an optimization problem of minimizing
the total fuel cost of all generating units while satisfying the demand and losses.

Consider a system with n power generating units. The objective function is to
minimize the total fuel cost (F) given by the following expression:

F ¼
Xn
i¼1

Ci Pið Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

ai þ biPi þ ciP
2
i ð1Þ

Here n is the total number of generation units, ai, bi, ci are the cost coefficients of
ith power generation unit, Pi is the output of ith power generation unit, and Ci is the
cost function of ith generating unit. i = 1, 2 … n. The operational constraints are
given by:

• Power Balance Equation In ELD of power, the total power generated should
exactly match with the load demand and losses which is represented by the
following equation. It is a kind of equality constraint.
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Xn
i¼1

Pi ¼ PD þ PL ð2Þ

Here Pi is the power output from ith generating unit, n is the number of gen-
erating units, PL is the Transmission Loss, and PD is the Load Demand. PL is
calculated using B-coefficient as:

PL ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xn
j¼1

PiBijPj ð3Þ

• Generator Constraints The output power of each generating unit is restricted by
its upper (Pmax) and lower (Pmin) limits of actual power generation and is given
by:

Pmin
i �Pi �Pmax

i ð4Þ

• Ramp Rate Limits In practice, the power output of a generator is not instanta-
neously adjustable. The operating range of all such units is restricted by their
ramp rate limits during each dispatch period. So, the dispatch output of a
generator should be restricted between the upper (URi) and down (DRi) ramp
rate constraints as expressed in Eq. (5).

max Pmin
i ;URi � Pi

� ��Pi �minðPmax
i ;Po

i � DRiÞ ð5Þ

Here Pi is the current power output of ith unit and Po
i is the power generated by

the ith unit at previous hour.
• Prohibited Operating Zone In prohibited operating zone, if any, a unit has

discontinuous cost characteristics. So operation of the unit is not desirable in
prohibited zones. The following constraints may be considered for such cases:

Pmin
i �Pi �PL

i;1ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .nÞ
PU
i;j�1 �Pi �PL

i;1ðj ¼ 2; 3; . . .nzÞ ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .nÞ
PU
i;nz �Pi �Pmax

i ði ¼ 1; 2; . . .nÞ
ð6Þ

Here, PU
i;j�1 and P

L
i;1 are the upper and lower boundaries of jth prohibited zone of

ith unit and nz is the number of prohibited zones of ith unit.
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Some of the other inequality constraints are Reserve Contribution [1, 2] and
Transmission Line Limits [1, 2].

Thus, characteristically the ELD problem is a nonlinear and complex problem
having heavy equality and inequality constraints like Ramp Rate Limits, Prohibited
Operating Zone, etc. Therein lies the difficulty of the problem of finding the optimal
solution. Classical methods for optimization such as Lambda Iteration [3],
Newton’s method [4], and Lagrange Multiplier method [5] can solve ELD problem
assuming that the incremental cost curves corresponding to the generating units are
monotonically increasing linear piecewise functions. However, in reality, there is
distinct nonconvexity in the fuel cost function of the generating units. Classical
calculus-based methods cannot address this type of problem adequately and lead to
suboptimal solutions. Dynamic programming [6] can be used to solve ELD problem
with cost curves discontinuous and nonlinear in nature, but it is computationally
extensive and suffers from finding only local optima owing to premature
convergence.

To overcome the problems of—restriction in shape of cost curves, unidirectional
search, premature and slow convergence, sub-optimal solution and significant
computational overhead, non-conventional stochastic and intelligent techniques are
now used to resolve the complexities of ELD problem reasonably well. These
techniques include Genetic Algorithm (GA) [7–16], Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) [17–54], Evolutionary Programming (EP) [55], Differential Evolution (DE)
[56–61], Artificial Bee Colony (ABC) optimization [62–64], Ant Colony
Optimization (ACO) [65–69], Artificial Immune System (AIS)-Clonal Selection
Algorithm (CSA) [70], Simulated Annealing (SA) [71], Gravitational Search (GS)
algorithm [72], Cuckoo Search Algorithm (CSA) [73] besides others. Unlike clas-
sical optimization methods, the intelligent stochastic techniques work on a popu-
lation of possible solutions in the search space and create an advantage of getting
multiple suitable solutions in a single run; they are easy to implement, robust, and
computationally less expensive. When applied to complex optimization problems
like the ELD problem, these techniques have high probability of finding the optima
quickly through competition and collaboration among the possible solutions. Basic
working principles of different intelligent techniques which are used to find optimal
and near optimal solution for ELD problem are briefly presented in the following
sections.

1.1 Genetic Algorithm (GA)

The GA is basically an evolutionary algorithm, some of the other of its kind being
evolution strategies, genetic programming, and EP. An evolutionary algorithm
sustains a population of candidate solutions to an optimization problem. The
population changes through repeated application of stochastic operators. Using
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Tomassini’s [74] terms, GA consider the ELD problem as the environment where
the living individuals are the feasible solutions. Finding globally acceptable solu-
tions to the problem is analogous to adjusting to the surrounding by a natural
habitat. Just as a new generation of a population is promoted by elimination of
useless traits and by developing useful features, a new and better solution is found
by iterative fine-tuning of fitness function. Generally, GA enters a loop with an
initial population created with a set of individuals generated randomly. In each
iteration (called “generation”), a fresh population is created applying a number of
stochastic operators to the earlier population (causing effect equivalent to genetic
crossover and mutation).

1.2 Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO)

Particle Swarm Optimization is a population-based stochastic optimization, inspired
by social behavior of bird flocking or fish schooling. In PSO, each single solution is
a “bird” (particle) in the search space of food (the best solution). All particles have
fitness values evaluated by the fitness function (the cost function for ELD problem),
and have velocities that direct the “flying” (or evaluation) of the particles. Initialized
with a set of random particles (solutions), PSO searches for the optimal solution by
updating generations in each iteration. All particles are updated by two “best”
values—one called the pbest or personal best implying the best solution or fitness a
particle has achieved so far while the other one is the gbest or global best implying
the best value obtained by any particle in the population. The best value obtained in
the topological neighbour or on part of a population is a local best and is called
pbest. Upon finding the two best values, the velocity and position of the particle are
updated using following equations:

Vtþ1
i ¼ wVt

i þ c1 rand1ðÞ pbesti � Xt
i

� �þ c2 rand2ðÞ gbesti � Xt
i

� �
Xtþ1
i ¼ XðtÞ

i þ V ðtþ1Þ
i

ð7Þ

Here, i is the index of each particle, t is the current iteration number, rand1() and
rand2() are random numbers between 0 and 1. pbesti is the best previous experience
of the ith particle while gbesti is the best particle among the entire population.
Constants c1 and c2 are the weightage factors of the stochastic acceleration terms,
which pull each particle toward the pbesti and gbesti, w being the inertia weight
controlling the exploration properties of the algorithm. If c1 > c2, the particle tends
to reach pbesti, the best position identified by the particle, rather than converge to
gbesti found by the population and vice versa.

PSO is very effective in finding global best of ELD problem and that is the
reason why most of the hybrid techniques of solving ELD problem are found to
hybridize PSO with other intelligent optimization techniques. PSO shares many
similarities with GA though unlike GA, PSO has no evolution operators such as
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crossover and mutation. Compared to GA, the advantages of PSO are that it is easy
to implement and there are few parameters to adjust. Here the particles update
themselves with the internal velocity and position parameters only.

1.3 Ant Colony Optimization (ACO)

Ant Colony Optimization is another powerful swarm-based optimization technique
often used to solve the ELD problem. The algorithm follows ant’s movement in
search of food. The ant that reaches the food in shorter path returns to the nest
earlier. Other ants in the nest have high probability of following the shorter route
because pheromone deposited in shorter path is more than that deposited by ants
traversing longer paths.

In ACO algorithm, a number of search procedure, analogous to “ants”, work
parallel to find the best solutions of the ELD problem. An ant develops a solution
and shares its information (“pheromone”) with other ants [75]. Though each ant can
build a solution, better solutions are found through this information exchange [76]
within a structural neighbourhood. While developing a solution, each ant uses two
information sources—one is the personal information (ant’s local memory storing
previously visited nodes) and the other one is an ant-decision table defined by
functional combination of the publicly available (pheromone trail) and
problem-specific heuristic information [77]. The publicly available information is
the set of ant’s decisions from the beginning of the search process. The concept of
pheromone evaporation is used to prevent stagnation owing to large accumulations.

1.4 Artificial Bee Colony (ABC)

Like ACO, ABC algorithm [78] is a swarm-based metaheuristic algorithm simu-
lating the behavior of honeybees. When applied to ELD problem, the solution
produced by the algorithm is represented by the location of source of nectar while
the amount of nectar represents the quality (fitness) of the solution. Employee bees
fly around in search of source of nectar (representing trial in a search space) and
select their preferred source of nectar based on their experience. Once search is
completed, they share their findings (source) with the onlooker bees waiting in the
hive. The onlooker bees then make a probabilistic selection of new source of nectar
based on the information received from the employee bees. Only if the amount of
nectar of the new source is higher than that of the old one, the onlookers choose the
new position. If the quality of solution is not improved by a predetermined number
of trials (finding sources with higher nectar), then the scout bees fly to choose new
source randomly abandoning the old source. If the abandoned source is xpq; q 2
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1; 2. . .;Df g; where p is a solution and q is a randomly chosen index, then a new
nectar source chosen by a bee is given by:

xpq ¼ xqmin þ rand 0; 1ð Þ � ðxqmax � xqminÞ ð8Þ

Here, xq max and xq min are the maximum and minimum limits of the ELD
parameter to be optimized. Each solution in the ELD solution space is a vector,
D being the number of optimization parameters [79].

1.5 Firefly Algorithm (FA)

Firefly algorithm is a novel metaheuristic optimization algorithm and it has been
applied successfully for ELD problem by Sudhakara et al. [80] and for Economic
Emission Dispatch (EED) problem by Apostolopoulos et al. [81]. The algorithm is
based on the social flashing behavior of fireflies; two important issues are the
variation of light intensity (associated with the objective function) and the formu-
lation of the attractiveness. Since a firefly’s attractiveness (bÞ is proportional to the
light intensity (I) seen by adjacent fireflies and I varies as: I rð Þ ¼ I0e�cr2 , the
attractiveness β(r) at a distance r is determined by: b rð Þ ¼ b0e

�cr2 . The movement
of a firefly i attracted to another firefly j is determined by:

xiþ1 ¼ xi þ b0e
�cr2 xj � xi
� �þ a rand� 1

2

� �
ð9Þ

Here, rand is a random number generator distributed uniformly in [0, 1] space
and a is a randomization parameter. The third term in Eq. (9) is used to represent
random movement of fireflies in case there are no brighter fireflies to attract the
movement.

The FA has many similarities with other swarm intelligence-based algorithms,
e.g., PSO, ACO, and ABC but from implementation point of view it is simpler than
the others.

1.6 Direct Search (DS)

The Direct Search (DS) [82] optimization methods including Pattern Search
(PS) algorithm, Simplex Method (SM), Powell Optimization (PO), etc. are appro-
priate for solving non-continuous, non-differentiable, and multimodal optimization
problems such as the Economic Dispatch. The generic method is based on direct
search and gradual reduction in search space. It is designed to explore a set of
points, in the neighbourhood of the current position, targeting a smaller value of
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objective function. Since the variable’s values are selected around the best position
found in the previous iteration, there is better chance of convergence to the local
optima. The starting point of the algorithm is a solution vector Q(c) and n trial
solution vectors Qi are generated around Q(c) as:

Qi ¼ Q cð Þ þ R cð Þ rand �0:5; 0:5ð Þ
R cð Þ ¼ wðPi max � Pi minÞ

ð10Þ

Here, R(c) is the initial range vector; ψ is the multiplication factor from 0 to 1.
The best solution (Q cð Þ ¼ Qbest) is found which minimizes the objective function.
With a reduced range vector R cþ 1ð Þ ¼ R cð Þð1� bÞ, β being the reduction factor,
the algorithm is repeated unless the best solution does not change for a pre-specified
interval of generations. The main advantages of DS are the ease of framing the
problem in computing language, speed in obtaining the optimum point and con-
sistency of the results.

1.7 Biogeography-Based Optimization (BBO)

Biogeography concerns migration of species from one area to another, evolution of
new species, and extinction of existing species. A habitat is any area that is geo-
graphically isolated from another area. Habitats with a high habitat suitability index
(HSI) tend to have a large number of species, while those with low HSI have a small
number of species. Habitats with a high HSI have a low immigration rate and a high
emigration rate of species because they are overpopulated. On the contrary, habitats
with a low HSI have a high immigration rate and low emigration rate because of
their sparse population of species. Following this natural phenomena, in the ELD
optimization scenario, the best solution is assumed to have the best possible fea-
tures. As higher HSI implies lesser chance of sharing its features, a solution having
better feature also has greater probability of sharing those features. This
Biogeography-based Optimization (BBO) approach has yielded fairly good solution
values for ELD problem [83].

1.8 Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA)

The basis of Gravitational Search Algorithm (GSA) [84] is the law of gravity.
In GSA, performances of the objects (agents) are measured with a fitness function
which is expressed in terms of the masses of the objects. Assuming a system with
n masses Xi (i = 1, 2, 3, … ,n), the force acting on ith mass (Mi) from jth mass (Mj),
at a given iteration (k), is defined as follows:
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Fd
ij kð Þ ¼ GðtÞMpiðkÞ �MajðkÞ

Rij kð Þ þ e
Xd
j kð Þ � Xd

i kð Þ
� �

ð11Þ

Here G(k) is the gravitational constant, ε is a small constant, and Rij(k) is the
Euclidian distance between ith and jth agents. New positions imply new masses. In
each iteration, the masses (m and M) and acceleration (a) are updated by the
following equations:

miðkÞ ¼ fiti kð Þ � worstðkÞ
best kð Þ � worstðkÞ ; Mi kð Þ ¼ miðkÞPN

j¼1 mjðkÞ
; adi kð Þ ¼ Fd

i ðkÞ
MiðkÞ ð12Þ

Here fiti(k) represents the fitness value of the ith agent at iteration k. For a
minimization problem like ELD, the worst and best values at iteration k, i.e., worst
(k) and best(k), respectively, are defined as follows:

best kð Þ ¼ min fitiðkÞf g; worst kð Þ ¼ max fitiðkÞf g ð13Þ

1.9 Clonal Selection Algorithm (CSA)

The Artificial Immune System (AIS) is a powerful computational intelligence
method based on the natural immune system of human body. CSA is a class of AIS
algorithm inspired by the clonal selection theory of response to infections by the
immune system. In CSA, a candidate solution is called an antigen—an agent that
invades the body, which is recognized by the antibody—the defense agent that
destroys antigen. An antibody represents a possible improved solution to the
problem. CSA when applied to find optimal solution of ELD [70], first an initial
population of N antibodies is randomly produced in the problem space and the
affinity of each antibody is determined (by evaluating objective function). Then
antibodies which have the highest affinity are selected and copied to generate an
improved new population of antibodies as per Eq. (14). Higher the affinity of an
antibody, more copies will be generated.

nc ¼ round
b:N
i

� �
; i ¼ 1; . . .; n ð14Þ

where nc is the number of copies of antibodies from ith antibody (parent) and b is a
constant which indicates the rate of copy. Finally, the number of antibodies (Nc) in
the regenerated population would be

Nc ¼ round
Xn
i¼1

b:N
i

� �
ð15Þ
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Nc antibodies are mutated in proportion to their affinities and after determining
the affinity of each mutated antibodies, m antibodies with higher affinity are selected
which enter the next generation directly. p new antibodies are generated randomly
and increase the population. These new antibodies add to the diversity of the
solution and subsequent convergence to local optima is avoided. This cycle is
repeated until the termination criterion is met.

1.10 Simulated Annealing (SA)

Simulated Annealing [71] is a powerful algorithm for many optimization problems
and it has been successfully applied for ELD problem as well. The idea behind this
algorithm is the annealing process of metals. In this process a metal is heated up to a
high temperature and then cooled down step-by-step till the metal reaches its lowest
energy state. At each step of cooling, the temperature is fixed for a certain period of
time allowing thermal equilibrium of the system. In SA, the objective function
corresponds to the energy state of the metal and iterations emulate the temperature
levels in the annealing process. When SA is applied in an ELD problem, it starts
from a random point (starting temperature) and during processing new points
(temperature levels) are generated resulting in convergence to the global optima.

The objective function determines the strength of every new point and calculates
the change in energy (ΔF). If ΔF < 0, the new point replaces the old point. Else (i.e.,
if ΔF ≥ 0) the new point is retained with some probability (following Boltzmann
probability distribution). The efficiency of SA in solving ELD mostly depends on
selection of starting point. Linear or exponential decrement of temperature (in each
iteration) reduces the probability of acceptance of the worse point which in turn
helps avoiding local minima.

1.11 Differential Evolution (DE)

Differential Evolution is a population-based stochastic parallel search technique
(similar to GA) that has been proved to be effective for solving ELD problems [56–
61]. DE starts with an initial population of feasible solutions (parents) and generates
new solutions (child) using three genetic operators—mutation, crossover, and
selection until the optimal solution is reached. The mutation operation involves
three solution vectors (XG

ra;X
G
rb; andX

G
rcÞ, which are randomly selected from a

population of NP solution vectors. A mutant vector (VGþ1
i ) is created by combining

one vector with the difference of two other vectors as per following equation:

VGþ1
i ¼ XG

ra þ F XG
rb � XG

rc

� 	
; i ¼ 1; 2. . .;NP ð16Þ

where F is the scaling factor and ra 6¼ rb 6¼ rc 6¼ i.
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In the crossover operation, certain parameter(s) of the targeted vector is replaced
by the corresponding parameter of the mutant vector based on a probability dis-
tribution to create a new trial vector (child). Thus, the crossover operator efficiently
extracts information from successful combinations thereby triggering search in a
better solution space. DE also uses nonuniform crossover where child vector is
often taken from only one parent. So the parent competes with the child. The fittest
individual survives until the next generation.

1.12 Bacteria Foraging (BF)

Bacteria Foraging is a swarm optimization method that provides certain advantages
in handling complex dynamic ED problem in area of power system optimization
[85]. Chemotaxis is a foraging behavior whereby a bacterium tries to reach toward
more nutrient concentration. If θ be the initial position of bacterium then J
(θ) < 0, = 0, and > 0 represent nutrient rich, neutral, and noxious environment of the
bacteria, respectively. By chemotaxis, lower values of J(θ) are searched and posi-
tions corresponding to J(θ) ≥ 0 are avoided. In the context of ELD problem, the
objective function (cost function) represented by J(θ) is calculated at each che-
motactic step j, the step size being C(i). If at position θ(j + 1), the value J is greater
than that at position θ(j), the process will be repeated for the subsequent steps
(subject to a maximum Ns number of steps) until a minimum value of J is reached.
After Nc chemotactic steps, a reproduction step (Nre) is taken in which the popu-
lation is stored in ascending order of J value. The least healthy bacteria are thereby
replaced by copies of the healthiest bacteria. This is followed by the process
wherein each bacterium in the population undergoes elimination (dispersal to a
random location) with probability ped [86].

2 Hybrid Approaches for Solving ELD Problem

Though different soft computing methods like those discussed above were applied in
solving ELD problem to overcome the limitations of the classical optimization
methods, they too have their own limitations. This includes stagnation of fitness
function at a local best value for a long time, dead loop of idle individual, loss of
fitness quality with iteration, and slow exploration of search space. To further
eliminate these limitations and to improve the quality of solutions, various hybrid
approaches have evolved by combining the individual soft computing techniques
in pairs. Fifteen such selected (including one new) hybrid methods are presented
in this section to represent the state-of-the-art in hybrid soft computing application in
ELD problem. The hybrid combinations are found to generate high quality solution
with sure, fast, and stable convergence, modeling flexibility and robustness, greater
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consistency, and less computational time compared to the individual soft computing
techniques.

Most hybrid methods, found in the literature, for solving ELD problems use PSO
technique in combination with other soft computing techniques described in Sect. 1.
Hence, approaches that use PSO as a common hybrid component are discussed first
followed by other hybrid approaches not using PSO.

2.1 Particle Swarm Optimization—Direct Search Method
(PSO-DS)

Application of hybrid PSO-DS technique in solving ELD problem was done by
Victoire and Jeyakumar [87]. The steps of the method are given below.
Step 1 Input data
Step 2 Random initialization of search points and velocities of PSO agents
Step 3 Do while (Termination criterion not met)
Step 4 Evaluate the objective function and update the weights
Step 5 Modify the searching points and velocities
Step 6 If solution improves, then
Step 7 Fine-tune the search region using DS
Step 8 End while

Different test cases of Economic Dispatch (ED) problem (based on fuel cost
functions) were studied by Victoire et al. [87] to illustrate the flexibility and
effectiveness of the PSO-DS approach using MATLAB 6.1.

Case 1 This test was done with 13 generating units. To simulate the valve-point
loading effects of generating units, a sinusoid component is added to the quadratic
fuel cost function (Eq. 17) thereby making the model more realistic. This also
increases the non-linearity and number of potential local optima in the solution
space.

Fi Pið Þ ¼ aiP
2
i þ biPi þ ci þ eiðsinðfiðPimin � PiÞj j ð17Þ

Here ei and fi are cost coefficient of the ith generating unit.
A comparison of PSO-DS performance (with GA, SA, and hybrid GA-SA

methods) for a load demand of 2520 MW is shown in Table 1. The overall result of
PSO-DS method is found to be better than the other three methods. [87] can be
referred for detailed data for this test system.

Case 2 This test was done with 3 subsystems and 10 generating units with
multiple-fuel options. Unlike conventional ED problem which has a quadratic cost
function, this system has piecewise quadratic fuel cost function (Eq. 18) as multiple
fuels are used for generation.
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Fi Pið Þ ¼
ai1 þ bi1Pi þ ci1P2

i ; Pimin �Pi �P1

ai2 þ bi2Pi þ ci2P2
i ; P1 �Pi �P2

ai3 þ bi3Pi þ ci3P2
i ; P2 �Pi �Pimax

8<
: : ð18Þ

Here, aij, bij, cij are cost coefficients of the ith generating unit for fuel type j,
(j = 1, 2, 3).

The generating units were expected to supply load demands of 2400 MW,
2500 MW, 2600 MW, and 2700 MW, [88] can be referred for detailed data for this
system. In Table 2, the performance of the PSO-DS method for Case 2 is compared
with those of Numerical Method (NM), Enhanced Lagrangian Neural Network
(ELNN) method [88], GA [89], and EP [90].

The authors observed that PSO gets stagnated after the 15th iteration and gen-
erated a solution which is local optimum. Whereas PSO-DS further explores to find
much optimized solution than the one generated by PSO. Also, the PSO-DS is
applied in Case 2 experiment with various agents and the experiment proved that,
the number of agents above 200 does not have considerable influence on the
convergence characteristics and quality of solution.

2.2 Chaotic Particle Swarm Optimization—Quasi-Newton
Implicit Filtering Algorithms (PSO or Chaotic PSO–IF)

An application of hybrid chaotic PSO-IF method in ELD problem was examined by
Coelho and Mariani in the year 2007 [91]. IF is an applied Quasi-Newton direct

Table 1 Comparison of
results for Case 1 (13 units,
2520 MW load)

Generator Cost per unit generation (MW)

GA SA GA-SA PSO-DS

z1 628.32 668.40 628.23 628.3094

z2 356.49 359.78 299.22 298.9996

z3 359.43 358.20 299.17 298.8181

a1 159.73 104.28 159.12 159.7441

a2 109.86 60.36 159.95 159.5509

a3 159.73 110.64 158.85 159.1718

a4 159.63 162.12 157.26 159.5712

b1 159.73 163.03 159.93 159.5940

b2 159.73 161.52 159.86 159.4003

b3 77.31 117.09 110.78 113.6156

c1 75.00 75.00 75.00 113.2250

c2 60.00 60.00 60.00 55.0000

c3 55.00 119.58 92.62 55.0000

Total cost
($/h)

24398.23 24970.91 24275.71 24182.55
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search method; it is a generalization of the gradient projection algorithm [92] that
calculates derivatives with difference quotients. The step sizes in the difference
quotients are iteratively changed to avoid local minima attributed to
high-frequency, low-amplitude oscillations. Chaotic PSO is different from tradi-
tional PSO in the sense instead of random processing, chaotic mapping is done with
the stochastic properties of PSO to improve convergence to the global optima. In
chaotic motion every possible state in a search space is visited only once thereby
having no specific periodicity.

The PSO-IF approach proposed in [91] is based on Hénon map [93] which is a
simplified version of the Poincaré map of the Lorenz system [93]. The Hénon
equations are as follows:

yðtÞ ¼ 1� afy t � 1ð Þ þ z t � 1ð Þg
z tð Þ ¼ bfy t � 1ð Þg ð19Þ

Vtþ1
i ¼wVt

i þ c1 rand1ðÞ pbesti � Xt
i

� �þ c2 rand2ðÞ gbest � Xt
i

� �
þ c1 þ c2ð ÞZi;j tð Þdj½Pj � xti�

Here Zi,j(t) values between 0 and 1 are found from Hénon map; Pj is the mean
value of previous best positions of the jth dimension; and dj is a distance factor of
the jth dimension based on historical knowledge sources [94]. dj is calculated as
follows:

dj ¼ sgn
Xn
i¼0

sgn viðtð Þ
 !

ð20Þ

where the function sgn(x) returns the sign of x.
The authors Coelho and Mariani [91] presented a report on three case studies

involving 13 thermal units of generation with the effects of valve-point loading; one
of the case studies is given in Table 3. In the test cases the load demand (PD) was
1800 MW. The result establishes the supremacy of the hybrid PSOs (particularly
Chaotic PSO-IF) over PSO, Chaotic PSO, and IF.

Table 2 Comparison of
results for Case 2 (10 units,
varying load)

PD (MW) Fuel cost ($/h)

NM ELNN GA EP PSO-DS

2400 488.50 481.74 482.00 481.79 481.72

2500 526.70 526.27 526.24 526.24 526.24

2600 574.03 574.41 574.40 574.39 574.38

2700 625.18 623.88 623.81 623.81 623.81
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2.3 Evolutionary Programming—Efficient Particle Swarm
Optimization (EP-EPSO)

In 2010, Pandian and Thanushkodi [95] proposed a new hybrid method combining
EP and Efficient Particle Swarm Optimization (EPSO) techniques to solve ELD
problems with transmission losses. In the EP sub-problem, after random initiali-
zation of population (of solutions), a new population is generated by adding a
Gaussian random number with zero mean and fixed standard deviation. Then a
stochastic tournament method is used for selection. The proposed method extends
the basic PSO by modifying the formulation for updating the position, velocity,
pbest, and gbest while satisfying the constraints in a different way.

The effectiveness of the proposed hybrid method in solving ELD problem is
tested on the data of a 40-unit system; two ELD problems are considered—one with
smooth and another with non-smooth cost functions, the later considering
valve-point loading effects. Simulation in MATLAB shows that the EP-EPSO
method yields a lower production cost compared to the cost for Neural Network
(NN), EP, EPSO, and hybrid NN-EPSO as shown in Table 4.

2.4 Genetic Algorithm—Particle Swarm Optimization
(GA-PSO)

A hybrid GA-PSO method was proposed by Younes and Benhamida in the year
2011 [96]. In this approach both algorithms are executed simultaneously. After
N iterations, values of P individuals selected by each algorithm are interchanged.

Table 3 Convergence results for 50 runs (13 units, 1800 MW load)

Optimization
method

Mean time
(s)

Minimum cost
($/h)

Mean cost
($/h)

Maximum cost
($/h)

IF 1.4 18812.3852 18962.0139 19111.6426

PSO 2.6 18874.7634 19159.3967 19640.4168

Chaotic PSO 3.3 18161.1013 18809.8275 19640.7556

PSO-IF 14.8 18605.1257 18854.1601 19111.6426

Chaotic PSO-IF 15.3 17963.9571 18725.2356 19057.2663

Table 4 Comparison of
results (40 units)

Optimization method Cost ($/h) Simulation time (s)

NN 146069.74 28.07

EPSO 130330.36 7.232

EP 143799.00 9.242

NN-EPSO 130328.32 8.3529

EP-EPSO 130227.33 7.7590
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The individual with larger fitness is finally selected. The steps of the hybrid
approach are as follows:
Step 1 Initialize GA and PSO
Step 2 Run GA and PSO simultaneously
Step 3 Stop once the best individual in any process satisfies the termination

criterion. Remember the best solution
Step 4 Select P individuals from both processes according to their fitness and

exchange values. Go to step 3.

The GA-PSO approach has been tested with five demand load situations for
IEEE 25-bus system and the results have been compared with those obtained for
classical optimization methods such as Broyden–Fletcher–Goldfarb–Shanno
(BFGS) and intelligent methods such as Binary-Coded Genetic Algorithm (BCGA)
[97], Real-Coded Genetic Algorithms (RCGA) [98], and PSO separately. Table 5
depicts the comparative where GA-PSO approach shows the most economic value.

2.5 Fuzzy Adaptive Particle Swarm Optimization (FA-PSO)

In 2012, Soni and Pandit [99] proposed two hybrid approaches based on PSO—one
is Self-Organizing Hierarchical PSO or SOH-PSO and the other is Fuzzy
Adaptive PSO or FA-PSO. The FA-PSO being more useful (of the two) with
respect to ELD, is briefly described here.

Observing the long-time stagnation (at one fitness value) often caused by PSO,
fuzzy technique is introduced in PSO. The output variables, i.e., the inertia weight
(w) and learning factors (c1 and c2) are adjusted with input variables—the best
unchanged fitness (NU) and the number of generations. The best fitness
(BF) represents the best candidate solution. The ELD problem has different ranges of
the best fitness values which are normalized into [0, 1] using the following formula:

NBF ¼ BF � BFmin

BFmax � BFmin
ð21Þ

Table 5 Comparison of results (IEEE 25-bus system, constant loss 414,487 MW)

PD (MW) BFGS BCGAs RCGAs PSO GA-PSO

P1 211.30 206.72 213.68 197.45 211.54

P2 126.30 121.64 127.46 114.93 122.46

P3 151.29 151.82 141.93 168.29 140.117

P4 71.24 33.21 29.53 29.08 27.358

P5 211.31 358.05 258.86 259.29 267.514

Total cost ($/h) 2029.3 2011.0 2010.8 2099.00 2007.44
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Here, BFmax and BFmin are the maximum and minimum BF values, respectively.
NU values are normalized in a similar way. The bound values for w, c1, and c2 are:
0:2�w� 1:2; 1� c1 and c2 � 2: Following are the steps of the FA–PSO algorithm
for solving ELD problem:

Step 1 Randomly generate initial population and velocity of each particle
Step 2 Evaluate the objective function for each particle
Step 3 Select global best position for the ith particle having least value of

objective function
Step 4 Select best local position for the ith particle
Step 5 Update the population and velocity parameters
Step 6 Find the next position for each particle based on the updated parameters

and Eq. (21)
Step 7 If all particles are selected, Go to Step 8,

Else i = i + 1
Go to Step 4

Step 8 Stop search if number of iteration reaches terminal value,
Else go to Step 2

The method has been tested with a system of 6 generators, 46 transmission lines,
and 26 buses for a demand of 1263 MW and a comparison of performance of
FA-PSO with SOH-PSO and traditional PSO is shown in Table 6.

2.6 Artificial Bee Colony—Particle Swarm Optimization
(ABC-PSO)

Manteaw and Odero [100] proposed in 2012 a hybrid optimization approach for
solving combined ELD and ED (Emission Dispatch) problem involving ABC
algorithm and PSO technique. The objectives are combined using weighting
function and the best combined objectives are determined by cardinal priority
ranking method through normalized weights.

In this hybridization, ABC executes till the terminal criterion is reached. After
this, the best values of individuals generated by the ABC are given as input to the
PSO. Generally, the PSO randomly generates its first individual sets but in this
hybridized approach, the output of ABC is the input of PSO. The logical steps of
the ABC-PSO approach are:

Table 6 Comparison of
results (6 units, load
1263 MW)

Method Best cost ($) Worst cost ($) Average cost ($)

FA–PSO 15,445.24 15,451.60 15,448.05
SOH–PSO 15,446.00 15,451.7 15,450.3
Simple PSO 15,466.61 15,451.7 15,450.3
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Step 1 Execute ABC
Step 2 Generate best values for all individuals
Step 3 Take these values as input to PSO
Step 4 Execute PSO until stopping criterion is reached.

The authors have reported testing of the ABC-PSO method in a 10-generator
system with 2000 MW demand load simulated in MATLAB 2009. Comparison (of
performance) with some other methods such as DE, Non-Sorting Genetic
Algorithm (NSGA), and Strength Pareto Evolutionary Algorithm (SPEA) is shown
in Table 7.

2.7 Particle Swam Optimization—Gravitational Search
Algorithm (PSO-GSA)

Very recently, Dubey et al. [103] have proposed a hybrid PSO-GSA method to
solve ELD problem.

The main idea of PSO-GSA is to combine the social behavior (gbest) in PSO
with the localized search capability of GSA. In PSO-GSA, all agents are randomly
initialized first. After initialization, the force Fd

ij kð Þ acting on agent i, mass Mi kð Þ
and acceleration adi kð Þ of agent i are calculated using Eqs. (11) and (12) of Sect. 1.8.
The best solution (fitness for each agent) should be updated after each iteration. The
velocities of all agents are then updated using the following modified PSO
expression (refer Eq. (7) in Sect. 1.2):

Vkþ1
i ¼ wVk

i þ c1 rand1 adi kð Þ þ c2 rand2 gbesti � Xk
i

� � ð22Þ

The agent positions are also updated following Eq. (7) and the process is
repeated until the stopping criterion is met.

In one of the four case studies done by the authors, a 6-unit generator system
with 1263 MW total demand has been used to validate the effectiveness of the
PSO-GSA method in optimizing ED considering non-equality constraints like ramp
rate limits and generator prohibited zones. The algorithm is implemented in
MATLAB 7.8. A performance comparison with nine other optimization methods is
depicted in Table 8.

The same hybridization approach involving PSO and GSA has been used by
Ashouri and Hosseini in year 2013 [102]. In this approach a more effective method
has been used in PSO for the movement of particles, considering the worst solutions
of every individual and also the global solution. One notable change is in the

Table 7 Comparison of results (10 units, load 2000 MW)

ABC-PSO DE (NSGA)–II (SPEA)–II

Fuel cost ($/h) 113,420 113,480 113,540 113,520
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formulation of updating velocity of agents as given by Eq. (23). The weight factors
(x) have been modified too.

Vkþ1
i ¼xVk

i þ c1 rand1a
d
i kð Þ þ c2 rand2 gbesti � Xk

i

� �
þ c3 rand3 Xk

i � Pk
worst

� � ð23Þ

The result of the experiment and comparison done (with a 6-generator system)
with hybrid GA and a special class Ant Colony Optimization (GA-API), Tabu
Search Algorithm (TSA), GA, SA, DE, Intelligent PSO (IPSO), and traditional PSO
is tabulated in Table 9.

In the following sub-sections some hybrid methods are discussed that involve
intelligent techniques other than PSO. The comparative (results) with other methods
are also shown in each case.

2.8 Simulated Annealing—Clonal Selection Algorithm
(SA-CSA)

In 2010, Amjadi and Sharifzadeh [104] developed a new hybrid approach for power
generation optimization. In this approach, the hybridization of SA and CSA is
accomplished in the selection step of CSA. The selection of population is done at
two levels: first using CSA and then using SA.

When the usual method of CSA is applied, the degree of affinity causes selection
of antibodies from the whole population. At the next level, antibodies selected from
the previous level and the initial population is compared. In the next iteration
selection is based on SA following the criteria given in Eq. (24):

Table 8 Comparison of
results (6 units, load
1263 MW)

Methods Min generation cost ($/h) Time/iter (s)

PSO 15450.00 14.89

GA 15459.00 41.58

NPSO-LRS 15450.00 –

ABF-NM 15443.82 –

DE 15449.77 0.0335

SOH-PSO 15446.02 0.0633

HHS 15449.00 0.14

BBO 15443.09 0.0325

Hybrid SI-based HS 15442.84 0.9481

PSO-GSA 15442.39 0.0420

NPSO-LRS New Particle Swarm with Local Random Search, ABF-NM
Adaptive Bacteria Foraging with Nelder–Mead Technique [101], HS
Harmonic Search
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P t þ 1ð Þ ¼
P

0
i tð Þ;F P

0
i tð Þ

� �
\F Pi tð Þð Þ

P
0
i tð Þ;F P

0
i tð Þ

� �
[F Pi tð Þð ÞhðPi tð Þ;P0

i tð Þ[ rand
Pi tð Þ; otherwise

8<
: ð24Þ

h Pi tð Þ;P0
i tð Þ

� �
¼ exp

FðPi tð ÞÞ � FðP0
i tð ÞÞ

FðPi tð ÞÞ =T


 �

T iter þ 1ð Þ ¼ aT iterð Þ and T 0ð Þ ¼ T0

In the above equation, normalized difference between the parent and offspring

objective functions FðPi tð ÞÞ�FðP0
i tð ÞÞ

FðPi tð ÞÞ
h i

has been considered to eliminate the effect of

diversity of objective functions.
A case study done with 10-unit system and load of 2700 MW shows applica-

bility of the method in minimizing the fuel cost function of ELD problem.
A comparison of performance of SA-CSA method has been done with some
contemporary methods as shown in Table 10.

2.9 Bacterial Foraging-Differential Evolution (BF-DE)

Biswas et al. [105] reported a hybrid approach combining BF and DE algorithms in
2009. The resulting algorithm is also referred as the CDE (Chemotactic Differential
Evolution).

The authors have incorporated into DE an adapted form of chemotactic step that
characterizes BF. BF is a stochastic application of computational chemotaxis that
makes local search based on gradient descent method. One disadvantage of DE is
that the global optima may not be approached till the population converges to a
local optima or any other point. Moreover, new individuals may add to the pop-
ulation but DE gets stagnated and does not proceed toward a better solution [106].
In this hybrid approach, the convergence characteristics of the classical DE have

Table 9 Comparison of
results (6 units, load
1263 MW)

Methods Ploss (MW) Total cost ($/h)

PSO-GSA 12.72 15444.00

IPSO 12.55 15444.10

GA-API 12.98 15449.70

DE 12.96 15449.70

GA 13.02 15459.00

PSO 12.95 15450.00

TSA 14.34 15451.63

SA 13.13 15461.10
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been improved by introducing foraging random walk vector. BF successfully
breaks the dead loop of an idle individual and helps to jump from the local minima
quickly.

The authors have tested their method with a 6-unit system (with a demand load
of 1263 MW) and the comparative result with respect to other conventional and
hybrid approaches is tabulated in Table 11.

2.10 Genetic Algorithm—Active Power Optimization
(GA-APO)

Malik et al. [107] presented a new hybrid approach involving GA and Active Power
Optimization (APO) and have reported its use for the solution of ELD problem with
valve-point effect. The proposed approach is able to fine-tune the near optimal
results produced by GA.

APO is based on Newton’s second-order approach (NSOA). APO is developed
and implemented by the authors using some technique of storage optimization and
classical linear system solution method. In the proposed hybrid approach, GA
works as a global optimizer and produces near optimal generation schedule. APO
works on this schedule and replaces the power output at the generation buses. It
dispatches the active power of the generating units to minimize the cost and pro-
duce optimum generation schedule.

GA-APO is implemented in a computational framework called PED Frame [108]
in visual C environment. One can input cost curves and other ELD-specific
information through PED Frame and can also get output in standard format.

Table 10 Comparison of
results (10 units, load
2700 MW)

Methods Total generation cost ($/h)

Best Average Worst

CGA-MU 624.7193 627.6087 633.8652

IGA-MU 624.5178 625.8692 630.8705

PSO-LRS 624.2297 625.7887 628.3214

NPSO-LRS 624.1273 624.9985 626.9981

CBPSO-RVM 623.9588 624.0816 624.2930

SA-CLONAL 623.8143 623.8356 623.8480

PSO-LRS Particle Swarm Optimization—Local Random Search,
NPSO-LRS New PSO—Local Random Search, CBPSO-RVM
Combined PSO-Real Value Mutation

Table 11 Comparison of results (6 units, load 1263 MW)

BF-DE PSO GA NPSO-LRS CPSO1

Minimum cost 15444.1564 15,450 15,459 1540 15,447
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The authors have investigated three test systems to demonstrate the effectiveness
of their hybrid approach. The test systems consists 3-machines 6-bus system [109],
IEEE 5-machines 14-bus system [110], and IEEE 6-machines 30-bus system [111].
The outputs are compared in Table 12. The coefficients ei and fi reflecting
valve-point effects are introduced in the system to convert the quadratic convex cost
curve into nonconvex cost curves.

2.11 Differential Evolution—Biogeography-Based
Optimization (DE-BBO)

In 2010, Bhattacharya and Chattopadhyay [112] presented application of hybrid
DE-BBO method in ELD problem taking into account transmission losses, and
constraints such as ramp rate limits, valve-point loading, and prohibited operating
zones.

Though DE yields optimum ELD solution satisfying all the constraints, one of
its major disadvantages is that DE is unable to map its entire unknown variables
together efficiently when the system complexity and size increase. Owing to the
crossover operation in DE, solutions having good initial fitness value often suffer
loss of quality during further processing. BBO has got no crossover stage and
solutions gradually mature as the algorithm proceeds through migration operation.
The most striking characteristic of DE-BBO is hybridization of migration operation.
In this algorithm, new features are developed in child population from corre-
sponding parents through mutation (caused by DE) and migration (caused by
BBO). Here, good solutions would be less destroyed, while poor solutions can take
a lot of new features from good solutions.

The performance of hybrid approach (developed in MATLAB 7) has been
compared for a system of 10 generating units with few other hybrid approaches like
NPSO-LRS, PSO-LRS, IGA-MU, and CGA-MU. The result is presented in
Table 13.

Table 12 Different IEEE systems results comparison

System Cost of GA Cost of GA-APO

6-Bus 3-machines system
PD = 210 MW

3463.37 3205.99

IEEE 14-Bus 5-machine system
PD = 259 MW

1012.44 905.54

IEEE 30-Bus 6-machine system
PD = 283.4 MW

1117.13 984.94
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2.12 Hybrid Immune Genetic Algorithm (HIGA)

Hosseini et al. [115], in the year 2012 proposed application of Hybrid Immune
Genetic Algorithm (HIGA) in solving ELD problem. This is a hybridization of
Immune Algorithm and GA.

The Immune Algorithm creates an initial solution set and iteratively improves its
performance using affinity factor, hyper-mutation operator, and clonal selection
[116]. The affinity factor (AF ¼ ðTCnÞ�1) is a measure of strength of solutions in
optimizing the antigens (objective functions). The hypermutation operator acts like
the mutation operator in GA [117], but unlike in GA, the probability of mutation in
Immune Algorithm is inversely proportional to the affinity factor of the solution.
Thus, if the affinity factor (of a solution) is low, it will be more mutated to be able to
explore the solution space and vice versa. In clonal selection, the crossover operator
is used to propagate the attributes of high-quality solutions among others. This
sometimes causes reproduction of each solution depending on affinity factor of the
solution.

The cost comparisons of HIGA optimization on 6-unit and 40-unit power gen-
eration systems are presented in Tables 14 and 15, respectively.

2.13 Fuzzified Artificial Bee Colony Algorithm (FABC)

A recent study has been done by Koodalsamy and Simon [118] to demonstrate the
efficiency of a hybrid Fuzzy Artificial Bee Colony (FABC) algorithm for solving
multi-objective ED problem, i.e., minimizing (i) probability of energy unavail-
ability,1 (ii) emission cost, and (iii) fuel cost simultaneously while satisfying load
demands and operational constraints. In this approach, ABC works with a fixed
number of bees that fly around in a multidimensional search space to locate the food
sources. With every generation cycle of ABC, the best compromise is chosen from

Table 13 Comparison of
results (10 units)

Methods Generation cost ($/h)

Max. Min. Average

DE-BBO 605.62 605.62 605.63

NPSO-LRS [113] 626.99 624.13 624.99

PSO-LRS [113] 628.32 624.23 625.79

IGA-MU [114] 630.87 624.52 625.87

CGA-MU [114] 633.87 624.72 627.61

1This is equivalent to Expected Energy Not Supplied (EENS); higher the EENS, lower is the
reliability level.
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the Pareto optimal set using fuzzy fitness. The normalized membership function for
fuzzy fitness is calculated as:

FITp ¼ ðlpc þ lpe þ lpr ÞPm
p¼1 ðlpc þ lpe þ lpr Þ ð25Þ

lpj ¼
1; for Fi �Fimin

ðFjmax�FjÞ
ðFjmax�FjminÞ ; for Fjmin\Fj\Fjmax

0; for Fj �Fjmax

8<
: ð26Þ

Here m is the total number of non-dominated solutions or population of bees and
p is the pth position of bees or food sources. The fuzzy membership functions
lpc ; l

p
e and l

p
r are related to cost, emission, and reliability objective functions,

respectively. The design of lpc ; l
p
e and l

p
r , i.e., l

p
j is shown in Eq. (26) where Fj is

the degree of the objective function in the fuzzy domain. The best compromise
solution corresponds to the maximum value in the population implying food
sources with highest quality of nectar information.

The authors have tested the algorithm using MATLAB 7. Out of several test
cases carried out to validate the FABC algorithm, the results of solving EED
problem of IEEE 30-bus system for two different load conditions (2.834 MW and
2.8339 MW) and comparisons with other reported methods are shown in Table 16.

2.14 Firefly Algorithm-Ant Colony Optimization
(FFA-ACO)

Younes [119] proposed the hybrid approach involving FFA and ACO algorithm in
2013.

According to this algorithm, first an initial population n of fireflies xi is gener-
ated. Light intensity of firefly is determined by the objective function. New solu-
tions or attractiveness of fireflies are evaluated and light intensity updated as firefly
i is moved towards j. The fireflies are ranked according to attractiveness and the

Table 15 Comparison of results (40 units, load 10,500 MW)

DE-BBO BBO QPSO HIGA

Total cost 121420.90 121426.95 121448.21 121416.94

Table 14 Comparison of results (6 units, load 1263 MW)

BFO PSO NPSO-LRS GA HIGA

Total cost 15443.85 15450.14 15450.00 15457.96 15443.10
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best (solutions) are passed as initial points of ACO. Following the scheduled
activities in ACO, the ant’s response functions are compared and communication
with best ant response is made to get the best solution.

The FFA-ACO approach has been developed using MATLAB 7. It is tested
using the modified IEEE 30-bus system consisting of 6 generators (with power
demand of 283.40 MW). A comparison of performance of FFA-ACO has been
done with few other approaches (refer Table 17).

2.15 Particle Swarm Optimization—Ant Colony
Optimization Algorithm (PSO-ACO)

In the previous subsections, we have discussed some hybrid methods that are used
to get optimized solution of ELD problem. The studies conducted by the
researchers confirm that the PSO method itself can be used as an effective and
powerful technique for optimizing ELD solution. However, one of its prominent
weaknesses found is that it may get stuck into local optima if the global best and
local best positions become identical to the particle’s position repeatedly. To
alleviate this drawback, hybrid methods combining PSO with other global opti-
mization algorithms like GA, IF, EP, FA, ABC, GSA have been used. Now, in
addition to these, a new hybrid of PSO is suggested by the present authors by
combining PSO with ACO to study whether better optimization of ELD solution
can be achieved. To the best of our knowledge, study of ELD problem solving
using PSO-ACO hybrid approach has not been reported in the literature. In this
approach, new generation members can be produced at each iteration using PSO
and then ACO algorithm can be applied to create extended opportunity of
fine-tuning the members.

In PSO algorithm, if the gbest value does not change over few iterations, other
particles are drawn closer to the gbest position. As the velocity of the gbest particle
gradually reduces by iteration, exploring the local search space (by the best agent)
also diminishes. Here the ACO algorithm comes into play. Taking the gbest

Table 16 Comparison of results (6 units, IEEE 30 bus system)

Load 2.834 MW 2.8339 MW

Method MOPSO FABC NSGA MOHS MBFA FABC

Total cost ($/h) 938.91 938.75 938.46 939.92 938.33 938.24

Table 17 Comparison of results (6 units, load 283.40 MW)

MDE-OPF [120] PSO ACO FFA FFA-ACO

Cost ($/h) 802.62 801.77 801.77 801.01 800.79

Time (s) 23.07 16.26 14.97 13.83 10.73
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particles as the input, following the schedule activities of ACO, the ant’s response
functions are compared and communication with best ant response is made to
eventually get the best solution.

The suggested steps of the PSO-ACO method are given below.

Read the input data 
Initialize the search points and velocities in PSO 
While (Termination criterion not met) 

Evaluate the objective function for each individual and update the  
inertia weight

Modify the searching points and velocities
If solution improves, then 

 Store the solution for ACO 
End if

End while
The best solutions found by PSO are passed as starting points for ACO 
While (termination criterion not met) 

Generate path for each ant  
Compare response function 
If value of response function not better than earlier then

Exchange with best ant’s response function
Generate path from local position to best ant

Else
If value of response function is better then

Repeat while loop
Else

Wait for exchange with best ant 
End if

End if
End while

3 Discussion

The observations that can be made regarding the performance of the PSO-DS
method proposed by Victoire and Jeyakumar [87] are: the reliability of producing
quality solutions, searching efficiency as iteration proceeds, accuracy of the final
solution and convergence characteristics when the numbers of agents are varied.
The PSO is very fast compared to other evolutionary techniques, but it does not
possess the ability to improve upon the quality of the solutions as the number of
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generations increases. When the solution of the PSO improves in a run, the region
will be fine-tuned with the DS method.

The performance of the PSO-DS method was tested with two EDP test cases and
compared with the results reported in the literature for few other methods. Test
result shows that the PSO-DS method is capable of handling load demand at
various time intervals with no restrictions on the cost function of the units. As
claimed by the authors, 77 % of the 100 trial runs produced quality solution and the
convergence characteristic resembles the same for all the 100 trial runs which
indicates the reliability and robustness of PSO-DS method. This hybrid method is
scalable for solving the DEDP with more inequality constraints such as prohibited
operating zones and spinning reserves. More accurate dispatch results can then be
achieved in actual power situations.

The contribution of Coelho and Mariani [91] is the hybridization of the PSO
(using Hénon map) and the Implicit Filtering (IF) direct search to solve an
EDP. Chaotic PSO approach is good in solving optimization problem but often the
solutions are close to but not exactly the global optimum. To get rid of this limi-
tation, the hybrid PSO-IF approach seems to be a promising alternative.

The combination of chaotic PSO with IF is a kind of sequential hybridization
directed for local search. Function of chaotic PSO is global search within a pop-
ulation, while function of IF is exploitation around local best solution produced by
chaotic PSO in each iteration. IF explores the local search space quickly, jumps
over local minima, and implicitly filters the noise.

The PSO-IF hybrid method is validated on a test bed emulating 13 thermal units.
The fuel cost function considers the valve-point loading effects. The simulation
result reported by the authors is comparatively better than some of the recent studies
reported in the literature. The complementary search ability of chaotic PSO-IF
renders its usefulness to multi-constrained optimization problems in planning and
operation of power system.

In the study done by Pandian and Thanushkodi [95], a new methodology
involving EP combined with EPSO has been proposed for solving non-smooth ED
problem with valve-point loading. There are two parts in the proposed algorithm.
The first part exploits the ability of EP in generating a near global solution.
When EP meets the terminal criteria, the local search capability of EPSO is
exploited to adjust the control variables so as to achieve the final optimal solution.
In effect, faster convergence is obtained when EP is applied along with EPSO.

The mean cost value obtained by EP-EPSO in the ED simulation is less com-
pared to other methods studied. Thus EP-EPSO has been established by the authors
as a powerful tool for optimizing feasible solutions of the non-convex ELD
problem.

The approach of PSO is similar to GA considering the fact that their search
processes using probabilistic rules are based on exchange of information among the
members of population. The objective of the research by Younes and Benhamida
[96] is to combine PSO and GA to improve the effectiveness of the search process
as a whole. The feasibility of the hybrid algorithm is tested successfully on an IEEE
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25-bus system. The results show that the GA-PSO approach is quite effective in
handling nonlinear ELD problems.

Long processing time and uncertainty of convergence to the global optima are
the main disadvantages of GA. Again unlike GA, PSO can quickly find a good local
solution but get stuck to it for rest of the iteration. The GA-PSO hybrid combination
can generate a much better solution with stable convergence and appears superior
over many other hybrid approaches in terms of flexibility of modeling, reliable and
speedy convergence, and less processing time.

In [99], a new hybrid optimization algorithm, called FA-PSO, was presented by
Soni and Pandit for solving non-convex ED problem (considering prohibited
operating zones and ramp rate constraints) in power system. In FA-PSO, acceler-
ation factors are co-evolved with the particles and the inertia weight is adjusted
through fuzzy mechanism. To avoid stagnation around local optima and explore the
search space effectively, this method uses a new mutation operator.

Two case studies have been employed (with systems consisting of 6 and 15
thermal units with load demand of 1263 MW and 2630 MW, respectively) to
demonstrate the applicability of the proposed approach. The detailed characteristics
of the units including prohibited operating zones and ramp rate limits are presented
in [99] along with the convergence characteristics of the methods (FA-PSO,
SOH-PSO, and PSO) tested on the systems. Test results show that FA-PSO has
distinct superiority over SOH-PSO and PSO in terms of robustness, computational
overhead, efficiency, and applicability to large-scale real systems.

Manteaw and Odero [100] formulated and implemented a hybridized ABC-PSO
algorithm and demonstrated its successful application in the optimization of the
Combined Economic and Emission Dispatch (CEED) problem. The hybrid method
exploits the processing speed of PSO coupled with its convergence strength to use
the results produced by ABC in yielding improved global optima.

The ABC-PSO method was tested with varying load conditions and test cases to
evaluate its applicability in the CEED problem. For PSO, the maximum number of
iterations and population number are considered 1000 and 15 individuals respec-
tively, while for ABC the colony size and food number are considered 30 and 15,
respectively. Though the hybrid method shows better quality solution, stable con-
vergence characteristics and modeling flexibility with respect to other algorithms,
its processing time and utility can be bettered with inclusion of mutation operators.

The hybridization of PSO with GSA reported in [103] by Dubey et al. effectively
combines the exploitation ability of PSO with the exploration ability of GSA to
unify their strength. The agents are initialized randomly and each agent exploring in
the search space is accelerated (by means of gravity force) towards other agent
having better solution (heavier mass). The agents closer to the optima proceeds
slowly and assures effective exploitation. The gbest helps in finding the optima
around a good solution. Thus the hybrid approach solved the slow speed problem of
GSA algorithm on the final iterations and the problem of PSO in getting stuck at
local optima.

The authors have tested the PSO-GSA hybrid algorithm in four different stan-
dard test systems, including a 6-unit system with ramp rate limits and prohibited
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zones, an 18-unit system with variable peak demand, a 20-unit system with
transmission loss, and also a large-scale 54-unit system with valve-point loading
and multiple local minima. Effect of different parameters on the performance of the
algorithm was carefully studied and after considerable number of trial runs and
statistical analysis the optimum parameter values selected were: n = 100, a = 10,
G0 = 1, c1 = 2.0, c2 = 1.5. Very elaborate comparative study is made with some of
the recent reported methods with respect to (a) solution quality, (b) computational
efficiency, and (c) robustness-test results show that PSO-GSA is superior in all
aspects, i.e., lower average cost, less computational time, and greater consistency.
Overall, the study is very convincing and performance-wise PSO-GSA can be rated
high amongst the hybrid methodologies reviewed in this article.

In another study by Ashouri and Hosseini [102], hybrid PSO-GSA algorithm is
successfully employed in ELD problem. Though the formulations are mostly the
same as adopted by Dubey et al. [103], some improvisations are noticed in the
expression of agent velocity-a new dynamic inertia weight is incorporated. With
dynamic acceleration and weight coefficients, great exploration and exploitation
happen in the first and final iterations of the algorithm respectively, resulting in
better and faster solutions. A case study with 6-unit system considering transmis-
sion loss, prohibited zones, and ramp rate limits and also another study with 40-unit
system with valve-point loading effect have been used to show the feasibility of the
method. The parameter values used for the 6-unit case study were: n = 30, a = 20,
G0 = 1, c1 = 2.5, c2 = 0.5, and c3 = 0.5. From comparison with the recent reported
methods, it is observed that PSO-GSA approach ensures high quality and faster
solution with stable convergence for ELD problem.

The results obtained by Amjadi and Sharifzadeh [104] prove that the proposed
SA-CSA hybrid method is a more useful solution for the ED problem compared to
other stochastic algorithms. Fast convergence and the ability of not being trapped in
local optimums are undoubtedly the most important advantages of this new method.
A comparison with methods reported in the literature speaks in favor of SA-CSA,
though the result is not very encouraging in terms of fuel cost reduction of LD
systems.

The authors believe that the CSA algorithm is flexible enough to hybridize with
other stochastic search algorithms such as SA and PSO and each hybrid combi-
nation may be useful to solve ED problem.

Biswas et al. [105] have experimented hybridization involving DE in
non-convex ELD problems taking into consideration transmission loss, ramp rate
limits, and prohibited operating zones. The equality and inequality constraints are
considered in the fitness function itself in the form of a penalty factor.

DE has outperformed powerful metaheuristic search algorithms like the GA and
PSO but has certain limitations like stagnation before reaching global optima. The
idea of computational chemotaxis of BFOA incorporated in DE greatly improvises
the convergence characteristics of classical DE.

The proposed approach was tested with real data of 6, 13, 15, and 40 generator
power systems. The results are comparable to those produced by other evolutionary
algorithms. The solutions have good convergence characteristics. The authors infer
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that the DE-based hybrid algorithm is equally applicable to non-convex and
non-smooth constrained ELD problems. However, it remains to be tested whether
the method is applicable in practical large-sized problems with more realistic
constraints.

Proposed hybrid approach by Malik et al. [107] combines GA with APO
algorithm. The strength of GA is that it reaches the vicinity of global minima in
relatively lesser time, but some of its weaknesses are: (1) solution is close to but not
exactly the global minima hence not the optimal one (2) convergence speed slows
down near the optimum point. Hybridization with APO helps to overcome these
weaknesses. APO uses NSOA which is a classical approach for finding optimal
solutions of power flow problems by minimizing the Lagrangian objective function.

The results of testing GA-APO hybrid approach on 3, 5, and 6-unit system show
a significant reduction in generation cost with respect to GA. The cost reduces
exponentially with increase in system size. Authors have demonstrated through
simulation experiments that GA cost curve features peaks, dips, and flats in the
wider band, whereas the GA-APO cost curve rise and fall in very narrow band and
remains beneath the GA curve. Moreover, the solution time of the hybrid approach
was found lesser than that of GA in all test cases.

In the DE-BBO hybrid method proposed by Bhattacharya and Chattopadhyay
[112], the migration operator of BBO is combined with mutation, crossover, and
selection operators of DE to maximize the good effect of all the operators—DE has
good exploration ability in finding the region of global minima whereas BBO has
good exploitation ability in global optimization problem. Together they enhance the
convergence property to improve the quality of solution.

Proposed DE-BBO algorithm was tested with (i) 3-unit system (load 300 MW)
with ramp rate limit and prohibited operating zone, (ii) 38-unit system with load
6000 MW, (iii) 40-unit system (load 10,500 MW) with valve-point loading,
(iv) 10-unit system with load 2700 MW. The test results reveal that average costs
obtained by DE-BBO for both convex and non-convex ELD problems are the least
of all the reported methods. The computational time is also at par or better than the
other methods. DE-BBO is also quite robust as it attains minimum cost 50 times out
of 50 trials compared to 38 times in BBO. The tests point to the possibility that
DE-BBO can be reliably tried to address optimization problems of complex power
system in operation.

The HIGA algorithm proposed by Hosseini et al. [115] incorporates the concept
of affinity factor and clonal selection of Immune System algorithm to improve the
quality of solutions obtained by crossover and mutation operations of GA. The
application of the hybrid approach is made in power generation system taking care
of valve-point effects, prohibited operation zones, ramp rate constraints, and
transmission losses. For two ELD test cases with different characteristics (studied
by the authors), results yielded by HIGA method is better than that for the other
methods in terms of cost and power loss. Based on the findings of the study, the
authors conclude that the proposed HIGA algorithm can be effectively used to solve
non-convex ELD problems in power systems.
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Going beyond the single objective ELD problem, Koodalsamy and Simon [118]
have attempted to solve multi-objective reliable emission and economic dispatch
(REED) problem using the Fuzzified ABC or FABC algorithm. The ABC algorithm
uses fuzzy membership approach to find the best compromise solution from the
Pareto optimal set. The fuzzy membership of the reliability function is modeled
while scheduling the optimum dispatch. The fuzzy membership function chosen for
fuel cost and emission are same and it aids the ABC algorithm in maximizing the
fitness function.

The FABC approach is tested on an IEEE 30-bus system and 3, 6, 10, 26 and
40-unit systems. Effect of different characteristics of the objective function and
constraints are studied. To allow aberrations for the foraging behavior of bees,
several test runs are carried out to set the optimal colony size and the limit value.
From the results it is clear that the proposed hybrid method can yield a well
distributed Pareto optimal set and is capable of finding a reasonably good com-
promise solution. The method is unique in the sense it can handle not only fuel cost
aspect of ELD problem but at the same time emission and reliability factors which
are equally important considering Kyoto Protocol 2008 and Energy Policy Act
2005. Moreover, the method is straightforward, easy to implement, and applicable
for any large-scale power system.

FFA-ACO method proposed by Younes [119] is robust and can provide an
optimal solution with fast computation time and a small number of iterations. In this
hybrid method, the advantage that is exploited is that of using the metaheuristic
methods which are very efficient and better than deterministic methods for the
search of global solution for complex problems like ELD. The disadvantage of
metaheuristic methods that is avoided is the relative long time of convergence
owing to the high number of the agents and iterations. To further improve the
efficiency of the hybrid method, FFA and ACO are used with as low as number of
ants and fireflies as possible.

The author has studied two cases through simulation in MATLAB environment:
Case 1 concerns the minimization of the cost function with constant losses, Case 2
concerns minimization of the cost function with variable loss. The results clearly
show the effectiveness of performance of the FFA-ACO over other methods in
terms of function cost value and convergence time.

The idea of a new hybrid evolutionary algorithm for solving ELD problem as
proposed by the authors of this article is based on the well-known PSO and ACO
algorithm. Though the authors have not applied the method in a simulated envi-
ronment with real-system data, it seems to yield interesting results to be compared
with those produced by other hybrid approaches. The PSO-ACO method is also
expected to generate global optima in lesser time with less number of iterations. The
basic idea behind the proposed hybrid algorithm is that the improvement of the
gbest for each individual is according to the best path selection methodology of
ACO. The intelligent decision-making structure of ACO algorithm is incorporated
into the original PSO where the global best position is unique for every particle.
PSO-ACO uses the random selection procedure of ACO algorithm to assign dif-
ferent global best positions to every distinct agent.
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4 Conclusion

The ELD problem may be broadly classified as convex and nonconvex. In convex
ELD input–output characteristics are assumed piecewise linear and monotonically
increasing. The non-convex ED problem represents the complete, realistic problems
having discontinuous and nonlinear characteristics owing to constraints
(valve-point effect, transmission losses, ramp rate limits, and prohibited operating
zones). The convex ED problem can be solved using mathematical
programming-based optimization methods, but non-convex ED problem cannot be
handled effectively by such classical approaches. Many heuristic search tools and
soft computing approaches have been reported in the literature that addressed this
problem with comparatively better result. But each approach has its inherent
limitations-either they get stuck to local minima and fail to find the global minima,
or converge very slowly to the solution or stagnate after certain iterations without
improving solution. All these problems motivated the researchers to evolve hybrid
approaches by combining a pair of compatible soft computing methods to minimize
their individual weakness and in effect produce fast, accurate, and consistent
solution.

Though in the literature quite a number of hybrid soft computing approaches are
reported that address the issues of ED, this chapter reviews 14 selected hybrid
approaches involving popular soft computing techniques. Out of these 14 approa-
ches, 7 involve PSO technique. This indicates the modeling flexibility,
consistency/reliability, and effectiveness of PSO as a hybrid component toward
finding quality solution of ELD problem. GA features in three of the hybrid
approaches whereas Fuzzy technique, ABC optimization, and DE each feature in
two different hybrid approaches. It is difficult to adjudge the best or better
approaches in solving ELD problem as each of them has been tested with varied
characteristics of different power generation systems (simulated mostly in
MATLAB) and have been compared with few (not all) other soft computing
techniques or heuristic optimization tools or hybrid methods. There is no bench-
mark standard or common test data for comparing the simulation results obtained
using different hybrid methods. Still PSO-GA hybrid combination proposed by
Younes and Benhamida [96] and PSO-GSA approach by Dubey et al. and also by
Ashouri and Hosseini appears superior over many other hybrid approaches in terms
of lower average cost, sure and fast convergence, greater consistency, and less
computational time. The PSO-ACO method proposed by the present authors is
expected to overcome common limitations of many hybrid approaches involving
PSO but it is yet to be tested with real data. Among methods not featuring PSO,
DE-BBO method proposed by Bhattacharya and Chattopadhyay [112] and FABC
algorithm proposed by Koodalsamy and Simon [118] are very promising. All the
other hybrid methods discussed in this chapter are, however, unique in their
approaches and indeed have some advantages over the rest.

The ELD problem for small-scale to large-scale systems has been greatly opti-
mized by virtue of competing research in the field, evolving new optimization
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methods-particularly, the latest hybrid soft computing approaches. But after going
through the recent and past research endeavors, the authors strongly feel that there
is enough scope for research to address the challenges of future related to power
system and allied aspects. Some of these challenges are: (i) Optimal Power Flow
(OPF) problem, (ii) optimization of multiple objectives like Reliable Emission and
Economic Dispatch (REED) problem and Combined Economic and Emission
Dispatch (CEED) problem, (iii) Extended ELD problem for large number of units
(40–90 units) and for more complex objective and constraint function (like expo-
nential function and higher order polynomial).
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Unsolved Problems of Ambient
Computationally Intelligent TBM
Algorithms

Ashish Runthala and Shibasish Chowdhury

Abstract Structural and functional characterization of protein sequences is one of
the important areas of biological research. Currently, a small number of experi-
mentally solved protein structures exist in Protein Data Bank (PDB) in comparison
to their considerably higher count of sequence available in UniProtKB/Swiss-Prot.
Ambient template-based modelling (TBM) algorithms computationally predict
conformational details of a protein sequence on the basis of its evolutionary related
similarity with other experimentally solved protein structures. Despite several
improvements, shortcomings still obstruct the accuracy of every single step of a
TBM algorithm. In this study, we discuss the shortcomings as well as probable
corrective measures of major TBM algorithm steps like search and selection of the
reliable templates, construction of an accurate target–template alignment, model
building, and sampling, and model assessment for selecting the best conformation.

Keywords CASP � TBM � Domain � HMM � MODELLER � TM_Score � GDT

1 Introduction

Proteins, the workforce of a cell structure, are encoded by a set of amino acids. The
amino acids encoded in a primary protein sequence interact among themselves and
the surrounding environment to fold into a functionally active three-dimensional
conformation. Structural detail of a protein is very important to understand the
complete biological information of a cell.

Currently (as of July 18th, 2015), 110,471 experimentally solved protein
structures have been released by the Protein Data Bank (PDB) [5] which is much
smaller than 92,000,000 sequences existing in UniprotKB (UNIversal PROTein
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resource KnowledgeBase)/TrEMBL (Translated European Molecular Biology
Laboratory) (http://www.uniprot.org/). Even after excluding homologous sequences
from this set, the residual 46,950,870 sequences also surpass the count of experi-
mentally solved structures. For a large number of protein sequences, experimentally
solved structures are still not solved.

Several experimental methodologies like X-ray, Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
(NMR), and Cryo-Electron Microscopy are currently available to determine protein
structure. However, for technical complexity and limitations, the gap between
the number of sequenced proteins and experimentally solved protein structures is
constantly increasing. This sequence–structure gap needs to be bridged to better
understand functional details of protein sequences. Computational structure pre-
diction seems to be a realistic method to quickly understand protein structure
without any complex experimental procedure. All these computational algorithms
predicting a protein structure from its sequence are termed as modeling tools [27].

2 Protein Structure Prediction Algorithms

In the past few decades, several algorithms have been developed to predict protein
structures from their primary sequences. These algorithms are evaluated every
2 years for prediction accuracy by a team of researchers in a global blind test termed
as Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP). Started in 1994, CASP
efforts have significantly improved the accuracy of modeling algorithms [5, 27, 92].
The protein structure prediction methodologies are categorized into three groups,
viz. ab initio or de novo, comparative or homology modeling, and threading.

The ab inito algorithm, being the most challenging problem, attempts to con-
struct a protein model from its sequence details. These algorithms do not employ
any structural information available in the form of solved protein structures. It is
assumed that the native structure of a protein sequence exists at the lowest energy
conformation (global minima of the energetic landscape). To search this native
conformation, the structure prediction algorithms span the energetic landscape of a
protein sequence (target) for searching the most stable conformation with the lowest
free energy. These methodologies employ an energy function to define the free
energy of a protein structure and also use a well-defined step parameter for quickly
spanning the conformational landscape of a target sequence [7]. This methodology
is normally employed in several model predictions and refinement algorithms like
minimum perturbation, Monte Carlo (MC), Simulated Annealing (SA), Molecular
Dynamics (MD) simulations, Genetic Algorithm, and graph theory-based algo-
rithms [7, 32, 59, 88].

Despite several methodological improvements, ab intio algorithms are still not
capable of accurately predicting the protein structures. A protein sequence normally
has an extremely large and rugged conformational space, wherein the search for the
most stable structure becomes a challenging task. On the other hand, as this
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methodology predicts the protein structure solely from the sequence details, it can
predict a novel fold and is normally employed to predict structure for a target
sequence that does not share significant sequence similarity with the experimentally
solved protein structures.

Homology or comparative modeling on the other hand employs the already
solved structures (templates) to predict the conformation of a target sequence [59].
It assumes that similar protein sequences encode similar structures and is mostly
helpful when the target shares a significant sequence homology with the templates.
Threading algorithms are in between these two broad categories and employ both
ab initio and comparative algorithms for predicting the best possible optimal
structure of a target [59]. Threading predicts reasonably correct structure for a target
that shares sequence similarity only for some local segments scattered across its
length. Altogether, these three modeling methodologies are grouped under
template-based modeling (TBM) and free modeling (FM) [32]. TBM includes the
comparative modeling and threading and exploits the evolutionary relationship

Free 
Modelling

No

Threading

Target sequence

Template search through se-
quence and/or structural profiles

No

Are reliable           
templates there in 

PDB? Yes

Comparative 
Modelling

Do conserved 
folds exist in     

target sequence?

Yes

Fig. 1 Various groups of protein structure prediction algorithms
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between target and template sequences, whereas the ab initio algorithms are
grouped under FM category [88]. All these three modeling methodologies predict
models with varying accuracy and modeling reliability [59]. These methodologies
are diagrammatically represented below in Fig. 1.

3 TBM Algorithms

The protein structure can be easily predicted for a sequence that shares a sequence
or structural similarity with the templates in PDB. Although always correct, a
sequence similarity normally implies an evolutionary relationship between the
target and template sequences. Hence, a target sequence can be easily modeled if its
functionally similar homologous or orthologous structures are available in the PDB
and can be accurately aligned with the target.

Ideally, the proteins are often encoded by a set of structurally conserved folds
(sequence segments of a few residues). The threading methodology computes the
best set of structural segments, something like 3D jigsaw puzzle, to model the target
sequence. Hence, all the structural domains encoded in a target can be accurately
modeled in an overall correct target conformation.

Although comparative modeling and threading algorithms are grouped within
the broader TBM category, clearly demarcating them by a reliable boundary is
difficult, especially while employing evolutionarily distant templates [59, 89].
Hence, the current TBM algorithms employ both threading and comparative
modeling for predicting the protein conformation. A typical TBM algorithm usually
consists of steps like template search, template selection, aligning target and tem-
plate sequences, model construction, model assessment, and model refinement. All
these steps are equally responsible for constructing a reliable model for the target
sequence. However, the first four steps are the most important steps for predicting
an accurate protein model.

3.1 Screening of the Reliable Templates

For a target sequence, the first step is to search the correct template(s) that maxi-
mally spans the target sequence [60]. It is observed that a target sharing a high
sequence identity (*40 %) to the template can be accurately modeled with an
accuracy level of a medium-resolution NMR structure or a low-resolution X-ray
structure. This is normally the case when a single evolutionarily related template
provides an almost complete coverage of the target sequence. However, as the
target–template sequence identity decreases, the models diverge from the templates
and a set of related templates is required to predict the accurate conformation of the
target sequences.
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Templates are normally searched through several programs. These programs are
categorized into two groups as pairwise comparison and profile search. While the
former category includes Basic Local Alignment Search Tool (BLAST) and
FASTA [52] that compute a pairwise alignment of the target sequence against the
PDB, the latter algorithms like Position Specific Iterative Basic Local Alignment
Search Tool (PSI-BLAST) [1], HMMER [20], Intermediate Sequence Search
(ISS) [72], Comparison Of Multiple Alignments (COMA) [46], Domain Enhanced
Lookup Time Accelerated BLAST (DELTA-BLAST) [8], and HHPred [67] com-
pare the target sequence profile against the template sequence profile. Pairwise
sequence comparison methods heuristically search the target and template
sequences for the high-scoring segment pairs to compute their statistically signifi-
cant alignment. Pairwise- and profile-based template search tools utilize PDB along
with databases like Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) and Protein
FAMily (PFAM) [68] and are able to find conserved structural segments from
several templates to maximally cover the target sequence. The profile-based
methods construct and compare the target and template profiles to efficiently
exclude the distant templates sharing an insignificant sequence similarity with
target. It sometimes results in the low-scoring and unreliable hits that do not share a
significant sequence similarity with the target [19]. It normally occurs due to the
consideration of a low E-value threshold for constructing sequence profile. The
profile-based methods also compare the PSI-blast-based secondary structure
PREDiction (PSIPRED) [10] of the target against the templates to probabilistically
select the correct ones [33]. Recently, it was realized that this algorithm considers
the unreliable target sequence segments on either side of the high-scoring target
chunk that is well aligned with the template(s), and it has therefore encountered a
greedy-natured template consideration error in PSI-BLAST [26].

The template search algorithms employ several scoring measures like residue
substitution matrices, sequence identity, gap penalties, sequence similarity, and
predicted structural similarity to rank a correct template against the target sequence
[59]. Profile-based methods extract features like structural context, topological
orientation, and solvent accessibility for every amino acid position of the target
sequence. Structural context and topological orientation are especially very crucial
to construct biologically correct profiles of transmembrane protein sequences.

It is also observed that some templates give false positive results against several
targets due to the availability of short conserved segments [40]. The low-scoring
templates, searched for a target sequence, are scored through other measures to
affirm their modeling credibility [19, 76]. In order to avoid the false positive
template matches, the template dataset is generally culled at a specific sequence
identity threshold so that no two hits share a considerable structural similarity [60].
It provides the conformational diversity of templates for reliably modeling of the
target sequence.

All searched templates are further scored through several other measures like
substitution matrix BLOcks SUbstitution Matrix (BLOSUM) [29] and E-value to
measure their statistical reliability. The BLOSUM62 matrix, constructed through
the sequences not sharing more than 62 % sequence similarity, is normally the
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default scoring scheme employed by the template search algorithms. It is highly
competent to detect even the distant sequence similarity relationship. The additional
scoring measures traditionally employ the same residue substitution scores at dif-
ferent locations. This type of traditional template scoring, employed by
PSI-BLAST, has been extensively improved and implemented by methods like
Context-Specific BLAST (CS-BLAST) [2, 6] and HHPred [67]. These methods
consider the target–template residue substitution score, as per the constructed
alignment, along with its implied structural context. These algorithms probabilis-
tically score the target residue INsertion or DELetion (INDEL) against the tem-
plates to find the reliable hits.

3.2 Template Selection

The objective of the protein modeling is to predict an accurate protein structure and
so the best set of templates must be employed. Even when the correct templates are
available for a target sequence, the template search algorithms fail to screen them
for the target sequences. Still, if the correct templates are properly screened, con-
sistently selecting their best set through consideration of functional linkage,
the evolutionary and phylogenic relationship of the well-annotated functional
motifs is yet another problem. However, if several continuous or discontinuous
structural domains are available in several top-ranked templates, the selection of
their best becomes a complicated problem to accurately predict the complete target
conformation.

The phylogenic relationship of the target and template sequences; structural
accuracy of templates in terms of B-factor, R-factor, Rfree, and resolution; sequence
identity; statistically high-alignment score; and E-value between target and template
sequences are normally considered to select the reliable templates from the searched
hits [63]. In CASP10, template ranking was employed by several TBM algorithms
like RAPTOR-X, HHPred, and LEE to select the top-ranked hits for a target
sequence [35]. CpHmodels algorithm ranks templates on the basis of length and
substitution matrix scores. While the target–template residue composition differ-
ence [61] is considered by COMA [46], DCLAB [44], and ZHOU-SPINE-D [85],
the sequence identity, similarity score, and coverage span are considered by
Jones UCL and FAMSD algorithms [11]. In FOLDPRO algorithm, alignment score
and E-value are considered to be rank templates [90]. PSIPRED [33] predicted that
structural similarity compared against the templates is also employed by Zhang
[38], Chuo_fams, and CIRCLE algorithms [90]. In these global structure prediction
CASP tests, the reliable templates were also selected through the HMM sequence
profile employed along with a conservative E-value threshold of 10−20 and target
sequence coverage of 75 % by the MULTIple-level COMbination (MULTICOM)
CLUSTER ([90], www.predictioncenter.org). BIOICM considered a significant
E-value threshold of 0.005 to select the templates or homologues closest to the
target sequence (www.predictioncenter.org). FALCON TOPO considered templates
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that were encoding functionally similar annotated structural domains and were
structurally similar to the top-ranked selected templates within a specific
Root-Mean-Square Deviation (RMSD) threshold (www.predictioncenter.org).
Some algorithms like LEE, PLATO, Chou-fams, ZHOU-SPINE-DM, and
MeilerLab have even used the PDB culling at specified sequence identity thresholds
(www.predictioncenter.org). These methodologies generally employed PDB95
culling to select templates and here only a representative hit was considered from
the set of templates sharing more than 95 % sequence identity (www.
predictioncenter.org). Sadowsky on the other hand excluded the unreliable hits
that did not span at least 75 % target sequence for his PROTAGORAS algorithm
(www.predictioncenter.org). Selection of the best set of templates for an accurate
model prediction then requires consideration of all the available template scoring
measures. The modeling algorithm LEE considers the top 20 templates or align-
ments for predicting an accurate near-native model of the considered target
sequence. Quite similar to this LEE algorithm, MULTICOM employs only the top
10 scoring hits (www.predictioncenter.org, [90]). These algorithms, respectively,
select the top 20 and top 10 templates to employ the minimal possible number of
high-scoring hits for maximally covering the target sequence. These methodologies
did not consider the statistically insignificant hits for spanning the target as it may
decrease the modeling accuracy by diluting the structural topology extracted from
the selected high-scoring templates, reliably spanning the target sequence.

3.3 Target–Template Alignment

An accurate alignment is solely responsible for predicting the accurate target model
through the correctly selected template(s). The selected templates are aligned with
the target sequence. The target–template alignment employed by the template
search tool can also be normally employed to model the target sequence. However,
the initial alignment accuracy can be improved by employing an additional align-
ment construction step. The additionally employed algorithms are specifically
trained to detect distant evolutionary relationship that is normally observed only for
short protein sequences and may therefore be useful to improve modeling accuracy
especially for bigger or multi-domain targets or when sequence identity between the
target–template sequences falls below 30 %.

Several programs computing a domain-specific local alignment (based on Smith–
Waterman algorithm) and global alignment (based on Needleman–Wunsch algo-
rithm) are employed [21, 37, 50, 53, 54, 59, 73, 91]. For improving the accuracy of
an alignment, these algorithms have been constantly developed and defined as
TCOFFEE [50], Sequence and secondary structure Profiles Enhanced Multiple
alignment (SPEM) [91], PRALINE (Profile ALIgNmEnt) [54], Multiple Alignment
using Fast Fourier Transform (MAFFT) [37], MUltiple Sequence Comparison by
Log- Expectation (MUSCLE) [21], PROfile Multiple Alignment with predicted
Local Structure (PROMALS) [53], CLUSTALW [73], HMMER [20], STructural
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Alignment of Multiple Proteins (STAMP), and Combinatorial Extension (CE) [65]
to improve the accuracy of Multiple Sequence Alignment (MSA) [30].

Alignment algorithms, normally scored through affine gap penalties and residue
substitution scores, are employed for constructing a pairwise target–template
alignment or a MSA of several templates with the target sequence. MSA can be
constructed through a progressive or a structural alignment of templates. The pro-
gressive alignment methodology successively aligns the templates before aligning it
further with the target sequence. It computes all combination of pairwise alignments
of the selected templates and then progressively adds the next most similar template
starting with the best pair. However, if the initial template employed to seed this
alignment or the progressive order is incorrect, it produces an inaccurate alignment
which may be difficult to accurate manually. Other MSA construction strategy
employs the structural information of templates to construct the best possible
alignment. It evaluates the structural similarity of templates in terms of RMSD by
structural superimposition, and it maps all the conformational motifs within a pre-
defined RMSD cutoff of the templates into an alignment. While aligning distantly
related template sequences with similar structures, this alignment results in a more
accurate alignment as it reasonably keeps the conserved structural folds of templates
at the same loci in the MSA [31]. Although these algorithms have been extensively
developed through computationally complex measures, the constructed pairwise and
multiple sequence alignments are not consistently correct. Therefore, the biological
credibility of the aligned structural folds is sometime screened through the
Dictionary of Protein Secondary Structure (DSSP) database [36].

The redundant or inefficient templates are also routinely removed to improve the
accuracy of the MSA constructed through the left over representative templates.
LEE algorithm employs this methodology to select the representative templates for
constructing a reliable MSA by removing all the redundant and insignificant hits
with TM score falling outside 0.6 and 0.975 [35]. Other than these alignment
measures, the sequence alignment of templates or sub-structural segments is also
considered to map the target sequence through PFAM. As structural alignment of
templates may enforce the alignment construction as per the employed structural
details of templates, it may consequently dilute and inaccurately localize the
essential structural segment of some templates.

Recently, molding approach was also employed to predict the target models
through several alternative target–template alignments for selecting the best pre-
dicted conformation [16]. Templates have been even aligned globally to maximally
span the target sequence. Several algorithms have even employed the complete
target alignment of the top-ranked template for spanning the additional target
segments through the other high-scoring hits (www.predictioncenter.org). The
minimal number of top-ranked templates has also been employed to best span the
target sequence for constructing a reliable model in Protein Homology/analogY
Recognition Engine (PHYRE2) and HHPred algorithms [90].

Zhang server employs globally aligned templates for accurate TBM prediction
and local structural segments for FM [87]. FAIS-Server has even employed all
templates and alignments to extract the best available information for the entire
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target sequence. For constructing an improved alignment, several algorithms
including MARINERII, PROTAGORAS, and CaspIta have employed pairwise
structural alignment and secondary structure information (www.predictioncenter.
org). To construct an accurate MSA, the top-ranked template has been employed by
MULTICOM-CLUSTER as a seed to construct a reliable MSA and ultimately build
a correct protein model topology [90]. Among these alignment methodologies,
JIANG_THREADER employed the MODELLER SALIGN algorithm to construct
MSA of the considered templates on the basis of their structural topology (www.
predictioncenter.org). Some prediction methodologies have even considered a
cutoff on the maximal allowed overlap of the templates, like the DISTILL algorithm
has employed a maximal overlap cutoff of nine residues among all of its selected
top-ranked hits for accurately spanning the target sequence [48, 90].

3.4 Model Construction

Once the reliable alignment is constructed for the target sequence, it can be
employed to model the target sequence. The structural information extracted from
the template residues is applied to the aligned target residues. The template scaf-
folds covering the target sequence are then employed to construct the complete
all-atom target structure by modeling the unaligned target segments through the
ab initio algorithm. The model construction algorithms are generally grouped in the
following six categories.

3.4.1 Rigid-Body Assembly

This algorithm considers the target–template aligned structural segments as rigid
bodies and integrates them by considering the unaligned target segments as the loop
regions or linker segments. It models the loop segments either by the ab initio
algorithm or by employing the PDB database segments that best fit the structural
topology of the target segments harnessed from the templates. The algorithms
COMPOSER and Swissmodel employ this algorithm in a semiautomatic and
automatic manner, respectively [39, 64].

3.4.2 Hexapeptide Assembly

This algorithm considers the target sequence as a set of hexapeptides and screens
PDB for the best set of structurally fitting and matching Cα segments. This segment
matching or coordinate reconstruction algorithm models the unaligned target seg-
ments either by the structures available within PDB database or through ab initio
modeling. SEGMOD [42] and 3D-JIGSAW [4] algorithms employ this
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methodology. Even the loop constructing algorithms are considered to be member
of this group as loops also fit the available structural segments of templates, which
is the best possible way for mapping the target sequence [34].

3.4.3 Structural Restraint Satisfaction

This modeling methodology optimally satisfies the structural restraints of a target
sequence through the considered templates. In this category, MODELLER has been
extensively employed to construct a protein model [62]. It attempts to best fit the
structural restraints harnessed through the templates for the mapped equivalent
residues for a target sequence. As per the alignment, the distance and angular
restraints taken from template residues are applied onto the equivalent target resi-
dues. The geometric restraints are then employed in an energy function through
force field equations, normally expressed as a Probability Density Function (PDF),
to construct a target model with a proper topology [9, 62]. This initial model
normally encodes several non-physical local atomic clashes and that needs further
structural refinement [60]. Hence, the models are energetically relaxed through MD
and SA [15] to generate a set of alternative models. The best near-native confor-
mation can then be selected among these models through several assessment
measures, as explained later in the text. While these algorithms predict the complete
all-atom target model, several others specifically predict Cα backbone, side chains,
and loop conformation. Accurate modeling of the loop segments or INDELS of a
target–template alignment is very important to construct an accurate protein model.

3.4.4 Loop Modeling

Loops are normally predicted through ab initio and knowledge-based methods [19,
24]. Knowledge-based methods extract the best fitting structural segments of loops
from the PDB database to structurally fit the topology of the proximal target resi-
dues (Loop stems). This method predicts accurate model only if the best fitting and
correct loop segment is available in the PDB. This algorithm has been implemented
in several programs like MODLOOP [25] and Superlooper (www.predictioncenter.
org). However, it can also give wrong results if loop incorrectly localizes the stem
segment and disturbs the complete model. The ab initio modeling of the loop
segments is worked out normally to construct the complete structure of the con-
sidered target sequence. If this loop structure is incorrectly predicted, its topology
can disturb the target model with its atomic interactions or clashes.

3.4.5 Side-Chain Modeling

Side-chain orientations are also separately modeled in a predicted protein confor-
mation to improve their structural localization without destabilizing the complete
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target model. Side-chain orientations are normally fixed through two methodolo-
gies. The first category employs different conformations of side chains (rotamers)
from high-resolution experimental structures to model the side chains [79]. The
second methodology extracts the template residue topology, as per the considered
alignment, for the corresponding target residues without altering the topological
orientation of backbone residues.

The first method is easier to apply on the protein models as it superimposes the
side chains on the predicted backbone topology of the target model. So it optimally
fixes the side-chain rotamers of the predicted models without altering the confor-
mation of the backbone residues. It can reliably predict the side chains even for an
incorrect structural topology of the model. This rotamer-based algorithm predicts
the side-chain conformation along with an energetic assessment to predict an
accurate model. While adding the side-chain rotamers, the van der Waals
(VDW) surface is normally employed as the dielectric boundary as it provides a
simple way to approximately consider the plausible effects of structural fluctuations
for the static structure of the predicted model [69]. This rotamer-based side-chain
modeling methodology is employed in the Side Chains with a Rotamer Library
(SCWRL) program that has a repository of the side-chain rotamers normally
available in high-resolution experimentally solved PDB structures. SCWRL
incorporates the energetically favored side-chain rotamers to the modeled protein
backbone of the considered model for constructing the complete model [77].
Several studies have proved that correctly localized side chains are very important
for a biologically accurate model and are often involved in studying the protein–
protein interactions [57].

3.4.6 Modeling Through the Cα Backbone

Modeling the target structure through Cα backbone harnesses the backbone
topology of templates and employs it as a chassis to construct the complete model.
This methodology is employed by several programs like PowerfUL CHain
Restoration Algorithm (PULCHRA) [22], Maxsprout [74], and REconstruct atomic
MOdel (REMO) [43]. In these methods, Cα backbone of the target sequence is
constructed using reliable structural segments of the top-ranked templates [70]. The
constructed protein backbone models are devoid of side chains which are then
additionally incorporated through the side-chain modeling algorithms.

3.5 Model Assessment

The predicted set of models for a target sequence is assessed through several
measures to select the best possible conformation. This model assessment step
evaluates all the predicted models for the errors that are normally incorporated
during the modeling process. All the predicted models are either individually
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assessed or mutually compared (termed as clustering) [90] to select the best pre-
dicted conformation. The clustering algorithms assess the stereo-chemical cor-
rectness of the protein models through energetics and statistical potentials [41].

Several physico-chemical energetic and knowledge-based assessment measures
are used to select the best predicted model for a target sequence. For example, AL0
assesses the accuracy of the employed target–template alignment. It normally
estimates the alignment errors in the constructed model. The alignment shift error is
estimated in the constructed models through the alignment and template informa-
tion. AL0 estimates the alignment accuracy with no residue shifts and it reflects the
correct alignment. Similarly AL1, AL2, AL3, and AL4 estimate the alignment
accuracy with an allowed residue shift threshold of 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively. The
sequence-guided structural assessment also employs Levitt Gerstein Algorithm
(LGA)-guided structural superimposition within a 5 Å deviation against the selected
template [84].

Predicted residue topology is considered to be correctly modeled if it falls within
3.8 Å distance deviation against the equivalent residue in the considered template.
The second set of measures evaluating the model accuracy assesses correct topol-
ogy of secondary structural elements, solvent exposed surface area, residue inter-
actions, hydrogen-bonding network and molecular packing, molecular
environment, and charge stability [41, 59]. All the predicted sets of model decoys
are ranked through these scores to select the best conformation. Some of the other
assessment measures are GA341, Molecular Probability Density Function
(MOLPDF), Discrete Optimized Potential Energy (DOPE), and Normalized_
DOPE_Score (Z_Score), and are normally employed by MODELLER.

Additional algorithms like Atomic NOn-Local Environment Assessment
(ANOLEA), PROtein structure CHECK (PROCHECK), Alignment-based Quality
Assessment (AQUA), PROtein Structure Analysis (PROSA), BIOTECH,
VERIFY3D, ERRAT, and EVAluation of protein structure prediction servers
(EVA) are also employed to assess the accuracy of predicted models. All these
measures are grouped into a single category as Model Quality Assessment
(MQA) by CASP [41, 80, 84]. Distance-scaled, Finite Ideal-gas REference
(DFIRE), and DISOrder PREDiction (DISOPRED) algorithms have been addi-
tionally employed under this category in CASP9 and CASP10 to select the best
predicted conformation [82, 90]. The CASP also employed several different algo-
rithms like LEE, ZICO, DOMFOLD, RAPTOR, FIEG, MUFOLD, PRECORS,
FAIS@HGC, PLATO, GS-METAMQAP, DISOCLUST, ZHOU-SPARX,
Threading ASSEmbly Refinement (TASSER), SphereGrinder, and 3D-JIGSAW
([90], www.predictioncenter.org) to reliably select the best target models.

Several other measures like Longest Continuous Segment (LCS) [84],
TM_Score, Global Displacement Test Total Score (GDT-TS), Global Displacement
Test High Accuracy (GDT-HA), and RMSD are also normally employed to
structurally screen the models and select the best conformation [59]. LCS measure
employs LGA method and calculates the longest segment of model conformation
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that falls within a specific structural deviation of Cα RMSD cutoff against the
selected templates [84]. TM_Score computes the structural similarity of the two
models as per their sequence alignment-guided optimal structural superimposition.
Through alignment information, TM_Score maps the equivalent residues from
target and template residues and optimally superimposes these structures through
the features extracted from Voronoi tessellation:

TM Score ¼ 1
Target length

XAlignment Length
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1

1þ Distancei
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The TM_Score, represented as Eq. 1, varies from 0 to 1 with 0.5 being the lower
cutoff affirming the structural similarity of the two structures [80].

TM_Score is computed on the basis of the target sequence length and it cal-
culates the proportion of aligned residues that are within a minimal distance
deviation. It is normalized by a Distance0 parameter that is computed as
1:24
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p � 1:8, and it makes this score independent of the sequence lengths.
Due to this length normalization, two protein models of a considered target
sequence, predicted through different templates or alignments, can be accurately
compared.

GDT evaluates the average proportion of Cα residues of a predicted model that
are within a predefined distance deviation from the equivalent residues of the
considered template in a sequence-independent optimal structural superimposition
[32]. GDT-TS score computes the average fraction of Cα residues of model
structure that are present within a predefined distance threshold of 1, 2, 4, and 8 Å.
On the other hand, GDT-HA measures average fraction of Cα residues that are
present within a predefined distance threshold of 0.5, 1, 2, and 4 Å. As GDT-TS
employs a higher distance deviation to calculate an average similarity score, it
correctly distinguishes two different models that are structurally deviant. However,
as the GDT-HA measure evaluates the same average score at lower distance
deviations, it efficiently distinguishes even pretty close models.

Another assessment measure RMSD computes the squared average distance
deviation between the equivalent residues of the model and the selected template.
Its optimal value is normally calculated through the optimal superimposition of the
model and template structures by employing the rotational and translational shifts of
one structure. It can be employed for estimating the accuracy of Cα backbone atoms
or the complete model. Although it numerically makes some sense, it is not a
biologically reliable measure. It is possible that a local structural segment is deviant
in the structures which may still share a similar overall conformation [80].
Likewise, if an incorrect template is selected to model a target sequence, the
constructed model will not be an accurate conformation even if it shows a lower
RMSD score against the selected template.
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3.6 Model Refinement

The model predicted through the reliable and top-ranked template(s) frequently
suffers from several atomic clashes which disturb topology and hydrogen-bonding
network of the overall structure. To further improve these algorithms, all the
energetically or biochemically disallowed contacts can be represented as a distance
matrix calculated among all the atoms of the model [28]. A well-predicted model is
therefore expected to be free of all the atomic clashes. Energetic refinement
methods are therefore employed for energy minimization of the predicted confor-
mation to improve its structural topology [86]. The algorithms employed by these
refinement methodologies are similar to those employed for the ab initio modeling
of the protein sequences. If the target–template alignment is correctly constructed, it
can be employed to structurally fix the well-aligned as well as structurally con-
served segments of the target sequence. The unaligned area of the target sequence
or the target residues which are not aligned against the considered templates can
then be accurately modeled by screening its conformational space. As this strategy
samples a small number of the unaligned target residues in the conformational
space, it decreases the sampling complexity to a great extent.

In the energetic refinement algorithms, two parameters, a correct energy equation
representing the native energy of a protein model and an efficient step parameter,
employed to screen the conformational space, and specifically play an important
role to predict the accurate model structure. MC and MD samplings have been
employed here for energetically refining the protein models and have correctly
predicted the backbone topology of the models with accurately localized side chains
[13]. These algorithms are implemented in force field equations, and PDF functions
are employed in many tools including Assisted Model Building with Energy
Refinement (AMBER) [51], GROningen MAchine for Chemical Simulations
(GROMACS) [23], and Chemistry at HARvard Molecular Mechanics (CHARMM)
[78].

Structurally incorrect segments of the protein models have been explicitly
sampled to further improve the sampling accuracy [55]. Predicted target models
have also been structurally refined through the model clustering methodology by
the 3D-JIGSAW algorithm. Through clustering, this algorithm employs structurally
variant segments of the predicted models as hotspots and predicts the consensus
model with a possibly improved topology for these hotspot segments.

Although there has been extensive work to improve the sampling accuracy,
several shortcomings still obstruct the accuracy of these energetic refinement
algorithms [86]. The current energetic refinement methodologies normally fail to
drive the predicted models away from the topology of the considered templates
toward the actual native conformation of the target sequence and do not consistently
improve the accuracy of the predicted conformations [48].
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4 Unsolved Problems of a TBM Algorithm

As TBM algorithms can pave way to develop efficient computational algorithms
that can certainly bridge ever-increasing gap between the count of protein
sequences and experimentally solved structures, major unsolved problems of the
TBM algorithm are individually explained below for each of the protein modeling
steps and few algorithm is discussed which can further develop new robust efficient
methodologies.

4.1 Screening and Selecting Reliable Templates

While searching reliable templates for a target sequence, several problems are
occasionally encountered. Secondary structure prediction tools are normally
employed to accurately align the target against the templates for selecting the
reliable structures. When target sequence is assigned an incorrect secondary
structure, template search algorithms also screen unreliable templates for the con-
sidered target sequence. These errors normally result in an incorrect placement of
gaps in the target–template alignment and it constructs an inaccurate and biologi-
cally futile alignment. Wrongly assigned gap can dissect the secondary structure
segments of the target. Moreover, if the insertion or deletion is not a loop con-
formation, which is usually and wrongly considered by researchers, it may lead to
fatal topological errors in the predicted model. It is because INDEL segments may
actually encode structurally important secondary structure information.

Although several algorithms attempt to construct a correct target–template
alignment by comparing their sequence profiles, reliable alignments are not con-
sistently constructed. Hence, there is still a requirement of a robust algorithm to
harness reliable structural topology of INDELS by database, predictive or confor-
mational search methodologies for correctly aligning the target–template sequences.

PDB culling is normally employed by modeling algorithms. It screens the
structurally most similar hit among the related templates to select the most related
representative structure. This culling step does not evaluate the similarity of tem-
plates against target and it may choose a distant hit as a representative structure. It is
because this selected representative hit may be structurally similar to all of its other
considered hits, although it could be an evolutionarily distant and unreliable tem-
plate for target. Algorithms still need to be computationally more intelligent and
quick to perform sequence similarity check of clustered hits among themselves and
also against target.

Target segments unaligned with the top-ranked template(s) are sometime pruned
to construct satisfactory structure of the well-aligned target residues. Complete
target model is sometimes constructed by threading the unaligned target sequence
through additional reliable templates, although it might not predict accurate models
consistently. To construct an accurate target model, target sequence should be
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maximally covered through reliable templates. Template scoring system should
consider the target to accurately evaluate template ranking score. Templates that
additionally span the target over the considered top-ranked template(s) and con-
struct a correct target model topology, as estimated by its structural assessment
against the selected template, are more reliable. Currently, the templates searched
through different searched algorithms are considered as different entities and their
close relationship in terms of structural similarity is not at all considered. This
mutual structural similarity can reliably select additional templates over the selected
ones to reliably construct an improved model.

Different template search algorithms are routinely employed to select reliable
templates for a target. However, it is still possible that correct templates are not
properly screened. For a target sequence, it is expected from a template search
algorithm that it will screen all the reliable hits. Therefore, to answer this normally
posed query, we screened efficiency of the usually employed template search
measure HHPred to select the best hits for a CASP10 target sequence T0752 with
156 amino acid residues. It is a TBM-HA target encoding a single structural
domain, as assessed by CASP. To save computational time, we considered
MODELLER PDB95 dataset (PDB culled at 95 % sequence identity) for selecting a
reduced PDB database of 41,967 structures as representative candidates for a total
of 96,920 available structures, as on January 16, 2014. These 41,967 structures
were then individually employed as templates to model the T0752 target for
assessing their modeling accuracy in terms of TM_Score against the actual native
structure.

As employed by CASP10 assessors, we also assessed these T0752 models for
the structurally conserved 148 residue segments covering 2–149 amino acids. This
modeling step yielded structures with TM_Score accuracy ranging from 0 to 1, as
shown in Table 1. All the 41,967 models, constructed through the selected repre-
sentative templates, are grouped at every successive 0.1 TM_Score intervals, as
enlisted in Table 1. Most of these models show an insignificant modeling accuracy
with TM_Score lesser than 0.3. As expected, only 42 templates showed the

Table 1 TM_Score range of
the culled template set models

TM_Score range Number of models

0–0.1 692

0.1–0.2 39,776

0.2–0.3 1430

0.3–0.4 27

0.4–0.5 28

0.5–0.6 8

0.6–0.7 3

0.7–0.8 2

0.8–0.9 0

0.9–1 1

Total 41,967
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TM_Score accuracy higher than 0.4, and therefore all of their structurally similar
hits, rejected earlier, were now considered. The single-template models constructed
through these templates yielded only 24 models, with TM_Score higher than 0.7, as
enlisted in Table 2. Table 2 represents all these accurate templates as Y (Yes) or N
(No), respectively, for their presence or absence in the PSI-BLAST or HHPred
results. The sequence identity and BLOSUM62 scores, computed through the
employed pairwise alignments of these templates against the target sequence, are
also listed here. It attempts to show that the correct templates are not efficiently
screened by both the current best PSI-BLAST and HHPred template search and
selection tools. Among these 42 templates and 141 structurally similar hits and as
highlighted in Table 2, only two templates 4GB5_A (Actual experimental structure
of target sequence) and 3B8L_A (Top-ranked HHPred template) were correctly
screened by both MODELLER’s PDB95 and HHPred’s PDB70 culled datasets.
The hits screened by PSI-BLAST and HHPred algorithms are enlisted as Y and N
in Table 2 to show their presence or absence in the search results. Moreover, quite
intriguingly, 22 templates other than the two HHPred resultant hits also share a

Table 2 Modeling accuracy of 24 hits with TM_Score more than 0.7

Sl.
no

Hit TM_Score ≥ 0.7 GDT-TS Hits resulted in Sequence
identity

BLOSUM62
ScorePSI-BLAST HHPred

1 4GB5_A 0.999 10000 Y Y 97.37 5.25

2 4STD_C 0.836 72.774 N N 18.12 0.34

3 4STD_B 0.786 67.295 N N 19.38 3.12

4 4STD_A 0.782 65.753 N N 19.38 3.12

5 7STD_B 0.775 64.897 N N 19.38 3.12

6 3STD_A 0.774 63.699 N N 19.5 3.14

7 3STD_B 0.774 64.555 N N 19.5 3.14

8 6STD_A 0.774 64.384 N N 19.38 3.12

9 5STD_A 0.772 63.185 N N 19.38 3.12

10 1STD_A 0.771 65.068 N N 19.5 3.14

11 5STD_B 0.77 64.726 N N 19.38 3.12

12 6STD_B 0.77 64.726 N N 19.38 3.12

13 7STD_A 0.77 62.842 N N 19.38 3.12

14 3STD_C 0.768 62.842 N N 19.5 3.14

15 5STD_C 0.767 63.699 N N 19.38 3.12

16 6STD_C 0.767 63.014 N N 19.38 3.12

17 7STD_C 0.766 63.699 N N 19.38 3.12

18 2STD_A 0.763 63.356 N N 20.75 3.77

19 3B8L_D 0.735 64.384 N N 25.33 0.83

20 3B8L_A 0.733 63.87 N Y 25.08 0.83

21 3B8L_C 0.733 63.87 N N 25.33 0.8

22 3B8L_B 0.73 62.5 N N 25.33 0.83

23 3B8L_E 0.73 63.87 N N 25.33 0.8

24 3B8L_F 0.73 64.384 N N 24.75 0.83
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significant similarity with the target sequence. Despite this high similarity, as
compared to 3B8LA, all the correct templates were not properly ranked and
selected by HHPred. This experiment quite clearly shows that the accurate tem-
plates much better than 3B8L_A were also available during CASP10. However,
these templates were not screened by different algorithms including HHPred.

4.2 Target–Template Alignment

A target–template alignment is expected to slither and map the correlating residues
that perform or are expected to execute the same functional role in the target as well
as the template structures. This target–template sequence or structural similarity is
most plausibly due to their evolutionarily related relationship. Several algorithms
are normally employed to construct the best possible target–template alignment.
Target–template sequence alignment needs to be inspected for the biologically
significant structural similarity of all aligned residues. Alignment shift or incorrect
residue assignment error leads to an incorrect target model topology that cannot be
properly rectified in model building, sampling, or refinement stages. For a difficult
TBM target, several local target sequence areas show a considerable structural
divergence against several templates. Hence, for constructing a correct target–
template alignment, target and template profiles are, respectively, constructed
through hhblits [56] and HHSearch [67].

While hhblits employs Uniprot20 to construct sequence profiles, HHSearch
further employs hhfliter to construct profile alignments. Several alternative target–
template alignments are normally constructed through varying scoring parameters
like residue depth, secondary structure, biologically incompatible alignment of
charged residues, solvent accessibility, and unfavorable burial of charged residues
to construct an accurate model [3]. Despite employing these rigorous measures,
employed target–template profiles routinely consider even evolutionarily distant or
unreliable hits. Target sequence profile spanned with the template profile alignment
can pose a major computational challenge to select top-ranked reliable templates in
a biologically significant alignment for constructing an inaccurate target model.

One of the unsolved alignment problems is the prediction of discontinuous
domains (discontinuous target) encoding the structural segments. As domains are
structural subunits that can fold and evolve independently, correct identification of
domain boundaries is important to precisely understand evolutionarily related
functional mechanism of a protein. It is also important to correctly model target
sequence through threading with accurate template segments. Several methods
harnessing domain boundary information of target through an alignment with
homologous templates and families have been developed. However, when close
templates do not maximally cover target sequence, or when the target–template
sequence identity falls below 30 %, domain boundary prediction becomes very
difficult.
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As protein structures are more conserved than sequences, several algorithms
even compare predicted conformation of target sequence with templates to accu-
rately parse its domain boundaries. A target sequence normally encodes multiple
structural domains, and hence if its domain boundaries can be correctly parsed, its
conformation can be accurately predicted. The currently employed automated
algorithms do not accurately parse target sequence against templates and so an
algorithm that involuntarily parses target domains accurately is mandatorily
required. It would be further expected to splendidly work for both small
single-domain as well as large multi-domain targets. Although there are many
algorithms like LOcal MEta Threading Server (LOMETS), threading target
sequences through several other complementary approaches like MUlti-Sources
ThreadER (MUSTER), Profile Profile Alignment (PPA-I), Sequence Alignment and
Modeling system (SAM-T02), PROtein Structure Prediction and Evaluation
Computer Toolkit (PROSPECT2), HHPred, Sequence, secondary structure Profiles
And Residue-level Knowledge-based energy Score (SPARKS2), and SP3 have
been employed for this purpose (www.predictioncenter.org). While these
MUSTER, PPA-I, SAM-T02, HHPred, and PROSPECT2 algorithms employ an
internal ITASSER PDB70 library, the SPARKS and the SP3 algorithms employ
PDB40 library [81]. These libraries are normally utilized along with class, archi-
tecture, topology and homology (CATH) to accurately predict domain boundaries
for a target sequence. Reliable parsing of a domain employs the analysis of linker
segments connecting evolutionarily conserved template domains. Despite consid-
ering all the complex sequences or structural databases through computationally
heavy algorithms, accurate localization of domain boundaries of all structurally
conserved elements encoded in a target sequence still remains a major challenge.

Accepting all these challenges for constructing a reliable target–template
alignment and considering the fact that multiple templates are mostly employed to
model a target sequence, construction of a reliable MSA becomes a mathematical
nondeterministic polynomial time complexity problem. Correct target–template
alignment is normally computed through dynamic programming measure which
usually employs Smith–Waterman and Needleman–Wunsch alignment algorithms
for protein and DNA sequences, respectively. Dynamic programming-based MSA
construction is ideally a complex problem. The computational complexity of this
problem is based on the total number of considered sequences and the average
length of each of the considered sequences [49]. However, constructing MSAs
through dynamic programming becomes practically impractical as computational
complexity of dynamic programming increases exponentially with the increase of
sequence number and sequence length.

Alternately, progressive alignment algorithms like CLUSTALW have been
developed for constructing MSAs through similarity-based guided tree [73].
However, it fails when errors occurring in early alignment stages cannot be fixed
later and, as an attempt to solve them, several other algorithms like TCOFFEE [50],
MUSCLE [21], and SPEM [91] have been developed. Most of these algorithms
attempt a rigorous optimization of the consistency-based scoring function instead of
employing a heuristic progressive alignment approach. A correct relationship
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between optimal scoring functions and alignment accuracy needs to be properly
checked for constructing a biologically significant alignment.

Optimization algorithms attempt to construct the best alignment through global
optimization, as employed by Simulated Annealing (SA) and Simulated Annealing
Genetic Algorithm (SAGA) scoring functions [71]. Although these SA-based
methods are quite versatile, their computational efficiency is normally lower than
the problem-specific optimizations. Conformational Space Annealing
(CSA) algorithm is developed to further solve this problem and it combines SA,
GA, and MC minimization of the alignment score function. It employs distance
measures between two templates and controls the conformational diversity of
protein structures for constructing their optimal alignment. It can also construct
alternative alignments that might correspond to biologically significant MSAs. This
algorithm is termed as MSACSA methodology and contrary to other progressive
methods it is expected to be more accurate. Despite all these computational chal-
lenges, an optimal alignment might be mathematically high scoring, although it
may not be biologically correct. It is because, unlike the mathematically top-scored
optimal alignment, a biologically correct alignment has accurately aligned residues
that are expected to share a structural and functional similarity. Structural alignment
of proteins is termed as “Gold Standard” of the alignment accuracy. It is because
protein structures are much more evolutionarily conserved than the sequences.
Alignment scoring functions are normally tuned to optimize the gap penalties and
amino acid substitution scores.

The optimal alignment of templates can be substantially different from their
suboptimal structural alignments. Due to marginal difference in the employed gap
penalty or substitution matrix scoring measures, a suboptimal alignment can have a
low score than the optimal alignment. The scoring changes often generate a set of
suboptimal alignments depending on the alignment paths selected during the
alignment construction stage. The number of suboptimal alignments increases when
the distantly related proteins are considered for constructing an optimal alignment.
The number of suboptimal or alternative alignments grows quickly when the
alignment construction steps move away from the top-scoring optimal path. These
suboptimal alignments can efficiently sample the degree of freedom in an alignment
space to make it computationally tractable. Suboptimal alignments are properly
represented by Vincenzo Cutello’s group [17]. As the loops are also fixed as per
employed scoring constraints in an optimal alignment, a suboptimal alignment can
plausibly consider geometric distance between considered loops in a structural
alignment. Hence, suboptimal or near-optimal alignments may be biologically more
accurate. These near-optimal alignments can then be scored through a suboptimal
alignment diversity score [12] and the top-scoring alignment can then be selected
for modeling the target sequence. These suboptimal alignments can increase
modeling accuracy and can sometimes encode a target model with a significantly
higher number of topologically correct residues [66]. This structurally corrected
target model has biologically acceptable distance deviations among all of its resi-
dues, as normally evaluated through a contact map matrix for a protein model.
A predicted model with the same contact map, as compared to the respective map of
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considered template, is therefore considered to be more accurate. The contact map
similarity or contact map overlap has been evaluated in a stochastic algorithm
PROPOSAL [47]. This recently developed algorithm probabilistically scores the
local alignment on the basis of structural similarity of templates and constructs the
optimally scored MSA of considered protein structures. So alignment construction
tool should construct an array of suboptimal alignments by employing the target
and template information and then select the best possible alignment through effi-
cient ranking to construct the accurate target model.

4.3 Model Construction

The protein models are normally constructed through several algorithms. However,
some problems still obstruct their path to predict accurate conformations. For
selecting the best set of representative templates, among all the structurally similar
template sets, a reliable MSA becomes a cumbersome exercise [59]. Several
algorithms including MULTICOM have been developed. These algorithms screen
an initial set of considered templates for selecting the top-ranked hits to maximally
cover the target sequence and construct an accurate model of target sequence [90].
These algorithms employ iterative and computationally complex steps. However, as
an attempt to reliably solve a few modeling problems, the protein modeling server
or tool should attempt to consider the following constraints for developing an
improved and reliable modeling algorithm.

If the selected templates are properly scrutinized, the modeling errors normally
caused due to selection of unreliable or distantly related templates can be efficiently
solved. The top-ranked templates will certainly construct an accurate MSA.
Furthermore, consideration of optimal and suboptimal MSAs will significantly
decrease computational degree of freedom to select the best templates through an
accurate guide tree (Phylogenic tree of the selected templates for constructing an
accurate structural topology-based sequence alignment). Sometimes, a biologically
incorrect suboptimal alignment can be scored quite significantly to result in an
erroneous target model and so HMM-based alignment scoring can help us tackle
this problem to some extent.

4.4 Model Assessment

Currently employed measures, viz. MOLPDF DOPE score, GA341,
Normalized DOPE score (Z_Score), TM_Score, GDT-TS, GDT-HA, RMSD, and
structurally correct residues falling within a distance deviation, do not rank the best
single- or multi-template model consistently [58].

To select the reliable assessment measure(s), we have compared protein models
through MaxCluster to evaluate structural similarity scores [66]. MaxCluster tool
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considers the target model residues as topologically correct only if their distance
deviation against the structurally equivalent residues of the considered template
falls within 3.5 Å. Although these assessment measures are mutually interrelated, a
single model is not unanimously selected as the most accurate conformation. The
considered scoring measures show some sort of non-linearity among their scores.
These measures mostly do not reliably select a single-target model as the correct
structure for any of the individual domains or an overall accurate topology. These
measures are designed to evaluate different structural features of the generated set of
protein models for selecting the best conformation.

The referred assessment measures can easily distinguish between a bad model
and a correct conformation, and often fail to select the best structure among the
close near-native models. Therefore, an increased model sampling becomes yet
another confusing task sometimes, especially when the target sequence encodes
multiple structural domains. To assess scoring reliability of these measures, we
employed a well-studied 182 residue CASP8 target T0390, which is an Ephrin
type-A receptor 2 from Homo sapiens (PDB ID: 3CZU). This single-domain target
is modeled using EphB2/EphrinA5 complex structure (PDB ID: 1SHW) as a
template through MODELLER9.9 for a short 100 model sampling run. It yielded
diverse models with varying accuracy for all the considered scores, as graphically
represented in Table 3. Table 3 shows the individual undulations of considered
assessment measures for the short 100 model sampling run.

As per our results, graphically represented in Table 3, GA341 and MOLPDF
appear to be completely unreliable measures. It is because MOLPDF shows sig-
nificant crinkling deviations even for the close models across the sampled set of 100
predictions. Contrarily, GA341 equally scores each of these models. Although
GA341 can distinguish between a good and a bad model, it fails to correctly
differentiate between the correct near-native models. Therefore, the MOLPDF and
GA341 scores do not reliably correlate with the TM_Score measure. Quite
intriguingly, Z_Score measure shows a consistent undulation curl, with negligible
deviations to the TM_Score scoring estimations. The energetic assessment or
DOPE on the other hand is contrarily untrustworthy. It is because the models with
the best DOPE scores are not found to be the best conformations as per the
TM_Score measure. DOPE parameter becomes futile to select the accurate model.
Contrarily, the normalized energetic assessment fairly distinguishes two models
with same TM_Score. Hence, to make the model assessment measure highly
effective and robust for selecting the best predicted model, the TM_Score and
Z_Score are used together. Hence, for each sampled set of predicted models for a
target sequence, the top five models with highest TM_Score are screened to finally
select the conformation with the lowest Z_Score and we have found this assessment
set very effective. As per Table 3, any assessment measure that preferentially selects
the models with a more accurate overall topology, or more residues falling within
a minimal distance deviation against considered template, is correct. Here, accurate
models should therefore have 121 residues within the considered 3.5 Å distance
deviation against the corresponding residues of the actual native structure of T0390
(Shown as SCR in Table 3).
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Table 3 Different assessment measures of the 100 models sampled for the target T0390
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Currently, TM_Score is considered as a highly credible assessment measure. It
considers minimal distance deviation between the equivalent residues of two con-
sidered structures and emphasizes the count of topologically correct residues. Hence,
selecting it as primary assessment measure, the top ten models among the sampled
decoys are selected and employed to evaluate mutual non-linearity of other con-
sidered assessment measures, as enlisted in Table 4. Here, all the selected models are
structurally assessed as per the CASP employed discontinuous domain information
spanning the 126 residue segments from 29–123 to 130–160 amino acids [58, 66].

The protein model assessment has become one of the major modeling issues.
Although this step has been significantly improved compared to other steps, some
problems are still there. It is because the best available and widely used TM_Score

Table 3 (continued)
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measure also suffers from several logical problems. It does not select the best model
topology from the structurally similar near-native decoys. It does not properly
assess structural orientation of the individual residues of a protein model. Despite
this, the MQA measures are tested and benchmarked in correlation with TM_Score
and this further complicates the model assessment step [45].

Recently, Random Forest-Based Protein Model Quality Assessment (RFMQA)
algorithm is developed to assess quality of the model structure. To select the best
conformation, it statistically compares the structural features of a model in com-
parison to those predicted for the considered target sequence. Here, for a target
sequence, structural features of a predicted model, viz. secondary structure (pre-
dicted through PSIPRED), solvent accessibility (predicted through DSSP), and the
energetic potential (estimated by DFIRE, Generalized Orientation-dependent
All-atom Potential (GOAP) and RWplus), are considered [45]. Although it
attempted to assess the predicted models very well, it failed to meet expectations
due to some logistic reasons. This approach does not measure the depth or distance
of model residues from the superficial surface or centroid. So a tightly folded
protein model may not have an additional edge over the other predicted decoys.
Hence, even during measuring solvent accessibility topology of buried atoms or
atoms excluded in computing the solvent accessibility is not considered by
RFMQA. This solvent accessibility can also be incorrectly correlated, if the
PSIPRED secondary structure assignment fails, even when it correctly played its
part and accurately predicted its solvent accessibility score. Besides this, if a pre-
dicted model structurally encodes a local fold whose mirror image copies are
predicted in several other incorrect models, this algorithm probably fails to select
the correct conformation. It is because the fold topology can be quite differently
located on the surface or inside the protein core. It may result in varying scores and
makes the model selection step very confusing.

Moreover, all the three considered factors employed by RFMQA measure can
show mutually nonlinear scorings for a single model, although an actually correct
conformation. So the employed random forest regression may wrongly predict its

Table 4 Assessment scores of the top ten models for the short 100 model sampling run of T0390

Model MOL
PDF

DOPE
score

GA
341

Z_Score TM_
Score

GDT-TS GDT-HA RMSD SCR

6 889.00 −14187.18 1 0.3441 0.933 91.734 78.427 1.041 121

14 1171.95 −13712.27 1 0.5289 0.933 91.331 78.226 1.049 121

9 918.82 −14143.62 1 0.3610 0.932 91.532 78.024 1.055 121

17 1014.07 −13953.83 1 0.4349 0.932 91.532 78.427 0.99 120

28 942.70 −14080.99 1 0.3854 0.932 91.331 78.024 0.986 120

38 957.79 −14170.31 1 0.3507 0.932 90.927 77.218 1.052 121

44 1012.26 −14171.64 1 0.3501 0.932 91.532 78.226 1.052 121

52 965.55 −14068.48 1 0.3903 0.932 91.734 78.629 1.055 121

54 992.71 −14204.79 1 0.3372 0.932 91.935 78.629 1.057 121

64 888.58 −14138.81 1 0.3629 0.932 91.734 78.427 1.055 121
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average value during optimization and it may imperfectly over-score some other
comparatively incorrect models showing a high information gain (Gini impurity) for
the randomly selected features. Moreover, energetic assessment of predicted
models, as per the DFIRE potential, also sometimes wrongly ranks the correct
models. It is because if the correct near-native model is actually predicted at a
relatively higher energy level, it is considered as a low-accuracy prediction by
DIFRE. Additionally, if incorrect models majorly constitute the considered set of
models, the employed random forest algorithm fails altogether as it might not
succeed to reliably select the correct models through the evaluation of two ran-
domly selected features. Although these three considered factors are mathematically
weighed by RFMQA, it could have failed to reliably select the best predicted
model. Therefore, a correct assessment measure to reliably select the best predicted
conformations consistently is still required.

4.5 Model Refinement

Although model refinement step has been improved to a great extent, it is still
obstructed by some logical problems. It is sometimes observed that structurally
refined models do not show an improved model topology, probably being closer to
the actual native conformation of target sequence. However, it is also possible that
the best refined or probably improved model is not carefully selected from the
sampled set of conformational decoys [59]. Recently, side chains were additionally
sampled for the considered protein model to further construct an improved model
through ProQM assessment. Here, side-chain rotamers were sampled by fixing the
backbone topology of the considered protein model. While it sometimes incorrectly
packs side chains in the selected model, it retains the correct backbone topology and
this reconstruction of side chains has shown an improved accuracy of the predicted
models [75]. Although several refinement methodologies have been developed, the
correct natural in vivo protein folding process is still not correctly implemented in
our protein folding and energetic refinement algorithms. Quite intriguingly, nature
does the same in a fraction of second and that pinnacle of accuracy is still not
achieved by the current structure prediction algorithms.

5 Conclusion

Different steps of protein structure prediction algorithms fall broadly under soft
computing [83] field as these algorithms are tolerable to uncertainty and imprecise
answers. These algorithms are quite robust as these algorithms heuristically work
out to obtain an optimal solution in a short computational time. To obtain reliable
templates and to build model structure, several algorithms are stitched together.
Even energetic refinement methodologies involve several approximations to search
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quickly the conformational landscape of a target sequence. These refinement
methodologies are programmed to optimize the scoring functions to compute an
optimal solution [14, 18]. Although the soft computing algorithms are highly
robust, obtaining an accurate solution is still a major challenge.

Templates are an exquisite source of structural information and are chassis of
TBM algorithms which help us predict accurate protein models. Although the
homology modeling or TBM algorithms have been improved, the available struc-
tural information of templates is still not currently employed correctly. Due to a
high degree of freedom to choose templates for employing them in the convincingly
high-scoring alignment, their best set cannot be consistent as well as reliably
selected for modeling a target. Problems still exist at every single modeling step and
all the steps need to be improved altogether to predict correct models not only for
the single-domain but also for the multi-domain targets including the transmem-
brane proteins as well. Some of our corrective measures for the template selection,
model sampling, and assessment steps showed a significantly higher modeling
accuracy compared to the other available methodologies.

Threading algorithms currently hold the key to successfully predict near-native
protein models. Currently, TBM algorithms are highly intermixed with threading
methodologies and have become successful for two reasons. Firstly, these algo-
rithms employ a large set of threading templates or structural segments for con-
structing a top-scoring protein model. Moreover, the structural segments of different
templates are considered to model the target without being obstructed with the
extremely large conformational space of a target. Secondly, as the best sets of
mutually complementary and most favorable structural segments are employed,
these algorithms can efficiently predict correct topology for the individual domains
as well as the complete target model. However, a highly accurate protein model can
only be predicted if the target sequence segments linking the conserved structural
elements show a negligible structural diversity and are easily available in PDB.

Although TBM algorithms are popular and predict protein structure quite
accurately, we are still far away from the experimental accuracy. These algorithms
need to be further studied to predict accurate conformations closer to the native
protein structures.
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Abstract While hybridizing the complementary constituent soft computing tech-
niques has displayed improved efficacy, the hybridization of complementary
characteristics of different Differential Evolution (DE) variants (could as well be
extended to evolutionary algorithms variants in general) through heterogeneous
mixing in a distributed framework also holds a great potential. This chapter pro-
poses to mix competitive DE variants with diverse characteristics in a distributed
framework as against the typical distributed (homogeneous) Differential Evolution
(dDE) algorithms found in DE literature. After an empirical analysis of 14 classical
DE variants on 14 test functions, two heterogeneous dDE frameworks
dDE_HeM_best and dDE_HeM_worst obtained by mixing best DE variants and
worst DE variants, respectively, have been realized, implemented and tested on the
benchmark optimization problems. The simulation results have validated the
robustness of the heterogeneous mixing of best variants. The chapter also hybrid-
ized DE and dynamic DE variants in a distributed framework. The robustness of the
resulting framework has been validated by benchmarking it against the
state-of-the-art DE algorithms in the literature.
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1 Introduction

Differential Evolution (DE), proposed by Storn and Price [40], is a simple yet
powerful stochastic real-parameter optimization algorithm. It has been proven a
robust global optimizer and has been successfully applied to many global optimi-
zation problems with superior performance in both widely used benchmark func-
tions and real-world applications. DE is a population-based stochastic global
optimizer employing mutation, recombination and selection operators like other
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs).

However, DE has some characteristics that makes it different from other
members of the EA family. The major differences are in the way the trial vectors are
generated and in the selection mechanism employed to transit to the next genera-
tion. In fact, DE uses a differential mutation operation based on the distribution of
parent solutions in the current population. It is coupled with recombination with a
predetermined target vector to generate a trial vector. Then a one-to-one greedy
selection between the trial vector and the target vector is carried out.

This conceptual and algorithmic simplicity, ease of implementation and hence
experimentation and high convergence characteristics of DE has attracted, is still
attracting many researchers who are working on its improvement. This conse-
quently has resulted in multitude of DE variants.

Despite the active research on DE during the last decade, there are still many
open problems. One such problem is the difficulty in choosing the right DE variant
given an optimization problem. The efficacy of DE in solving an optimization
problem depends on the selected strategy as well as control parameter values. In
addition to that, different optimization problems (depending on modality and
decomposability) require different mutation strategies. Few research attempts [36]
have been carried out in the literature in this direction.

The multitude of DE variants, existing in the literature, display different search
efficacies by virtue of their differential mutation-cum-crossover combination. This
results in the problem of choosing the right DE variant while solving a diverse
range of optimization problems. It is understandable that, to solve a diverse range of
problems, a DE algorithmic framework should display diverse as well as comple-
mentary search characteristics. The typical practice in the DE literature is to
tediously select appropriate DE variant to solve different problems. However, this
chapter proposes to achieve such diverse as well as complementary search char-
acteristics by mixing the search dynamics of different DE variants. Since a dis-
tributed framework facilitates exchange of search solutions thus promoting
co-operative evolution, it becomes one natural choice for implementing the mix-
ing of search characteristics of different DE variants.

In an effort towards this direction, this chapter proposes to mix competitive DE
variants with diverse characteristics in a distributed framework such that they are
allowed to evolve independently but are made to suitably exchange their search
information among others. The chapter hypothesizes that such a co-operative
evolution by heterogeneous mix of DE variants will enhance the efficacy of the
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system as a whole with robust optimization characteristics as compared to when the
variants operate separately.

The remainder of the chapters is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the
DE algorithm which is followed by a discussion on dynamic DE in Sect. 3.
Section 4 details the empirical analysis of DE variants. Section 5 presents the
theoretical insights about the performance of the variants. Section 6 discusses the
mixing strategies followed in this chapter. In Sect. 7, the design of experiments is
presented. Section 8 presents the detailed analysis on the simulation results. The
idea of mixing DE and dynamic DE is presented in Sect. 9. The benchmarking
results are presented in Sect. 10 and finally the last section concludes the work.

2 Differential Evolution (DE) Algorithm

DE aims at exploring the search space by sampling at multiple, randomly chosen
NP D-dimensional parameter vectors (population of initial points), so-called indi-

viduals, which encode the candidate solution xi;G ¼ x1i;G; . . .; x
D
i;G

n o
; i ¼ i; . . .;NP.

The initial population should sufficiently cover the search space as much as pos-
sible, by uniformly randomizing individuals, for better exploration. After popula-
tion initialization an iterative process is started and at each iteration (generation) a
new population is produced until a stopping criterion is satisfied. Figure 1 depicts
the algorithmic description of a typical DE.

At each generation, DE employs the differential mutation operation to produce a

mutant vector Vi;G ¼ v1i;G; . . .; v
D
i;G

n o
, with respect to each individual Xi,G the so

called target vector, in the current population. The mutant vector is created using
the weighted difference of parent solutions in the current population. A number of
differential mutation strategies have been proposed in the literature that primarily
differs in the way the mutant vector is created. Along with the strategies came a
notation scheme to classify the various DE variants. The notation is defined by
DE/a/b/c where a denotes the base vector or the vector to be perturbed (which can
be a random vector, a best vector, or a sum of target vector and weighted vector
difference between random and best vector/random vectors/best vectors); b denotes
the number of vector differences used for perturbation (which can be one or two
pairs); and c denotes the crossover scheme used (which can be binomial or expo-
nential) between the mutant vector Vi,G and the target vector Xi,G to create a trial

vector Ui;G ¼ u1i;G; . . .; u
D
i;G

n o
. The seven commonly used (classical) mutation

strategies [30, 34, 35] are listed in Table 1.
In Table 1, Xbest,G denotes the best parent vector in the current generation, F and

K commonly known as the scaling factor or amplification factor is a positive real
number that controls the rate of evolution of the population. The indices
ri1; r

i
2; r

i
3; r

i
4; r

i
5; ie 1; . . .;NP are randomly generated anew for each mutant vector

and are mutually exclusive ri1 6¼ ri2 6¼ ri3 6¼ ri4 6¼ ri5 6¼ i.
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After the differential mutation strategy, DE then uses a crossover operation in
which the mutant vector Vi,G mixes with target vector Xi,G and generates a trial
vector Ui,G or offspring. The two frequently used crossover schemes are binomial
(uniform) crossover and exponential crossover. The binomial crossover is defined
as follows.

Table 1 The commonly used differential mutation strategies

S. no. Nomenclature Mutation strategy

1 DE/rand/1 Vi;G ¼ Xrii ;G
þ F � Xri2 ;G

� Xri3 ;G

� �
2 DE/best/1 Vi;G ¼ Xbest;G þ F � Xri1 ;G

� Xri3 ;G

� �
3 DE/rand/2 Vi;G ¼ Xrii ;G

þ F � Xri2 ;G
� Xri3 ;G

þ Xri4 ;G
� Xri5 ;G

� �
4 DE/best/2 Vi;G ¼ Xbest:G þ F � Xri2 ;G

� Xri3 ;G
þ Xri4 ;G

� Xri5 ;G

� �
5 DE/current-to-rand/1 Vi;G ¼ Xi:G þ K � Xri3 ;G

� Xi;G

� �
þ F � Xri1 ;G

� Xri2 ;G

� �
6 DE/current-to-best/1 Vi;G ¼ Xi:G þ K � Xbest;G � Xi;G

� �þ F � Xri1 ;G
� Xri2 ;G

� �
7 DE/rand-to-best/1 Vi;G ¼ Xi:G þ K � Xbest;G � Xri3 ;G

� �
þ F � Xri1 ;G

� Xri2 ;G

� �

Initialize { }GNPGiG XXP ,, ,...,= with { } ;0;,...,1,,..., ,
1
,, === GNPiXXX D

GiGiGi

Compute ( ) ( ){ }GNPGi XfXf ,, ,...,

WHILE stopping criterion is not satisfied DO
NPtoiFOR 1=

/* Differential Mutation */
• Generate a mutant vector { }D

GiGiGi vvV ,
1
,, ,...,= for each target vector

GiX ,

via one 

of the classical mutation strategies listed in Table 1.
/* Crossover */

• Generate a trial vector { }D
GiGiGi uuU ,

1
,, ,...,= for each target vector 

GiX ,
by employing 

binomial crossover scheme via equation (1) or using exponential crossover 
scheme via equation (2).

/* Selection (assuming a minimization problem) */
( ) ( )THENXfUfIF GiGi ,, <

GiGi UX ,1, ←+

ELSE
GiGi XX ,1, ←+

IFEND
FOREND

;1+= GG Compute ( ) ( ){ }GNPGi XfXf ,, ,...,

WHILEEND

Fig. 1 The general structure of a typical DE algorithm
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u j
i;G ¼ ui;G; if ðrandj 0; 1½ Þ � CrÞ _ ðJ ¼ JrandÞ

x ji;G; otherwise

�
ð1Þ

where Cre 0; 1ð Þ (crossover probability) is a user-specified constant; randj 0; 1½ Þ is
the jth evaluation of uniform random number generator; jrand e 1; . . .;D is a random
parameter index, chosen once for each i to make sure that at least one parameter is
always selected from the mutant vector Vi,G.

The exponential crossover is defined as follows

u j
i;G ¼ ui;G; for nh iD; nþ 1h iD; . . .; nþ L� 1h iD

x ji;G; for all other je 1;D½ �
�

ð2Þ

where the acute brackets hiD denote modulo functions with modulus D, the starting
index n is a randomly selected integer in the range [1, D], and the integer L (which
denotes the number of parameters that are going to be exchanged between the
mutant and trial vectors) is drawn from the same range with the probability Cr.

After the mutation and crossover operations, a one-to-one knockout competition
between the target vector Xi,G and its corresponding trial vector Ui,G based on the
objective function values decides the survivor, among the two, for the next gen-
eration. The greedy selection scheme is defined as follows (assuming a minimi-
zation problem without the loss of generality)

Xi;Gþ1 ¼ Ui;G; if f ðUi;GÞ
� �� f ðXi;GÞ

� �
xi;G; otherwise:

�
ð3Þ

The above 3 steps of differential mutation, crossover, followed by selection
marks the end of one DE generation. These steps are repeated generation after
generation until a stopping criterion is satisfied. With seven commonly used
mutation strategies and two crossover schemes, there are fourteen possible, so
called variants viz. DE/rand/1/bin, DE/rand/1/exp, DE/best/1/bin, DE/best/1/exp,
DE/rand/2/bin, DE/rand/2/exp, DE/best/2/bin, DE/best/2/exp, DE/current-to-
rand/1/bin, DE/current-to-rand/1/exp, DE/current-to-best/1/bin, DE/current-to-
best/1/exp, DE/rand-to-best/1/bin, and DE/rand-to-best/1/exp.

3 Dynamic Differential Evolution (DDE) Algorithm

Despite its high convergence characteristics and robustness, from the point of view
of population update, DE is still static i.e., DE responds to the population progress
after a time lag (i.e., one generation). The whole population in DE remains
unchanged until it is replaced by a new population in the subsequent generation.
Inevitably, it results in slower convergence. To alleviate this problem, dynamic
versions of DE variants DE/rand/1 and DE/best/1 (called Dynamic Differential
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Evolution) have been proposed in [38, 39]. DDE updates population after every
one-to-one greedy selection between the trial vector and the target vector in every
generation, thus responding to any improvement immediately.

As can be seen from the DE algorithm, in Fig. 1, the repeated cycles of dif-
ferential mutation and crossover do not make use of any progress taking place in the
current generation, consequently employing the optimal individuals from previous
generation to produce trial vectors. Even if better fit individuals are generated in the
current generation, they are reserved for use in the next generation. In contrast, the
dynamic differential evolution, shown in Fig. 2, employs a dynamic evolution
mechanism in place of the above said static evolution mechanism of classical DE.

The dynamic evolution mechanism in DDE updates both the current optimal
individual with the new competitive individual (if better than the current optimal)
and the non-optimal individuals dynamically. Consequently, the trial vectors are
always generated using the newly updated population, and thus DDE always
responds to any progress immediately. Owing to the dynamicity in population
update, the creation of every NP trial vectors is considered as one generation of
DDE in the current work as against the usual mutation-crossover-selection cycle as
one generation in case of a typical DE. Except this significant difference, DDE
inherits all the basic operations of DE and its three crucial control parameters viz.
population size (NP), scaling factor (F), and crossover rate (Cr).

Initialize  { }GNPGiG XXP ,, ,...,= with { } ;0;,....,1,,..., ,
1

,, === GNPiXXX D
GiGiGi

Compute ( ) ( ){ }GNPGi XfXf ,, ,...,

WHILE stopping criterion is not satisfied DO
NPtoiFOR 1=

/* Differential Mutation */
• Generate a mutant vector { }D

GiGiGi vvV ,
1
,, ,...,= for the target vector Xi,G via 

one of the classical mutation strategies listed in Table 1.
/* Crossover */

• Generate a trial vector { }D
GiGiGi uuU ,

1
,, ,...,= for the target vector Xi,G by

employing binomial crossover scheme via equation (1) or using e x-
ponential crossover scheme via equation (2).          

/* Selection (assuming a minimization problem) */
/* Dynamic Evolution Mechanism */

( ) ( )THENXfUfIF GiGi ,, <

GiGi UX ,1, ←+

IFEND

( ) ( )THENXfUfIF GbestGi ,, <

ibest ←
IFEND

FOREND

;1+= GG Compute ( ) ( ){ }GNPGi XfXf ,, ,...,

WHILEEND

Fig. 2 The algorithmic description of DDE
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It is straight forward to extend the dynamic evolution mechanism to the seven
commonly used differential mutation strategies, as listed in Table 1, and two
crossover schemes (binomial and exponential), resulting in fourteen possible
variants of DDE. Following the standard DE nomenclature used in the literature, the
fourteen DDE variants can be written as follows: DDE/rand/1/bin,
DDE/rand/1/exp, DDE/best/1/bin, DDE/best/1/exp, DDE/rand/2/bin,
DDE/rand/2/exp, DDE/best/2/bin, DDE/best/2/exp, DDE/current-to-rand/1/bin,
DDE/current-to-rand/1/exp, DDE/current-to-best/1/bin, DDE/current-to-
best/1/exp, DDE/rand-to-best/1/bin, and DDE/rand-to-best/1/exp.

This work also proposes to mix competitive DE and DDE variant in a distributed
framework. Towards this, the chapter has undertaken an extensive empirical
analysis of DE variants to identify the most competitive variants.

4 Empirical Analysis of Differential Evolution Variants

The insight about the performance efficacies of the DE and DDE variants is crucial
in identifying competitive variants to model efficient co-operative evolutionary
framework. This necessitates a consistent design of experiments and careful choice
of test functions for the empirical comparative performance analysis of the above
said DE algorithms. This chapter investigates the performance of all the variants on
different classes of unconstrained global optimization problems. Fourteen test
functions, of dimensionality 30, grouped by the features—unimodal separable (f1,
f2, f4, f6 and f7), unimodal nonseparable (f3), multimodal separable (f8, f9 and f14),
and multimodal nonseparable (f5, f10, f11, f12 and f13)—have been chosen from [46,
30] for benchmarking the variants. The test functions are one of the well-known
benchmarks in the literature to test EAs for global optimization. The details of the
test functions f1–f14 are presented below.

f1—Sphere model

fsp xð Þ ¼
Xn
n¼1

x2i

� 100� xi � 100;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fsp x�ð Þ ¼ 0;
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f2—Schwefel’s Problem 2.22

fsch1 xð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

xij j þ
Yn
i¼1

xij j

� 10� xi � 10;

x� ¼ ð0; 0; . . .; 0Þ;
fsch1 x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

f3—Schwefel’s Problem 1.2

fsch2 xð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

Xi
j¼1

xj

 !2

� 100� xi � 100;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fsch2 x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

f4—Schwefel’s Problem 2.21

fsch3 xð Þ ¼ max
i

xij j; 1� i� nf g
� 100� xi � 100;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fsch3 x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

f5—Generalized Rosenbrock’s Function

fgr xð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

100 xiþ1 � x2i
� �2 þ xi � 1ð Þ2

��� ���
� 30� xi � 30;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fgr x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

f6—Step Function

fst xð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

xi þ 0:5b cð Þ2

� 100� xi � 100;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fst x

�ð Þ ¼ 0;
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f7—Quartic Function with Noise

fqf xð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

ix4i þ random 0; 1½ Þ

� 1:28� xi � 1:28;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fqf x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

f8—Generalized Schwefel’s Problem 2.26

fah4 xð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

xi sin
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
xij j

p� �� �
� 500� xi � 500;

x� ¼ 420:9678; . . .; 420:9678ð Þ;
fsch4 x�ð Þ ¼ �12569:486618164879;

f9—Generalized Restrigin’s Function

fgrf xð Þ ¼
Xn
i¼1

x2i � 10 cos 2pxið Þ þ 10
	 


� 5:12� xi � 5:12;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fgrf x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

f10—Ackley’s Function

fack xð Þ ¼ 20þ e� 20 exp �0:2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n

Xn
i¼1

x2i

s !
� exp

1
n

Xn
i¼1

cos 2pxið Þ
 !

� 5:12� xi � 5:12;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fack x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

f11—Generalized Griewank’s Function

fgri xð Þ ¼ 1
4000

Xn
i¼1

x2i �
Yn
i¼1

cos
xiffiffi
i

p
� �

þ 1

� 600� xi � 600;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fgri x

�ð Þ ¼ 0;
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f12—Generalized Penalized functions

fgpf 12 xð Þ ¼ p
n

10 sin2 py1ð Þ þ
Xn�1

i¼1

yi � 1ð Þ2 1þ 10 sin2 pyiþ1ð Þ	 
þ yn � 1ð Þ2
( )

þ
Xn
i¼‘

u xi; 10; 100; 4ð Þ

� 50� xi � 50;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fgpf 12 x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

f13—Generalized Penalized functions

fgpf 13 xð Þ ¼ 0:1 sin2 p3x1ð Þ þ
Xn�1

i¼1

xi � 1ð Þ2 1þ sin2 3pxiþ1ð Þ	 
þ xn � 1ð Þ2 1þ 2pxnð Þ½ �
( )

þ
Xn
i¼1

u xi; 5; 100; 4ð Þ

� 50� xi � 50;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fgpf 13 x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

f14—Bohachevsky Functions

fbf xð Þ ¼ x2i þ 2x2iþ1 � 0:3 cos 3pxið Þ � 0:4 cos 4pxiþ1ð Þ þ 0:7

� 100� xi � 100;

x� ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0ð Þ;
fbf x�ð Þ ¼ 0;

where yi ¼ 1þ 1
4

xi þ 1ð Þ

u xi; a; k;mð Þ ¼
k xi � að Þm; xiia
0; �a� xi � a

k �xi � að Þm; xih�a

8><
>:

All the test functions considered for benchmarking have an optimum value at
zero except f8. In order to show the similar results, the description of f8 was adjusted
to have its optimum value at zero by subtracting the optimal value
12569.486618164879 [30].

A typical DE has three control parameters that must be set by the user viz. NP
(population size), F (scaling factor), and Cr (crossover rate) [41]. The population
size NP has been kept as 60 with the maximum number of generations as 3000
(consequently, the maximum number of function evaluations calculate to 180,000).
The moderate population size and number of generations have been chosen to
demonstrate the efficacy of DE variants in solving the chosen problems. The choice
of moderate population size is also influenced by an empirical study of the impact
of NP on DE variants, which suggested that a large population size affects the
ability of the algorithm to find the correct search direction [19]. The variants will
stop before the maximum number of generations only if the tolerance error (which
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has been fixed as an error value of 1 × 10−12) with respect to the global optimum is
obtained. Following (Mezura-Montes 2006, Personal Communication with
Mezura-Montes), the range for the scaling factor, F, is defined as [0.3, 0.9] and the
value for F 2 [0.3, 0.9] is generated anew at each generation for all the variants.
This value of F, when generated, is used for K (scaling factor in current-to-rand,
current-to-best and rand-to-best variants) as well. Each experiment was repeated
100 times (runs). In all the runs, the maximum number of generations has been kept
as GMax = 3000 and the maximum number of function evaluations (MaxFE = NP *
GMax) as constant to provide a fair performance comparison.

The Cr, crossover rate, parameter is tuned for each DE variant-test function
combination. Eleven different values for the Cr viz. {0.0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6,
0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0} have been tested for each DE variant-test function combination.
For each combination of variant-test function-Cr value, 50 independent runs have
been conducted. Based on the obtained results, a bootstrap test has been conducted
in order to determine the confidence interval for the mean objective function value.
The Cr value corresponding to the best confidence interval (i.e. 95 %) was chosen to
be used in the subsequent experiments. Based on an empirical study, sample size
for the bootstrap test has been fixed as 500. The study involved finding the con-
fidence interval with different bootstrap sample sizes viz. 500, 1000, 2000, 4000,
5000, 10000, 20000, 30000, 40000, and 50000. However, no noticeable change in
the best confidence interval has been observed while increasing the bootstrap
sample size i.e., the best Cr value for the sample size of 500 continued to be the best
with large sample sizes also.

As EAs are stochastic in nature, 100 independent runs are performed for each
Variant (from DE and DDE suite of variants)-Function combination by initializing
the population for every run with uniform random initialization within the search
range. The empirical comparative performances of DE and DDE algorithms have
been analyzed using Probability of Convergence (Pc(%)). The probability of con-
vergence [12] is measured as the mean percentage of number of successful runs out
of total number of runs, Pc ¼ nc=ntð Þ%; where nc is the total number of successful
runs made by each variant for all the functions considered and nt is the total number
of runs. The probability of convergence for each variant is measured to find the
variants with higher probability of convergence for each variant-function
combination.

The identified 14 classical DE variants are analyzed by measuring their proba-
bility of convergence (Pc). The Pc(%) values measured for the 14 DE variants on
the 14 benchmark problems are presented in Table 2, by way of an example. The
analysis identified DE/rand/1/bin, DE/rand/2/bin, DE/best/2/bin, and DE/rand-to-
best/1/bin as the most competitive variants. The analysis also identified few worst
performing variants viz. DE/rand/2/exp, DE/current-to-rand/1/exp, DE/current-to-
best/1/exp, and DE/rand-to-best/1/exp. The comparison of DDE variants with their
counterpart DE variants based on Pc(%) is also presented in Table 2. Invariably, the
DDE variants outperformed their DE counterparts. Interestingly, the most com-
petitive variants are DDE/rand/1/bin, DDE/rand/2/bin, DDE/best/2/bin, and
DDE/rand-to-best/1/bin (the same DE variants identified earlier).
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After an extensive empirical comparative performance analysis of 14 classical
DE variants and their 14 DDE counterparts, we identified */rand/1/bin, */
rand/2/bin, */best/1/bin, and */rand-to-best/1/bin (* represents both DE and DDE)
variants as the most competitive DE/DDE variants for the given test suite.

5 Theoretical Insight

Having identified four competitive DE variants and their DDE counterparts, this
work attempts to analyze the behavior of only the identified competitive DE
variants to gather insight for possible improvement and/or effective design of the
variants to make them more robust and efficient. The behavioral analysis of the four
identified DE variants has been attempted through deriving analytical relationship
as well as empirical observation of the evolution of population variance as against
the number of generation.

In fact a theoretical relationship between the expected population variance after
mutation-crossover and the initial population variance has been derived for
DE/rand/1/bin in the literature [47]. We extended the theoretical measure of pop-
ulation diversity, derived for DE/rand/1/bin to the three other identified variants
viz. DE/rand/2/bin, DE/best/2/bin, and DE/rand-to-best/1/bin [20]. The extended
theorem summarizes the computation as follows (original theorem adapted as is
from [47]).

Let x ¼ xi; . . .; xmf g be the current population, Y ¼ y1; . . .; ymf g the interme-
diate population obtained after applying the mutation, and Z ¼ z1; . . .; zmf g
the population obtained by crossing over the populations x and Y : If F and K are the
parameters of the mutation step and Pc is the parameter of the crossover step, then the

expected population variance for DE/rand/1/bin [47] is 2F2pc þ 1� 2pc
m þ p2c

m

� �
Var xð Þ:

Table 2 The Pc(%) measured for the 14 DE and DDE variants

S. no. Variant Pc(%) S. no. Variant Pc(%)

DE DDE DE DDE

1 DE/rand/1/bin 73.93 82.20 8 DE/best/2/exp 43.36 48.93

2 DE/rand/1/exp 48.50 55.79 9 DE/current-to-rand/1/bin 46.43 41.93

3 DE/best/1/bin 23.00 26.00 10 DE/current-to-rand/1/exp 0.21 0.00

4 DE/best/1/exp 10.21 16.07 11 DE/current-to-best/1/bin 46.14 47.43

5 DE/rand/2/bin 57.36 64.70 12 DE/current-to-best/1/exp 0.36 0.50

6 DE/rand/2/exp 29.00 33.50 13 DE/rand-to-best/1/bin 74.21 81.80

7 DE/best/2/bin 74.57 82.80 14 DE/rand-to-best/1/exp 48.93 55.00
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The derived expected population variance for DE/rand/2/bin is

4F2pc þ 1� 2pc
m

þ p2c
m

� �
VarðxÞ: ð4Þ

The derived expected population variance for DE/best/2/bin is

4F2pc þ ð1� pcÞ2
m

þ m� 1
m

1� pcð Þ
 !

Var Xð Þ

þ m� 1
m

� �
pc 1� pcð Þ �x� xbestð Þ2: ð5Þ

The derived expected population variance for DE/rand-to-best/1/bin is

m� 1
m

� �
1 þ pc k2 � 2k þ m

m� 1
2F2

� �� �
þ 1� pcð Þ2

m

 !
VarðxÞ: ð6Þ

The derived theoretical measures were validated with success using a simple
experimental setup. The experimental study involved the sphere function-f1 of
dimension 30, with a population size of NP = 50, a fixed value of pc = 0.5, and four
different values of parameter F viz. 0.1, 0.12, 0.2, and 0.3 for DE/rand/2/bin and
DE/best/2/bin (by way of an example). The empirical population variance for both
variants has been computed by component-wise variance averaging for 100 inde-
pendent runs. Table 3 displays the (theoretical) expected and empirical population
variances for DE/rand/2/bin and DE/best/2/bin. For the sake of convenience, 30
generations have been considered.

Figure 3 displays the (theoretical) expected and empirical population variances
obtained for DE/rand/2/bin and DE/best/2/bin. As can be seen from Fig. 3, the
decreasing and increasing pattern of theoretical expected variance is matched by the
empirical variance. However, there is a large difference between the theoretical and
empirical variances, which may be attributed to the fact that the theoretical deri-
vation ignores the restriction that the indices of chosen solution vectors should not
be equal to the parent vector index.

The experimental study is then extended, to gain insight about the behavior, for
all four DE variants using four benchmark functions (viz. f3, f4, f9, and f10) from the
test suite. Interestingly, Zaharie [47] observed that there is a critical value (Fc)
for scaling factor F under which the variance decreases and over which it increases.
For the assumed population size (i.e., 50) and pc value (0.5), the Fc values for
DE/best/2/bin, DE/rand/2/bin, and DE/rand-to-best/1/bin are calculated to be,
respectively, 0.44, 0.087, and 0.67. Zaharie calculated the Fc value to be 0.12 for
DE/rand/1/bin. Accordingly, the empirical and expected population variances
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for the four DE variants have been measured for two values of parameter F (one
less than Fc and the other greater than Fc).

Tables 4, 5, 6 and 7 display the (theoretical) expected and empirical population
variances of all four DE variants for functions f3, f4, f9, and f10, respectively. As can
be seen from Tables, the ‘pure’ rand variants’ (DE/rand/1/bin and DE/rand/2/bin)
runs display gradual loss of variance or gradual increase in population variance.
This can be easily observed by comparing the variances at the beginning and at the
end of runs in case of each variant. It is worth mentioning that while the variance
decreases invariably for all four variants for the first F value, it increases invariably
for the second F value as both F values are on either side of the critical value (Fc).

The best variants’ (DE/best/2/bin) runs display a sharp loss of variance or a sharp
increase in population variance. This greedy behavior is appreciable, in case of
DE/best/2/bin, as the variant primarily exploits and focus on the best solution found
so far. However, in case of DE/rand-to-best/1/bin, both decrease and increase in
population variance are much more balanced as against those of rand and best
variants. This behavior of DE/rand-to-best/1/bin is by virtue of the contribution of
both random and best candidate solutions in the population.

Fig. 3 Evolution of expected population variance after mutation and crossover—empirical
evolution and theoretical expected evolution, respectively, in a, b for DE/rand/2/bin and c, d for
DE/best/2/bin
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In fact, an evolutionary algorithm converges to global optimum successfully if it
achieves and maintains balance between exploration and exploitation of the search
space. The domination of the exploitation process (as is obtained in DE/best/2/bin)
results quicker loss of population diversity (variance) leading to a suboptimal
solution. This situation is often called as premature convergence. The domination of
the exploration process (as is observed in rand variants) results in slower conver-
gence leading to what is called stagnation. Despite the fact that the above obser-
vations of exploitative best variant and explorative rand variants have been inferred
from a small, 30 generations, window it very well matches with the observations in
the literature [36].

Extending this observation further, the population variance behavior of
DE/rand-to-best/1/bin suggests/hints that mixing of perturbation schemes may
contribute to exploration–exploitation balance resulting in robust optimization
characteristics.

Table 4 Empirical variance (EmpVar) and theoretical variance (TheVar) measured for
DE/rand/1/bin, DE/rand/2/bin, DE/best/2/bin, and DE/rand-to-best/1/bin for the function—f3

DE/rand/1/bin DE/rand/2/bin

G F = 0.1 F = 0.2 G F = 0.1 F = 0.2

EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar

1 3228.38 3229.2 3413.19 3401.59 1 3335.65 3277.33 3254.07 3230.3

4 3125.11 3181.01 3643.63 3663.15 4 3307.67 3255.75 3258.54 3241.94

7 3025.44 3133.53 3949.41 3944.81 7 3316.33 3234.31 3266.23 3253.62

10 2984.39 3086.76 4273.62 4248.13 10 3293.48 3213.01 3294.81 3265.35

13 2935.46 3040.69 4597.16 4574.77 13 3292.73 3191.85 3322.97 3277.12

16 2892.77 2995.31 4929.56 4926.52 16 3261.74 3170.83 3338.87 3288.93

19 2836.17 2950.6 5241.39 5305.33 19 3251.99 3149.95 3347.85 3300.79

22 2795.69 2906.57 5630.24 5713.26 22 3245.3 3129.21 3359.84 3312.68

25 2716.81 2863.19 6041.17 6152.55 25 3203.83 3108.6 3377.16 3324.62

28 2682.63 2820.45 6453.4 6625.63 28 3184.13 3088.13 3381.96 3336.61

30 2679.86 2792.32 6767 6961.05 30 3172.41 3074.55 3361.8 3344.62

DE/best/2/bin DE/rand-to-best/1/bin

G F = 0.4 F = 0.5 G F = 0.6 F = 0.7

EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar

1 3434.69 3128.32 4065.81 3777.05 1 3539.92 3224.95 3650.18 3294.41

4 3407.5 2577.66 6625.35 5271.03 4 3534.62 2622.56 5178.06 3590.46

7 3343.98 2123.93 10717.98 7355.93 7 3490.97 2132.7 7122.32 3913.12

10 3154.49 1750.06 17373.5 10265.5 10 3479.07 1734.34 9885.88 4264.77

13 2999.27 1442.01 27154.9 14325.93 13 3412.8 1410.38 13612.78 4648.03

16 2843.86 1188.18 42586.56 19992.42 16 3410.79 1146.94 18819.72 5065.72

19 2614.89 979.03 69145.88 27900.25 19 3327.77 932.7 26061.99 5520.96

22 2442.59 806.69 108194.19 38935.94 22 3224.32 758.48 36114.22 6017.1

25 2343.26 664.69 170622.72 54336.7 25 3250.18 616.81 48858.64 6557.82

28 2263.49 547.69 263904.66 75829.09 28 3240.14 501.6 67608.43 7147.14

30 2509.31 481.37 358122.97 94695.84 30 3258.95 437.01 83610.71 7569.16
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To summarize, the robustness and efficiency of DE algorithm can be achieved by
maintaining a balance between exploration (crossover and mutation) and exploi-
tation (selection) processes. The analytical representation as well as the empirical
observation of evolution of population variances for the identified four DE variants
reveals that DE/rand-to-best/1/bin displays a balance between exploration and
exploitation. This may be attributed to the presence of two perturbation elements
viz. rand (explorative in nature) and best (greedy in nature). However, this mixing
of perturbation elements is intrinsic to the variant. On the contrary, mixing per-
turbation schemes extrinsic through an island-based distributed framework would
facilitate a co-operative-balanced exploration and exploitation of the search space.

Consequently, this chapter proposes that extrinsic mixing of effective DE vari-
ants (DE/rand/1/bin, DE/rand/2/bin, DE/best/2/bin and DE/rand-to-best/1/bin) with
diverse characteristics, such that they are allowed to evolve independently but are

Table 5 Empirical variance (EmpVar) and theoretical variance (TheVar) measured for
DE/rand/1/bin, DE/rand/2/bin, DE/best/2/bin, and DE/rand-to-best/1/bin for the function—f4

DE/rand/1/bin DE/rand/2/bin

G F = 0.1 F = 0.2 G F = 0.08 F = 0.09

EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar

1 3300.94 3284.09 3404.11 3472.47 1 3316.91 3275.90 3261.83 3215.74

4 3249.90 3235.07 3685.18 3739.47 4 3319.95 3254.32 3250.12 3227.33

7 3200.36 3186.79 3999.44 4027.00 7 3320.32 3232.89 3255.33 3238.97

10 3158.17 3139.22 4274.15 4336.63 10 3258.87 3211.60 3272.42 3250.64

13 3106.72 3092.37 4619.10 4670.08 13 3227.06 3190.45 3274.23 3262.36

16 3069.08 3046.22 4999.93 5029.17 16 3213.12 3169.44 3256.22 3274.12

19 3020.12 3000.75 5475.81 5415.86 19 3215.54 3148.57 3247.09 3285.92

22 2986.40 2955.97 5906.00 5832.29 22 3176.39 3127.83 3243.95 3297.76

25 2980.51 2911.85 6254.59 6280.74 25 3164.37 3107.24 3222.96 3309.65

28 2951.76 2868.39 6650.37 6763.67 28 3150.11 3086.77 3208.02 3321.58

30 2886.31 2839.78 6943.25 7106.08 30 3109.21 3073.21 3227.78 3329.55

DE/best/2/bin DE/rand-to-best/1/bin

G F = 0.4 F = 0.5 G F = 0.6 F = 0.7

EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar

1 3342.77 3208.27 3903.15 3744.55 1 3356.34 3119.07 3822.26 3489.10

4 3001.70 2643.53 5906.83 5225.67 4 3264.92 2536.46 5136.06 3802.65

7 2641.97 2178.20 8461.86 7292.64 7 3072.23 2062.68 6808.68 4144.37

10 2348.26 1794.78 12265.96 10177.18 10 2947.88 1677.39 9052.86 4516.81

13 2113.32 1478.86 17538.24 14202.67 13 2839.70 1364.08 11686.05 4922.71

16 1885.07 1218.54 25785.57 19820.40 16 2675.51 1109.28 15477.90 5365.09

19 1693.73 1004.05 35992.53 27660.19 19 2547.64 902.08 19962.22 5847.22

22 1470.83 827.31 53432.97 38600.92 22 2476.62 733.58 25997.04 6372.68

25 1274.92 681.68 75244.32 53869.17 25 2322.93 596.56 33739.90 6945.36

28 1140.57 561.69 109039.80 75176.64 28 2226.83 485.13 44163.33 7569.51

30 1040.30 493.67 137379.18 93881.05 30 2131.15 422.66 52464.43 8016.47
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made to suitably exchange their search information amongst others, will
co-operatively enhance the efficacy of the system as a whole with robust optimi-
zation characteristics.

6 Mixing Strategies of Differential Evolution Variants

Given an optimization problem at hand, trial-and-error searching for the appropriate
DE variant and tuning its associated parameter values is a general practice followed
for successfully solving the problem. This is because different DE variants perform
with different efficacies when solving different optimization problems. Rather than

Table 6 Empirical variance (EmpVar) and theoretical variance (TheVar) measured for
DE/rand/1/bin, DE/rand/2/bin, DE/best/2/bin, and DE/rand-to-best/1/bin for the function—f9

DE/rand/1/bin DE/rand/2/bin

G F = 0.1 F = 0.2 G F = 0.08 F = 0.09

EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar

1 8.66 8.62 8.74 8.88 1 8.47 8.42 8.55 8.62

4 8.41 8.49 9.50 9.56 4 8.42 8.37 8.44 8.65

7 8.26 8.37 10.14 10.30 7 8.41 8.31 8.49 8.68

10 8.07 8.24 10.87 11.09 10 8.38 8.26 8.47 8.72

13 7.90 8.12 11.77 11.94 13 8.27 8.20 8.43 8.75

16 7.75 7.99 12.81 12.86 16 8.26 8.15 8.41 8.78

19 7.63 7.88 13.88 13.85 19 8.22 8.10 8.36 8.81

22 7.56 7.76 14.83 14.91 22 8.07 8.04 8.45 8.84

25 7.48 7.64 16.16 16.06 25 8.06 7.99 8.48 8.87

28 7.37 7.53 17.28 17.30 28 8.06 7.94 8.53 8.91

30 7.35 7.45 18.05 18.17 30 8.01 7.90 8.62 8.93

DE/best/2/bin DE/rand-to-best/1/bin

G F = 0.4 F = 0.5 G F = 0.6 F = 0.7

EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar

1 8.81 8.26 8.84 9.88 1 8.65 8.21 9.60 8.97

4 8.25 6.81 13.62 13.79 4 8.25 6.68 12.83 9.78

7 7.61 5.61 19.90 19.24 7 7.89 5.43 17.01 10.66

10 6.88 4.62 28.08 26.85 10 7.48 4.42 22.13 11.61

13 6.24 3.81 39.39 37.47 13 7.27 3.59 28.60 12.66

16 5.56 3.14 54.52 52.29 16 6.98 2.92 36.46 13.80

19 5.01 2.59 76.08 72.98 19 6.72 2.38 47.17 15.04

22 4.66 2.13 107.24 101.84 22 6.43 1.93 58.39 16.39

25 4.20 1.76 151.78 142.12 25 6.18 1.57 74.92 17.86

28 3.76 1.45 202.44 198.34 28 5.92 1.28 94.43 19.46

30 3.58 1.27 248.29 247.68 30 5.70 1.11 111.41 20.61
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searching for appropriate variant or improving individual variants to solve the given
optimization problem, in an effort towards alleviating trial-and-error search of DE
variants, this chapter proposes to mix effective DE variants with diverse charac-
teristics, each in an island, in a distributed frame work.

The distributed heterogeneous mixed variants DE (dDE_HeM) is different from
a typical distributed DE (dDE) in that the islands are populated by different DE
variants not the same variants. The proposed distributed mixed best variants (called
dDE_HeM_best) constitute the identified competitive DE variants viz.
(DE/rand/1/bin, DE/rand/2/bin, DE/best/2/bin, and DE/rand-to-best/1/bin) each in
an island as subpopulations with each variant evolving independently but also
exchanging information amongst others to co-operatively enhance the efficacy of

Table 7 Empirical variance (EmpVar) and theoretical variance (TheVar) measured for
DE/rand/1/bin, DE/rand/2/bin, DE/best/2/bin, and DE/rand-to-best/1/bin for the function—f10

DE/rand/1/bin DE/rand/2/bin

G F = 0.1 F = 0.2 G F = 0.08 F = 0.09

EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar

1 335.37 336.50 344.37 345.31 1 345.58 349.58 344.20 348.79

4 338.60 331.48 375.17 371.86 4 343.23 347.28 346.48 350.04

7 336.84 326.53 401.58 400.46 7 340.05 344.99 346.68 351.30

10 329.50 321.66 428.09 431.25 10 335.03 342.72 346.78 352.57

13 322.98 316.85 464.38 464.41 13 331.98 340.46 347.69 353.84

16 315.86 312.13 506.78 500.11 16 331.16 338.22 348.77 355.12

19 311.82 307.47 537.42 538.57 19 329.48 335.99 352.34 356.40

22 303.31 302.88 578.40 579.98 22 334.23 333.78 354.31 357.68

25 297.65 298.36 625.74 624.58 25 327.97 331.58 358.02 358.97

28 294.45 293.90 669.74 672.60 28 320.43 329.40 360.73 360.26

30 290.80 290.97 706.59 706.65 30 318.09 327.95 360.09 361.13

DE/best/2/bin DE/rand-to-best/1/bin

G F = 0.4 F = 0.5 G F = 0.6 F = 0.7

EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar EmpVar TheVar

1 337.24 326.06 408.31 385.69 1 336.47 316.50 375.12 353.84

4 301.96 268.66 605.03 538.25 4 322.11 257.38 503.42 385.64

7 268.24 221.37 982.36 751.14 7 307.65 209.31 673.36 420.30

10 238.95 182.40 1713.00 1048.25 10 288.91 170.21 903.38 458.07

13 214.05 150.30 3096.05 1462.88 13 270.72 138.42 1264.69 499.23

16 187.71 123.84 5714.53 2041.51 16 251.21 112.56 1932.89 544.10

19 167.07 102.04 10476.12 2849.00 19 243.13 91.54 2938.19 592.99

22 143.58 84.08 18828.17 3975.90 22 229.76 74.44 4436.88 646.28

25 122.54 69.28 33318.53 5548.53 25 213.99 60.53 6788.27 704.36

28 113.36 57.08 61272.86 7743.21 28 198.76 49.23 10117.51 767.66

30 107.33 50.17 92632.89 9669.77 30 187.93 42.89 13054.89 812.98
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the dDE_HeM_best as a whole. The operational scheme of dDE_HeM_best is
shown in Fig. 4.

To understand the dynamics of mixing, this chapter also intends to mix DE
variants with very poor performance. Based on the earlier empirical analyses, the
DE variants with very poor performance include DE/rand/2/exp, DE/current-to-
rand/1/exp, DE/current-to-best/1/exp, and DE/rand-to-best/1/exp. The mixing of
these 4 variants each in an island will be called dDE_HoM_Worst for notational
sake. The operational scheme of dDE_HeM_Worst is shown in Fig. 5. The algo-
rithmic description for dDE_HeM is shown in Fig. 6. It is worth noting that this
chapter restricts its focus to only 4 islands and best/worst variants combinations in
each island. Relaxing these constraints, however, would result in huge number of
possibilities of mixing the DE variants.

Although the very idea of co-operative evolution by employing genetic algo-
rithms with different configurations in each island has been attempted in [17], the
possibility of mixing various DE variants in island-based distributed framework has
not yet been addressed, in literature. However, there has been very few research
works attempted in this direction. A variant of DE called SaDE has been proposed
in [36], which is essentially a serial DE which adapts different DE strategies in a
pool of predetermined strategies at different phases of DE evolution. Mallipeddi

Fig. 4 The operational scheme of dDE_HeM_best

Fig. 5 The operational scheme of dDE_HeM_worst
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et al. [28] proposed a serial DE with ensemble of parameters and mutation
strategies.

Interestingly, Mallipeddi and Suganthan [29] have proposed a DE with ensemble
of population where fitness evaluation to each population is self-adapted. Weber
et al. [42] proposed a Distributed DE with explorative–exploitative populations
(DDE-EEPF) where a DE variant has been employed in one family for exploration
and in other family of subpopulation for exploitation of the decision space. It is
worth noting that almost all of the above existing work implements the distributed
version with same variants on every island.

Researchers have also attempted to hybridize DE with other global search
algorithms like particle swarm optimization (PSO) [23], ant colony systems [11],
artificial immune systems (AIS) [10], bacterial foraging optimization (BFOA) [33],
and simulated annealing (SA) [24].

The hybridization of DE with PSO, swarm differential evolution algorithm, was
first proposed in [16]. Zhang and Xie [50] proposed DEPSO as another hybrid
algorithm comprising DE and PSO. In DEPSO, the PSO and DE algorithms are
alternatively used to search in odd and even generations. Das et al. [7] proposed

Population Initialization
Initialize { }GNPGiG XXP ,, ,...,= with { } ;0;,....,1,,..., ,

1
,, === GNPiXXX D

GiGiGi

Compute ( ) ( ){ }GNPGi XfXf ,, ,...,

Divide the population of size NP into ni subpopulations of size S_NP
Scatter the sub populations to the nodes in the cluster
Place different DE variants in all the four nodes. /* for dDE_HeM */
/* at each node */
WHILE stopping criterion is not satisfied DO

NPStoiFOR _1=

1. Mutation Step
2. Crossover Step
3. Selection Step

(For every mf generation)
1. Send nm candidates, selected by sp, to next node as per mt
2. Receive the nm candidate from the previous node as per mt
3. Replace the candidates selected by rp by the received nm candidates

1+= GG
Compute ( ) ( ){ }GNPGi XfXf ,, ,...,

END WHILE

Fig. 6 The general description of dDE_HeM algorithms
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PSO-DV called as particle swarm optimization with differentially perturbed
velocity. In PSO-DV, the velocity-update operation of PSO is done by the DE
operators. Continuing this trend various hybridization algorithms have been pro-
posed in the literature [14, 21, 22, 27, 31, 32, 43]. The integration of fuzzy logic
with DE for DE’s parameter setting was attempted in [25, 26, 27].

Hybridizing SA with DE, to replace the selection logic of DE using SA, was
attempted in [8]. Another hybrid version of DE and SA, called SaDESA, was
proposed in [18]. Biswas et al. [3] proposed hybridization of BFOA with DE.
Hybridization of ant colony optimizer with DE was studied in [51, 5, 6]. He and
Han [15] proposed to mix AIS with DE.

7 Design of Experiments

The distributed implementation of DE variants has very well been conceived by
researchers in the literature. Consequently, to serve as a frame of reference as well
as comparison against the proposed distributed framework, distributed versions of
14 DE variants (called dDE_HoM to represent homogeneous composition) have all
need to be implemented and analyzed.

Typical island-based dDE is characterized by the following parameters—number
of islands ni, migration frequency mf, number of migrants nm, selection policy sp
that decides what individuals migrate, replacement policy rp that determines which
individual(s) the migrant(s) replace and the migration topology mt that decides
which islands can send (or receive) the migrants.

Of the above parameters, the number of islands ni and number of migrants nm
have been set as 4 and 1, respectively, for the sake of easier analysis. The migration
frequency mf has been kept as 45 based on earlier empirical analysis. The best
solution in each island migrates using a ring topology and replaces random solution
(except the best solution) in the other islands.

The empirical comparative performances of DE, dDE_HoM, dDE_HeM_best,
and dDE_HeM_Worst algorithms have been analyzed using the following perfor-
mance metrics chosen from the EA literature.

• Mean Objective Function Value (MOV);
• Convergence Measure (Cm);
• Success Rate (SR);
• Probability of Convergence (Pc(%));
• Quality Measure (Qm); and
• Success Performance (SP).

Mean Objective Function Value (MOV): The Mean Objective Function Value
is measured as mean of the objective function values obtained by each variant for a
particular function, in all the 100 independent runs.

Convergence Measure (Cm): The convergence measure is calculated as the
mean percentage out of the total number of function evaluations required by each of
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the variant to reach its best objective function value, for all the independent runs
[30]. The variants with good convergence speed will reach the global optimum with
lesser number of function evaluations than the maximum (i.e., lower the mean
percentage better the convergence measure), hence they will have the mean per-
centage less than 100.

Success Rate (SR): The success rate is calculated as the percentage of number of
successful runs out of total runs for each function, as follows, SR ¼ nc f =nt tð Þ%,
where nc_f is total number of successful runs made by a variant for a function and
nt_t is the total number of runs, in this current work nt_t = 100. A run is considered
successful when the tolerance error is reached before the maximum number of
generations.

Probability of Convergence (Pc(%)): The probability of convergence [12] is
measured as described already in Sect. 4.

Quality Measure (Qm): Quality measure or simply Q-measure [12] is an
empirical measure of an algorithm’s convergence. It compares the objective func-
tion convergence of evolutionary algorithms. In the experiments, Q-measure
combines convergence rate and probability of convergence as follows:
Qm ¼ Cs=Pc, where Pc(%) is the probability of convergence and Cs is the con-
vergence measure for successful runs. The convergence measure (Cs) is calculated
as Cs ¼

Pnc
j¼1 FEj=nc, where j = 1, …, nc are successful trials and FEj is the

number of functions evaluations in jth trial. The probability of convergence (Pc(%))
is calculated as described earlier. A best performing variant is expected to have
higher probability of convergence and successful trials; lower number of function
evaluations and consequently, lower Qm measure.

Success Performance (SP): The success performance compares the overall
performance of the variants on all functions by plotting empirical distribution of
normalized success performance [13, 36]. It is akin to Qm. The SP has been cal-
culated as follows:

SP¼ mean # function evaluations for successful runsð Þ � # total runsð Þ
# successful runs

: ð7Þ

A run is considered successful if the global optimum is reached with the given
precision, before the maximum number of functions evaluations is reached. The
success performances of all the variants on each benchmark function are calculated
and are normalized by dividing them by the best SP on the respective function.

As DE is stochastic in nature (similar to all EAs), 100 independent runs were
performed for each variant—function combinations and their average performances
are reported. The population was initialized randomly for each run. In each run, the
variants are allowed up to 3000 generations. In order to maintain uniformity among
all the variants, a threshold value, for the mean objective function value, of
1 × 10−12 was fixed as the stopping criteria. The variants will stop their evolution
either on reaching the threshold or at crossing the maxing number of generations.
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8 Simulation Results and Analysis

The MOV, Pc(%), and Qm values obtained for the classical DE and their corre-
sponding distributed DE with homogenous mixing (dDE_HoM) are shown in
Table 8. The results show the dDE_HoM variants have solved significantly more
number of benchmarking functions than the classical DE variants, except for the
variant rand-to-best/1/bin. It is observed from the Pc(%) values that, consistently in
all the functions, the dDE_HoM variants have shown significant increase in its
probability of convergence.

As the quality measure combines the convergence measure and probability of
convergence as a single value, it is to be minimized by a best performing variant.
The variants with higher probability of convergence are expected to have lower
quality measure values. As it is evident from the results that the dDE_HoM variants
are outperforming their counterpart classical DE variants by their quality measure
values also. However, in the case of rand/1/bin both the DE and dDE_HoM variants
have obtained same quality measure value.

Figure 7 depicts the overall performances of all DE and dDE_HoM variants by
plotting empirical distribution of normalized success performance.

In Fig. 7, the normalized success performance for all the fourteen variants are
calculated, by dividing the SP values of each variant on each function by the best
SP value for the respective function. The variant which solves all the considered
benchmarking will have higher empirical distribution of 1, in the Y axis. Similarly,
the variants which solve the function with lesser number of function evaluations
will have small values of SP. The graph plots the SP/SPbest value and the empirical
distribution values in the X and Y axis, respectively. Naturally, the variants which
solve more functions with lesser number of function evaluations are preferable.
Such variants will reach the top in Y axis with lesser values in X axis.

Figure 7 shows that, while considering the success performance of the DE and
dDE_HoM variants for all the fourteen functions, only the dDE_HoM/best/1bin,
dDE_HoM/best/2/bin, dDE_HoM/rand/2/bin, and dDE_HoM/rand-to-best/1/bin
variants reaches the top of the graph. They are the preferable variants, because
they produce at least one successful run for each of the benchmarking function.
Conversely, none of the classical DE variants could reach the top of the graph. In
case of the other variants also the dDE_HoM variants show significant outperfor-
mance, either by increased Y axis value or by decreased X axis value or by the both.
Interestingly, the DE/best/1/exp, DE/current-to-rand/1/exp, and DE/current-to-
best/1/exp variants are not shown in the graph due to their bad performance.
However, their corresponding dDE_HoM variants are present in the graph by virtue
of their performance superior. Overall, on comparing all the DE and dDE_HoM
variants, it is clearly evident that all the dDE_HoM outperforms their sequential
counterparts in solving more functions with less number of function evaluations,
except few cases in each category.

The MOV values measured for dDE_HeM_best are presented in Table 9, along
with the MOV values of the constituent variants in classical DE and dDE_HoM. For
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the functions f1, f2, f11, f12, and f13, the dDE_HeM_best showed competitive per-
formance as similar to other counterpart variants. In the remaining functions, the
dDE_HeM_best algorithm has shown only marginal performance difference

Fig. 7 Success performance for all the 14 functions a–c DE variants, d–f dDE_HoM variants
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compared to other variants. In some cases of the functions, the DE/best/2/bin and its
dDE_HoM have shown better performance than the dDE_HeM_best. While con-
sidering the MOV, due to the fact that all the considered algorithms are already the
best variants of DE and their improved variants (i.e., dDE_HoM), the superiority of
dDE_HeM_best is insignificant.

However, by the Pc(%), the dDE_HeM_best variant shows significant perfor-
mance improvement by achieving the Pc value of 93.14 %. The dDE_HoM variant
of DE/best/2/bin performs closely but next to dDE_HeM_best with the Pc value of
92.29 %.The Pc(%) values measured for the variants are presented in Table 10. The
similar trend was observed in measuring the Qm values (Table 11) also. The
dDE_HeM_best variant has outperformed all the counterpart variants significantly
by achieving least Qm value of 1.02E+03. The dDE_HoM variant of DE/best/2/bin
performs closer but next to dDE_HeM_best (with the Qm value of 1.10E+03).

The empirical distribution of the success performance of the dDE_HeM_best
variant is presented in Fig. 8c. Figure 8a, b depicts the graph for the best performing
DE variants and their dDE_HoM variants, respectively. The graphs reiterate the
efficacy of dDE_HeM_best. The dDE_HeM_best shows significant performance
improvement by reaching the top of the graph faster than all the counterpart vari-
ants, except the dDE_HoM variant of dDE/best/2/bin.

Table 12 displays the MOV values obtained by dDE_Hem_Worst on the 14 test
functions along with those obtained by the classical and distributed versions of
constituent variants. Interestingly dDE_HeM_Worst is outperformed by all the
variants considered. Exceptionally in some cases the dDE_HeM_Worst is outper-
forming some of the counterpart variants viz current-to-rand/1/exp and current-to-
best/1/exp.

The Pc(%) values measured for all the variants are shown in Table 13. It is seen
from the results that the dDE_Hem_Worst is outperformed by all the counterpart
variants, except DE/current-to-rand/1/exp and DE/current-to-best/1/exp. The sim-
ilar performance was shown by the dDE_HeM_worst variant in its quality measure
(Table 14) value and success performance plot (Fig. 9) also.

As it is shown in Tables 12, 13 and 14, the dDE_HoM variant of all the worst
performing variants outperforms their corresponding classical DE variants by all the
performance measures (MOV, Pc(%), Qm, and SP). However, when they are
hybridized to form co-operative co-evolution, the dDE_HeM_Worst variant fails
behind all the counterpart variants.

Thus, the experiments done on the worst performing variants show that the idea
of mixing the worst performing variants in the distributed frame work does not
bring any improvement in the performance against the constituent variants. The
performance of mixing best performing variants and the performance of mixing
worst performing variants is contradictory.

The contradictory behavior of the dDE_HeM_best and dDE_HeM_worst vari-
ants calls for an extensive empirical study which involves mixing of numerous
varieties of DE variants with different optimization characteristics. We also admit
that a clear theoretical insight about this contradictory performance is also essential
to form a basis for the further research in this direction. However, it can be inferred
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that since mixing of DE variants is primarily a co-operative evolution unless
one/more constituent variants co-operate (in terms of the quality of solution) the
mixing fails to work.

Having demonstrated the robustness and efficacy of dDE_HeM_best, the next
step could have been extending the idea of mixing to DDE variants in each island.
However, the intention of this chapter is not to keep improving the performance
alone but to understand and observe the dynamics of mixing between variants.
Consequently, this chapter attempts one more level down of mixing i.e., mixing DE
and DDE variants in a distributed framework. Thus, resulting in yet another class of
algorithm called distributed heterogeneous mixing of DE and DDE variants
(dDE_HeM_DDE).

The dDE_HeM_DDE is different from dDE_HoM, dDE_HeM_best, and
dDE_HeM_Worst in that the islands are populated not only by different DEs but
also by different DDEs as well. However, since we restrict the analysis using the
island size of 4, only the variants DE/best/2/bin and DDE/best/2/bin have been
considered for mixing (In fact any one of the 4 competitive DE variants and its
dynamic version could have been considered as well with performance difference).
This results in 4 dDE_HeM_DDE algorithms of which 3 are obtained by mixing
DE/best/2/bin and DDE/best/2/bin in three proportions (i.e., 1:3, 2:2, and 3:1) and
the fourth one is obtained by employing the dynamic versions of the four most
competitive DE variants. Respectively, the four dDE_HeM_DDE algorithms will be
called as dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3, dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/2:2,
dDE_HeM_/DEb2DDEb2/3:1, and dDDE_HeM_best. Table 15 lists the mixing
schemes of four dDE_HeM_DDE. The algorithmic representation of
dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3, by way of an example, is depicted in Fig. 10.

The MOV values obtained for all four dDE_HeM_DDE variants along with the
dDE_HeM_best variant are shown in Table 15, and the Pc(%) values are shown in
Table 16. As can be seen from Tables 8, and 16, with respect to MOV, in solving
each function the dDE_HeM_DDE consistently retains/outperforms
dDE_HeM_best variant in all the cases (Table 17). Table 18 compares the

Table 11 The Qm values
measured for dDE_HeM_best
variant (along with their
constituent classic DE and
dDE_HoM variants)

Variant Qm = C/Pc

rand/1/bin DE 1.40E+03

dDE_HoM 1.40E+03

rand/2/bin DE 2.10E+03

dDE_HoM 1.50E+03

best/2/bin DE 1.40E+03

dDE_HoM 1.10E+03

rand-to-best/1/bin DE 1.40E+03

dDE_HoM 1.30E+03

dDE_HeM_best 1.02E+03
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number of function solved by DE, DDE, dDE_HoM, dDE_HeM_best, and four
dDE_HeM_DDE variants. There has been an increase in performance albeit small,
by dDE_HeM_DDEs, in terms of number of functions solved.

Fig. 8 Success performance for the chosen best four variants in a DE, b dDE_HoM and
c dDE_HeM_best
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In terms of Pc(%), as can be seen in Tables 8, 17 and 19, all the
dDE_HeM_DDEs display higher probability of convergence than that of DE, DDE,
dDE, and dDE_HeM_best variants, except the cases where the dDDE_HeM_best
stands next to dDE/best/2/bin and dDDE/best/2/bin. Similar to that, except
dDDE_HeM_best, all the three dDE_HeM_DDE variants outperform the
dDE_HeM_best algorithm, by their higher probability of convergence. This shows
the effectiveness of mixing DDE variants with DE variants in the distributed frame
work.

Table 20 presents the Qm measures obtained for the four dDE_HeM_DDEs. The
results show that interestingly, dDE_HeM_DDEs stand only next to
dDE_HeM_best, but in a close margin.

The performance implication of the dDE_HeM_DDE and its robust optimization
characteristics will be more evident when compared and benchmarked against the
existing Differential Evolution algorithms in the literature.

9 Benchmarking DDE_HeM_DDE Against
State-of-the-Art Serial Differential Evolution Algorithms

Despite the fact that it is only fair to compare a distributed Differential Evolution
algorithm with its like lot, there have been works in the literature where distributed
DEs have been compared with sequential algorithms. In a similar fashion,
dDE_HeM_DDE has been compared with well-known sequential Differential
Evolution algorithms viz. classification-based self-adaptive differential evolution
(p-ADE) [1, 2], DE with Global and Local neighborhoods (DEGL) [9], adaptive DE
with optional external archive (JADE) [48, 49], Self-adapting control parameters in
DE (jDE) [4], and Self-adaptive differential evolution with neighborhood search
and (SaNSDE) [45].

For the purpose of comparison between dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 and
p-ADE, DEGL, JADE, jDE sequential algorithms 16 test problems (p-ADE-f1 to
p-ADE-f16) of dimensions 5, 10, and 30 as well as the simulation results of all

Table 14 The Qm values
measure for dDE_HeM_worst
variant (along with their
constituent classical DE and
dDE_HoM variants)

Variant Qm = C/Pc
rand/2/exp DE 6.90E+03

dDE 2.00E+03

current-to-rand/1/exp DE 8.40E+05

dDE 4.50E+03

current-to-best/1/exp DE 5.00E+05

dDE 4.60E+03

rand-to-best/1/exp DE 3.90E+03

dDE 1.60E+03

dDE_HeM_Worst 6.83E+03
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Fig. 9 Success performance for the chosen worst four variants in a DE, b dDE_HoM and
c dDE_HeM_worst

Table 15 The four different mixed distribution schemes for dDE_HeM_DDE

S. no. Variant name Mixing proportions

1 dDDE_HeM_best DDE/rand/1/bin in 1 node, DDE/best/2/bin in 1
node, DDE/rand/2/bin in 1 node and
DDE/rand-to-best/1/bin in 1 node

2 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 DE/best/2/bin in 1 node, DDE/best/2/bin in 3 nodes

3 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/2:2 DE/best/2/bin in 2 nodes, DDE/best/2/bin in 2
nodes

4 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/3:1 DE/best/2/bin in 3 nodes, DDE/best/2/bin in 1 node
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Population Initialization
Initialize { }GNPGiG XXP ,, ,...,= with { } ;0;,....,1,,..., ,

1
,, === GNPiXXX D

GiGiGi

Compute ( ) ( ){ }GNPGi XfXf ,, ,...,

Divide the population of size NP into 4 subpopulations of size NP/4
Scatter the sub populations to the nodes in the cluster
Place DE/best/2/bin variant in 1 node and DDE/best/2/bin in 3 nodes
WHILE stopping criterion is not satisfied DO

4/1 NPToiFOR =
DO

1. Mutation Step
2. Crossover Step
3. Selection Step

END DO
END FOR

DO (For every mf generation)
1. Send nm candidates, selected by sp, to next node as per mt
2. Receive the nm candidate from the previous node as per mt
3. Replace the candidates selected by rp by the received nm can-

didates
END DO

1+=GG
Compute ( ) ( ){ }GNPGi XfXf ,, ,...,

Fig. 10 The algorithmic structure of dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 variant

Table 16 The MOV measured for dDE_HeM_DDE variants and dDE_HeM_best variant

S. no. Variant f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7
1 dDE_HeM_best 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 18.00 0.00 0.00

2 dDDE_HeM_best 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 11.69 0.00 0.00

3 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.19 0.00 0.00

4 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/2:2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 2.61 0.00 0.00

5 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/3:1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 4.01 0.00 0.00

S. no. Variant f8 f9 f10 f11 f12 f13 f14
1 dDE_HeM_best 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2 dDDE_HeM_best 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

3 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

4 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/2:2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

5 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/3:1 0.00 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
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sequential algorithms have been adopted from [1, 2]. The parameter setting for
dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 has also been closely adopted from [1, 2]. The
population size (NP) is set to be 100 for all the dimensions of 5, 10, and 30. The
crossover rate Cr was tuned using bootstrap test, and the parameter F was generated
anew at each generation from the range of [0.3, 0.9]. The dmv/DEb2DDEb2/1:3
was run for 20,000, 150,000, and 500,000 fitness evaluations for dimensions 5, 10,
and 30, respectively. The error tolerance is set to be = 1 × 10−6. The mean of
best-of-run objective function values for 30 independent runs of
dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 along with p-ADE, DEGL, JADE and jDE is pre-
sented in Tables 21 and 22, for the dimensions D = 5, 10, and 30.

A close inspection of Tables 21 and 22 indicates that dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3
outperforms or performs similar to other variants in most of the benchmark functions.
dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 outperforms/performs similar to p-ADE in most of the
functions for the dimension of 10 and for the other dimensions they are equally
competitive.

Table 23 compares dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 with other variants by their
probability of convergence (Pc(%)) for D = 30. As can be seen in Table 18,

Table 18 The number of functions solved by the DE, DDE, dDE, and dDE_HeM_DDE variants

Variants DE DDE dDE dDE_HeM_best and dDE_HeM_DDEs

dDE_HeM_best 12

rand/1/bin 9 12 10 dDDE_HeM_best 13

rand/2/bin 8 9 12 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 12

best/2/bin 8 9 12 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/2:2 13

rand-to-best/1/bin 10 11 9 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/3:1 12

Table 19 The Pc(%) values measured for the DE, DDE, dDE, and dDE_HeM_DDE variants

Variants DE DDE dDE dDE_HeM_best and dDE_HeM_DDEs

dDE_HeM_best 93.14

rand/1/bin 73.93 82.21 77.79 dDDE_HeM_best 92.00

rand/2/bin 57.36 64.71 83.79 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 95.14

best/2/bin 74.57 82.79 92.29 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/2:2 95.64

rand-to-best/1/bin 74.21 81.79 77.50 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/3:1 94.71

Table 20 The Qm values
measured for the dmvD2E and
the best of dmvDE

S. no. Variant Qm

1 dDE_HeM_best 1.02E+03

2 dDDE_HeM_best 1.11E+03

3 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 1.10E+03

4 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/2:2 1.10E+03

5 dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/3:1 1.12E+03
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dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 is emerging as the competitive variant by displaying
increased probability of convergence.

Next, dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 has been compared with SaNSDE, along
with SaDE [44] and NSDE [37], by their MOV, on the test suite. The dimension has
been set as 30 and population size as 60. The values for Cr and F are decided
respectively by bootstrap test and in the range of [0.3, 0.9]. The maximum number
of generation is set as 1500 for f1–f4, 5000 for f5 and 1500 for f6–f13. The MOV
measured for dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3, SaNSDE, SaDE, and NSDE are pre-
sented in Table 24. The competitive performance of dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3
is once again evident.

Table 23 The Pc(%) values measured for dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3, p-ADE, DEGL, JADE,
and jDE, for D = 30

Variant f1 f2 f3 f4 f5 f6 f7 f8 f9
dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 30 30 30 0 0 26 30 30 30

p-ADE 30 30 30 30 27 0 30 30 30

DEGL 30 30 30 30 0 27 18 25.8 0

JADE 30 0 30 0 0 0 30 30 30

JDE 30 0 30 0 0 0 30 30 27

Variant f10 f11 f12 f13 f14 f15 f16 nc Pc(%)

dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 0 30 12 30 30 0 0 308 64.17

p-ADE 0 30 30 0 0 0 0 297 61.88

DEGL 0 0 9 30 0 0 0 229.8 47.88

JADE 0 30 24 30 0 0 0 234 48.75

JDE 0 0 0 24 0 0 0 171 35.63

Table 24 The MOV measured for dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3, SaNSDE, SaDE, and NSDE

Function dDE_HeM_DEb2DDEb2/1:3 SaNSDE SaDE NSDE

f1 4.40E-28 3.02E-23 7.49E-20 7.76E-16

f2 1.69E-15 4.64E-11 6.22E-11 4.51E-10

f3 2.42E+03 6.62E-22 1.12E-18 1.06E-14

f4 7.15E-04 1.59E-03 2.96E-02 2.54E-02

f5 5.96E-01 4.13E-30 2.10E+01 1.24E+01

f6 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00 0.00E+00

f7 3.69E-03 7.21E-03 7.58E-03 1.20E-02

f8 2.44E-03 −1.26E+04 −1.26E+04 −1.26E+04

f9 5.12E+01 1.84E-05 4.00E-08 7.97E-02

f10 1.15E-14 2.36E-12 9.06E-11 6.72E-09

f11 2.96E-04 0.00E+00 8.88E-18 4.68E-15

f12 1.83E-27 5.94E-23 1.21E-19 5.63E-17

f13 2.31E-27 3.12E-22 7.15E-19 5.52E-16
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p-ADE utilizes a new mutation strategy DE/rand-to-best/pbest which employs
both current and previous best solutions of each individual along with dynamic
parameter adaption. DEGL employs local and global neighborhood of each popu-
lation member along with self-adaptation weight factor to balance exploration and
exploration. JADE employs optional archive of historical data thus providing
information about progress direction thus diversifying the population and
improving convergence performance. While jDE employs self-adaptive control
parameters, SaNSDE is self-adaptive Differential Evolution with neighborhood
search.

Unlike the above algorithms, dDE_HeM_DDE (and as a matter of fact
dDE_HeM_best too) is a simple distributed Differential Evolution algorithm with a
simple topology and migration topology. The competitive performance displayed
by dDE_HeM_DDE (and dDE_HeM_best) may not simply be attributed to the
distributed evolution but may largely be due to the simple but the effective idea of
mixing competitive DE variants.

10 Conclusions

This chapter primarily focused on the idea of hybridizing different variants of
Differential Evolution algorithm. The island-based distributed environment is used
as frame work for hybridizing different DE variants. The DE variants with seven
different mutation strategies and two different crossover schemes are chosen. To
serve as a frame of reference, the study first discussed about same variant of DE in
the island-based distributed frame work (dDE_HoM). Then the novel idea of
hybridizing different variants of DE is implemented. Two pools of variants with
different characteristics are chosen among the 14 classical DE variants; they are the
best and worst performing variants of classical DE. This resulted two variants of
dDE viz dDE_HeM_best and dDE_HoM_worst. While the former hybridizes the
four best performing variants of DE, the later hybridizes the worst performing DE
variants. The detailed empirical study among the variants (DE, dDE_HoM,
dDE_HeM_best, and dDE_HeM_Worst) had shown that the dDE_HoM variants
show significant performance improvement than their classical DE variants. The
idea of hybridizing different variants of DE has shown contradictory performance in
the cases of dDE_HeM_best and dDE_HeM_worst. The dDE_HeM_best variant
resulted noteworthy performance improvement than its constituent counterpart DE
and dDE_HoM variants. However, the dDE_HeM_worst variant fails behind all the
constituent variants. The mixing of DE and DDE variants in a distributed frame-
work (dDE_HeM_DDE) has also been attempted. The dDE_HeM_DDE algorithms
have been benchmarked against five state-of-the-art sequential DE algorithms on a
different set of benchmark problems. The simulation showed that dDE_HeM_DDE
outperformed the compared algorithms in most of the cases displaying robust
optimization characteristics.
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Since the results reported in this chapter are based on hybridization of only few
selected variants of DE and DDE, the dDE_HeM_best, dDE_HeM_worst, and
dDE_HeM_Worst variants can be used as a prototype to study further extensively
about numerous possibilities of mixing. This also raises a need for theoretical
analysis of the performance of the hybridized variants.
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Collaborative Simulated Annealing
Genetic Algorithm for Geometric
Optimization of Thermo-electric Coolers

Doan V.K. Khanh, Pandian M. Vasant, Irraivan Elamvazuthi
and Vo N. Dieu

Abstract Thermo-electric Coolers (TECs) nowadays are applied in a wide range of
thermal energy systems. This is due to its superior features where no refrigerant and
dynamic parts are needed. TECs generate no electrical or acoustical noise and are
environment friendly. Over the past decades, many researches were employed to
improve the efficiency of TECs by enhancing the material parameters and design
parameters. The material parameters are the most significant, but they are restricted
by currently available materials and module fabricating technologies. Therefore, the
main objective of TECs design is to determine a set of design parameters such as
leg area, leg length, and the number of legs. Two elements that play an important
role when considering the suitability of TECs in applications are rated of refrig-
eration (ROR) and coefficient of performance (COP). In this chapter, the technical
issues of TECs were discussed. After that, a new method of optimizing the
dimension of TECs using collaborative simulated annealing genetic algorithm
(CSAGA) to maximize the rate of refrigeration (ROR) was proposed. Equality
constraint and inequality constraint were taken into consideration. The results of
optimization obtained by using CSAGA were validated by comparing with those
obtained by using stand-alone genetic algorithm and simulated annealing optimi-
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zation technique. This work revealed that CSAGA was more robust and more
reliable than stand-alone genetic algorithm and simulated annealing.

Keywords Thermo-electrics coolers � Thermal energy system � Rate of refriger-
ation � Coefficient of performance � Collaborative simulated annealing genetic
algorithm � Geometric properties � Material properties � Genetic algorithm �
Simulated annealing

1 Introduction

Mud-Pulse High-Temperature (MWD) is a system developed to perform
drilling-related measurements down-hole and transmit information to the surface
while drilling a well [1]. MWD systems can take several measurements like a
natural gamma ray, directional survey, tool face, borehole pressure, temperature,
vibration, shock, and torque. Maintaining optimal payload temperatures in a typical
down-hole environment of 230 °C requires that the MWD cooling system is
capable of pumping a significant load and requires a low thermal resistance path on
the heat rejection (hot side). The application in the extreme environment of high
temperature, high pressure, mechanical shock, and vibration requires the use of
high-temperature TEC materials and assemblies. A typical High-Temperature
MWD tool is shown in Fig. 1. Cooling of electronic components inside MWD
housing is crucial for maintaining optimal operating conditions in the MWD. It has
been identified that this can be accomplished using thin-film thermo-electric cooling
devices.

TECs are solid-state cooling devices that use the Peltier effect through p-type
and n-type semiconductor elements (unlike vapor-cycle-based refrigerators) [2].
These types of coolers are used to convert electrical energy into a temperature
gradient. Thermo-electric coolers use no refrigerant and have no dynamic parts
which make these devices highly reliable and require low maintenance. These
coolers generate no electrical or acoustical noise and are ecologically clean. These
coolers are compact in terms of size, light weight, and have high precision in
temperature control. However, for this application, the most attractive feature of the

Fig. 1 High-temperature MWD tool
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TECs is that they have the capacity for cooling instruments such as MWDs under
extreme physical conditions.

TECs can be a single-stage or multi-stages type (Figs. 2 and 3). The commer-
cially available single-stage TECs (STECs) can produce a maximum temperature
difference of about 60–70 K when hot side remains at room temperature [2].
Nevertheless, when a large temperature difference is required for some special
applications, STECs will not be qualified. To enlarge the maximum temperature
difference of TECs, we use two-stage TECs (TTECs) or multi-stages TEC.
Thermo-electric module generally works with two heat sinks attached to its hot and
cold sides in order to enhance heat transfer and system performance.

As mentioned previously, the application of TECs has been partitioned by their
relatively low energy conversion efficiency and ability to dissipate only a limited
amount of heat flux. Two parameters play a crucial role in characterization of TECs
are the maximum rate of refrigeration (ROR) and the maximum coefficient of
performance (COP). Thermo-electric coolers operate at about 5–10 % of Carnot
cycle COP whereas compressor-based refrigerators normally operates at more than
30 %.

Several intelligent techniques that can be used for engineering design optimi-
zations are discussed in [3]. However, one of the most effective and non-traditional
methods used as an optimization technique for TECs is the Non-dominated Sorting
Genetic Algorithm (NSGA-II) [4]. Similar sophisticated techniques in artificial
intelligence, such as Simulated Annealing (SA) [5], other evolutionary algorithms
(GA, Differential Evolution (DE) [6], and Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) Poli

Fig. 2 Single-stage thermoelectric coolers (STECs) (Ferrotec)

Fig. 3 Two-stage thermo-electric coolers (TTECs) (Ferrotec)
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et al. [7], can be used in their pure and hybrid form to enhance the effectiveness of
the optimization of TECs. To take into account the large number of variables
(physical, as well as geometrical properties) and create more performance in the
problem, hybridized techniques such as hybrid simulated annealing genetic algo-
rithm can be used.

This study focuses on optimizing the design parameters of single-stage TECs
using collaborative simulated annealing genetic algorithm (CSAGA) optimization
technique to create the maximum ROR under some defined constraints. The leg
area, number of legs, and leg length of the thermo-electric module were optimized.

2 Optimization Matters in Designing TECs

The main drawback of thermo-electric coolers is the poor coefficient of perfor-
mance and low ROR. They can be improved personally or simultaneously, from the
parameters of the equation of TECs performance, we can group them into three
categories which are specifications, material properties, and design parameter [8].
The specification is the operating temperature Tc and Th, the required output voltage
V, current I, and power output P. The specifications are usually provided by cus-
tomers depending on the requirement of a particular application. The material
parameters are restricted by currently materials and module fabricating technolo-
gies. Consequently, the main objective of the TEC design was to determine a set of
design parameters which meet the required specifications or create the best per-
formance at minimum cost.

3 Geometric Optimization

Table 1 lists some research in optimizing the geometric properties of TECs. In
single-objective optimization problem, [8] combined a TEC model and a genetic
algorithm to optimize the geometry and performance of the STECs. The geometric
properties of STECs were considered as the search variables and were optimized

Table 1 Previous optimization techniques applied in optimizing performance of TECs

Type of optimizations Type of TECs Technique used Author/year

SOP STECs GA Cheng/2005

SOP STECs Conjugate-gradient method Huang/2013

SOP STECs GA Nain/2010

SOP TTECs GA Cheng/2006

MOP STECs NSGA-II Nain/2010

MOP TTECs TLBO-II Rao/2013
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simultaneously to reach the maximum ROR under the requirement of minimum
COP, the confined volume of STECs, and the restriction on the maximum cost of
the material. The optimal search used GA converged so rapidly (around 20
iterations).

Huang et al. [9] developed an optimization approach which integrates a complete
multi-physics TEC model and a simplified conjugate-gradient method. Under a
wide range of operating conditions of temperature difference and applied current,
the geometric properties of STECs as search variables were optimized to reach the
maximum ROR. The effects of applied current and temperature difference in the
optimal geometry were also discussed.

For TTECs, [10] used GA for maximizing separately the ROR and COP. The
author had considered the effect of thermal resistance and determined the optimum
value of input current and number of legs for two different design configurations of
TEC. The optimal search in this GA converges so rapidly with over 30 runs. These
results were not different with those obtained from Xuan’s work [11] and showed
that GA had a robust behavior and effective search ability.

For multi-objective optimization problems (MOP), STECs will have a better
design if we can find the optimal point of ROR and COP simultaneously. Nain et al.
[12] used NSGA-II for multi-objective optimization of STECs. The value of geo-
metric properties of STECs was optimized to achieve Pareto-optimal solutions at
different values of thermal resistance. The authors point out the adverse effects of
thermal resistance in obtaining the optimum value of cooling rate or COP.

For TTECs, [13] used modified teaching–learning-based optimization (TLBO)
in optimizing the dimensional structure of TTECs. TLBO was based on the effect of
the influence of a teacher on the output learners in a class. The algorithm mimics the
teaching–learning ability of teacher and learners in a classroom; the teacher and
learners are the two vital components of the algorithm. TLBO was modified and
applied successfully to the multi-objective optimization of TTECs with a better
performance than GA. The determination of the number of TE module in hot stage
and cold stage as well as the supply current to the hot stage and the cold stage were
considered as search variables. Two different configurations of TTECs, electrically
separated and electrically connected in series, were investigated for the
optimization.

4 Material Properties Optimization Matters

As shown in the above part, a good thermoelectric material should have high
Seebeck coefficient, high electrical conductivity, and low thermal conductivity.
However, since these three parameters are interrelated, following the Wiedenmann–
Franz law, researches have to optimize these conflicting parameters to get the
maximize ZT.

With the effectiveness of material properties on the performance of TEC, there
have been conducted many research during the past ten years in finding a new
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material and structure for use in green, highly efficient cooling, and energy con-
version system. Bismuth–Telluride (Bi2Te3) is one of the best thermo-electric
materials with the highest value figure of merit [14]. Much effort has been made to
raise ZT of bulk materials based on Bi2Te3 by doping or alloying other elements in
various fabricating processes. However, ZT was not much more than one and are
not sufficient to improve dramatically the cooling efficiency. The reason is due to
the difficulty to increase the electrical conductivity or Seeback coefficient without
increasing the thermal conductivity [15].

Recent advancements in improving ZT values include the work of Poudel et al.,
who achieved a peak ZT by 1.4 at 100 °C from a bismuth antimony Telluride
(BiSbTe) p-type Nano crystalline bulk alloy [16]. This material is an alloy of
Bi2Te3 and is made by hot pressing Nano powders that are ball-milled from
crystalline ingots. ZT is about 1.2 at room temperature and peaks at about 1.4 at
100 °C, which makes these materials useful for microprocessor cooling
applications.

5 Mathematical Modeling of Thermo-electric Coolers

Operation of TEC is based on the Peltier effect. TEC acts like a solid-state cooling
device that can pump heat from one junction to the other junction when a DC
current is applied. The energy balance equations at the hot junction and the cold
junction for TEC can be described as in Eqs. 1, 2. ROR is the net rate of heat
transfer in Watts. These equations show the completion between the Seebeck
coefficient term, which is responsible for TEC cooling, and the parasitic effect of
Joule heating and back heat conduction from the electrical resistance and thermal
conductance terms, respectively. The heat flows αITh and αITc caused by the Peltier
effect are absorbed at the cold junction and released from the hot junction,
respectively. Joule heating 1/2I2 (ρrL/A + 2rc/A) due to the flow of electrical current
through the material is generated both inside the TEC legs and at the contact
surfaces between the TEC legs and the two substrates [8]. TEC is operated between
temperatures Tc and Th, so heat conduction κA(Th − Tc) occurs through the TEC
legs.

ROR ¼ N aITc � 1
2
I2 qr

L
A
þ 2rc

A

� �
� kAðTh � TcÞ

L

� �
ð1Þ

Qh ¼ N aITh þ 1
2
I2 qr

L
A
þ 2rc

A

� �
� kAðTh � TcÞ

L

� �
: ð2Þ

The input electrical power and coefficient of performance (COP) can be calcu-
lated using following relations (Eqs. 3–4):
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P ¼ Qh � ROR ð3Þ

COP ¼ ROR
Qh � ROR

: ð4Þ

α, ρr, k are Seebeck coefficient, electrical resistivity, and thermal conductivity of
TE elements, respectively. They represent for thermo-electric material properties. A,
L, N are geometric properties of TEC model.

COP is a common metric used to quantify the effectiveness of a heat engine. It is
also important to quantify the amount of heat that a TEC can transfer and the
maximum differential across the TEC. For an STEC, basically COP is between 0.3
and 0.7. The COP can be greater than 1.0 only when the module is pumping against
the positive temperature gradient.

6 Relation Between COP and ROR

For a TEC with a specific geometry, ROR and COP are all dependent on its
operating conditions which are the temperature difference ΔT and applied current.
With a fixed ΔT, ROR and COP are first increased and then decreased as I is
increased [9]. Unfortunately, with the same applied current, maximum ROR and
maximum COP always cannot reach simultaneously. Similarly, with the same
operating conditions, as the TEC geometry is varied, ROR and COP are all varied,
but maybe cannot reach the maximums simultaneously [17].

7 Affections of Material Properties and Geometric
Properties on TEC Performance

The performance of TEC (COP and ROR) strongly depends on thermo-electric
materials. A good thermo-electric material should have a large Seebeck coefficient
to get the greatest possible temperature difference per given amount of electrical
potential (voltage), low electrical resistance to minimize the Joule heating [18], and
low thermal conductivity to reduce the conduction from the hot side and back to the
cold side. Pure metal has a low Seebeck coefficient, which leads to low thermal
conductivity, whereas in insulators electrical resistivity is low which lead to higher
Joule heating.

The performance evaluation index of thermo-electric materials is the figure of
merit Z or dimensionless figure of merit (ZT = α2T/ρK), which combines the above
properties. The increase in Z or ZT leads directly to the improvement in the cooling
efficiency of Peltier modules.
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The material properties are considered to be dependent on the average temper-
ature of the cold side and hot side temperatures of each stage. Their values can be
calculated from the following equations [8]:

ap ¼ �an ¼ ð�263; 38þ 2:78Tave � 0:00406T2
aveÞ10�6

a ¼ ap � an;
ð5Þ

qp ¼ qn ¼ ð22; 39� 0:13Tave þ 0:00030625T2
aveÞ10�6

qr ¼ qp þ qn;
ð6Þ

jp ¼ jp ¼ 3:95� 0:014Tave þ 0:00001875T2
ave

j ¼ jn þ jp:
ð7Þ

From the Eqs. 1, 2, the geometric structure has remarkable effect on the TEC.
The maximum ROR increases with the decrease of leg length until it reaches a
maximum and then decreases with a further reduction in the thermo-element length
[9]. The COP increases with an increase in thermo-element length. As the COP
increases with the leg area, the ROR may decrease because the total available
volume is limited. As the leg area is reduced, the ROR generally increases.
A smaller leg area and a greater number of legs yield greater cooling capacity.
When the leg length is below than this lower bound, the cooling capacity declines
enormously [19]. Other elements have affection on the performance of TEC like the
contact resistance, but it is very small in some calculation it can be neglected.

8 Meta-heuristic Optimization Algorithm

In the thermal energy sector, meta-heuristics have been used recently, to solve
industrial problems as well as enhance current processes, equipment, and field
operations. Table 2 lists some applications of meta-heuristic in thermal energy
systems such as GA, SA, Particle Swarm Optimization, and Ant Colony
Optimization.

Meta-heuristics are widely recognized as efficient approaches for many hard
optimization problems. A meta-heuristic is an algorithm designed to solve
approximately a wide range of hard optimization problems without having to
deeply adapt to each problem. Almost all meta-heuristics share the following
characteristic: they are nature-inspired (based on some principles from physic,
biology or ethnology) [20]. A meta-heuristic will be successful on a given opti-
mization problem if it can provide a balance between the exploration and exploi-
tation [21]. Roughly speaking, the basic single-solution-based meta-heuristics are
more exploitation oriented, whereas basic population-based meta-heuristics are
more exploration oriented. Exploration (diversification) is needed to identify the
parts of the search space with high-quality solutions. Exploitation (intensification)
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is important to intensify the search in some promising areas of the accumulated
search experience [21]. The main differences between existing meta-heuristics
concern the particular way in which they try to achieve this balance.

Categories of meta-heuristic are introduced in Fig. 4. SA is a point-based
meta-heuristics which is normally started single initial solution and move away
from it. GA is a population-based meta-heuristics which can deal with a set of
solutions rather than with a single solution. This research mainly focuses on SA and
GA meta-heuristic techniques.

9 Genetic Algorithm Optimization Technique

Genetic Algorithm (GA) is a method for solving both constrained and uncon-
strained optimization problems that are a random searching based on the mecha-
nism of natural selection and survival of the fittest [3]. GA has repeatedly modified

Table 2 Recent application of intelligent strategies in thermal energy system

Author/year Application Technique

Xu and Wang [35] Optimal thermal models of building envelope
based on frequency domain

GA

Gozde and
Taplamacioglu [36]

Automatic generation control application in a
thermal power system

PSO

Kou et al. [37] Optimum thermal design of micro-channel heat
sinks

SA

Pezzini et al. [38] Optimize energy efficiency ACO, PSO,
GA, ES, EP

Sharma [39] Optimization of thermal performance of a smooth
flat solar air heater

PSO

Eynard et al. [40] Forecasting temperature and thermal power
consumption

Wavelet and
ANN

META-HEURISTICS

Point-based methods 
Population Based 

Methods 
Collaborative Meth-

ods 

Simulated Annealing, 
Tabu Search, etc. 

Genetic Algorithm, 
Particle Swarm Opti-

mization, etc. 

Collaborative GA and 
SA, Collaborative 
PSO and SA, etc. 

Fig. 4 Categories of meta-heuristic
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a population of individual solutions. At each step, the genetic algorithm selects
individuals at random from the current population to be parents and uses them to
produce the children for the next generation. Over succeeding generations, the
population “evolves” toward an optimal solution. The three most important phases
involved in GA are selected, crossover, and mutation:

• Selection: Select the individuals, called parents that contribute to the population
in the next generation.

• Crossover: Combine two parents to form children for the next generation.
• Mutation: Apply random changes to individual parents to form children.

GA can be used to solve a constrained optimization problem and can find a good
local optimum solution [22]. GA is simple and quick to execute [23]. GA can be
effectively applied in highly nonlinear problems [24] and solve a variety of opti-
mization problems by searching a larger solution space [20]. However, GA requires
determination of optimum controlling parameters such as crossover rate and
mutation rate. Moreover, GA has a poor global search capability. Flow chart of GA
algorithm is shown in (Fig. 5).

Start

Generate initial population randomly and 
initialize crossover and mutation probability

Calculate the fitness value of each 
individual

Selection 

Crossover 

Mutation

New generation

Meet the stopping condition?

Start

Yes

No

Fig. 5 Genetic algorithm
flow chart
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10 Simulated Annealing Optimization Technique

Simulated Annealing (SA) is a method for solving unconstrained and
bound-constrained optimization problems [25]. The method models the physical
process of heating a material and then slowly lowering the temperature to decrease
defects, thus minimizing the system energy. The objective function of the problem
similar to the energy of a material is then minimized, by introducing a fictitious
temperature, which is a simple controllable parameter of the algorithm.

At each iteration of the SA algorithm, a new point is randomly generated. The
distance of the new point from the current point, or the extent of the search, is based on
a probability distribution with a scale proportional to the temperature. The algorithm
not only accepts all new points that lower the objective, but also, with a certain
probability, accepts points that raise the objective. By accepting points that raise the
objective, the algorithm avoids being trapped in local minima, and is able to explore
globally for more possible solutions. An annealing schedule is selected to systemat-
ically decrease the temperature as the algorithm proceeds. As the temperature
decreases, the algorithm reduces the extent of its search to converge to a minimum.

In contrary to GA, SA has the ability to escape from local optima [26], flex-
ibility, and ability to approach global optimality. SA can be applied to large-scale
problems regardless of the conditions of differentiability, continuity, and convexity
those are normally required in conventional optimization methods [27]. SA is easy
to code even for complex systems and can deal with highly nonlinear models with
many constraints. However, SA still suffers some disadvantages such as the diffi-
culty in defining a good cooling schedule. Figure 6 presents the flow chart of SA.

Start

Choose an initial value for T 
and a random base point x

Update T

Replace x with (x + s)

Stop

Yes

No

YesNo

Termination condition meet?

Max {1, exp{[f (x) – f(x+s)]/T} great-
er than random (0, 1)

Fig. 6 Simulated annealing
flow chart
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11 Introduction of Collaborative Simulated Annealing
Genetic Algorithm

Traditional SA not only has strong global search ability in solving NP-hard prob-
lem, but also has defects such as premature and weak local search ability. GA has
strong local search ability and no premature problem. Therefore, the combination of
GA and SA can overcome the defects of each of the two methods, bring into play
their respective advantages, and improve the solving efficiency. Flow chart of
CSAGA is shown in Fig. 7. The algorithmic statement of CSAGA has been
combined with STECs mathematical modeling and is described as follows:

• Step 1: Set the initial parameters of STECs model, CSAGA algorithm and create
the initial point of design variables:

– For STEC model, determine required initial parameters (Th, Tc and I), set the
boundary constraint of the design variables [Amin, Lmin, Nmin] and [Amax,
Lmax, Nmax], nonlinear equality constraints as well. Consequently, the
material properties of STEC are then calculated. Refer to “Parameter
selection of STEC and CSAGA” for more details about choosing these
parameters.

– For SA, determine required parameters for the algorithm such as Initial
annealing temperature To, Boltzmann annealing kB, temperature reduction α,
maximum number of iterations, stopping condition criteria: tolerance func-
tion value and final stopping temperature. Refer to “Parameter selection of
STEC and CSAGA” for more details about choosing these parameters.

– To implement the algorithm, first randomly initializing based point of design
parameters x = [A, L, N] within the boundary constraint [Amin, Lmin, Nmin]
and [Amax, Lmax, Nmax].

• Step 2: Choose a random transition Δx and count the number of iterations.
• Step 3: Calculated the function value before transition Qc(x) = f(x).
• Step 4: Make the transition as x = x + Δx within the range of boundary

constraint.
• Step 5: Calculate the function value after transition Qc(x+Δx) = f(x + Δx).
• Step 6: If Δf = f(x + Δx) − f(x) > 0 then accept the state x = x + Δx.
• Step 7: Else If Δf = f(x) − f(x + Δx) ≤ 0 then generate a random number (0,1).

– If e½f ðxþDxÞ�f ðxÞ�=kB:T is greater than random (0,1) then accept the state
x = x + Δx.

– Else then return to the previous state x = x – Δx.

• Step 8: Check number of integration with maximum number of iterations. If the
number of iterations meets, return to step 2.

• Step 9: If the process meets the stopping condition, stop running the SA
algorithm, get the optimal value and start to run GA. Otherwise, update T based
on temperature reduction function Tn = α · Tn-1 and return to step 2.
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• Step 10: GA optimization tool box in MAtlab is used. Set initial parameters of
GA and create initial population points:

– Population size, number of generations, crossover probability, mutation
probability, and stopping condition values. Refer to “Parameter selection of
STEC and CSAGA” for more details about choosing these parameters.

– The initial population points [A, L, N] of STEC are created randomly at each
iteration within the range of boundary constraint (upper bound and lower
bound) by using Matlab random number generator. Number of initial

Fig. 7 Flow chart of collaborative simulated annealing genetic algorithm
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population points is limited by population size. Optimal value obtained from
SA algorithm is put into initial population of GA. After this, the algorithm
uses the individuals in the current generation to create the next population.

• Step 11: Calculate the fitness value of each individual that includes optimal
design variables obtained from SA algorithm.

• Step 12: Perform genetic operators:

– Selection: specify how the GA chooses parents for the next generation.
– Crossover: specifies how the GA combines two individuals to form a

crossover child for the next generation.
– Mutation: specifies how the GA makes small random changes in the indi-

viduals in the population to create mutation children.

• Step 13: Get new generation with best offspring and fitness function.
• Step 14: The GA will stop when one of the stopping criteria is met as follows:

– Maximum number of generations
– Average change in the fitness value less than defined value. Otherwise,

return to step 11.

12 Optimization of STECs

TECs can be single-stage of multi-stages. This work used single-stage TECs
(STECs) and found good geometric properties which were the optimal leg length
(L), the leg area (A), and the number of legs (N). Maximizing ROR or maximizing
COP is an main important criterion to evaluate the performance of TECs. In this
work, one objective function, namely maximizing ROR of STECs is considered for
single-objective optimization. The design variables (A, L, N) of STECs are put in an
inequality constraint which is bound by upper and lower limits of the design
variables and the total area S of STECs. Additionally, STECs are put in some
requirements which are the confined volume of STECs (S), the minimum
requirement of the COP, and the maximum cost of material [8]. Because optimi-
zation of TECs geometry may cause the reduction in the COP, the COP is used as a
constraint condition during the optimization in order to guarantee that the TECs
with the optimal geometry have a relatively high COP [28]. Referring to Eqs. 1–4,
the parameters Tc, Th, and I are defined in the beginning of the calculation. The
unknown term is material properties of TECs, which will be determined based on
the Eqs. 5–7 with the values of Th and Tc.
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13 Test System Details

To verify the effectiveness of meta-heuristic optimization techniques, simulations
tests were carried out on STECs model to find the optimal value of geometric
properties. The purpose of the tests should be related to the ultimate goal of
meta-heuristic methods: fast, high-quality solutions to important problems.
Single-objective optimization is used under constraints. Parameter setting of STECs
system, the proposed techniques CSAGA, and stand-alone optimization technique
GA, SA are chosen. After testing the performance of the proposed technique
CSAGA, better design parameters of STECs have been explored by running the
system under various operating conditions such as various input currents, various
cold side temperatures with constraint condition of COP.

14 Parameters Selection of STECs and CSAGA

Parameters of STECs are referred from Cheng’s work [8]. Table 3 lists the
parameters of STECs. STEC is placed in a confined volume with total area
100 mm2 and a height of 1 mm. The objective function is to maximize the ROR.
The temperatures of the cold side stage and the hot side stage are both fixed to
323 K. The effect of electrical resistance rc is considered with the value 10−8 Ωm2.

Parameter selection of CSAGA is shown in Table 4. Initial temperature
(To = 100), the temperature is the control parameter in simulated annealing and it is
decreased gradually as the algorithm proceeds [29]. Temperature reduction
(α = 0.95), temperature decrease is Tn = α · Tn−1. Experimentation is done with
different alpha values: 0.70, 0.75, 0.85, 0.90, and 0.95. Boltzmann annealing
(kB = 1), kB will be used in the Metropolis algorithm to calculate the acceptance
probability of the points. Stopping criteria, the function tolerance is set as 10−6 and
final stopping temperature is set as 10−10. This value can be obtained as a function
of minimum possible deterioration the objective function.

Table 3 Parameters setting
of STECs

Group Parameters setting Specific values

1 Objective function Maximize ROR

2 Variables 0.03 mm < L < 1 mm
0.09 mm2 < A < 100 mm2

1 < N < 1000

3 Fixed parameters S = 100 mm2

Th = Tc = 323 K
rc = 10−8 Ωm2

4 Constraints
availability

A.N < 100 mm2

Maximum cost 385$
Required COP = 0.75; 1
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For GA, the population size, the maximum number of generations must be
determined. Generation specifies the maximum number of iterations the genetic
algorithm performs. Population specifies how many individuals are in each gen-
eration. Increasing the population size will increase the accuracy of GA [30] in
finding a global optimum but cause the algorithm to run slowly. A population size
of 100 for 10,000 generations is run. Furthermore, the selection operator, crossover
operator, and the mutation operator are applied with probabilities, so as to construct
a new set of solutions randomly. In selection process, option is selected by using
selection function which has some options such as stochastic uniform, uniform or
roulette, tournament. Tournament selection chooses each parent by
choosing Tournament size four players at random and then choosing the best
individual out of that set to be a parent. In crossover process, crossover arithmetic
type with fraction 0.6 is chosen to create children that are weight arithmetic mean of
two parents [31] so that children are always feasible with respect linear constraints
and bounds. In mutation process, mutation adaptive feasible option is chosen which
satisfies the constraints. Finally, for stopping criteria, the function tolerance was set
at 10−6 or the algorithm will stop after getting over the maximum number of
iterations 10,000. The optimization process terminated until one of these criteria is
satisfied.

15 Robustness Test

Robustness of the meta-heuristic method is evaluated by measuring the less sen-
sitive capability to different types of applied system as TEC’s operating conditions
(Barr et al. 1995), because the meta-heuristic method may not converge to an exact

Table 4 Parameters setting of collaborative simulated annealing genetic algorithm (CSAGA)

No. Parameters setting Specific values

1 Initial temperature To = 100

2 Temperature reduction α = 0.95

3 Boltzmann annealing kB = 1

4 Stopping criteria of SA Final stopping temperature 10−10

Function tolerance 10−6

5 Population size 100

6 Fitness scaling function Fitness scaling rank

7 Selection function Selection tournament, 4

8 Crossover function Crossover arithmetic

9 Crossover fraction 0.6

10 Mutation function Mutation Adaptive Feasible

11 Stopping condition of GA Function tolerance 10−6

Maximum number of generations 10,000
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same solution at each random run. Therefore, their performances could not be
judged by the results of a single run. Many trials should be done with some case
studies of STEC’s system to reach a useful conclusion about the robustness of the
algorithm [32].

Based on Matlab 2013a platform, CSAGA was programmed and then run in 30
trials on a computer (CPU: Intel® Core™ i5-3470 CPU @ 3.2GHz 3.2 GHz; RAM:
4 GB DDR; OS: Windows 7) with three case studies as follows:

• Case study 1: Based on the setting of STECs model in Table 3, CSAGA is tested
under one nonlinear inequality constraint which is confined volume of STECs
S = 100 mm2 (A.N < S).

• Case study 2: Based on the setting of STECs model in Table 3, CSAGA is tested
under one nonlinear equality constraint which is a limitation of COP = 1.

• Case study 3: Based on the setting of STECs model in Table 3, CSAGA is tested
under two above constraints which are nonlinear inequality constraint (A.
N < S) and nonlinear equality constraint COP = 0.75.

To evaluate and compare the performance of the proposed technique, the
stand-alone optimization techniques which are GA and SA were also run on this test
in the same operating condition of STECs model. The best value, average value,
lowest value, and standard deviation of 30 trials of each technique were collected.

After testing and collecting the data, CSAGA and GA can find the optimal
dimension and satisfy the constraint in all three case studies; SA can solve the
problem in case study 1 but get stuck in solving the problem with nonlinear equality
constraint (case study 2). The comparison between maximum ROR obtained from
the optimization technique with analytical results reveals that CSAGA, GA, and SA
perform well and give exactly the same value as analysis results. Figures 8, 9 and
10 show the graphs of best fitness values which are maximum ROR and maximum
COP after 30 trials. Table 5 shows the collected data of three case studies. From the
figures, the line created by 30 trial runs of CSAGA is more stable than by SA and
GA. As shown in Table 5, the range between maximum and minimum values of

Fig. 8 Case study 1—run STECs system using CSAGA, GA, and SA under nonlinear inequality
constraint A.N < 100 mm2
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best fitness obtained by CSAGA approach is closer than by SA and GA approaches.
In case study 1, the average value of maximum ROR obtained after 30 trial runs
using CSAGA is 9.7874 W, 24.43 % higher than the obtained value by using GA
(7.8654 W). In case study 2, the average value of maximum ROR obtained using
CSAGA is 40.7097 W, increasing 38.83 % as compared to the GA approach
(29.3253 W). In terms of standard deviation, CSAGA performs 0.0269 W for case
study 1 and 0.5409 W for case study 2. The ranges of maximum value of ROR of
CSAGA for case study 1 and case study 2 are (9.7874 ± 0.0269) and
(7.916 ± 0.5409) W, respectively. As compared with other techniques, SA shows
larger range (9.5893 ± 0.3681) W than CSAGA for case study 1; GA shows larger
ranges (7.8654 ± 1.4389) and (7.8491 ± 1.5734) W than CSAGA for case study 1
and case study 2, respectively. A low standard deviation indicates that data points
tend to be very close to the mean. These data demonstrate that the performance of
CSAGA is more stable and more reliable when yields smaller range of maximum
ROR than GA and SA. CSAGA has better robustness in solving optimization
problem under constraints. CSAGA is more helpful for the designers to save their
time in finding the optimal design parameters. By running the algorithm of CSAGA
in only 1 time, the optimal design parameters of STECs can exactly better than
other algorithms.

Fig. 9 Case study 2—run STECs system using CSAGA, GA, and SA under nonlinear equality
constraint COP = 1

Fig. 10 Case study 3—run STECs system using CSAGA, GA, and SA under nonlinear inequality
constraint A.N < 100 mm2 and nonlinear equality constraint COP = 0.75
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16 Computational Efficiency

Computational efficiency of all methods is compared based on the average CPU
time taken to converge the solution. The CPU time taken by each solution is given
in Table 6. SA can perform well in case study 1 with smallest time-consuming. GA
takes longer computational time, especially in case study 3, about 44.97 s which is
double as compared with CSAGA approach. CSAGA solves the problem for three
cases with the same time-consuming. It demonstrates the stability of CSAGA in
term of computational efficiency.

Table 5 Test results after running system for 30 trials

Technique used CSAGA SA GA

Case study 1 Max ROR (W) Max ROR (W) Max ROR (W)

Standard deviation 0.0269 0.3681 1.4389

Average value of best fitness 9.7874 9.5893 7.8654

Minimum value of best fitness 9.6486 8.663 4.932

Maximum value of best fitness 9.7956 9.795 9.7798

Technique used CSAGA SA GA

Case study 2 Max ROR
(W)

Max ROR (W) Max ROR
(W)

Standard deviation 13.3064 SA cannot find optimal
value

12.6172

Average value of best
fitness

40.7097 29.3253

Minimum value of best
fitness

0.6868 2.7407

Maximum value of best
fitness

45.4319 45.1371

Technique used CSAGA SA GA

Case study 3 Max ROR
(W)

Max ROR (W) Max ROR
(W)

Standard deviation 0.5409 SA cannot find optimal
value

1.5734

Average value of best
fitness

7.916 7.8491

Minimum value of best
fitness

6.907 0.0409

Maximum value of best
fitness

9.1576 9.26

Table 6 Comparison of
average execution times

Technique CPU time (s)

Case study 1 Case study 2 Case study 3

CSAGA 27.24 28.78 20.35

GA 6.012 30.64 44.97

SA 14.06 – –
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17 Results

After evaluating and comparing the performance of STECs, results from optimizing
the design of STECs were produced. Some case studies which were taken from
previous works of [8] are as follows:

• Case study 1: STECs model is run with CSAGA under the two constraints
which are the constraint of total area A.N < 100 mm2 which is nonlinear
inequality constraint and the maximum cost of material $385. The input current
is varied from 0.1 to 8 A; hot side and cold side temperatures are set as 323 K
(Th = Tc = 323 K); the requirement of COP was neglected. Because COP is not
taken into account, stand-alone SA can perform well and is run in the same
condition, and results of Cheng’s work using GA are taken for comparison.

• Case study 2: Same condition with case study 1 but cold side temperature is
varied from 283 to 323 K; input current is set as 1 A.

• Case study 3: STECs model is run with CSAGA under various input currents,
with three constraints which is the requirement of confined volume of STECs
(S = 100 mm2), maximum cost of material $385, and the requirement of
COP = 0.75 which is a non-linear equality constraint. In this case, SA cannot
solve the problem with non-linear equality constraint; stand-alone GA is run in
the same condition with CSAGA for comparison.

For case study 1, Table 7 presents the optimal design parameters of STECs
model for various input currents from 0.1 to 8 A and the comparison is shown in
Fig. 11. In Table 7, when maximum ROR is increased, leg area increases and
number of legs decreases; leg length does not change and reach the lower bound by
the limit (0.3 mm). As shown in Fig. 11, when the input current is larger than 0.5 A,
the maximum values of ROR obtained by CSAGA and SA are approximately
7.42 W which seem unchanged. The table demonstrates that STECs using CSAGA

Table 7 Case study 1—collected data after running CSAGA and SA under various input currents

I (A) CSAGA SA

MaxROR
(W)

N (unit) A (mm2) L (mm) MaxROR
(W)

N (unit) A (mm2) L (mm)

0.1 4.63 841.75 0.09 0.3 4.63 841.75 0.09 0.3

0.2 7.04 841.75 0.09 0.3 7.04 841.75 0.09 0.3

0.5 7.42 437.18 0.17 0.3 7.42 437.14 0.17 0.3

1 7.42 216.63 0.35 0.3 7.42 221.38 0.34 0.3

2 7.42 107.64 0.7 0.3 7.42 107.79 0.7 0.3

4 7.42 54.67 1.39 0.3 7.42 54.66 1.39 0.3

6 7.42 36.34 2.09 0.3 7.41 36.34 2.08 0.3

8 7.42 26.91 2.82 0.3 7.42 26.91 2.82 0.3

Th = Tc = 323 K, maximum cost of the material was $385 and STECs were put in a confined
volume 100 mm2. The requirement of COP was ignored
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can reach its maximum cooling capacity even under various input currents.
Moreover, from Fig. 11, these obtained results are approximately 17.8 % higher
than obtained results from [8] by using GA but same results obtained by
stand-alone SA. Figure 11 demonstrates better performance of CSAGA compared
to GA which was used in [8].

For case study 2, Table 8 presents the optimal design parameters of STECs
model for various cold side temperatures from 283 to 333 K. In that table, the
maximum value of ROR increases when the cold side temperature Tc is increased.
The increasing of ROR is more obvious when Tc exceeds hot side temperature Th.
And as Tc is increased, the optimal leg area decreases and the number of TE couple
increases. Leg length reaches the lower bound 0.3 mm to get the maximum ROR.
Figure 12 plots the effects of the optimal dimension on maximizing ROR for
various Tc. Maximum ROR increases with the cold side temperature and keep
increasing if the value of cold side temperature is increased more than 333 K. The
obtained results using CSAGA are slightly better than obtained results from
Cheng’s work (2005) but not quite different with the obtained results by using SA.

Fig. 11 Case study 1—run
STECs system under various
input currents

Table 8 Case study 2—collected data after running CSAGA and SA under various cold side
temperatures

Tc
(K)

CSAGA SA

MaxROR
(W)

N (unit) A (mm2) L (mm) MaxROR
(W)

N (unit) A (mm2) L (mm)

283 – – – – – – – –

293 0.37 44.51 0.51 1 0.37 44.50 0.51 1

303 1.03 81.88 0.44 0.62 1.02 76.51 0.45 0.66

313 3.42 209.47 0.36 0.3 0.30 209.46 0.36 0.30

323 7.42 220.54 0.34 0.3 7.42 220.53 0.34 0.30

333 11.38 226.18 0.335 0.3 11.38 226.17 0.33 0.30

Supplied current for STECs was 1 A, maximum cost of the material was $385, and STECs were
put in a confined volume 100 mm2. The requirement of COP was ignored
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For case study 3, Table 9 presents the optimal design parameters of STECs
model for various input currents with the requirement of COP = 0.75. As discussed
in the testing system part, SA cannot implement STECs model under nonlinear
equality constraint. CSAGA has an opportunity to perform the higher advantage
which is the capability to solve the problem with nonlinear equality constraint.
Stand-alone GA is used in this case for comparison. In this case, the implementation
will have some difficulties in finding an optimal value which must satisfy all the
constraints (two nonlinear inequality constraints and one nonlinear equality con-
straint). For every values of input currents, CSAGA and GA were run in some
limited time to collect the best value of maximum ROR. CSAGA often performs
better than GA as shown in Fig. 13. In Table 9, the leg area must be increased to
tolerate a higher input current.

Fig. 12 Case study 2—run
STECs system under various
cold side temperatures

Table 9 Case study 3—collected data after running CSAGA and GA under various input currents

I (A) CSAGA GA

MaxROR
(W)

N (unit) A (mm2) L (mm) MaxROR
(W)

N (unit) A (mm2) L (mm)

0.1 – – – – 0.26 37.88 1.77 0.34

0.2 2.74 335.32 0.10 0.66 1.25 38.46 1.77 0.33

0.5 4.87 238.18 0.23 0.41 2.56 41.77 1.75 0.31

1 6.91 168.99 0.44 0.31 2.67 43.55 1.74 0.30

2 7.12 87.10 0.87 0.30 4.68 42.89 1.74 0.30

4 7.12 43.55 1.74 0.30 6.52 39.87 1.76 0.32

6 7.12 29.03 2.61 0.30 6.13 37.46 1.78 0.34

8 6.64 20.30 3.51 0.32 4.67 42.83 1.74 0.30

Th = Tc = 323 K, maximum cost of the material was $385, and STECs were put in a confined
volume 100 mm2. Requirement of COP = 0.75
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18 Future Research Direction

This work used STECs module for testing and applied optimization technique
which is CSAGA to obtain the optimal design. ROR and COP are two main
characteristics to evaluate the performance of TECs but they cannot get maximum
value simultaneously. Therefore, multi-objective optimization needs to be investi-
gated to find the optimal dimension which can achieve better ROR and COP at the
same time. The enhancement of the research also depends on the required appli-
cations; other types of TECs such as two stages TECs or three stages TECs which
can achieve a larger temperature difference can be investigated. Other hybrid
meta-heuristic optimizations, such as hybrid differential evolution (DE) and simu-
lated annealing, will be applied to the TECs system in order to look for more stable
and quality solutions for the objective function as well as the decision variables. DE
is a simple yet powerful algorithm that outperforms GA on many numerical
single-objective optimization problems [33]. DE explores the decision space more
efficiently than GA also when multiple objectives need to be optimized [34]. It
means that DE can achieve better results than GA also on numerical multi-objective
optimization problem.

19 Conclusion

In the present work, Collaborative Simulated Annealing and Genetic Algorithm was
used and was applied successfully in single-objective optimization of a single-stage
thermo-electric cooler module. ROR and COP are the two important criteria to
evaluate the performance of STEC. However, in this research, ROR is more focused
than COP and is an objective function. COP can be neglected or can be considered
as a satisfied condition (COP = 0.75, COP = 1) to obtain the optimal value of ROR.
CSAGA was tested and compared with stand-alone simulated annealing and
stand-alone genetic algorithm. Stand-alone SA can perform well with nonlinear
inequality constraint (A.N < S) but gets stuck in local optimum when solving the

Fig. 13 Case study 3—run
STECs system under various
cold side temperatures
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problem with nonlinear equality constraint (COP = 0.75; 1). GA can solve the
problem with nonlinear inequality constraint (A.N < S) and also nonlinear equality
constraint (COP = 0.75; 1) but GA is less robust as compared to SA and CSAGA.
Therefore, the obtained results of GA may not optimum and take more time to find.
CSAGA is a combination of SA and GA. CSAGA can solve nonlinear inequality
and equality constraint and more robust, and it consumes less computational time
than SA and GA. CSAGA can be applied in diversity issues of TEC device, though
it is more complicated in algorithm structure. In the future work, we would like to
apply multi-objective optimization considering both important factors ROR and
COP. In this case, CSAGA may perform even better than SA and GA and the
comparison between optimal results of CSAGA approach and DE approach can be
considerable.
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Acronyms

Symbol Description Unit

A Cross-sectional area of TEC legs mm2

L Height of the confined volume mm

N Number of thermo-electric couple –

S Total area of STECs mm2

ROR Rate of refrigeration W

COP Coefficient of performance –

TE Thermo-electric element –

TECs Thermo-electrics coolers –

STECs Single-stage thermo-electrics coolers –

TTECs Two-stage thermo-electrics coolers –

MWD Measurement while drilling –

Z Figure of merit –

ZT Dimensionless figure of merit –

I Supplied current to TECs A

Th Hot side temperature K

Tc Cold side temperature K

Tave Average of cold and hot side temperature K

SOP Single-objective optimization problem –

MOP Multi-objective cptimization problem –

CSAGA Collaborative simulated annealing genetic algorithm –

(continued)
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(continued)

GA Genetic algorithm –

SA Simulated annealing –

PSO Particle swarm cptimization –

ACO Ant olony ptimization –

NSGA-II Non-dominated sorting algorithm –

TLBO Teaching–learning-based optimization –

TS Tabu search –

DE Differential evolution –

αn = αp Seebeck coefficient of n-type and p-type thermo-electric element V/K

ρn = ρp Electrical resistivity of n-type and p-type of thermo-electric element Ωm

кn = кp Thermal conductivity of n-type and p-type of thermo-electric element W/mK

rc Electrical contact resistance Ωm2

Key Terms and Definitions

Thermodynamics: is a branch of physics concerned with heat and temperature and
their relation to energy and work. It defines macroscopic variables, such as internal
energy, entropy, and pressure that partly describe a body of matter or radiation. It
states that the behavior of those variables is subject to general constraints that are
common to all materials, not the peculiar properties of particular materials. These
general constraints are expressed in the four laws of thermodynamics.
Thermodynamics describes the bulk behavior of the body, not the microscopic
behaviors of the very large numbers of its microscopic constituents, such as mol-
ecules. Its laws are explained by statistical mechanics, in terms of the microscopic
constituents. Thermodynamics apply to a wide variety of topics
in science and engineering.

Thermo-electrics coolers: uses the Peltier effect to create a heat flux between
the junctions of two different types of materials. A Peltier cooler, heater,
or thermo-electric heat pump is a solid-state active heat pump which transfers heat
from one side of the device to the other, with consumption of electrical energy,
depending on the direction of the current. Such an instrument is also called a Peltier
device, Peltier heat pump, solid-state refrigerator, or thermoelectric cooler (TEC).
They can be used either for heating or for cooling (refrigeration), although in
practice the main application is cooling. It can also be used as a temperature
controller that either heats or cools.

Rate of refrigeration: ROR or can be called cooling rate is the rate at which
heat loss occurs from the surface of an object.

Coefficient of performance: or COP of a heat pump is a ratio of heating or
cooling provided to electrical energy consumed. Higher COPs equate to lower
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operating costs. The COP may exceed 1, because it is a ratio of output–loss, unlike
the thermal efficiency ratio of output–Input energy. For complete systems, COP
should include energy consumption of all auxiliaries. COP is highly dependent on
operating conditions, especially absolute temperature and relative temperature
between sink and system, and is often graphed or averaged against expected
conditions.

Meta-heuristic: is a higher-level procedure or heuristic designed to find, gen-
erate, or select a lower-level procedure or heuristic (partial search algorithm) that
may provide a sufficiently good solution to an optimization problem, especially
with incomplete or imperfect information or limited computation capacity.
Meta-heuristic may make few assumptions about the optimization problem being
solved, and so they may be usable for a variety of problems.

Hybrid algorithm: is an algorithm that combines two or more other algorithms
that solve the same problem, either choosing one (depending on the data), or
switching between them over the course of the algorithm. This is generally done to
combine desired features of each, so that the overall algorithm is better than the
individual components. “Hybrid algorithm” does not refer to simply combining
multiple algorithms to solve a different problem—many algorithms can be con-
sidered as combinations of simpler pieces—but only to combining algorithms that
solve the same problem, but differ in other characteristics, notably performance.

Genetic Algorithm: is a search meta-heuristic that mimics the process of natural
selection. This meta-heuristic was routinely used to generate useful solutions
to optimization and search problems. Genetic algorithms belong to the larger class
of evolutionary algorithms which generate solutions to optimization problems using
techniques inspired by natural evolutions, such as inheritance, mutation, selection,
and crossover.

Simulated Annealing: is a generic probabilistic meta-heuristic for the global
optimization problem of locating a good approximation to the global optimum of a
given function in a large search space. It is often used when the search space is
discrete (e.g., all tours that visit a given set of cities). For certain problems, sim-
ulated annealing may be more efficient than exhaustive enumeration—provided that
the goal is merely to find an acceptably good solution in a fixed amount of time,
rather than the best possible solution.

Robust optimization: is a field of optimization theory that deals with optimi-
zation problems in which a certain measure of robustness is sought against uncer-
tainty that can be represented as deterministic variability in the value of the
parameters of the problem itself and/or its solution. There are a number of classi-
fication criteria for robust optimization problems/models. In particular, one can
distinguish between problems dealing with local and global models of robustness,
and between probabilistic and non-probabilistic models of robustness. Modern
robust optimization deals primarily with non-probabilistic models of robustness that
are worst-case oriented and as such usually deploy Wald’s maximum models.

Nonlinear constraint optimization: is an important class of problems with a
broad range of engineering, scientific, and operational applications. The form is
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Minimize f ðxÞ subject to cðxÞ ¼ 0 and x� 0;

where the objective function, f: Rn → R, and the constraint functions,
c : Rn ! Rm, are twice continuously differentiable. We denote the multipliers
corresponding to the equality constraints, c(x) = 0, by y and the multipliers of the
inequality constraints, x ≥ 0, by z ≥ 0. An NCO may also have unbounded vari-
ables, upper bounds, or general range constraints of the form li � ci xð Þ � ui, which
we omit for the sake of simplicity.
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Color Magnetic Resonance Brain Image
Segmentation by ParaOptiMUSIG
Activation Function: An Application

Sourav De and Siddhartha Bhattacharyya

Abstract Medical imaging is a technique to get images of the human body for
medical science or clinical purposes. Segmentation of a medical image is a chal-
lenging task to isolate the suspicious region from the complex medical images.
Genetic algorithms (GAs) are an effective tool to handle the problem ofmedical image
segmentation. In this chapter, an application of color magnetic resonance (MR) brain
image segmentation is presented by the parallel optimized multilevel sigmoidal
(ParaOptiMUSIG) activation function with the parallel self-organizing neural net-
work (PSONN) architecture. Not only confined within this approach, color MR brain
image is also segmented by the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function
to incorporate the multiple objective function-based scenario. These methods are
compared with the process of color MR brain image segmentation by the MUSIG
activation function with the PSONN architecture. All the methods are applied on a
real-life color MR brain image and the quality of the segmented images are accessed
by four standard objective functions. The comparison shows that the ParaOptiMUSIG
activation function-based method and the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activa-
tion function-basedmethod perform better than theMUSIG activation function-based
method to segment the color MR brain image.
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1 Introduction

In any image processing application, image segmentation plays a vital and
important role to express ourselves. The research and development in the field of
digital image processing have progressed rapidly in the past decade due to the
technological advancement in digital imaging, computer processors, and mass
storage devices. Basically, it deals with the clustering of the pixels in an image into
its constituent regions having same features such as intensity, shape, color, position,
texture, and homogeneity. There are different types of modalities of medical images
like magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), computed tomography (CT), X-rays,
digital mammography, ultrasound, etc., to name a few [1, 2]. The segmentation of
magnetic resonance (MR) brain image is a very important and critical stage in the
field of biomedical image processing. These types of technologies are applied to
analyze the normal and diseased anatomy like tumor identification, tissue and blood
cell classification, multimodal registration, etc. [3]. In the earlier stage, segmenta-
tion is often needed for analyzing the medical images for computer-aided diagnosis
(CAD) and therapy.

Different classical segmentation techniques are applied to segment the MRI brain
images like edge detection and region growing [4, 5], thresholding [6] methods.
The main objective of image segmentation using edge-based methods is to detect
the boundaries of an image. But edge detection in a brain image may lead to
an incorrect segmentation as different parts of the brain image are not clearly
identifiable. Region growing techniques are not efficiently applied for brain image
segmentation as the different regions of an image is not well defined. Image seg-
mentation by thresholding techniques is totally dependent on image histogram and
can be efficiently applied when the objects and the background of the image are
clearly distinctive. As pixel distribution in brain image is not simple, thresholding
techniques may not generate perfect segmentation for brain images.

Fuzzy C-means (FCM) [7], a well-known fuzzy clustering technique, tries to
minimize an objective function-based on some criteria. In this method, a single data
point may belong to more than one cluster specified by a membership grade.
Brain MR images are segmented effectively by FCM in [8, 9]. But the drawback of
this method is that it will find local optima when the cluster centroids are selected
randomly. Different types of soft computing techniques like neural networks,
genetic algorithms (GA), particle swarm optimization (PSO), etc., are applied to
overcome this problem. The literature review on computer-aided diagnosis, medical
image segmentation, edge detection, etc., by different neural network architectures
are presented in [10]. In this article, the application of neural network in the field of
medical image segmentation is illustrated with different types of examples. A new
version of the self-organizing map (SOM) network, named moving average SOM
(MA-SOM), is used to segment the medical images [11]. A cellular neural network
(CNN) is proposed by Döhler et al. [12] to detect the hippocampal sclerosis in MRI.
This network is a combination of cellular automata and artificial neural networks
and creates an array of locally coupled nonlinear electrical circuits or cells to
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process a large amount of data in parallel and in real time. The histological grade,
hormone status, and axillary lymphatic spread in breast cancer patients are pre-
dicted by a multivariate model [13]. In the multivariate methods, the variable
reduction is done by principal component analysis (PCA) or partial least-squares
regression-uninformative variable elimination (PLS-UVE), and modeled by PLS,
probabilistic neural network (PNN), or cascade correlation neural network.

Genetic algorithms (GAs) [14] work as an effective tool in medical image
segmentation [1]. A detailed survey of medical image segmentation using GAs is
presented by Maulik [1]. Different techniques with different examples are presented
to segment the medical images in this article. Zhao and Xie [2] also presented a
good literature review on interactive segmentation techniques for medical images.
A novel real-coded GA in connection with Simulated Binary Crossover (SBX)-
based multilevel thresholding is applied to segment the T2 weighted MRI brain
images [15]. In this article, the entropy of the test images is maximized to derive the
optimum multilevel threshold. A hierarchical GA with a fuzzy learning-vector
quantization network (HGALVQ) is proposed by Yeh and Fu [16] to segment
multispectral human brain MRI. Lai and Chang [17] presented hierarchical evo-
lutionary algorithms (HEA), mainly a variation of conventional GAs, for medical
image segmentation. In this method, the exact number of classes is derived by
applying the hierarchical chromosome structure and the image is segmented into
those appropriate classes. Pavan et al. [18] presented an algorithm named automatic
clustering using differential evolution (ACDE) to extract the shape of the tissues on
different types of medical images automatically. The GA is applied to segment the
two-dimensional slices of pelvic computed tomography (CT) images automatically
[19]. In this method, the segmenting curve is applied as the fitness function in GA.
A hybridized GA with seed region growing procedure is employed to segment the
MRI images [20]. A good survey and application of brain MR images using PSO
are presented in [21]. Nakib et al. [22] presented an MRI image segmentation
method by two-dimensional exponential entropy (2DEE) and parameter-free PSO.
A new idea of intracranial segmentation of MR brain image on the basis of pixel
intensity values is proposed by the optimum boundary point detection (OBPD)
method [23]. In this method, different soft computing techniques like, GA and PSO
are applied in combination with FCM to solve the problem.

Pure color images can be effectively extracted from a noisy background using
three independent and parallel self-organizing neural networks (TLSONN) from the
parallel version of the SONN (PSONN) architecture [24]. The individual TLSONN
of the PSONN architecture is employed to process the individual color components
by using the generalized bilevel sigmoidal activation function with fixed and uni-
form thresholding. The standard backpropagation algorithm [25] is applied to adjust
the network weights to gain stable solution. Bhattacharyya et al. [26] proposed a
multilevel sigmoidal (MUSIG) activation function in connection with the PSONN
architecture to segment true color images. This activation function is capable to map
multilevel input information into multiple scales of gray. Since this activation
function applies fixed and uniform thresholding parameters, it does not pay any heed
to the heterogeneity of real-life images. The drawback of the MUSIG activation
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function is solved by De et al. [27]. The optimized MUSIG (OptiMUSIG) activation
function is capable to segment multilevel grayscale images by incorporating the
image heterogeneity in the MUSIG activation function. This activation function is
applied in the multilevel self-organizing neural network (MLSONN) architecture
[28] to segment the grayscale images. To segment the color images, the parallel
version of the OptiMUSIG (ParaOptiMUSIG) activation function [29] is used in the
PSONN architecture. In this method, the color images are segmented on the basis of
single objective function. As these approaches are single evaluation criterion-based
methods, the derived solutions may or may not ensure good results in respect of
another objective criteria. To overcome from this type of problem, the solution may
be the multi-objective optimization (MOO) [30]. In the real-world scenario, several
competing constraints of different problems have to be optimized simultaneously to
generate a set of alternative solutions instead of a single optimal set offinal solutions.
The resultant solutions are considered as the set of non-dominated or Pareto optimal
set of solutions [30]. The optimal solutions have the equal priority as each solution is
superior to these solutions when all constraints are considered. Some well-known
and popular GA-based optimization techniques [30] are multi-objective genetic
algorithm (MOGA), non-dominated sorting genetic algorithm (NSGA) [30],
NSGA-II [31], strength Pareto evolutionary algorithm (SPEA) [32], SPEA 2 [33],
etc. The drawbacks of the single objective-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation func-
tion for segmentation of color images are solved by introducing a NSGA-II-based
ParaOptiMUSIG activation function [34]. In this method, the NSGA-II is applied to
generate the optimized class levels and those class levels are used to design the
ParaOptiMUSIG activation function. These class levels are generated after satisfying
different objective criteria simultaneously.

Processing of the color MR brain image becomes a new field in the research
arena. From the above discussion of the literature survey, we can notice that a very
few research works are done to process the color MR brain image and it is also to be
noted that it is hard to find the color MR brain images. We have tried to enlighten
this field of research after getting one color MR brain image [35]. In this chapter,
we have shown that the color MR brain medical image [35] can be segmented
effectively to find out the different organs. For this purpose, we have applied two
activation functions, the ParaOptiMUSIG activation function as well as the
NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function in connection with PSONN
architecture. The pixel intensity of the test image is selected as the feature of the
image data for the segmentation. The MUSIG activation function [26] based
PSONN architecture [24] is also employed for the color MR brain image seg-
mentation. At the initial stage, we have tried to show the application of color MR
brain image segmentation using the ParaOptiMUSIG activation function-based
approach and after that, the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation is
employed to segment the same color MR brain image. The image segmentation
evaluation index like the standard measure of correlation coefficient (ρ) [26],
entropy-based index [36] or quantitative-based index [37] are very much effective
to assess the quality of the image segmentation results. A higher value of the
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correlation coefficient and lower quantitative value or entropy value signify better
segmentations. The standard measure of correlation coefficient (ρ) [26] and three
measures, viz., F due to Liu and Yang [38] and F′ and Q due to Borsotti et al. [37]
have been employed as the objective functions in the ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function-based image segmentation method. In the NSGA-II method, three objec-
tive functions like the correlation coefficient (ρ) [26], F [38], and F′ [37] are applied
as the evaluation criteria. It is derived from the result that the color MR brain image
segmentation by the ParaOptiMUSIG activation function as well as the
NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function performs better than the same
image segmentation by the conventional MUSIG activation function.

The chapter commences with a discussion of the basic mathematical prerequisite
on the multi-objective optimization using genetic algorithms and different image
segmentation efficiency measures. A brief description of the PSONN architecture
and its operation is given after that. The next section describes the mathematical
representation and functionality of Parallel Optimized MUSIG (ParaOptiMUSIG)
activation function and NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function. The
methodology for the color MR image segmentation by the ParaOptiMUSIG acti-
vation function as well as NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function are
also presented in the Methodology section. A comparative study of the results of
segmentation of the test image by the aforesaid approaches vis-a-vis by the con-
ventional MUSIG activation function are illustrated in the result section. The dis-
cussions and conclusion section concludes the chapter.

2 Mathematical Prerequisites

In this section, we will discuss the concept of multi-objective optimization using
genetic algorithms (MOGA) in brief and different image segmentation quality
evaluation metrics.

2.1 Multi-objective Optimization Using Genetic Algorithms

Most of the real-world problems involve simultaneous optimization of several
conflicting and incomparable criteria/objectives and the single objective-based
solutions cannot be considered in those cases. Usually, the process generates a set
of alternative solutions instead of a single optimal solution. Each and every solution
in that search space has the same priority, no one solution is superior to the other
solution when all objectives are considered. There is no accepted definition to
choose the best solution from a set of solutions. Hence, the concept of the
multi-objective optimization is applied to solve multiple objectives with equal
importance.
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Mathematically, the definition of the multi-objective optimization is presented as
[30]:

Determine the vector function

f ðxÞ ¼ f1ðxÞ; f2ðxÞ; . . .; fkðxÞ
� �T ð1Þ

subject to the m inequality constraints [30] gi xð Þ� 0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m, and the
p equality constraints [30], hi xð Þ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; p where k is the number of
objective functions. The resultant solution x is a vector of n decision variables
x ¼ x1; x2; . . .; xn;ð ÞT where xLi � x � xUi ; i ¼ 1; 2; ::; n. The lower bound and
upper bound of each decision variable xi are xLi and xUi , respectively. In case of a
minimization problem, a decision vector x� is determined as a Pareto optimal if and
only if there is no x that dominates x�, i.e., there is no x such that 8i 2 1; 2; ::; nf g :
fiðxÞ � f ðx�Þ and 9j 2 1; 2; ::; nf g : fjðxÞ[ fjðx�Þ. The Pareto optimal solutions are
also noted as the non-dominated solutions.

According to different researchers, multi-objective search and optimization can
be solved by evolutionary algorithms (EAs) efficiently than any other blind search
algorithms. To solve the multi-objective optimization problems, evolutionary
algorithms like genetic algorithms (GA), PSO, etc., are the better options as they
process the set of solutions in parallel and the crossover is used to exploit the
similarity of solutions. Some of the recently developed elitist multi-objective
techniques are NSGA-II [31], SPEA [32], and SPEA 2 [33]. In this chapter,
NSGA-II has been employed to generate the optimized class levels in the
NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function-based method.

2.2 Evaluation of Segmentation Efficiency

The segmentation efficiency of the existing segmentation algorithms is evaluated by
several unsupervised subjective measures [39]. Among them, four different eval-
uation measures are discussed in the following subsections:

2.2.1 Correlation Coefficient (ρ)

The standard measure of correlation coefficient (ρ) [26] can be used to evaluate the
quality of segmentation achieved and it is represented as [26]

q ¼
1
n2
Pn

i¼1

Pn

j¼1
Rij � R
� �

Gij � G
� �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n2
Pn

i¼1

Pn

j¼1
Rij � R
� �2

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1
n2
Pn

i¼1

Pn

j¼1
Gij � G
� �2

s ð2Þ
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where Rij; 1 � i; j � n and Gij; 1 � i; j � n are the original and segmented
images respectively, each of dimensions n� n, R, and G are their respective mean
intensity values. A higher value of ρ implies better quality of segmentation.

2.2.2 Empirical Goodness Measures

An overview of three different empirical goodness measures is illustrated in this
subsection.

Let an image (Im) with an area SIm be segmented into N number of regions. The
area of region k is Sk ¼ Rkj j if Rk signifies the number of pixels in region k. The
average value of the gray level intensity feature (τ) in region k is denoted as [38]

Cs Rkð Þ ¼

P
p2Rk

CsðpÞ

Sk
ð3Þ

where Cτ(p) represents the value of τ for pixel p. The squared color error of region
k is denoted as [38]

e2k ¼
X

s2 R;G;Bð Þ

X

p2Rk

Cs pð Þ � CsðRkÞ
� �2 ð4Þ

Based on these notations three empirical measures (F, F′, and Q) are discussed
below.

1. Segmentation efficiency measure (F): The quantitative evaluation function F for
image segmentation, proposed by Liu and Yang [38] is presented as

FðImÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffi
N

p XN

k¼1

e2kffiffiffiffiffi
Sk

p ð5Þ
2. Segmentation efficiency measure (F′): The performance of Liu and Yang’s

method [38] is improved by Borsotti et al. [37]. They proposed another eval-
uation function, F′, which is represented as [37]

F
0 ðImÞ ¼ 1

1000� SIm

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
XMaxarea

m¼1

N mð Þ½ �1þ1
m

vuut XN

k¼1

e2kffiffiffiffiffi
Sk

p ð6Þ

where N(m) is represented as number of regions in the segmented image of an
area of m and MaxArea is used as the area of the largest region in the segmented
image.

3. Segmentation efficiency measure (Q): The performance of F and F′ is again
improvised by another evaluation function Q and it is denoted as [37]
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QðImÞ ¼ 1
1000 � SIm

ffiffiffiffi
N

p XN

k¼1

e2k
1þ log Sk

þ N Skð Þ
Sk

� �2
" #

ð7Þ

It has been observed that lower values of F, F′, and Q imply better segmentation
in contrast to the correlation coefficient (ρ) where higher values dictate terms.

3 Parallel Self-Organizing Neural Network (PSONN)
Architecture

The multilayer self-organizing neural network (MLSONN) [28] consists of an input
layer, a hidden layer, and an output layer of neurons. It is a feedforward neural
network architecture that operates in a self-supervised manner. The interested
readers can get the detailed study of the architecture and operation of the MLSONN
architecture in the article [28]. The miniature version of the generalized MLSONN
architecture is the three-layer self-organizing neural network (TLSONN) architec-
ture and it consists of a single hidden layer of neurons apart from the input and
output layers.

The parallel version of the self-organizing neural network (PSONN) [24, 40]
comprises of three independent single three-layer self-organizing neural network
(TLSONN) architecture in addition to a source layer and a sink layer.
Each TLSONN architecture of the PSONN architecture is applied for
component-level processing of the multidimensional data and the source layer and
the sink layer are used for the inputs to the network and for generating the final
network output, respectively. The pure color objects can be extracted efficiently
from a pure color image by the PSONN architecture [24, 40]. The functionality of
the source layer is to disperse the primary color component information of true
color images into the three parallel TLSONN architectures. However, the three
PSONN architectures operate in a self-supervised mode on multiple shades of color
component information [40]. The system errors are computed on the basis of the
linear indices of fuzziness of the color component information, which have been
obtained at the respective output layers. The system errors at the respective inter-
layer interconnection weights are adjusted using the standard backpropagation
algorithm [25]. This method of self-supervision proceeds until the system errors at
the output layers of the three independent SONNs fall below some tolerable limits.
The corresponding output layers of three independent SONN architectures produce
the extracted color component outputs. At last, the extracted pure color output
image is developed by mixing the segmented component outputs at the sink layer of
the PSONN network architecture [24, 40].

Basically, the intensity features of the pixels of different regions play a vital role
to segregate the object and the background regions in the input image. The mul-
tilevel input images, i.e., inputs which consist of different heterogeneous shades of
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image pixel intensity levels cannot be segmented by the PSONN [24, 40] network
architecture. This is solely due to the fact that the constituent primitives/SONNs
resort to the use of the standard bilevel sigmoidal activation functions [24, 40].
However, the problem of this network architecture can be solved by introducing a
modified activation function instead of changing the architectural concept. The
multilevel version of the generalized bilevel sigmoidal activation function is
introduced as the new activation function of this network to overcome the problem.
The main essence of the multilevel sigmoidal (MUSIG) activation [26] function
consists of its ability to map inputs into multiple output levels and capable to
segment true color images efficiently. The detailed review of the architecture and
operational characteristics of the PSONN network architecture can be found in the
literature [24, 40].

4 Parallel Optimized Multilevel Sigmoidal
(ParaOptiMUSIG) Activation Function

The PSONN architecture is applied to segment the color components of the color
gamut of individual pixel of the image into different class levels in parallel. For this
purpose, the individual color component of the multidimensional color pixels are
processed by the individual neural networks of the PSONN architecture parallelly
and independently. The individual color component, such as, the red component of
a color pixel can be taken as an individual grayscale object. The bilevel sigmoidal
activation function which is applied in the PSONN architecture is used to segment
the binary images. This activation function gives bipolar responses [0(low)/1(high)]
corresponding to input information and disable to classify the grayscale object into
multiple levels. To overcome this drawback, the multilevel sigmoidal (MUSIG)
activation function [26] is employed to generate multilevel outputs corresponding
to the multiple scales of the grayscale object and it is represented as [26]

fMUSIG x; la; clað Þ ¼
XK�1

a¼1

1
la þ e�k x� a�1ð Þcla�h½ � ð8Þ

where la denotes the multilevel class responses. It is represented as [26]
la ¼ CN

cla�cla�1
, where α denotes the grayscale object index (1 ≤ α < K) which is the

total number of grayscale object classes. The transfer characteristics of the MUSIG
activation function depends on the la parameter. The clα and clα-1 denote the
grayscale contributions of the αth and (α-1)th classes, respectively. The maximum
fuzzy membership of the grayscale contribution of neighborhood geometry is
denoted by CN. The threshold parameter (θ) in the MUSIG activation function is
fixed and uniformly distributed. In this activation function, the characteristics of the
underlying features of the color components are not considered and the class levels
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(clα) are selected manually from the grayscale histograms of the input color
components.

The optimized class boundaries are generated from the input image to overcome
the drawback of the MUSIG activation function. The optimized version of the
MUSIG activation (OptiMUSIG) [27] function is denoted as [27]

fOptiMUSIG ¼
XK�1

aopt¼1

1

laopt þ e�k x� a�1ð Þclaopt�hvar½ � ð9Þ

where claopt is the optimized grayscale contribution corresponding to optimized
class boundaries. Based on the optimized class boundaries, the variable threshold,

hvar ¼ claopt�1 þ
claopt � claopt�1

2
ð10Þ

This OptiMUSIG activation function is efficient to segment the grayscale images
and this activation function is applied to activate each individual SONN primitive
of PSONN architecture with appropriate optimized parameter settings [24]. The
parallel representation of the OptiMUSIG (ParaOptiMUSIG) activation function for
color image is represented as [29]

fParaOptiMUSIG ¼
X

t 2 R;G;Bf g
ftOptiMUSIG ð11Þ

where {R, G, B} represent the red, green, and blue layers, respectively, of the
PSONN [26] architecture and ftOptiMUSIG presents the OptiMUSIG activation function
for one layer of the network. The collection of the OptiMUSIG functions of dif-
ferent layers is denoted by the

P
sign.

The single objective-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function executes effi-
ciently to segment the color images. It has been observed that the single
objective-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function may not work efficiently with
respect to another objective criterion. To get rid of this, the multi-objective
criteria-based optimized class levels have to be generated and the NSGA-II-based
ParaOptiMUSIG activation function f ParaNSGA xð Þ� �

is presented [34]. This is denoted
as [34]

f ParaNSGA xð Þ ¼ f ParaF1 xð Þ; f ParaF2 xð Þ; . . .; f ParaFn xð Þ
h iT

ð12Þ

subject to gParaFi xð Þ� 0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m and hParaFi xð Þ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; p where
fParaFi xð Þ � 0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; n are different objective functions in the
NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function. gParaFi xð Þ � 0; i ¼
1; 2; . . .;m and hParaFi xð Þ ¼ 0; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .; p are the inequality and equality con-
straints of this function, respectively.
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5 Methodology of Segmentation

This chapter is intended to show the application of the ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function using the color version of a MR brain image. For this purpose, two
approaches are presented in this chapter. At first, the color MR brain image seg-
mentation by the single objective function-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function is narrated and after that, the methodology of the color MR brain image
segmentation is presented with the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function. A combined pseudocode of both approaches will give a brief view of
these algorithms and after that a detailed discussion is made.

1. Begin
2. Generate the optimized class levels for the color images.

2:1 Input number of classes (K) and pixel intensity levels.
2:2 Initialize each chromosome with K number of randomly selected class

levels.
2:3 Compute the fitnesses of each chromosome based on the fitness functions.
2:4 Apply the genetic operators.
2:5 Select a solution from the non-dominated set. /* Not applicable for single

objective-based method */

3. Design the ParaOptiMUSIG activation function by the selected optimized class
levels.

4. Input the color image pixel values to the source layer of the PSONN architecture
and distribute the color component to three individual SONNs.

5. Segment the color component images by individual SONNs.
6. Fusion of individual segmented component outputs into a color image at the

sink layer of the PSONN architecture.
7. End

5.1 Generation of Optimized Class Levels
for the Color Images

The optimized class levels (claopt ) of the ParaOptiMUSIG activation function are
generated in this phase. The optimized class levels can be generated by single
objective-based method to design the ParaOptiMUSIG activation function and by
NSGA-II algorithm to design the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function. The optimized class level generation method has gone through four
intermediate steps for single objective-based method and five intermediate steps for
NSGA-II-based method. The following subsections will illustrate these steps.
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5.1.1 Input Phase

The pixel intensity levels of the color image and the number of classes (K) to be
segmented are furnished as inputs to these optimization procedures. This step is
common for both the approaches.

5.1.2 Chromosome Representation and Population Generation

The chromosomes are created with the randomly generated real numbers for both
the processes and they are selected from the input color image information content.
The individual elements in the chromosome are considered as the optimized class
boundaries to segment the color image. Each pixel intensity of the color image
information is differentiated into three color components, viz., red, green, and blue
color components. Three different chromosome pools are originated for the three
individual color components and individual chromosome pool is employed to
generate the optimized class levels for the individual color component.
A population size of 100 has been used for both the approaches.

5.1.3 Fitness Computation

In this phase for the single objective-based method, four segmentation evaluation
criteria (ρ, F, F′, Q), given in Eqs. 2, 5, 6 and 7 respectively, are employed as the
fitness functions. These functions are used to evaluate the quality of the segmented
images in this genetic algorithm-based optimization procedure. In the
multi-objective-based approach, these segmentation evaluation functions are not
applied individually to evaluate the quality of the segmented images. Three seg-
mentation efficiency measures (ρ, F, F′), given in Eqs. 2, 5 and 6 respectively, are
applied as the evaluation functions in the NSGA-II algorithm. These fitness func-
tions are applied on three chromosome pools in cumulative fashion.

5.1.4 Genetic Operators

Three common genetic algorithm operators, i.e., selection, crossover, and mutation,
are also applied in both the approaches.

In the selection phase of the single objective-based method, a proportionate
fitness selection operator is applied to select the reproducing chromosomes. The
selection probability of the ith chromosome is evaluated as [29]

pi ¼ fi
Pn

j¼1
fj

ð13Þ
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where fi is the fitness value of the ith chromosome and n is the population size. The
cumulative fitness Pi of each chromosome is evaluated by adding individual fit-
nesses in ascending order. Subsequently, the crossover and mutation operators are
employed to evolve a new population. In this case, the crossover probability is
equal to 0.8. A single point crossover operation is applied to generate the new pool
of chromosomes. The mutation probability is taken as 0.01. The child chromosomes
are propagated to form the new generation after mutation.

In the NSGA-II-based method, the crowded binary tournament selection oper-
ator is applied to select the fitter chromosomes. The crossover probability and the
mutation probability are same like the single objective-based method. The
non-dominated solutions among the parent and child populations are carried out for
the next generation of NSGA-II. The near-Pareto-optimal strings furnish the desired
solutions in the last generation.

5.1.5 Selecting a Solution from the Non-dominated Set

This step is not applied for the single objective-based segmentation process as any
multi-objective algorithm generates a set of solutions instead of a single solution.
A particular solution has to be selected from the non-dominated solutions those
have rank one in the NSGA-II algorithm. It has been found from different research
articles that Davies–Bouldin (DB) index [41], CDbw (Composed Density between
and within clusters) [42] are some well-known cluster validity indices. It is not
desirable that any cluster validity index can be relevant for all clustering algorithms.
Zhang [39] showed in his article that the image segmentation results can be
assessed by the image segmentation evaluation index like entropy-based index or
quantitative-based index. A lower quantitative value or entropy value leads to better
segmentation. The NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function is gener-
ated from the selected chromosomes on the basis of the Q index [37], given in
Eq. 7.

5.2 ParaOptiMUSIG Activation Function Design

In the single objective-based approach, the optimized class boundaries (claopt ) which
have been obtained from the previous phase are applied to design the
ParaOptiMUSIG activation function. The NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG acti-
vation function is generated by the optimized class boundaries (claopt )which have
been selected in the Pareto optimal set. The optimized class boundaries for indi-
vidual color component in the selected chromosomes are applied to generate the
individual OptiMUSIG activation function for that color component, viz., the class
boundaries for the red component is employed to generate OptiMUSIG activation
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function for red and so on. The ParaOptiMUSIG function is rendered by collection
of the individual OptiMUSIG functions generated for the individual color com-
ponents using Eq. 11 and the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function
is derived using Eq. 12.

5.3 Input the Color Image Pixel Values to the Source Layer
of the PSONN Architecture and Distribute the Color
Component to Three Individual SONNs

In this phase, the source layer of the PSONN architecture is fed with the pixel
intensity levels of the color image. The number of neurons in the source layer of the
PSONN architecture and the number of the pixels in the processed image are the
same. The pixel intensity levels of the input color image are differentiated into three
individual primary color components and the three individual three-layer compo-
nent SONNs are fed with these independent primary color components, viz., the red
component is applied to one SONN, the green component to another SONN, and
the remaining SONN takes the blue component information at their respective input
layers. The fixed interconnections of the respective SONNs with the source layer
are responsible for this scenario.

5.4 Segmentation of Color Component Images
by Individual SONNs

The individual color components of the color images are segmented by applying the
corresponding SONN architecture channelized by the projected ParaOptiMUSIG
activation function at the individual primitives/neurons. The neurons of the different
layers of individual three-layer SONN architecture yield different input color
component level responses, depending on the number of transition lobes of the
ParaOptiMUSIG activation function. The subnormal linear index of fuzziness [26]
is applied to decide the system errors at the corresponding output layers as the
network has no a priori knowledge about the outputs. The standard backpropaga-
tion algorithm [25] is employed to adjust the interconnection weights between the
different layers to minimize the errors. The respective output layers of the inde-
pendent SONNs generate the final color component images after attaining stabil-
ization in the corresponding networks.
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5.5 Fusion of Individual Segmented Component
Outputs into a Color Image at the Sink Layer
of the PSONN Architecture

The segmented outputs derived at the three output layers of the three independent
three-layer SONN architectures are fused at the sink layer of the PSONN archi-
tecture to get the segmented color image. The number of segments is a combination
of the number of transition lobes of the designed ParaOptiMUSIG activation
functions employed during component-level segmentation.

6 Experimental Results and Analysis

Medical image segmentation with the single objective-based ParaOptiMUSIG
activation function and NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function are
demonstrated with one color MR brain image [35] of dimensions 170 × 170 using
the self-supervised PSONN neural network architecture. The original image is
shown in Fig. 1. This section is divided into two parts. In the first part, the color MR
brain image is segmented with the single objective-based ParaOptiMUSIG acti-
vation function and the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function is
applied to segment the same color image in the second part of this section.

Fig. 1 Color magnetic
resonance (MR) brain image
of dimensions 170 × 170
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6.1 Segmentation Using ParaOptiMUSIG Activation
Function

Experimental results of color MR brain image segmentation using single
objective-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function in connection with the
PSONN architecture is presented in this section. The ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function has been prepared with a fixed slope, λ = {2, 4} for K = {6, 8} classes. The
fixed slope λ = 4 in combination with 8 classes are applied to derive and present
the experimental results in this section of the chapter. Results are also reported for
the segmentation of the color MR brain image with the self-supervised PSONN
architecture guided by the MUSIG activation function with same number of class
responses and with heuristic class levels. Four evaluation functions (ρ, F, F′ and
Q) have been applied to demonstrate the quantitative measures of the efficiency of
the ParaOptiMUSIG and the conventional MUSIG activation functions for K = 8 in
this section. The genetic algorithm-based optimization procedure generates the
optimized sets of class boundaries claopt on the basis of four evaluation functions (ρ,
F, F′ and Q) for different number of classes. They are tabulated in Tables 1, 2, 3,
and 4 for the test image. In the first column of these tables, the evaluation functions
(EFop) which are used as the fitness functions in this approach are shown and the
optimized set of class boundaries are accounted in the third column of the tables.
Two set of results per evaluation function of the test image are presented. The
quality measures η [graded on a scale of 1 (best) to 2 (worst)] obtained by the
segmentation of the test images based on the corresponding set of optimized class
boundaries are shown in the last columns of the tables. All the evaluation function
values are reported in normalized form in this chapter. The boldfaced result in each
table denotes the best values obtained by the proposed approach for easy reckoning.
The genetic algorithm-based quality measures are applied to compare with the

Table 1 Optimized and fixed class boundaries and evaluated segmentation quality measures, ρ for
8 classes of color MR brain image

EF Set Color levels η

ρop 1 R = {0, 57, 69, 145, 152, 182, 234, 255} 0.9702 (2)

G = {0, 42, 68, 101, 108, 161, 229, 255}

B = {0, 18, 44, 74, 110, 139, 191, 255}

2 R = {0, 88,139, 142, 154, 222, 227, 255} 0.9728 (1)
G = {0, 55, 66, 102, 189, 197, 213, 255}
B = {0, 15, 33, 82, 117, 159, 222, 255}

ρfx 1 R = {0, 45, 70, 100, 120, 150, 180, 255} 0.9371 (1)
G = {0, 30, 50, 90, 110, 180, 200, 255}
B = {0, 43, 65, 86, 106, 140, 175, 255}

2 R = {0, 35, 90, 100, 115, 130, 140, 255} 0.9135 (2)

G = {0, 5, 74, 130, 155, 175, 200, 255}

B = {0, 50, 80, 120, 150, 175, 215, 255}
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quality measures which have been derived with the heuristically selected class
boundary-based conventional MUSIG activation function.

The ParaOptiMUSIG activation function-based PSONN architecture is applied
to generate the segmented multilevel test images for K = 8 and corresponding to the
best segmentation quality measures (ρ, F, F′ and Q) derived, as shown in Figs. 2, 3,
4 and 5.

The segmented test images obtained with the PSONN architecture characterized
by the conventional MUSIG activation applying fixed class responses for K = 8 and
with four segmentation quality measures (ρ, F, F′ and Q) achieved, as shown in
Figs. 6, 7, 8, and 9.

Table 2 Optimized and fixed class boundaries and evaluated segmentation quality measures,
F for 8 classes of color MR brain image

EF Set Color levels η

Fop 1 R = {0, 8, 37, 104, 150, 203, 245, 255} 0.655 (1)
G = {0, 20, 43, 69, 132, 227, 233, 255}
B = {0, 103, 136, 147, 185, 222, 230, 255}

2 R = {0, 6, 193, 228, 244, 250, 252, 255} 0.689 (2)

G = {0, 25, 43, 75, 87, 126, 149, 255}

B = {0, 14, 133, 237, 244, 249, 252, 255}

Ffx 1 R = {0, 20, 50, 100, 150, 200, 245, 255} 0.862 (1)
G = {0, 20, 50, 100, 130, 210, 230, 255}
B = {0, 80, 120, 140, 180, 220, 230, 255}

2 R = {0, 25, 55, 105, 155, 205, 245, 255} 1.000 (2)

G = {0, 30, 60, 110, 135, 215, 225, 255}

B = {0, 70, 115, 145, 175, 220, 235, 255}

Table 3 Optimized and fixed class boundaries and evaluated segmentation quality measures, F′
for 8 classes of color MR brain image

EF Set Color Levels η

F′op 1 R = {0, 13, 23, 83, 190, 210, 236, 255} 0.466 (1)
G = {0, 13, 26, 123, 180, 191, 212, 255}
B = {0, 9, 67, 107, 149, 189, 227, 255}

2 R = {0, 12, 32, 58, 88, 100, 158, 255} 0.562 (2)

G = {0, 16, 28, 81, 94, 181, 192, 255}

B = {0, 38, 77, 115, 152, 203, 209, 255}

F′fx 1 R = {0, 60, 90, 120, 150, 180, 250, 255} 0.991 (1)
G = {0, 30, 80, 140, 170, 185, 210, 255}
B = {0, 50, 130, 160, 186, 195, 210, 255}

2 R = {0, 55, 85, 115, 145, 180, 225, 255} 1.000 (2)

G = {0, 35, 80, 135, 165, 185, 215, 255}

B = {0, 50, 130, 160, 186, 195, 225, 255}
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It is quite clear from the derived results in Tables 1, 2, 3, and 4 that the
ParaOptiMUSIG activation function overwhelms its conventional MUSIG coun-
terpart in respect of the segmentation quality of the images. The ρ values reported in
Table 1 shows that the values derived by the genetic algorithm-based segmentation
method are larger than the same derived by the heuristically generated segmentation

Fig. 2 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the optimized class levels
pertaining to a set 1 b set 2 of Table 1 for the quality measure ρ with ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function

Fig. 3 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the optimized class levels
pertaining to a set 1 b set 2 of Table 2 for the quality measure F with ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function
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method. Similarly, the ParaOptiMUSIG activation function-based segmentation
method generates lower F, F′, and Q values in Tables 2, 3 and 4, respectively, than
the conventional MUSIG activation function-based segmentation method. It is also
be evident that the ParaOptiMUSIG function incorporates the image heterogeneity
as it can handle a wide variety of image intensity distribution prevalent in real life.

Fig. 4 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the optimized class levels
pertaining to a set 1 b set 2 of Table 3 for the quality measure F′ with ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function

Fig. 5 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the optimized class levels
pertaining to a set 1 b set 2 of Table 4 for the quality measure Q with ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function
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The segmented outputs generated by the ParaOptiMUSIG activation function-based
method are more qualitative than the segmented outputs generated by the MUSIG
activation function-based method. Different organs of the ParaOptiMUSIG acti-
vation function-based segmented images are more prominent than the MUSIG
activation function-based segmented images.

Fig. 6 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the fixed class levels pertaining to
a set 1 b set 2 of Table 1 for the quality measure ρ with MUSIG activation function

Fig. 7 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the fixed class levels pertaining to
a set 1 b set 2 of Table 2 for the quality measure F with MUSIG activation function
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6.2 Segmentation Using NSGA-II-Based ParaOptiMUSIG
Activation Function

This section tries to show the color MR brain image segmentation using
NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function. Also in this case, we have
conducted experiments with K = {6, 8} classes and reported for 8 classes for the

Fig. 8 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the fixed class levels pertaining to
a set 1 b set 2 of Table 3 for the quality measure F′ with MUSIG activation function

Fig. 9 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the fixed class levels pertaining to
a set 1 b set 2 of Table 4 for the quality measure Q with MUSIG activation function
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NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function and the conventional MUSIG
activation function. The fixed slope, λ = 4 is applied to design both the activation
functions. The derived optimized class levels by NSGA-II algorithm are applied to
design the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function. Three evaluation
functions ρ, F, and F′ (presented in Eqs. 2, 5 and 6, respectively) are applied as the
fitness functions in the NSGA-II algorithm. Another empirical evaluation function
(Q) (presented in Eq. 7) has been applied for the selection of the chromosome from
the Pareto optimal set and the selected class levels are applied in the PSONN
architecture.

The optimized set of class boundaries for the color MR brain image derived
using NSGA-II-based algorithm with the three evaluation functions (ρ, F, and F′)
are presented in Table 5. Three fitness values (ρ, F, and F′) of individual chro-
mosome set are also tabulated in that table. Two set of Pareto optimal set of
chromosomes of the test image are tabulated in the above-mentioned table. The
Q values of individual set of class boundaries for color images which have been
used for the gradation system for that particular set of class boundaries are pre-
sented in Table 6. The last column of the Table 5 shows the quality measures κ
[graded on a scale of 1 (best) onwards] obtained by the segmentation of the test
image based on the corresponding set of optimized class boundaries. The first four
good Q-valued chromosomes are indicated in that table for easy reckoning. In this
chapter, all evaluation function values are reported in normalized form.

The heuristically selected class boundaries are employed to generate the con-
ventional MUSIG activation function and those class boundaries are depicted in
Table 7. The same evaluation functions are applied to evaluate the individual set of
class boundaries and the results are reported in that table. After the segmentation
process using the MUSIG activation function, the quality of the segmented images

Table 4 Optimized and fixed class boundaries and evaluated segmentation quality measures,
Q for 8 classes of color MR brain image

EF Set Color levels η

Qop 1 R = {0, 47, 93, 109, 129, 178, 183, 255} 0.139 (2)

G = {0, 32, 43, 97, 110, 207, 218, 255}

B = {0, 52, 137, 140, 152, 229, 252, 255}

2 R = {0, 18, 38, 51, 158, 214, 234, 255} 0.114 (1)
G = {0, 40, 62, 88, 96, 172, 176, 255}
B = {0, 31, 120, 127, 174, 195, 203, 255}

Qfx 1 R = {0, 30, 60, 90, 140, 180, 205, 255} 0.535 (1)
G = {0, 20, 50, 80, 135, 175, 215, 255}
B = {0, 35, 55, 75, 125, 155, 210, 255}

2 R = {0, 45, 65, 85, 135, 175, 200, 255} 1.000 (2)

G = {0, 10, 50, 90, 130, 170, 210, 255}

B = {0, 40, 60, 75, 140, 150, 200, 255}
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Table 5 NSGA-II-based set of optimized class boundaries and corresponding evaluated
segmentation quality measures for 8 classes of color MR brain image

Set no. Class level ρ F F′ κ

1 (i) R = {2, 31, 71, 119, 135, 193, 213, 254}; G = {3, 43, 69,
112, 143, 182, 208, 236}; B = {0, 17, 52, 92, 128, 166,
206, 254}

0.9926 0.7877 0.6538 1

(ii) R = {2, 31, 75, 117, 135, 191, 213, 254}; G = {3, 45, 71,
116, 143, 180, 208, 236}; B = {0, 17, 52, 92, 126, 166,
206, 254}

0.9926 0.8027 0.6764 4

(iii) R = {2, 55, 63, 121, 137, 191, 213, 254}; G = {3, 44, 71,
112, 143, 180, 208, 236}; B = {0, 18, 52, 92, 128, 166,
206, 254}

0.9923 0.8454 0.8706

(iv) R = {2, 55, 63, 121, 135, 191, 211, 254}; G = {3, 44, 71,
112, 143, 178, 208, 236}; B = {0, 18, 52, 92, 126, 166,
206, 254}

0.9915 0.9393 0.9430

(v) R = {2, 55, 63, 123, 135, 191, 211, 254}; G = {3, 44, 73,
114, 143, 178, 208, 236}; B = {0, 18, 54, 93, 126, 166,
206, 254}

0.9906 0.9520 1.0000

(vi) R = {2, 31, 73, 115, 135, 191, 213, 254}; G = {3, 43, 71,
116, 143, 180, 208, 236}; B = {0, 17, 52, 92, 126, 166,
206, 254}

0.9908 0.8191 0.6978 3

(vii) R = {2, 31, 71, 115, 135, 191, 213, 254}; G = {3, 43, 69,
116, 141, 180, 208, 236}; B = {0, 17, 48, 88, 126, 166,
206, 254}

0.9908 0.8265 0.6878 2

2 (i) R = {2, 39, 63, 112, 138, 182, 196, 254}; G = {3, 46, 61,
113, 122, 169, 179, 236}; B = {0, 17, 52, 94, 131, 171,
213, 254}

0.9926 0.8069 0.6901

(ii) R = {2, 39, 63, 110, 138, 182, 198, 254}; G = {3, 46, 61,
113, 122, 173, 179, 236}; B = {0, 17, 56, 94, 131, 175,
213, 254}

0.9924 0.7480 0.6455 2

(iii) R = {2, 41, 59, 112, 138, 182, 194, 254}; G = {3, 46, 59,
111, 120, 173, 179, 236}; B = {0, 17, 48, 92, 131, 171,
213, 254}

0.9915 0.8574 0.7681

(iv) R = {2, 39, 63, 104, 134, 182, 194, 254}; G = {3, 46, 59,
113, 120, 173, 179, 236}; B = {0, 17, 52, 94, 131, 171,
213, 254}

0.9912 0.8002 0.7066

(v) R = {2, 39, 63, 112, 132, 182, 198, 254}; G = {3, 17, 48,
92, 131, 171, 213, 236}; B = {0, 17, 56, 94, 131, 175,
213, 254}

0.9918 0.7847 0.6252 1

(vi) R = {2, 41, 59, 104, 134, 182, 194, 254}; G = {3, 46, 59,
113, 120, 173, 179, 236}; B = {0, 17, 48, 92, 131, 171,
213, 254}

0.9918 0.8384 0.7312

(vii) R = {2, 39, 61, 112, 132, 182, 198, 254}; G = {3, 46, 61,
113, 122, 173, 177, 236}; B = {0, 17, 52, 94, 131, 175,
213, 254}

0.9915 0.8001 0.7216 4

(viii) R = {2, 39, 65, 112, 132, 182, 198, 254}; G = {3, 46, 59,
113, 124, 173, 177, 236}; B = {0, 17, 56, 94, 131, 175,
213, 254}

0.9919 0.7854 0.6624 3

(ix) R = {2, 39, 63, 112, 140, 182, 198, 254}; G = {3, 46, 61,
111, 122, 173, 177, 236}; B = {0, 17, 52, 94, 131, 173,
213, 254}

0.9921 0.8088 0.7703
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are evaluated using the Q evaluation function and the results are tabulated in
Table 8.

It is quite clear from Tables 6 and 8 that the fitness values derived by the
NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function for color image are better than
those obtained by the conventional MUSIG activation function. In most of the
cases, the Q value in Table 6 is lower than the same value in Table 8 for the test
image. From the earlier discussion, it is to be mentioned that the lower value of
Q signifies the better segmentation. It is evident from those tables that the image
segmentation done by the proposed method generates the lower Q values than the
image segmentation done by the heuristically selected class levels. In another way,
the ρ, F, and F′ values of Table 5 derived by the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG
activation function for the test image are better than those values, reported in
Table 7 by the conventional MUSIG activation function for the same image.

On the basis of the evaluation metric, Q value, first four better results of each set
from Table 6 are used in the PSONN network to segment the color MR brain
image. The segmented color test image derived with the PSONN architecture using
the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function for K = 8 is shown in
Figs. 10 and 11.

Table 6 The evaluated segmentation quality measure Q of each optimized class boundaries of
Table 5

Set No (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii)

1 Q 0.8230 0.8477 0.8769 0.8856 0.8902 0.8382 0.8338

2 No (i) (ii) (iii) (iv) (v) (vi) (vii)

Q 0.9025 0.8893 0.9072 0.9001 0.8889 0.9028 0.8934

No (viii) (ix)

Q 0.8905 0.9005

Table 7 Fixed class boundaries and corresponding evaluated segmentation quality measures for 8
classes of color MR brain image

Set no. Class level ρ F F′

1 R = {2, 30, 60, 100, 135, 195, 215, 254};
G = {3, 30, 60, 100, 135, 195, 215, 236};
B = {0, 30, 60, 100, 135, 195, 215, 254}

0.9887 0.7895 0.5849

2 R = {2, 35, 70, 95, 130, 190, 218, 254};
G = {3, 35, 70, 95, 130, 190, 218, 236};
B = {0, 35, 70, 95, 130, 190, 218, 254}

0.9867 1.0000 0.8805

3 R = {2, 25, 65, 110, 145, 200, 220, 254};
G = {25, 65, 110, 145, 200, 220, 236};
B = {0, 25, 65, 110, 145, 200, 220, 254}

0.9902 0.6877 0.4739

4 R = {2, 28, 55, 105, 140, 210, 225, 254};
G = {3, 28, 55, 105, 140, 210, 225, 236};
B = {0, 28, 55, 105, 140, 210, 225, 254}

0.9868 0.9102 0.9032
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Now, the quality of the segmented images by the MUSIG activation
function-based method is not good than the segmented images by the
NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function. The components of the

Table 8 The evaluated
segmentation quality measure
Q of each fixed class
boundaries of Table 7

Image Set no Q

MRI 1 0.9054

2 1.0000

3 0.7627

4 0.8158

Fig. 10 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the optimized class levels
referring to a–d set 1 of Table 5 for first four better quality measure Q with NSGA-II-based
ParaOptiMUSIG activation function
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images are segmented effectively by the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activa-
tion function than the MUSIG activation function. Different organs of the seg-
mented image in Figs. 10 and 11 are more prominent than the segmented images
presented in Fig. 12.

From the above analysis, the image segmentation method using the conventional
MUSIG activation function is outperformed by the image segmentation method by
the ParaOptiMUSIG activation function and the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG
activation function for color MR brain image as regards to the segmentation quality
of the images. It is also be evident that both the approaches incorporate the image

Fig. 11 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the optimized class levels
referring to a–d set 2 of Table 5 for first four better quality measure Q with NSGA-II-based
ParaOptiMUSIG activation function
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heterogeneity as it can handle a wide variety of image intensity distribution pre-
valent in real life.

7 Discussions and Conclusion

In this chapter, a comparison-based color MR brain image segmentation is pre-
sented. Three standard activation functions, viz., the ParaOptiMUSIG activation
function, the NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation, and the MUSIG activa-
tion function, with the PSONN architecture are applied to segment the real-life

Fig. 12 8-class segmented 170 × 170 color MR brain image with the fixed class levels referring to
a–d of Table 7 with MUSIG activation function
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color MR brain images. Four standard segmentation evaluation functions are
applied in all cases. The ParaOptiMUSIG activation function-based segmentation
method outperforms the standard MUSIG activation function-based segmentation
method in all respect. The NSGA-II-based ParaOptiMUSIG activation function
performs better in quantitatively and qualitatively than the conventional MUSIG
activation function with fixed and heuristic class levels for the segmentation of
real-life color MR brain image.
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Convergence Analysis of Backpropagation
Algorithm for Designing an Intelligent
System for Sensing Manhole Gases

Varun Kumar Ojha, Paramartha Dutta, Atal Chaudhuri
and Hiranmay Saha

Abstract Human fatalities are reported due to excessive proportional presence of
hazardous gas components in manhole, such as hydrogen sulphide, ammonia,
methane, carbon dioxide, nitrogen oxide, carbon monoxide, etc. Hence, predeter-
mination of these gases is imperative. A neural network (NN)-based intelligent
sensory system was proposed for avoiding such fatalities. Backpropagation (BP) was
applied for supervised training of the proposed neural network model. A gas sensor
array consists of many sensor elements was employed for sensing manhole gases.
Sensors in the sensor array were only responsible for sensing their target gas
components. Therefore, the presence of multiple gases results in cross sensitivity
that is a crucial issue to this problem. It is viewed as a pattern recognition and noise
reduction problem. Various performance parameters and complexity of the problem
influences NN training. In this chapter, performance of BP algorithm on such
real-life application was comprehensively studied, compared, and contrasted with
several hybrid intelligent approache, both in theoretical and in statistical senses.
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1 Introduction

Computational Intelligence (CI) offers solutions to a wide range of real-life prob-
lems. In this chapter, we have resorted to using a CI approach to offer a design of an
intelligent sensory system (ISS) for detecting manhole gas mixture. The manhole
gas mixture detection problem was treated as a pattern recognition/noise reduction
problem. For the past decades, neural network (NN) has been proven as a powerful
tool for machine learning application in various domains. In this chapter, we have
used backpropagation (BP) NN technique for designing an ISS. The primary aim of
this chapter is to provide a comprehensive performance study of BP algorithm.

Decomposition of wastage and sewage into sewer pipeline leads to toxic gaseous
mixture formation, known as a manhole gas mixture that usually has toxic gases
such as hydrogen sulphide (H2S), ammonia (NH3), methane (CH4), carbon dioxide
(CO2), nitrogen oxides (NOx), etc., [1–3]. Often, human fatalities occur due to
excessive proportion of the mentioned toxic gases. The persons, who have the
responsibilities for the maintenance and cleaning of sewer pipeline are in need of a
compact instrument that may able predetermine safeness of manholes. In the recent
years, due to the toxic gas exposures, several instances of deaths were reported,
including municipality labourers and pedestrians [4–8]. We have investigated the
commercially available gas sensor tools. We found that the commercially available
gas detectors are insufficient in sensing all the aforementioned gases and the cross
sensitive in their response is a basic problem associated with these sensor units.

Rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Sect. 2.1 provides a brief literature
survey followed by a concise report on our research contribution in Sect. 2.2.
Readers may find discussion on design issues of the proposed intelligent sensory
system (ISS) in Sect. 2.3, a discussion on data sample preparation in Sects. 2.5 and
the crucial issue of the cross sensitivity in Sect. 2.4. Section 2.6 provides a brief
discussion on NN configuration, training pattern and BP algorithm. Performance
analysis of BP algorithm on such real application provided in Sect. 3 is central
subject of this chapter. Finally, Sections 4 and 5 provide results and conclusion,
respectively.

2 Mechanism

This section provides a detailed discussion on the various materials and methods
acquired in the design and the development of the ISS. We thoroughly explains
design issues of an intelligent gas detection system, data collection process and data
preparation technique.
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2.1 A Brief Literature Survey

In the past few years, several research work have been reported on the development
and design of electronic nose (E-NOSE) and gas detection system. After an
detailed literature examination, we may appreciate the effort by Li et al. [9] for his
contribution in developing a NN-based mixed gas (NOx, and CO) measurement
system. On the other hand, Sirvastava et al. [10, 11] have proposed a design of
intelligent E-NOSE system using BP and Neuro-genetic approach. A pattern rec-
ognition technique, based on the wallet transformation for gas mixture analysis
using single tin-oxide sensor was presented by Llobet [12]. Liu et al. [13] addressed
a genetic-NN algorithm to recognize patterns of mixed gases (a mixture of three
component gases) using infrared gas sensor. Tsirigotis et al. [14] illustrated a
NN-based recognition system for CO and NH3 gases using metallic oxide gas
sensor array (GSA). Lee et al. [15] illustrated uses of micro-GSA combined with
NN for recognizing combustible leakage gases. Ambard et al. [16] have demon-
strated use of NN for gas discrimination using a tin-oxide GSA for the gases H2,
CO and CH4. In [17], authors have illustrated a NN-based technique for devel-
oping a gas sensory system for sensing gases in a dynamic environment. Pan et al.
[18] have shown several applications of E-NOSE. Wongchoosuka et al. [19] have
proposed an E-NOSE detection system based on carbon nanotube-SnO2 gas sensors
for detecting methanol. Zhang et al. [20] developed a knowledge-based genetic
algorithm for detecting mixed gas in mines. Won and Koo [21] proposed a system
for estimation of hazardous gas release rate using optical sensor and NN-based
technique. A comprehensive study of the above-mentioned articles lead us to the
following conclusion: (i) mostly, BP and NN-based techniques were used for gas
detection problem in the respective application areas; (ii) mainly, two or three gas
mixture detection was addressed and that too, the gases were those, whose sensors
were not cross sensitive at high extent; and (iii) cross sensitivity was not addressed
firmly. In the design of manhole gas mixture detection system, cross sensitivity due
to the presence of several toxic gases is a vital issue. Present article firmly addresses
this issue. Ojha et al. [22–24] have presented several approaches towards potential
solution to manhole gas detection issue.

2.2 Present Approach and Contribution

In this chapter, manhole gas detection problem was treated as a pattern
recognition/noise reduction problem, where a NN regressor was modelled and
trained in supervised mode using BP algorithm. A semiconductor-based GSA
containing distinct semiconductor-type gas sensors was used to sense the presence of
gases according to their concentration in manhole gas mixture. Sensed values were
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cross sensitive as multiple gases exists in manhole gas mixture. Cross sensitivity was
occurred because the gas sensors are sensitive towards non-target gases too. Our aim
was to train a NN regressor such that cross sensitivity effect can be minimized. The
developed ISS would help persons to be watchful against the presence of toxic gases
before entering into manholes and thereby avoiding fatality. Various parameters of
BP algorithm were tuned to extract-out best possible result. Performance of BP on
various parameters tuning are comprehensively reported. In addition, performance
analysis of BP algorithm against various hybrid intelligent approaches such as
conjugate gradient, neuro-genetic (NN trained using genetic algorithm), and
neuro-swarm (NN trained using particle swarm optimization algorithm) is reported,
both in theoretical and statistical senses.

2.3 Basic Design of Intelligent Sensory System

The design illustrated in this chapter consisted of three constituent units: input,
intelligent and output. Input unit consists of gas suction-motor chamber, GSA and
data acquisition-cum data-preprocessor block. Intelligent unit receives data from
input unit and after performing its computation, it sends result to output unit. Output
unit presents systems’ output in user-friendly form. Gas mixture sample is allowed
to pass over semiconductor-based GSA. Preprocessing block receives sensed data
values from GSA and make sure that the received data values are normalized before
feeding it to NN. Later, output unit perform de-normalization of network response
to generates alarm, if any of the toxic gas components exceeds their safety limit. For
training of NN, several data samples were prepared. Block diagram shown in Fig. 1
is a lucid representation of above discussion.

2.4 Semiconductor-Based Gas Sensor Array
(GSA) and Cross Sensitivity Issue

Metal oxide semiconductor (MOS) gas sensors were used for GSA. We
used N distinct sensor element representing n gases. MOS sensors are
resistance-type electrical sensors, where response was change in circuit resistance
proportional to gas concentration, given as DRs=R0, where DRs is change in MOS
sensor resistance and R0 is base resistance value [15, 19]. A typical arrangement of
GSA is shown in Fig. 2. The circuitry shown in Fig. 2 was developed in our
laboratory. In Ghosh et al. [25, 26], we elaborately discussed sensor array and its
working principles. Although gas sensor elements were supposed to detect
only their target gases, they showed sensitivity towards other gases too. Hence,
sensor array response always involved cross-sensitivity effect [9]. This indicates
that sensors’ responses were noisy. If we concentrate on the first and second rows in
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Table 1, we may observe the inherent cross-sensitivity effect in responses of sen-
sors. The first and second samples in Table 1 indicate that changes in concentration
of only methane gas resulted in change in response of all the other sensors,
including the sensor earmarked for methane gas. It is indicated that the prepared
data sample was containing cross-sensitive effect. We may observed that
cross-sensitivity effect was not random, rather followed some characteristics and
patterns. Hence, in operating (real-world) environment, raw sensor responses of
GSA may not be used for predicting concentration of manhole gases. Therefore, to
predict/forecast level of concentration of manhole gases, we proposed to use ISS,
equipped with pattern recognition/noise reduction techniques that will help to
filter-out noise induced on sensors due to cross sensitivity.

Fig. 1 Intelligent sensory system for manhole gas detection

Fig. 2 Gas sensor array with
data acquisition system for
sensing concentration of
manhole gases
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2.5 Data Collection Method

Data sample for experiment and NN training was prepared in following steps: In the
first step, we collected information about safety limits of the component gases of
manhole gas mixture. After that, distinct concentration values (level) around the
safety limits of each manhole gas were recognized. Several gas mixture samples
were prepared by mixing gas components in different combinations of their con-
centration level. As an example, if we have five gases and three recognized con-
centration levels of each gas, then, we may mix them in 243 different combinations.
Hence, we obtained 243 gas mixture samples. When these samples were allowed
one by one to pass over semiconductor-based GSA, as a result, we got data table
shown in Table 1.

2.6 Neural Network Approach

We already mentioned in Sect. 2 that raw sensor response may not accu-
rately represent real-world scenario. Therefore, we were inclined to use NN tech-
nique in order to reduce noise, so that prediction can achieve high accuracy with
lowest possible error.

2.6.1 Multi-layer Perceptron

NN, “a massively parallel distributed processor that has a natural propensity for
storing experiential knowledge and making it available for subsequent use” [27],
trained using BP algorithm may offer a solution to aforementioned problem. NN
shown in Fig. 3 contains 5 input nodes, n hidden nodes with l layers and 5 output
nodes leading to a 5 − n … n − 5 network configuration. Nodes in input layer as
well as in output layer indicate that our system was developed for detecting 5 gases
from manhole gaseous mixture. A detailed discussion on NN performance based on
network configuration is provided in Sect. 3.1.2.

Table 1 Data sample for intelligent sensory system (samples illustrated for example purpose)

No. of Sample Sample gas mixture (in ppm) Sensor response (DRs=R0)

NH3 CO H2S CO2 CH4 NH3 CO H2S CO2 CH4

1 50 100 100 100 2000 0.053 0.096 0.065 0.037 0.121

2 50 100 100 100 5000 0.081 0.108 0.074 0.044 0.263
3 50 100 100 200 2000 0.096 0.119 0.092 0.067 0.125

4 50 100 200 200 5000 0.121 0.130 0.129 0.079 0.274

5 50 100 200 400 2000 0.145 0.153 0.139 0.086 0.123
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2.6.2 Training Pattern

We acquired supervised mode of learning for training of NN. Hence, the training
pattern constituted of input vector and target vector. We mentioned above that
normalized sensor responses were given as input to NN. Hence, input vector
I consisted of normalized values of sensor responses. In given data sample, input
vector was a five-element vector, where each element represents a gas of gas
mixture. Input vector I can be represented as follows:

I ¼ i1; i2; i3; i4; i5½ �T : ð1Þ

The system output was presented in terms of concentration of gases. Hence,
target vector T was prepared using values of gas mixture sample. In given data
sample, target vector was a five-element vector, where each element represents a
gas in gas mixture. Target vector T can be represented as follows:

T ¼ t1; t2; t3; t4; t5½ �T : ð2Þ

A training set containing input vector and target vector can be represented as per
Table 2.

Fig. 3 NN architecture for five input manhole gas components
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2.6.3 Backpropagation (BP) Algorithm

Let us have a glimpse of BP algorithm as described by Rumelhart [28]. BP algo-
rithm is a form of supervised learning for training of multi-layer NNs, also known
as generalized delta rule [28], where error data from output layer are backpropa-
gated to earlier ones, allowing incoming weights to be updated [27, 28]. Synaptic
weight matrix W can be updated using delta rule is as:

W nþ 1ð Þ ¼ W nð Þ þ DW nþ 1ð Þ; ð3Þ

where n indicates nth epoch training and DW nþ 1ð Þ is computed as:

DW nþ 1ð Þ ¼ gg nþ 1ð Þ þ m � g nð Þ; ð4Þ

where g is learning rate, b is momentum factor, and g(n) is gradient of nth epoch
computed as:

g nð Þ ¼ dj nð Þyi nð Þ: ð5Þ

Local gradient dj nð Þ is computed both at output layer and hidden layer as
follows:

dj nð Þ ¼ �ejðnÞu vj nð Þ� �
for output layer

¼ u vj nð ÞRkdk nð Þwkj nð Þ� �
for hidden layer:

ð6Þ

The algorithm terminates either sum of squared error (SSE) reached to an
acceptable minimum, or algorithm completes its maximum allowed iterations. SSE
measures performance of BP algorithm [29], computed as:

SSE ¼ 1
2

X
p

Opi � tpi
� �2

for all p and i; ð7Þ

where Opi and tpi are actual and desired outputs, respectively, realized at output
layer, p is total number of input pattern vectors and i is number of nodes in output
layer. A flow diagram shown in Fig. 4 clearly illustrates aforementioned BP
algorithm.

Table 2 Training set for neural network

No. of
pattern

Input vector I Target vector T

i1 i2 i3 i4 i5 t1 t2 t3 t4 t5
(I1, T1) 0.19 0.35 0.23 0.13 0.44 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 0.4

(I2, T2) 0.29 0.39 0.27 0.16 0.96 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.02 1

(I3, T3) 0.35 0.43 0.33 0.24 0.45 0.01 0.02 0.02 0.04 0.4

(I4, T4) 0.44 0.47 0.47 0.28 1 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.04 1

(I5, T5) 0.52 0.55 0.51 0.31 0.45 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.4
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3 Performance Study Based on Various Parameters

We implement BP algorithm using JAVA programming language. Training of NN
model was provided by using data sample prepared as per method indicted in
Table 2. Thereafter, performance of BP algorithm was observed. An algorithm used
for training of NN for any particular application is said to be efficient if and only if,
SSE or mean square error (MSE) induced on NN for given training set can be
reduced to an acceptable minimum. BP algorithm is robust and popular algorithm
used for training of multi-layer perceptrons (MLPs). Performance analysis pre-
sented in this section aims to offer an insight of the strengths and weaknesses of BP
algorithm used for the mentioned application problem. Performance of BP algo-
rithm depends on adequate choice of various parameters used in algorithm and
complexity of problem for which the algorithm used. We may not control the

Fig. 4 Schematic of BP
algorithm flow diagram
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complexity of the problem, but we may regulate the underlying parameters in order
to enhance BP algorithm’s performance. Even though BP algorithm is widely used
for NN training, its several controlling parameters are one of the reasons that
motivated research community to think of the alternatives of BP algorithm. Our
study illustrates influence of these parameters over the performance of BP
algorithm.

3.1 Parameter Tuning of BP Algorithm

Performance of BP algorithm is highly influenced by various heuristics and
parameters used [27, 28]. These includes training mode, network configuration
(network model), learning rate (g), momentum factor (b), initialization of free
parameters (synaptic weights), i.e. initial search space (v), volume of training set,
and terminating criteria.

3.1.1 Mode of Training

BP algorithm has two distinguish modes of training: sequential mode and batch
mode. Both of these training methods have their advantages and disadvantages. In
sequential mode, free parameters (synaptic weights) of NN are made to be adjusted
for each of training example of a training set. In other words, synaptic weight
adjustment is based on instantaneous error induced on NN for each instance of
training example. This particular fashion of weight adjustment makes the sequential
mode training easy and simple to implement. Since the sequential mode training is
stochastic in nature, convergence may not follow smooth trajectory, but it may
avoid being stuck into local minima and may lead to a global optimum if one exists.
On contrary, in batch mode, free parameters are updated once in an epoch. An
epoch of training indicates the adjustment of free parameters of a NN that takes
place once for entire training set. In other words, training of NN is based on SSE
induced on NN. Hence, gradient computation in this particular fashion of training is
more accurate. Therefore, the convergence may be slow, but may follow smooth
trajectory. Figures 5 and 6 indicate performance of BP algorithm based on these
two distinct modes of NN training. Figure 5 indicates that the convergence using
batch mode training method was slower than that of sequential mode training. From
Figs. 5 and 6, we may be observed that sequential mode training method may
not follow smooth trajectory, but it may lead to global optimum, whereas, it is
evident that in batch mode training method, convergence was following smooth
trajectory.
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3.1.2 Network Configuration

Multi-layer perceptrons are used for solving nonlinear problems. Basic MLP con-
figuration consists of one input layer, one output layer with one or more hidden
layer (s). Each layer may consist of one or more processing unit (neurons). The
primary task in devising problems in NN is the selection of appropriate network
model. Finding an optimum NN configuration is also known as structural training
of NN. Network selection process starts with the selection of most basic three-layer
architecture. Three-layer NN consists of a input layer, a hidden layer and a output
layer. Number of neurons at input and output layers depends on problem itself. The
gas detection problem was essentially a noise reduction problem, where NN tries to
reduce noise of signals emitting from sensors in the presence of gas mixture. Hence,
it was obvious that the number of outputs equals the number of inputs. In this
application, we were designing a system that detects five gases. It is because there
were five input signals to NN that leads to five processing units at input layer and
five processing units at output layer. In three-layer NN configuration, the network
configuration optimization reduces to the scope of regulating number of processing
units (neurons) at hidden layer. Keeping other parameters fixed to certain values,
the number of nodes at hidden layer was regulated from 1 to 8 to monitor influence
of NN configuration on performance of BP algorithm. Parameter setup was as
follows: number of iterations was set to thousand, g to 0.5, b to 0.1, v 2 �1:5; 1:5½ �
and training volume to fifty training examples.

Fig. 5 Convergence: sequence versus batch mode

Fig. 6 Convergence trajectory in (left) sequence mode and (right) batch mode
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Figure 7 demonstrates performance of BP algorithm based on network config-
uration, where horizontal axis (X-axis) indicates changes in number of nodes at
hidden layer, while vertical axis (Y-axis) indicates average values of SSE obtained
against various network configurations. From Fig. 7, it is evident that the algorithm
performed best with a network configuration 5–4–5, where value 4 indicates
number of nodes at hidden layer, whereas, for configuration higher than 5–5–5,
performance of the algorithm was becoming poorer and poorer. Figure 7 illustrates
BP algorithm convergence trajectory for its various network configurations. It may
be observed that convergence speed was slower for higher network configurations
than that of lower network configurations, and it is because of the fact that the
higher network configurations have large number of free parameters in comparison
to the lower network configurations. Therefore, the higher configurations need more
number of iteration to converge than the lower network configuration.

We may increase number of hidden layers to form four- or five-layered NN. For
the sake of simplicity, number of nodes was kept same at each hidden layer. It has
been observed that computational complexity is directly proportional to number of
hidden layers in network. It was obvious to bear additional computational cost if the
performance of the algorithm improves for increasing number of hidden layers. It
has also been observed that performances of algorithm and network configuration
are highly sensitive to training set volume. Performance study based on training set
volume is discussed in Sect. 3.1.6.

3.1.3 Initialization of Free Parameters (Initial Search Space—v)

Proper choice of v contributes to the performance of BP algorithm. Free parameters
of BP algorithm were initialized with some initial guess. The remaining parameters
were kept fixed at certain values, and synaptic weights were initialized between
[−0.5, 0.5] and [−2.0, 2.0] in order to monitor influence of synaptic weights’
initialization on performance of BP algorithm. Parameters setting was as follows:
number of iteration was set to thousand, g to 0.5, b to 0.1, network configuration to
5–5–5 and training volume to fifty training examples.

Fig. 7 (left) Convergence trajectory at NN Configuration; (right) SSE at various NN
Configurations
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In Fig. 8, X-axis represents iteration, whereas, Y-axis represents average SSE
values. The four continuous lines in Fig. 8 indicate convergence trajectory for
various initialization ranges. Figure 8 demonstrates that large initial values lead to
small local gradient that causes learning to be very slow. It was also observed that
learning was good at somewhere between small and large initial values. In this case,
�1.1 was a good choice of range v.

3.1.4 Convergence Trajectory Analysis

In Fig. 9, X-axis indicates number of iteration, while Y-axis indicates average SSE
achieved. Parameters settingwas as follows: network configuration set at 5–5–5, number
of iteration taken is 10,000, η taken is 0.5, β taken is 0.1 and training set volume is 50.
Figure 9 indicates convergence trajectory of BP algorithm,where it may be observed that
the performance of BP improves when iteration number was increased. For given
training set and network configuration, average SSE gets reduced to 0.005 (SSE figures
in this chapter are on normalized data) at iteration number 1000.

3.1.5 Learning Rate and Momentum Factor

Learning rate (g) is crucial for BP algorithm. It is evident from BP algorithm
mentioned in Sect. 2.6.3 that weight changes in BP algorithm are proportional to
derivative of error. Learning rate g controls weight changes. With larger g, larger

Fig. 8 (left) Convergence trajectory at χ; (right) SSE at various χ

Fig. 9 (left) Convergence in batch mode; (right) Convergence in sequential mode
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being weight changes in epochs. Training/Learning of NN is faster if g is larger and
slower if g is lower. The size of g can influence networks ability to achieve a stable
solution. A true gradient descent technique should take little steps to build solution.
If g gets too large, then algorithm may disobey gradient descent procedure. Two
distinct experiments have been done using g and their results are illustrated in
Fig. 10.

In the first experiment, as shown in left of Fig. 10, network configuration was set
to 5–5–5, number of iteration was set to 10,000, b was set to 0.1, training set
volume was set to two-hundred and batch mode training was adopted. From this
experiment, it was observed that for larger values of g, weight change DWij was
larger and for smaller g, weight change DWij was smaller. At a fixed iteration
10,000 and at g ¼ 0:9, network training speed was fast. We got SSE 0.02 at g ¼ 0:9
and at g ¼ 0:1, SSE was 0.05 which indicated that for small g, algorithm required
more steps to converge, though convergence was guaranteed because small steps
minimize the chance of escaping global minima. With larger values of g, algorithm
may escape global minima that is clearly indicated in Fig. 10.

In the second experiment shown in right of Fig. 10, it may be observed that for
lower η, i.e. 0.1 and 0.2, algorithm fell short to reach to a good result in limited
number of iteration. However, at η 0.3 and 0.4, algorithm offered a good result,
whereas, for learning rates higher than 0.4, algorithm tends to escape global optima.

For slight modification to BP weight update rule, additional momentum (b) term
was introduced by Rumelhart [28]. Momentum factor was introduced to preserve
weight change that should influence current search direction. The term momentum
indicates that once weight starts moving in a particular direction, it should continue
to move in that direction. Momentum can help in speeding-up learning and can help
in escaping local minima. But too much speed may become unhealthy for a training
process. Figure 11 indicates that for lower values of momentum rate, algorithm
performs well. Therefore, b value should be increased as per learning speed
requirements.

Fig. 10 (left) Convergence trajectories at η; (right) average SSE at various η
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3.1.6 Training Volume

We have already mentioned that performance of BP algorithm depends on its
parameters and complexity of problem. We can regulate those parameters to
improve the performance of the algorithm, but we cannot control the complexity of
problem. Performance of an algorithm is highly influenced by the size of training
set and the characteristic of data within training set. In Figs. 12 and 13, we present
an observation based on volume of training set. In Fig. 12 (left), X-axis indicates
volume of training set, whereas Y-axis indicates average SSE achieved. Figure 12
(left) indicates that average SSE has been plotted against different training set
volumes feeding to networks of fixed size, trained at same iteration. From Fig. 12
(left), it may be observed that performance of the algorithm gets poorer
on increasing volume of training set. To improve performance of the algorithm, we
reconfigured NN to higher configuration and increased maximum training iteration
values each time training set volume was increased. In Fig. 12 (right), first row
values along X-axis indicate number of hidden layer nodes in a three-layered NN
and second row values along X-axis indicate volume of training set, whereas Y-axis
indicates average SSE achieved. In Fig. 13 (left), first row, second row and third
row values along X-axis indicate maximum iteration, number of hidden layer nodes
in three-layered NN and volume of training set, respectively, while Y-axis indicates
average SSE achieved. From Fig. 12, it may be observed that increasing values of
training set volume, average SSE was increased. Hence, the performance became

Fig. 11 (left) Convergence trajectories at β; (right) SSE at various β

Fig. 12 (left) Fixed NN configuration and iteration (right) fixed iteration
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poorer, but as soon as network was reconfigured to a higher configuration, average
SSE dips down. At that particular configuration, when training set volume was
increased, SSE was also increased. Figure 13 (right) is a superimposition of Fig. 13
(left) over Fig. 12 (right). Figure 13 (right) indicates that iteration up-gradation and
network reconfiguration together became necessary for improvement of algorithm
when training set volume was increased.

3.2 Complexity Analysis

Time complexity of BP neural network algorithm depends on number of iteration it
takes to converge, number of patterns in training data and time complexity needed
to update synaptic weights. Hence, it is clear that time complexity of BP algorithm
is problem dependent. Let n be the number of iterations required for convergence of
BP algorithm and p be total number of patterns in training data. Synaptic weights of
NN shown in Fig. 3 may be represented as a weight vector. Hence, to update
synaptic weights, running time complexity required is O(m), where m being the size
of weight vector. To update synaptic weights, we need to compute gradient as per
(5). The gradient computation for each pattern takes O(n2). NN weights may be
updated either in sequential or batch mode as suggested in Sect. 3.1. In batch mode,
weights are updated once in an epoch. One epoch training means updating NN
weightes using entire trainning set at once. In sequential mode, weights are updated
for each pattern presented to the network.

Let w be cost of gradient computation that is basically O(m), equivalent to cost
of updating weights. Whichever the training mode it may be, gradients are com-
puted for each training pattern. In sequential mode, weight updating and gradient
computation are parallel process. In batch mode, weight update once in an epoch,
whose contribution is feeble in total cost and may be ignored. Hence, the com-
plexity of BP algorithm stands to O(p × w × n) = O(pwn).

Fig. 13 (left) SSE versus training volume; (right) superimposition of Fig. 13 over Fig. 12
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3.3 Comparing BP with Hybrid NN Training Methods

We compared BP algorithm with three other intelligent techniques that were used
for training of NN such as conjugate gradient (CG) method, genetic algorithm
(GA) [30, 31] and particle swarm optimization (PSO) algorithm [32, 33]. This
section provides a comprehensive performance study and comparison between
these intelligent techniques that were applied for solving manhole gas detection
problem.

3.3.1 Empirical Analysis

An empirical study is shown in Fig. 14, where X-axis indicates number of iterations
while Y-axis indicates average SSE achieved against different iterations. Figure 14
(left) indicates convergence trajectory and Fig. 14 (right) indicates SSE obtained in
various epochs in training process by each of the mentioned algorithms. It was
observed that BP algorithm converged faster than the other algorithms. The con-
vergence trajectory of CG method appeared smoother than that of BP algorithm,
and its SSE value got reduced to value nearly equal to the value of SSE achieved by
BP algorithm. Although the convergence trajectory of PSO approach was not as
convincing as of BP algorithm and CG method, it was observed that PSO approach
was efficient enough to ensure SSE nearer to the one achieved using classical NN
training algorithms, BP and CG methods. Figure 14 indicates that GA was not as
efficient as the other three approaches. GA quickly gets stuck into local optima as
far as the present application was concerned.

3.3.2 Theoretical Analysis

The complexity analysis of BP algorithm is provided in Sect. 3.2. The cost met by
line search in CG method was an additional computational cost in contrast with BP
algorithm counterpart. The computational cost met by PSO and GA algorithm may
be given as O(pqwng), where q is size of population, n is number of iterations, p is

Fig. 14 (left) Convergence trajectory analysis; (right) SSE at various epochs
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number of training examples, w is cost needed to update synaptic weights and g is
cost of producing next generation. It may please be noted that the cost of g in PSO
and GA depends on their own dynamics of producing next generation. In GA, it is
based on selection, crossover and mutation operation [34], whereas PSO has simple
non-derivative methods of producing next generation [35].

3.3.3 Statistical Analysis

We used Kolmogorov–Smirnov test (KS test), where KS test being nonparametric
in nature, it does not make any assumption about data distribution. Two-sample KS
test is useful for comparing two samples, as it is sensitive to differences in both
location and shape of empirical cumulative distribution functions (epcdf) of two
samples. Clearly speaking, KS test tries to determine if two datasets X and Y differ
significantly [36]. KS test makes following hypothesis. Null hypothesis H0 indi-
cates that two underlying one-dimensional unknown probability distributions cor-
responding to X and Y are indistinguishable, i.e. datasets X and Y are statistically
similar X � Yð Þ. The alternative hypothesis Ht indicates that X and Y are distin-
guishable, i.e. datasets X and Y are statistically dissimilar. If it is alternative
hypothesis, then their order (direction) becomes an important consideration. We
need to determine whether the former (dataset X) is stochastically larger than or
smaller than the latter one (dataset Y), i.e. X[ Y or X\Y . Such KS test is known
as one-sided test that determines direction by computing distance Dþ

nm;D
�
nm; and

Dnm; where value n and m are cardinality of the set X and Y, respectively. The null
hypothesis H0 is rejected if Dnm; [Ka, where Ka is known as critical value [37].
For n and m being 20, i.e. size of each sample, Ka was found to be equal to 0.4301
for a ¼ 0:05 which indicates 95 % confidence in test. Readers may explore [37–39]
to mitigate their more interest in KS test. KS test was conducted using twenty
instances of SSEs produced by each mentioned algorithms. KS test was conducted
in between BP and other intelligent algorithms. Hence, set X was prepared with
SSEs of BP algorithm and three separate sets, and each representing set Y was
prepared using SSE values of CG, PSO and GA algorithms. Outcome of KS test is
provided in Table 3 where it is conclusive about significance of BP algorithm over
the other algorithms.

Table 3 KS test: BP versus
other intelligent algorithms

KS test type BP (X) Intelligent algorithms (Y)

CGNN PSO GA

Dnm
+ 0.10 0.15 1.00

Dnm
− 0.20 0.15 0.00

Dnm 0.20 0.15 1.00

Decision X ≡ Y X ≡ Y X > Y
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4 Results and Discussion

Data sample was prepared as per the procedures mentioned in Sect. 2.5. The
collected data sample was partitioned in two sets, training and test. The eighty
percent of the original set was used as training set, and remaining twenty percent
was used for testing purpose. After training, the system undergone a test using the
test set. Output of the trained NN was de-normalized in order to present output in
terms of concentration of gas components present in given test sample/gaseous
mixture. We are providing a sample test result obtained for input sample 2, which is
provided in Table 2. The predicted concentration value corresponding to the given
input sample is shown in Table 4. In Table 4, interpretation column is based on
comparison between de-normalized value of NN output and safety limits of the
respective gases. Note that each of nodes at output layer is dedicated to a particular
gas. Safety limits of manhole gases are as follows. Safety limit of NH3 is in between
25 and 40 ppm (as per limit set by World Health Organization), CO is in
between 35 and 100 ppm [40–42], H2S is in between 50 and100 ppm [43, 44]), CO2

is in between 5000 and 8000 ppm [41, 45] and CH4 is in between 5000 and
10000 ppm [46].

5 Conclusion

In this chapter, we have discussed design issues of an intelligent sensory system
(ISS) comprising semiconductor-based GSA and NN regressor. BP algorithm was
used for supervised training of NN. The proposed design of ISS offered a solution
to manhole gas mixture detection problem that was viewed as a noise
reduction/pattern recognition problem. We have discussed mechanisms involved in
preparation and collection of data sample for the development of proposed ISS.
Cross sensitivity was firmly addressed in this chapter. We have discussed the issues
in training of NN using backpropagation (BP) algorithm. A comprehensive per-
formance study of BP algorithm was provided in this chapter. Performance com-
parison in terms of empirical, theoretical and statistical sense between BP and
various other hybrid intelligent approaches applied on said problem was provided in

Table 4 System result presentation in ppm

Input gas Responding unit Safety limit (ppm) Interpretation

Sensor NN System (ppm)

NH3 0.260 0.016 80 25–40 Unsafe

CO 0.346 0.022 110 35–100 Unsafe

H2S 0.240 0.023 115 50–100 Unsafe

CO2 0.142 0.022 110 5000–8000 Safe

CH4 0.843 0.993 4965 5000–10,000 Safe
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this chapter. A concise discussion on safety limits and systems’ result presentation
mechanism was presented in the remainder section of this chapter. Data sample
mentioned in the scope of this research may not represent the entire spectrum of the
mentioned manhole gas detection problem. Therefore, at present, it was a
non-trivial task for NN regressor. Hence, it has offered a high-quality result.
Therefore, an interesting study over larger dataset to examine how manhole gas
detection problem can be framed as a classification problem using the available
classifier tools.
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REFII Model as a Base for Data Mining
Techniques Hybridization with Purpose
of Time Series Pattern Recognition

Goran Klepac, Robert Kopal and Leo Mršić

Abstract The article will present the methodology for holistic time series analysis,
based on time series transformation model REFII (REFII is an acronym for Raise-
Equal-Fall and the model version is II or 2) Patel et al. (Mining motifs in massive
time series databases, 2002) [1], Perng and Parker (SQL/LPP: a time series
extension of SQL based on limited patience patterns, 1999) [2], Popivanov and
Miller (Similarity search over time series data using wavelets, 2002) [3]. The main
purpose of REFII model is to automate time series analysis through a unique
transformation model of time series. The advantage of this approach to a time series
analysis is the linkage of different methods for time series analysis linking tradi-
tional data mining tools in time series, and constructing new algorithms for ana-
lyzing time series. REFII model is not a closed system, which means that there is a
finite set of methods. This is primarily a model used for transformation of values of
time series, which prepares data used by different sets of methods based on the
same model of transformation in the domain of problem space. REFII model gives a
new approach in time series analysis based on a unique model of transformation,
which is a base for all kind of time series analyses. In combination with elements of
other methods, such as self-organizing maps or frequent-pattern trees, REFII
models can make new hybrid methods for efficient time temporal data mining.
Similar principle of hybridization could be used as a tool for time series temporal
pattern recognition. The article describes real case study illustrating practical
application of described methodology.
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Keywords Time series transformation � Pattern recognition � Data mining �
REFII � Data mining and time series integration � Self-organizing maps � Decision
tree � Frequent-pattern tree

1 Introduction

REFII, a unique model for time series transformation, enables the integration of
different conceptual models of time series analysis, which improves upon the tra-
ditional way of using a series of unrelated methods during the analysis.

Also, the REFII model enables the analysis of time series by applying traditional
data mining methods (decision trees, clustering, shopping cart analysis, etc.).

Combining different conceptual models of analysis within the REFII model can
solve complex time series analysis tasks, such as market segmentation and detection
of market regularities (behavioral models of market segments and entities).

The application of the REFII model improves the detection of market regularities
in time series during the “ad hoc” market analysis by integrating a series of different
methodological analysis procedures, unlike the traditional approach which uses a
series of unrelated and incompatible methods that, sometimes, do not enable deeper
analysis and solution modeling for nonstandard problems.

The Improvement concept means the integration of different methodological
concepts in time series analysis, the application of traditional data mining methods
on time series, the concatenation of time series analysis methods and the extension of
the basic REFII model with basic algorithms in order to build a market segmentation
model based on time series and market segments and subjects behavior estimates.

The Deeper analysis concept means the ability to implement different types of
analyses on a reduced time series data set that is a result of processing preceding the
application of a method or analytical procedure.

Integration concept is achieved through a single unified time series transfor-
mation model that is a basis for analytical procedures, analytical methods, and the
development of new methods with respect to the field.

Earlier methods used for time series analysis were mainly focused on a specific
problem and built for specific purpose (similar to term “black box,” often used for
systems without the ability of expansion). Based on time series as input parameters
they output information such as seasonal fluctuations or recurring patterns and the
like. What all of the previous methods have in common are their own time series
transformation models that are usually adapted to specific issues and, in addition to
being incompatible with each other, they cannot be extracted as the output values of
the model.

REFII offers a completely new approach.

The REFII model’s new approach is reflected through the transformation model
being the basis of analysis as well as any following analytical methods.
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Analytical methods are algorithmic procedures that are used to influence trans-
formed values. Those algorithmic procedures can be basic algorithmic procedures
that solve certain types of problems like time series-based market segmentation or
they can be traditional data mining algorithms like decision trees or new time series
analysis methods adapted to REFII syntax.

This focus on the transformation model as the starting point of the analysis
allows for a more thorough analysis of temporal regularities by concatenating
methods that influence a time series as well as modeling solutions for nonstandard
problems that arise from the detection of market regularities and market
segmentation.

The thoroughness notion in this context means the ability to implement different
types of analyses on a reduced time series data set that is the result of processing
before the application of a method or analytical procedure with the intention of
solving complex tasks such as market segmentation based on time series.

As an example we will provide a hypothetical scenario of client segmentation
using activity as criteria within a time period and the assessment of trend variations
for each segment separately, within the bounds of the same system.

An additional advantage of this approach is reflected in the ability to define a
desired degree of analysis reliability within a single model, which implies that the
analyst determines if he wants to engage in the analysis of global trends or precise
analysis, which, of course, depends on the nature of the problem being solved.

The REFII transformation model is designed with the aim of unambiguous
description of the time series curve. The time series is transformed into a set of
values that represent the area of the time slot below the curve, the angular coeffi-
cient of the time slot “curve” and its trend code.

The new algorithmic procedures for time series analysis can be performed over
such transformation models, but that concept opens up the possibility of discov-
ering new algorithms for time series analysis such as market segmentation on the
basis of time series as well as the application of traditional data mining methods
within the same basic transformation model.

What follows is the hybridization of methods that is derived from the REFII
model as its base and it also supports time series analysis using data mining
algorithms.

The scientific contribution is reflected in the presentation of a new concept in
time series analysis in the field of research and market segmentation, which, unlike
the traditional approach to these issues, focuses on the unambiguous time series
transformation model.

The advantage of this approach is reflected in the synthesis of a variety of
different approaches and methods of time series analysis which includes traditional
data mining methods as well as the addition of new algorithmic analysis
procedures.

This approach enables the implementation of different types of analyses on a
reduced time series data set that is a result of the application of different methods of
the analytical process.
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This approach provides the answer on the way of conducting complex market
analyses based on time series that are very difficult or nearly impossible to conduct
using the traditional approach.

To illustrate our statement, solutions to the market segmentation and market
regularity detection problems have been explored (sample data set of car insurance
policy users that had a car accident) by using time series through the REFII model,
which requires the use of a series of concatenated analytical procedures, both
traditional and basic REFII procedures.

These analyses were very difficult or nearly impossible to implement because of
the traditional approach to time series analysis by using unrelated methods, but their
implementation is becoming a necessity in market regularities analysis by using
time series.

2 Background

Time series have always been a very interesting area of application from the per-
spective of data mining. The observation of values of a characteristic in a time
frame can be very useful for gaining knowledge about the observed phenomena.
This knowledge can be used by classical statistics that offers methods like group
time series index, average time series values, individual indexes, regression
methods, trend estimation, etc. [4, 5].

These methods can be very useful in estimating phenomenon trends or certain
indicators related to this matter, but if we look at the whole issue through the
perspective of intelligent data analysis, we get a very limited toolset for performing
a quality analysis of temporal characteristics.

With the development of the concept of data mining, the importance of time
series as a field that can provide relevant analysis and information has been rec-
ognized. Time series analysis largely relies on the concept of neural networks in
trend forecasting over time [6–8]. The application of the model of neural networks,
primarily the application of the BPN algorithm, is most evident in predicting price
trends of securities, financial ratios, company revenue, demand estimate, and so on
[9–11].

Another branch of time series analysis uses the fuzzy logic methodology and
tries to implement its resources to time series [12, 13]. Each of the described
approaches has its own characteristics that can be applied in practice, but the basic
characteristic of each of the approaches is the ambiguity of the description of time
series or a certain segment of the time series. Recently, a trend of developing
programming languages based on time series analysis has been emerging.
Publications that arouse attention and a very meticulous approach to knowledge
discovery from time series are [14–19]. The former is about using the data mining
methodology approach to knowledge discovery through an algorithm that, in its
essence, has elements of the function of distance, and can extract knowledge of
corresponding elements from time series. The latter is about defining the episodes
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concept in time series whose points in time represent events. This concept will be
presented in this work through the prism of the described model.

The time series issue is intertwined with the data preprocessing issue [20–23].
There are a number of methods that replace missing attribute values in time series.
As some of the most common methods I will mention linear interpolation that has
its roots in mathematical analysis, the mean value method, the similarity method
that tries using distances to estimate the value of missing attributes, and the neural
networks method.

The traditional approach to time series analysis, including the approach to time
series analysis with the aim of market regularities detection, relies on the use of
different independent methods to solve certain types of problems. In the detection of
temporal market regularities we can use a variety of methods to detect seasonal
fluctuations, detect cyclical fluctuations [8, 24, 25], methods for trend forecasting
[22, 26], methods for episode detection within time series [17], and pattern dis-
covery methods [27–29].

Authors that work on data preprocessing do not devote sufficient attention to
time series preprocessing as an integral component of traditional data mining of
transactional data [22, 28] whose goal is creating a unified transformation model
which would enable the application of a whole variety of analytical methods to time
series analysis through a single analysis system.

The mentioned authors focus on the traditional approach to time series analysis
by using unrelated methods in detecting market regularities.

The importance of this problem is evident in these publications [17, 19, 28]
which, after offering a solution to certain issues, as a possibility for future work,
often mention issues that can be solved with existing data mining methods or by
using other existing methods, but highlight the superiority of their model in a
particular area of analysis.

That way, they still do not offer a solution to achieving “compatibility” between
the methods from different areas of analysis and their own methods that offer an
acceptable solution to a highly specialized area.

The issue grows even more when we want to analyze a time series by using data
mining methods, such as decision trees and clustering, not to mention the analysis
of seasonal fluctuations on the temporal clustering level.

The main problem is the inability to integrate a set of differing concepts of data
analysis with a common analysis model and methodology as their starting point.

Thus, Manilla in [17] as part of his work on event and episode analysis within
time series, where events are defined as, for example, sound of an alarm, theft,
escape and the like, indicates the possibility of the analysis of a time series con-
sisting of numerical values and warns that a way to describe events with a basis in
numerical values should be devised.

Xsniaping in his publication [30] illustrates a method for pattern recognition
within time series, and also mentions the development of a model for time slot trend
probability estimation, based on his own model, as a focus for future work.

Han in [31] shows a model of pattern recognition based on the substitution of
temporal values with alphanumerical codes and the calculation of occurrence
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frequency, but Pratt in [19] criticizes Han’s vagueness of the model that is derived
from the imprecise definition of time slots and offers his own model for pattern
recognition based on minimum and maximum values. As possibilities for future
work he proposes the application of Han’s model to the methodology of cyclical
fluctuations detection within his own model, which could be made even more
precise by applying the transformation model as the starting point for analysis.

Different researchers [19, 20, 31–36] while solving issues from the time series
analysis domain, do not offer a solution on how to methodologically integrate their
analysis model with other successful models which would greatly contribute to the
efficiency of the analysis in the field of marketing analyses.

All of the above solutions can be successfully applied in the field of research and
analysis, where the relatedness of methods is the main issue of the field in question.

The problems that are often referred to as the subject of future research, as is in
the case with Pratt and Xsniaping, can be solved by integrating the existing
methodology with data mining methods or other existing methods, provided there is
a single concept of the time series transformation model as the starting point for the
analysis.

If we consider specific technical issues (event analysis in alarm systems, fluc-
tuation analysis in financial data…), which were the impetus for the development of
certain methods, then this problem is not so noticeable. However, if we look at
these issues through the prism of analysis, segmentation and market regularity
detection based on time series, and then this issue starts to show.

The problem of the relatedness of temporal methodologies for time series
analysis and its implication for market analysis can be illustrated by an example.
Say we want to determine if there is a cyclical regularity in the behavior of a certain
group of clients, what would be the probability of an event (for example, the
withdrawal of a large sum from an ATM) within a week after the occurrence of the
cyclical regularity, if that regularity exists.

As is shown in this example, a series of difficulties arise from this kind of
analysis if we approach it traditionally.

The problems arise when we want to define an event within a time series as well
as when we want to describe a cyclical regularity as an episode, because that,
naturally, depends on the method used to detect the cyclical fluctuations.

Another issue is how to use a Bayesian network to estimate the probability of an
event after the occurrence of an episode. That is, the main problem occurs in the
methodology of parameter initialization within the table of conditional probabilities.

If we choose the traditional approach to analysis that does not have a single
model as a starting point, a number of technical issues appear and they are very hard
or nearly impossible to solve. Even if we manage to solve these issues within the
boundaries of traditional analysis with certain bridges between data and method-
ologies, those bridges will be of little to no use while solving a new and complex
problem from the time series domain.

Here, the marketing analyst is facing a serious problem about the way in which
he will integrate sets of methods, which is particularly pronounced when we want to
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apply traditional data mining methods to a time series, such as decision trees,
clustering, market basket analysis, and the like.

The application of these methods can be of great importance when we, for
example, want to cluster clients based on series and want to discover which group
of clients across all clusters is more inclined to use a service of type X in the first
half of the week.

It has been shown in practice that a quality time series analysis is done by using
more than one method. Sometimes, after we recognize a pattern within a time
series, we want to know if it is a recurring pattern, does it precede an event, how
will an event influence that pattern, what is the probability of the occurrence of the
pattern in a certain month or week, are clients with certain characteristics more or
less involved in the event, etc.

These kinds of analyses can hardly be done by using the traditional approach.
Using the traditional approach to solve the mentioned issues would be hard or

impossible, but if a number of different analysis models were integrated into a
unified time series transformation model, those same issues could be solved by
creating a precise (unambiguous) description of the time series which could then be
used as a basis for further analyses.

Integrating different analysis models in time series analysis would lead not only
to a synergistic effect, but would create an opportunity to design new algorithms
that would be able to solve more complex issues in the area of marketing analysis,
such as market segmentation based on time series.

The main reasons for the failure to integrate different concepts and methods in
time series analysis arise from the main focus of authors being the discovery of a
solution to a specific type of issue rather than focusing on the whole field of market
analysis and the needs related to that field [37, 38].

The REFII model is designed to unify different concepts of time series analysis
and traditional data mining methods in order to design new algorithmic procedures
for market analysis, as well as finding solutions to the automatic time series pre-
processing issue based on a new concept rather than a stronger hardware
environment.

The reason for the development and implementation of the REFII model is
derived from experience in market regularity analysis in the field of market seg-
mentation and market segment behavior estimation.

The importance of the relatedness of methodological procedures of time series
analysis was first noticed by Graham Williams in his publication [39] which pro-
vides an overview of data mining methods used for time series analysis. In that
same publication he noted some challenges in the general theory of time series
analysis that should be overcome in future research that should unify current and
future research in the field of time series analysis by using data mining techniques.

He points to the state of relatedness and incompatibility of current methods as
well as to the poor results of previous research in the field of integration of different
analysis concepts in temporal data mining analysis.

As part of the solution he offers a theoretical concept called general hidden
distribution-based analysis theory for temporal data mining, and points to a number
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of missing elements that should be the subject of future research. This solution
would integrate his previous research [39–45] with the aim of creating a universal
solution for time series analysis in the field of temporal data mining.

The main drawback of the aforementioned Williams’ model stems from the fact
that too little attention was given to the transformation model, which was put in the
background when the solution was being defined.

Furthermore, too little attention was given to the flexibility of the analysis
(flexible generation of variance categories by analysts), so this issue should be the
subject of future research. The proposed solution also ignores the quantitative
aspects of time series (area under the curve).

This is the reason for the announcement of future research focused on increasing
flexibility and developing solutions for the integration of time series analysis and
traditional data mining methods. Also, the issue of integrating fuzzy logic with time
series within the proposed Williams’ solution is mentioned as a subject for future
research. Paradoxically, Williams intends to adapt traditional data mining methods
in order to integrate them with time series analysis rather than develop a unified
time series transformation model.

We define the unified transformation model as a starting point for the imple-
mentation of a number of analyses in the field of temporal data mining. The concept
of unity here is synonymous with the versatility of time series transformation.

The main criticism of Williams’ concept is related to:

• The stem of all issues is the sketchiness and the inflexibility of the time series
transformation model that is worked out as the need arises [39–45]

• The neglecting of contingency in his approach to analysis
• There is no foreseen methodology for relating temporal and nontemporal

attributes
• As a goal of future research the adaptation of existing data mining algorithms is

stated, instead of building data-methodology bridges via the transformation
model, which implies the existence of the issue with the application of fuzzy
logic within the model

The REFII model has the solutions for the issues Williams stated would be the
result of future research, and, in addition, offers a much more flexible approach to
time series analysis.

Williams makes a common mistake while trying to unify methods and that is
focusing on partial solutions to analytic tasks without a unified time series trans-
formation model. Instead, he integrates a series of partial solutions via a sketchy
transformation model, which should have a central role in the integration of dif-
fering concepts.

The main purpose of this paper is to point out the hidden potential for analysis in
time series utilization and the variety of solutions that are the result of the appli-
cation of a unified time series transformation model and its integral role in inte-
grating differing methodological analysis procedures.
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Also, this paper intends to point out the possibility of modeling business practice
solutions through the use of the described model as well as pointing out a number of
solutions that integrate it partially or completely.

The main characteristics of the model this publication is based on are compat-
ibility and openness to other data mining methods. That characteristic enables
further time series processing through algorithms such as standard statistical
methods, neural networks, clustering, decision trees, memory-based resolution, and
shopping cart method. This way, a time series can be analyzed by a variety of tools.
The presented model, in addition to providing a number of possibilities for time
series analysis, processing the values of either a segment or the complete series
through available data mining methods and their concatenation, it provides addi-
tional options for knowledge extraction.

The goal of this research was exploring the possibilities for the extension of the
REFII model, as well as its ability to synthesize existing algorithms for data mining
and time series analysis into a single system for market regularity analysis and
market segmentation based on time series.

Accordingly, the goal of this research is to offer solutions for various modalities
of market segmentation and the detection of market regularities (behavior models of
market segments and subjects) based on time series, through the use of REFII
models.

3 Comparison with Other Methods

In traditional time series data mining analysis, there are lots of different methods,
which solve particular kind of problems.

As a result, if we want to solve the problem of discovering patterns in time
series, we can use different methods [19, 22, 31].

There are many different methods for solving seasonal oscillations, recognition
time segments, similarity search, etc. A mutual characteristic of announced future
work in those scientific papers is to discover methods for time series analysis, which
are already discovered as a result of research done by other authors. Authors usually
develop a qualitative model, which solves some kind of problem, but it is usually
impossible to connect their model with the existing model for some other problem
in the area of temporal data mining.

The reason why authors could not link other methods to their own methods can
be found in the model of transformation.

Authors are, at first, focused on solving problems, and they do not care much
about the model of transformation. Every developed model has its own model of
transformation, which implies incompatibility among methods. Different model of
transformation does not allow linking of different methods. Other big problem,
which is based on transformation models, is linkage of time series with traditional
data mining methods, automation in series data preparation, and construction of
new analytical algorithms for time series analysis based on contingency.
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For example, we cannot connect time series with decision trees using the tra-
ditional way of analysis. This could be interesting if we want to know the main
characteristic and attributes of clients, which show the rising trend of using
Automatic Teller Machines (ATM) during some period of time.

Another problem which emanates from this approach, and which is significant in
time series analysis in the domain of marketing, is a problem of chaining methods
for time series analysis.

In practice we have to connect two different models of transformation, and
sometimes it is not so easy and elegant to be realized. Some methods use discrete
Fourier transformation as a model of transformation.

Some methods use symbolic transformation, leg transformation, etc.
Those approaches imply that: “Series data has features that require more

involvement by the miner in the preparation process than for non-series data. Where
miner involvement is required, fully automated preparation tools cannot be used.
The miner just has to be involved in the preparation and exercise judgment and
experience.” Solution to the mentioned problem Pyle [22] sees in more powerful,
low-cost computer systems.

Suggested solution for all mentioned problems are REFII model, as a fully
automated preparation tool which gives solution for problems such as:

• Discover seasonal oscillation
• Discover cyclic oscillation
• Discover rules from time series
• Discover episodes from time series
• Discover similarity of time segments
• Discover correlation between time segments
• Discover rules from in domain of finances from time series
• Connect time series and standard data mining methods

This kind of approach is different from traditional approach which is based on
using a different model of transformation for each type of analysis. In case of using
traditional approach of analysis, there are many problems in chaining different sets
of methods, using traditional data mining methods in time series analysis and
automation in series data preparation. The task of REFII model is linking and
chaining different methods for time series analysis.

As a unique model of transformation REFII model provides an opportunity to
use different concepts in time series analysis. As a result, we are able to make more
complex analysis which demand chaining of methods for time series analysis, using
traditional data mining methods on time series, and making new algorithms for
solving contingency problem in the domain of time series analysis.

With REFII model as transformation model for time series, it is possible to create
systems for automated series data preparation and systems for time series data
mining based on different types of algorithms.

Instead of using many different incompatible methods for knowledge extraction
from time series, with REFII model as a base it is possible to chain different
conceptions, and using traditional data mining methods in time series. Main
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advantage of this approach is a possibility for constructing powerful time series
query languages, which enables a unification of different methods, and construction
of new algorithms for time series analysis.

4 The Definition of the REFII Model

In the following chapter term functional gain (changes in function output values)
will be explained. We have a continuous function f on the I interval where a belongs
to the I interval.

If t is such that

aþ Dt

belongs to the I interval, then the value of

Df ¼ f ðaþ DtÞ � f ðaÞ; a; aþ Dt

is called the function gain, as can be seen in Fig. 1 [46–48].
The derivation of a continuous function at point t is defined as follows [46–48]:

f
0 ðtÞ ¼ lim

Dt!0

f ðt þ DtÞ � f ðtÞ
Dt

¼ Df
Dt

Indicators like function extremes and null points can be calculated by mathe-
matically analyzing continuous functions.

In data mining and time series analysis in the field of detection of market
regularities we come across time series represented with quantified values. Unlike
the continuous function like the square function or the angled shot function, market
phenomena are viewed in time intervals on the data level, mostly in uniform time
intervals and are, like other functions that enter the data mining process of time
series analysis, discrete functions. Similarly, business events and market activities

Fig. 1 Continuous function
gain
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are also played out in discrete time intervals. Taking that into account, the REFII
model and time series analysis data mining models are based on discrete functions
as is shown on Fig. 2.

The REF component in the REFII model is defined as shown in Table 1.
While using the REFII model in light of the common logic, the REF codes

signify the trends of growth.
Within the REFII discrete model, values are normalized to the <0, 1> interval.
The following min–max normalization function is used:

x normalized ¼ x denormalized� x min
x max� x min

where:
x_normalized—normalized value within the <0, 1> interval
x_denormalized—value to be normalized
x_max—maximum value of time series in question
x_min—minimum value of time series in question
Angular deflection coefficients are calculated by the formula:

dx
dt

¼ jx normalizedt � x normalizedt�1j

Based on the angular deflection coefficients we supplement the REF model as is
shown in Table 2.

Fig. 2 Discrete gain function

Table 1 The definition of the
REF codes based on the
discrete gain function

dx /dt REF code

=0 E

>0 R

<0 F
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4.1 Area Below the Curve

When calculating the area below continuous functions, we use the integration
function (Fig. 3).

The area of the segment is calculated according to the formula of numeric
integration by the rectangle theory [46, 48].

p ¼ ðxn � DtÞ þ ðxnþ1 � DtÞ
2

The area expressed this way can be interpreted as the average quantitative value
of a phenomenon between two intervals. For example, the area of the segment
between two time intervals (for example, 2 months), where the amount of funds on
an account is observed, can be interpreted as the average amount of funds on the
account between two periods of observation (for example, months “May” and
“June”).

Table 2 Example of the REF model with a basic pattern

REF
dx/dt

REF
code

Angular deflection
coefficient dx /dt

Angular deflection
coefficient category
(crisp)

Segment area
(normalized)

Area
category

=0 E 0 Equal 0–0.3 Small

0.3–0.6 Medium

0.6–1 Big

>0 R 0–0.2 Mild growth 0–0.3 Small

0.3–0.6 Medium

0.6–1 Big

0.2–0.6 Medium growth 0–0.3 Small

0.3–0.6 Medium

0.6–1 Big

0.6–1 Sharp growth 0–0.3 Small

0.3–0.6 Medium

0.6–1 Big

<0 F 0–0.2 Mild decline 0–0.3 Small

0.3–0.6 Medium

0.6–1 Big

0.2–0.6 Medium decline 0–0.3 Small

0.3–0.6 Medium

0.6–1 Big

0.6–1 Sharp decline 0–0.3 Small

0.3–0.6 Medium

0.6–1 Big
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The area below the curve within the interval <ta; tn> is calculated as the sum of
segment areas according to the following formula:

P ¼
Xn

i¼a

pi

where the time distance, expressed as Dt, is equal for all time segments in the model
and represents the measure of time which can be expressed as months, days, hours,
minutes, etc.

The area on the level of time segments can also be normalized. When we
introduce the area into the REFII model as the third element, we get the following
table.

The highlighted values in the table show a sample of the basic pattern definition
based on empirical values.

The table is also a unified schematic overview of basic patterns that constitute
the REFII model and which relates the variance of the discrete function with the
area, with the purpose of building the basic patterns.

The basic patterns can be analyzed separately for the purpose of analysis and can
enter the process as separate values, or they can be viewed as a series of unrelated
values.

The table also provides a form for segment classification.

4.2 The Definition of Basic Patterns

The REFII model combines the trends of discrete functions and the area on the time
segment level and creates a basic pattern. The basic pattern is represented with three
core values:

Fig. 3 Numerical integration
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• Growth trend code (REF)
• Angular deflection coefficient that can be classified into categories with the aid

of the classical crisp or fuzzy logic
• The time segment area can be classified into categories with the aid of the

classical crisp or fuzzy logic

It is important to note that classification into categories within the REFII model
depends on the nature of the issue being solved, which means that it is possible to
use source values of the area and angular deflection coefficient in the analysis
process, as can be seen in the empirical research portion of this paper.

Basic patterns can form complex structures of series of samples, and as such can
be part of the analysis process. This procedure is visible in the empirical portion of
the research that is focused on pattern recognition as well as similarity and motif
detection.

The basic pattern defined through the REFII model is its fundamental part.

4.3 The Algorithmic Interpretation of the REFII Model

The final algorithm must integrate all of the three fields and create a basis for the
application of analytical procedures.

The algorithm for time series transformation into the REFII model is done in
several steps.

A time series can be defined as a series of values S(s1,…sn) where S represents a
time series and (s1,…sn) represents the elements of series S.

Step 1: Time interpolation

Format of an independent time series Vi(vi1,…,vin). On the interval <1…n> (days,
weeks, months, quarters, years) with values of 0. It is necessary to implement the
interpolation of values missing from S(s1,…,sn). Based on the series Vi. The result
of this process is the series S (s1,…,sn) with interpolated values from the Vi(vi1,…
vin) series.

Step 2: Time granulation

In this step we define the degree of summarization of the time series S(s1,…sn) that
is located within a basic unit of time (day, week, month…). Time series elements
are summarized by using statistical functions like sum, mean, or mode on the level
of granular slot. That way, the granulation degree of the time series can be increased
(days to weeks, weeks to months) and the result is a time series S(s1,…sn) with a
greater degree of granulation.

We can return to this step during the analysis process to fulfill the analysis goals,
and that includes the mandatory repetition of this process in the following steps:
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Step 3: Normalization

The normalization procedure implies the transformation of a time series S(s1,…sn)
into a time series T(t1,…tn), where each element of the array is subject to a min–
max normalization procedure to the <0, 1> interval.

1. Time series T is made up of elements (t1,…tn) where ti is calculated as

ti ¼ si �minðsÞ
maxðsÞ�minðsÞ, where min(s) and max(s) are the minimum and maximum

values of time series T.
2. The time shift between basic patterns (a measure of time complexity) in a time

slot on the X axis is defined as d(ti, ti+1) = a.

Step 4: Transformation to REF notation

According to the formula
Tr ¼ tiþ1 � ti; Tr [ 0 ! R; Tr [ 0 ! F; Tr ¼ 0 ! E; where the Yi ele-

ments are members of the Ns series.

Step 5: Slope calculation based on the angle

Angular deflection coefficient:

• Tr [ 0 ! R Coefficient ¼ tiþ1 � t1
• Tr\0 ! F Coefficient ¼ ti � tiþ1

• Tr ¼ 0 ! E Coefficient ¼ 0

Step 6: Calculation of the area below the curve

Numerical integration by the rectangle theory:

p ¼ ðti � aÞ þ ðti � aÞ
2

Step 7: Creating time indices

Creating a hierarchical index tree depends on the nature of the analysis, where the
element of the structured index can be located and an attribute such as the client’s code.

Step 8: Category creation

Creating derived attribute values based on the area below the curve and the
deflection angles.

It is possible to create categories by applying crisp and fuzzy logic.

Step 9: Connecting the REFII model’s transformation tables with the relational
tables that contain attributes with no time dimension.

These nine basic steps are the foundation of the algorithmic procedure under-
lying the REFII model whose ultimate goal is the formation of the transformation
matrix. The transformation matrix is the foundation for performing future analytical
procedures whose goal is time series analysis.
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5 Pattern Recognition in Time Series

The inspiration for construction of algorithm for pattern recognition in time series
comes from self-organizing maps.

The main idea is based on forming temporal grids for pattern filtration.
Initial length of observed pattern is one unit of time. After each cycle, safety

coefficients are calculated and candidates with adequate amount of safety coefficient
enter the next cycle. In the next cycle, the length of pattern is increased by one unit
of time. The procedure is repeated as long as there are candidates in the next cycle
or until length of pattern is equal to length of the time series.

This problem requires two-layer hybrid architecture of self-organizing maps and
use of frequent-pattern tree authored by Han [28, 31, 36, 49–51]. Except for non-
sequential patterns, Han uses frequent-pattern tree to search for sequential patterns
[36, 51]. As it will be shown in this paper, frequent-pattern tree in seasonal
detection model and in pattern recognition in time series are adapted to REFII
model and objective of analysis (Fig. 4).

As can be seen from schematic diagram, the underlying strategy is to calculate
values at each interval and use those values as elements of pattern comparison.

Unlike traditional approach to pattern recognition, very important element in
discovering seasonal oscillation is the time detection of event and this element is
part of analysis.

Fig. 4 REFII schematic diagrams
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This element is declared as time index in REFII model and pattern occurrence is
observed from perspective of the time indices and repeat cycles.

An important measure in analysis which affects the final result is reliability
coefficient. It defines to which occurrence frequency is pattern taken as relevant t
with respect to time index. For example, if reliability coefficient is 0.95 and “sharp
growth” occurs in less than 95 % of cases with respect to the time index, the
hypothesis of existence of seasonal oscillation for this time period will be rejected.

If hypothesis of existence of seasonal oscillation is accepted, generated pattern
enters as candidate for the next processing.

Generating candidates and checking pattern relevance “2 or more” is performed
because patterns “A” and “B,” for which hypothesis of existence of seasonal
oscillation is accepted, do not necessarily satisfy reliability coefficient criteria in
pairs or for longer patterns.

For example, if patterns ‘’A’’ and ‘’B’’ of length 1, with time indices t and t + 1
have reliability coefficients 0.9 and 0.91, and the minimum required reliability
coefficient is 0.9, reliability coefficient of a pair AB has to be calculated.

If reliability coefficient of a pair A and B of length 2 is at least 0.9, hypothesis of
existence of seasonal oscillation “AB” on the interval <t, t + 1> is accepted.

Furthermore, we can calculate probability of occurrence of pattern B if pattern
A has occurred using the following formula for conditional probability:

PðBjAÞ ¼ PðA\BÞ
PðAÞ

The algorithm generates candidates using time window principle [17, 35, 52]
where potential candidates are generated—pattern of length 1 to n − 1, where n is
the total number of elements in time series.

Classes written in the programming language Python are given in Appendix
“Module for pattern recognition in time series.”

The issue of pattern recognition based on REFII model is resolved as shown in
diagram (Fig. 5).

The diagram represents simplified solution of algorithm.
Based on algorithm, program solution has made in programming language

Python (see Appendix).
As a final solution program generates tree which is represented by layers of lists.
The tree is represented by layers of lists as follows:

The constructor in the module init sets the initial value of the frequent-pattern
tree, and auxiliary lists for processing.
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Class datoteka reads the file and stores it in the initial list from which pattern will
be generated.

The main class prolaz calls class kroz_listu that generates candidates based on
the time window, and then calls the class sito that generates frequency patterns for
the pattern of length 1.

Class kroz_listu carries out further testing using class brisi_nefrekventne and
infrequent patterns are deleted calling the class filtriraj_listu.

Class kroz_listu further carries out pattern recognition through class
međuslojno_sito.

Class medjuslojno_sito forms leaf of tree with the element of the tail if there is a
“head” of the pattern is identical to the current pattern and there is no “tail” of the
pattern as an element of the tree, and then initializes the counter of the pattern to 1.
If there is no “head” of pattern identical to the current pattern and there is a “tail” of
the pattern as an element of the tree, counter of the pattern is increased by 1.

A program that calls a module with classes and searches for patterns is given by
the following instructions:

Fig. 5 Pattern recognition algorithm
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After loading modules using the statement import, creating objects and down-
loading files, program executes statement stablo.prolaz () that searches for patterns.
Print command displays the layers of frequent-pattern tree.

The process of pattern recognition can be explained by the following example in
which time series is given in REFII model with the following elements: (low drop,
low growth, low drop, low growth, sharp drop, low drop).

The first step determines desired level of pattern reliability. After that, the
occurrence frequency of pattern of length 1 is calculated.

Frequencies of occurrences are as follows: low drop 3/6 = 0.5, low growth
2/6 = 0.33333; sharp drop 1/6 = 0.1666.

The next step is to generate patterns of length two. List of obtained candidates is
(low drop–low growth, low growth–low drop, drop–low growth, low growth–sharp
drop, sharp drop–low drop).

If required reliability coefficient is greater than or equal to 0.3, roots with values
low drop and low growth are formed.

Once the list of candidates that in head of pattern have revealed frequent patterns
of length 1 is isolated, frequency pattern of length 2 are calculated using
self-organizing maps. As addition to shown example, self-organizing map can also
include area as category among dimensions.

After calculating frequency of length 2, the following results are obtained: (Low
drop–low rise 2/5 = 0.4, low growth–low notch 1/5 = 0.2, low growth–sharp drop in
1/5 = 0.2).

Since reliability coefficient has to be greater than or equal to 0.3, pattern low
drop–low growth 2/5 = 0.4 is the only pattern that satisfies that condition and it
enters in next cycles for generating candidates of length 3. The procedure runs as
long as there are candidates in list whose reliability coefficient is greater than
required reliability coefficient.

This algorithmic procedure is based on Han’s postulates [28, 36], which states
that if the head of the pattern does not satisfy reliability coefficient criteria, then
entire pattern does not satisfy reliability coefficient criteria either. Saving time by
reducing combinatorial explosion is achieved by using the time grid on the model
of self-organizing maps, which in each subsequent step perform calculations of
frequency patterns stored in frequent-pattern tree.
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6 Results of Data Processing

After running described algorithms on empirical data sample of car incurred
damage, for the reliability coefficient 0.2 the following results were obtained on a
population time series of car accidents in the year 2013

Pattern tree based on results looks as it is shown in the diagram.
Reliability of the pattern is calculated using formula (Class brisi_nefrekventne):

where the number of patterns for testing is calculated as:

The frequency, expressed as a value in the brackets in Fig. 6, indicates the
occurrence of the whole pattern, where the number of levels represents the length of
the sample. For example, the pattern “low growth” length of pattern 1 has a fre-
quency of 158 occurrences and 43.40 % occurrence or reliability coefficient of 0.43,
while the pattern “low growth”–“low drop” has a frequency of occurrences 85 and
23.41 % occurrence or reliability coefficient of 0.2341.

If reliability coefficient is decreased to 0.1, we obtain the following results:

Fig. 6 Discovered patterns for reliability coefficient 0.2
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Results are shown in Fig. 7.
More branched tree can be obtained if reliability coefficient is decreased. The

program is shown in Appendix “Module for pattern recognition in time series.”
Reliability and frequency of frequent-pattern tree is calculated as recommended by
Han’s work [28, 36] on forming a frequent-pattern tree. The population size is
reduced in each new step in which the pattern length increases.

7 Mutation Recognition in Pattern

Thus resolved pattern recognition problem, which is presented using lists, is suit-
able for solving problems described in [26, 36, 53], which is referred to the
searching of “mutation” in the time series patterns. This problem can be, for
example, found in genetics where researchers are looking for gene mutation
modalities or can be also found in telecommunications as interference estimation
influence on signal time series and its diversifications.

Each of these papers in this area is reduced to its own incomplete modality of
solutions that solves only that problem.

Fig. 7 Discovered patterns for reliability coefficient 0.1
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In terms of REFII model, we can answer to question of existence of mutations
within patterns of the time series by analyzing frequent-pattern tree.

Basic procedure can be described as intervals comparison between beginning of
sample (“head”) and end of sample (“tail”). If those samples are identical, and
middle part (“body”) can be made of different samples, we are talking about
mutations like shown in the next picture which represents empirical data which
were used to show samples in the previous analysis (Fig. 8).

Algorithmic procedure is shown in Fig. 9.

Fig. 8 Mutation recognition in pattern for reliability coefficient 0.1

Fig. 9 Algorithm for mutation recognition in pattern
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The terms head, tail, and body of pattern are related to hierarchy of the tree, as
can be seen from the figure above.

Mutation recognition is reduced to comparing the interval equality of the head
and tail of the pattern, where there may be n heads of pattern and n tails of pattern.
If intervals comparison shows that they are identical then we can name all elements
in between (if there is more than one modality) as mutations. In our example of car
accidents, between modalities “low drop” as the head of the pattern and “low
growth” as the tail of the pattern, there are inter-elements “low growth” and “low
drop” called mutations of pattern. This solution sees mutation as a variation of one
element between the head and the body of the pattern. The algorithm can be
customized, with regards to the space problem, in a way that mutation can be
viewed as a variation of more than one element between the head and the tail of the
pattern.

Mutations that are shown in Fig. 8 are obtained so that the algorithm in the first
step declared elements of the first layer (low growth, low drop) the heads of
mutated patterns. In the same step, it attached corresponding elements in the second
layer and declared them the bodies of the samples (the body attached to low growth:
low drop, low growth; the body attached to low drop: low growth, low drop).

Furthermore, the tails are formed next to the body, next to body low drop was
formed tail low drop, next to body slow growth was formed the tail low growth,
next to body low drop was formed tail low growth). It is important to emphasize
that the bodies and tails retain a connection to the heads of tree. According to
algorithm, there are two modalities in the body (low growth and low drop) for head
of pattern low drop, with tail of pattern low growth, so the pattern is declared as
mutated pattern. In case of more branched tree, this procedure would be repeated
until all the possibilities are exhausted.

As already mentioned, depending on analytical requests, the body of pattern may
contain more than one element. In scientific papers [36, 49, 53, 54], there are
different approaches to understanding mutations. This example starts with mutation
estimation and “tails” are created based on elements taken from layer below sample
“body” used to estimate mutation. In quoted papers are also explained options in
forming of tails which, in light of the illustrated example, would include all attached
elements below the body of the pattern. Mutation recognition in the patterns is very
popular scientific field and there are a number of approaches for solving this
problem.

The aim of this solution was to illustrate how to solve these kinds of problems
using REFII model, and that is possible to include different approaches to this issue
by adjusting algorithm.
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8 The Integration of Data Mining Methods
with Time Series

One of themost significant problems in thefield of temporal datamining is to combine
time series with traditional data mining. REFII model allows direct application of data
mining algorithms on time series by its very conception, where the REFII model is
bridge that links traditional data mining algorithms and time series.

The need to combine the traditional data mining methods with time series
derives from the potential opportunities related to segmentation, estimation of
influence of time and non-time component on trends of time series from which we
can model behavior of market subjects and segments.

REFII model allows us to introduce time-independent attributes in time series
analysis. The basic principle stems from the fact that trend of some phenomena
(trend of timeslot) is affected by subjects that can be described by standard attri-
butes (e.g., gender, age, region, income, level of education). It is necessary to carry
out the procedure of expansion of timeslots with the nontemporal attributes so that
these attributes could enter in the analysis process. Such data can be analyzed using
statistical methods and traditional data mining algorithms. Expansion of timeslots is
not a prerequisite for the application of data mining algorithms on time series.
Analysis can be carried out using the elements of transformation matrix.

In integration of data mining methods and time series, current scientific activity
is reduced to solving specific problems. Transformation model of time series is
constructed with the aim to solve specific problem and uses one specific data
mining method [55–58].

The current approach of using data mining methods in time series is reduced
primarily to the use of clustering and conditional probabilities. The fundamental
problem of these solutions is mutual incompatibility and solving particular problems,
where the time series is transformed in order to apply specific data mining methods to
achieve goals such as grouping (clustering). REFII model offers openness to data
mining methods using current available algorithms hybridization procedure.

The following table shows some data mining methods and capabilities of
analysis with respect to available elements of REFII model (Table 3).

In the table below, fields marked with “*” represent a link between data mining
methods and elements of REFII model.

For example, standard statistical methods can be applied using angular deflection
coefficients, area under the curve, and interval values of the model.

Clustering can be applied using angular deflection coefficients or area under the
curve as elements of time series.

Difference between current available approach and approach using REFII is
mostly related to data mining method selection depending on analysis goals. During
that process researcher tends to make temporal data comparable (similar) to non-
temporal data in terms of data mining usage. Using process called hybridization,
current data mining methods are being adopted or can be used over temporal data in
original form.
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For example, if we want to segment customers who responded to our offer and
those who did not by age, gender, territory and similar attributes, there is no reason
not to apply decision tree in order to segment the population.

If we want to examine what are the main factors that affect formation of certain
detected episodes in the time series and we want to also include trends before/after
examined episode, taking into account the nontemporal data such as age, sex,
region, and similar characteristics of subjects who formed detected episodes, in
classical approach we should form a separate model for solving this problem.

On the other hand, if we use REFII model, after extraction of episodes in time
series, it is sufficient to apply the decision tree on elements of REFII model to
determine main factors.

It is important to note that in the case of using decision tree for time series
analysis and integration nontemporal elements in the model, it is necessary to
expand the timeslots.

We can define time series sample expansion as joining original attribute values
to with every unique case which affects trend by joining original trend values.
Expansion can be illustrated as shown in the following figure (Fig. 10).

As in our example, REFII model tends to flexibility and problem solving
according to the model shown in the figure, without creating specific solutions so
that data mining methods could be applied.

The goal is to have an open system that is capable to absorb these specific
algorithms applicable to REFII model in order to detect regularities in time series,
but also strive to be opened to classical data mining algorithms.

Table 3 Data mining methods and application to REFII model

REFII

Primary transformation Secondary transformation

Primary
index

Area below
curve
(value/class)

Angular
deflection
coefficient
(value/class)

Restructured
index

Elements of secondary
transformation
(episodes, motives,
series similarity)

Classic
statistics

* * * * *

Associative
algorithms

* * * * *

Clustering * * *
Link
analysis

* * *

Bayes
network

* * * * *

Decision
tree

* * * * *

SOM * * * *
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In a similar way as decision tree method is applied, Bayesian networks can be
applied on the elements of primary and secondary transformations of time series,
where, depending on requirement and purpose of the analysis, in the analytical
process may enter classes of values and indexes created during the primary and
secondary transformations.

Application of other methods on time series is shown in table.
It is hard to list all possibilities of integration and synergy effects between data

mining models and REFII model. As already mentioned, they depend on ongoing
analysis and problem space that needs to be solved. This approach allows us to
achieve synergy effects based on linking bridges between two conceptions that, as
an ultimate potential, provide combining time series and data mining methods
without creating separate and mutually incompatible models.

9 Conclusion

The REFII model is designed to combine various concepts in time series analysis
and traditional data mining methods, in order to construct a new algorithmic pro-
cedure in the field of market analysis and finding solutions to the problem of
automatic preprocessing time series. These solutions can be realized using

Fig. 10 Expansion of timeslots using nontemporal attributes
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hybridization of existing data mining methods or directly using data mining
methods on transformed time series in REFII notation. The importance of meth-
odology procedures nonuniqueness in time series analysis was noticed by Graham
Williams in his paper [39], which gives an overview of data mining methods in time
series domain. He also noted in his paper the challenges for future researches
(challenge questions) where general time series analysis problem, which would
combine current and future researches in data mining analysis of time series, should
be resolved.

The main disadvantage of Williams’ model stems from the fact that too little
attention is focused on transformation model which is placed into the background
from the very beginning.

As a result of such neglecting of transformation model, the following problems
arise:

• All problems arise because transformation model of time series analysis is
inflexible and is not elaborated well enough. Problems are solved considering
the purpose of analysis [39–45].

• Disregarding contingency approach to the analysis
• Methodology for linking temporal and nontemporal attributes is not provided
• As future research we can advise adjustment and improvement known data

mining algorithms instead of using transformation as bridge toward comparison
layer which also implicates general problem with fuzzy logic usage inside model

REFII model is a solution for such problems which are mentioned as results for
future researches in Williams’ work and gives much more flexible approach to time
series analysis than the original idea represented by Williams.

The main goal of this research was to explore capability to upgrade REFII model
and its capabilities of synthesizing existing data mining algorithms and time series
analysis in a unique system for analyzing market behavior and market segmentation
based on time series.

Through this work are given modalities upgrade of REFII model and its capa-
bility to synthesize existing methodological procedures in time series analysis in a
unique system of data mining analysis of time series which combines data mining
techniques, pattern recognition, motive recognition, derivation of mutation in
algorithm, seasonal oscillations discovery, and event pattern recognition.

All these methods are performed on the same data set, using a unique trans-
formation model of the time series.

Solutions are given for various modalities of market segmentation and market
event pattern based on time series using REFII model on car insurance and database
records. Unique transformation model of the time series (REFII) allows us to
combine various conceptual models of time series analysis, which is an improve-
ment compared to traditional way of using series of unrelated methods in analysis.
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REFII model also allows applying traditional data mining methods in analysis of
time series (decision tree, clustering, market basket analysis, etc.)

Combining various conceptual model of analysis within REFII model, we can
solve much more complex analytical problems based on time series such as seg-
mentation and detection of market behavior.

Chapter explains synergy from information usage which was extracted using
iterative analytical methods and which are showing knowledge as follows:

Unlike traditional approach in which we use a series of unrelated and incom-
patible methods which sometimes do not allow us complex analysis and modeling
solutions for nonstandard problem combining a number of different methodological
approaches of analysis, REFII model provides an improvement in detection of
market laws from time series during the “ad hoc” analysis of market problems.

Improvement conceptually means combining different methodological concepts
of time series analysis, application of traditional data mining methods to the time
series, combining methods for the time series analysis and upgrading the basic
REFII model with basic algorithms in order to construct models for market seg-
mentation on the basis of time series and estimation of behavior of market segments
and subjects.

Deeper analysis conceptually means the capability to carry out different types of
analysis on the reduced data set of time series, which comes as a result of pro-
cessing before applying methods or analytical procedure.

Combining is achieved through a unique transformation model of time series
which is the basis of analytical procedures, methods and development of new
methods with respect to the problem space.

The advantage of this approach is the synthesis of different approaches and
methods in the time series analysis which also include traditional data mining
methods, as well as upgrade to new algorithmic analysis procedures.

This approach allows implementation of different types of analysis on reduced
data set of time series which has already derived as a result of treatment, applied
methods, or analytical method.

These options have so far been impossible or very difficult in traditional
approaches to analysis of time series due to application of many unrelated method
(general linking strategy did not exist), and appear as a necessity in the analysis of
market principles through the time series.
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A Soft Computing Approach for Targeted
Product Promotion on Social Networks

Monika Bajaj, Shikha Mehta and Hema Banati

Abstract Soft computing techniques such as nature-inspired algorithms have
always been a great source of inspiration for researchers in developing intelligent
systems. One of the prominent nature inspired algorithms is firefly algorithm. The
algorithm simulates the attraction approach of real fireflies where each firefly has
specific agenda and coordinates with other fireflies in the group (swarm) to achieve
the same. The presented work employs this attraction mechanism of firefly algo-
rithm for product promotion at global scale through social networking sites. The
algorithm is strategically employed to capture the user interest toward product
features and explore the social network of prospective consumers to identify the
best initial seeds for efficient product promotion. The strategy is divided into three
phases. In the first phase, the market analysis phase, the often changing market
demands for a product feature and user preferences for the same are captured. Based
on these preferences users are grouped into homogeneous segments in the second
phase, i.e., market segmentation. Thereafter, for targeted product promotion the
most potential segment(s) with respect to the product to be promoted is selected in
the third phase, i.e., targeted product promotion. Experimental studies are con-
ducted to evaluate the performance of each phase individually and subsequently
overall strategy is evaluated on epinion dataset. The results reveal the supremacy of
firefly algorithm-based approach over other algorithms and substantiate the
potential of presented plan to target wide and right range of audience by employing
small fraction of advertising budget.
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Keywords Soft computing � Evolutionary algorithms � Social networking �
Opinion mining � Online product promotion � Targeted e-marketing

1 Introduction

Research is currently being directed toward simulation of human intelligence into
mathematical models to solve large, complex, and dynamic real-world problems.
The size and the complexity of these problems are beyond the capability of con-
ventional (hard) computing such as mathematical optimization algorithms, direct
search method, dynamic programming, etc. (Deb 2001). In addition to this, these
techniques are neither flexible enough to adapt the algorithm accordingly nor
capable to model the problem closer to reality (Janga 2006). The need to replace
traditional time-consuming and complex techniques of hard computing with more
intelligent processing techniques lead to the emergence of the term soft computing.
Soft computing (Zadeh 1994) is defined as a fusion of intelligent paradigms that
deal with the real practical situations in the similar way as humans deal with them.
The main aim of soft computing is to exploit the tolerance for imprecision and
uncertainty to achieve tractability, robustness, and low solution cost (Zadeh 1994).
Its principal constituents are fuzzy systems, probabilistic reasoning, neural net-
works, and evolutionary computation. Soft computing is not just a mixture of these
ingredients, but a discipline in which each constituent contributes a distinct
methodology for addressing problems in its domain, in a complementary rather than
competitive way. Fuzzy logic [1] refers to imprecision, approximate reasoning, and
representation of aspects that are only qualitatively known. Probabilistic reasoning
(Nillson 1986) is associated with uncertainty and belief propagation. Neural net-
works [2] focus on the understanding of neural network and learning system,
self-organizing structures, and implementation of models from available data.

Evolutionary computation provides approaches to computing based on ana-
logues of natural creatures. It is a term used to describe algorithms which were
inspired by “survival of the fittest” or “natural selection” principles (Holland 1975).
The evolutionary computation begins with problem-specific population. Each
individual in the population represents a randomly generated solution to the
problem and has fitness value that is determined by the value of the function to be
optimized. These individuals evolve over generations and reproduce better solu-
tions. During each generation new population is produced by applying operators
inspired by nature and biological processes. This iterative process continues till the
convergence criteria are satisfied. Evolution in the evolutionary computation is
carried out with the operators borrowed from natural genetics such as selection,
recombination, mutation, neighborhood, locality, migration, and attraction. Based
on these operating processes the evolutionary computation is broadly classified into
evolutionary algorithm (EA) and swarm intelligence (SI) algorithms. In evolu-
tionary algorithms each individual in the population is called chromosome. These
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chromosomes evolve over generations and produce new population by applying
crossover and mutation operators on current population. The idea behind crossover
is that two or more individuals with high fitness values will create one or more new
offspring (children) that inherits the features of their parents. Mutation is another
reproduction operator used for finding new points in the search space. It is per-
formed by randomly selecting one chromosome from the population and then
arbitrarily changing some of its information. It is generally used with a crossover
operator to diversify the population. It helps in avoiding premature convergence to
a suboptimal solution by introducing new genetic material to the evolutionary
process. In contrast to this swarm intelligence is a term used to describe the
algorithms and distributed problem-solvers which is inspired by the cooperative
group intelligence of swarm or collective behavior of insect colonies and other
animal societies [3]. Similar to evolutionary algorithm swarm intelligence models
are population-based methods. The system is initialized with a population of
individuals (i.e., potential solutions). These individuals then evolve over many
generations by way of mimicking the social behavior of insects or animals, in an
effort to find the optimum solution. Unlike EA, SI models do not use evolutionary
operators such as crossover and mutation. Each individual adapts itself according to
its relationship with other individuals in the population and the environment. The
main paradigms of nature and biological inspired algorithms include genetic
algorithm (GA), differential algorithm (DE), ant colony optimization (ACO), par-
ticle swarm optimization (PSO), artificial bee colony (ABC), firefly algorithm (FA),
etc. Due to their immense capability to model complex and dynamic real-world
problems in diverse domains these algorithms have been used in varied applications
of science and engineering [4, 5, 6], management [7], marketing [8], and finance
[9]. Researchers also studied the potential of evolutionary computation for various
web-based applications such as web page designing [10], information retrieval [11,
12], and web mining to extract the user interest [13], for personalization [14] and
intelligent e-business [15] etc.

This chapter presents online product promotion plan that employs an evolu-
tionary approach to optimize the resources and spread the influence at global scale.
One of the most promising online communication medium currently used for
product awareness at low cost is the social media. Social media has emerged as a
common means of connecting and communication with the outside world. It allows
the web users to share their knowledge and experiences about the products or
services with millions of users across the globe. These interactions in the form of
online discussions, expressing opinions, chats, blogs, etc., are considered as an
electronic word of mouth (eWOM) and have the potential to influence large number
of users. This aspect of information shared over social media is tapped by orga-
nizations for market campaigning. The next section explores the significance of
social media to enhance the marketing returns. The third section discusses firefly a
nature inspired algorithm used for optimization. Section 4 presents the firefly-based
online marketing strategy. The chapter concludes by highlighting the experimental
results and the contribution of the work.
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2 Social Media

Social media as a concept was first introduced in 2004 when LinkedIn (https://in.
linkedin.com/) created its social networking application. The application was pri-
marily an online technology tool that allowed people to communicate easily and
share information over Internet. Social media [16] is defined as a group of
Internet-based applications built on the technological foundations of Web 2.0 that
allows the creation and exchange of user-generated content. Kietzmann and
Hermkens [17] defined social media with respect to seven (07) prime functional
building blocks. These parameters are identity, conversation, sharing, presence,
relationship, reputation, and groups. Each parameter represents a specific facet of
social media and its implications for firms. With growth of Internet and related
network technologies the popularity of social media has increased manyfold. It has
emerged as an ideal platform for interactions, experience sharing, and recommen-
dation among electronic peers. Sharing of information and relationship over social
network provides rich source of information about user interest, preferences, and
friends. It allows the user to indicate whom they trust and distrust, creating links in
the network. It has been observed that, in online systems, people chatting with each
other (using instant messaging) are more likely to have a common interest (their
web searches) [18, Beth et al. 1994; Kautz et al. 1997]. This proliferating signifi-
cance of social media data motivated various researchers to utilize social media as
an e-marketing tool to boost e-commerce.

Social media marketing refers to the process of gaining attention of web users
through social media sites (Mangold and Faulds 2009). The social media-based
marketing strategies create and distribute content to attract attention and encourage
readers to share it with others. Social media has become a hybrid element of
promotion mix because in a traditional sense it enables companies to talk to their
customers, while in a nontraditional sense it enables customers to talk directly to
one another (Mangold and Faulds 2009). Thus strategic use of social media
improves company’s profitability and its position in the industry by facilitating
brand popularity (Vries et al. 2012), sales promotions (Bonilla-Warford 2010),
customer relationship (Sashi 2012), find new customers (Weston 2008), and other
marketing practices (Samuel 2012). It also provides an inexpensive platform for
communicating a marketing message (Skul 2008). Referral Web (Kautz et al. 1997)
was one of the first systems that suggested the combination of direct social relations
and collaborative filtering (CF) to enhance searching for documents and people.
Analysis of social bookmarking site “Delicious” revealed high similarity between
the tag vector of a URL and its keyword vector extracted from the corresponding
web page (Guo and Zhao 2008). Sinha and Swearingen (2001) established that
recommendations from friends are more preferable to collaborative filtering rec-
ommender systems in terms of quality and usefulness. It was also emphasized that
tag-based profiles produce better personalized recommendation of tracks within the
popular music portal “Last.Fm” than conventional ones. Vatturi et al. (2008) pre-
sented a personalized bookmark recommendation system using a CF approach that
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leveraged tags. It was based on the assumption that users would be interested in
pages annotated with tags similar to ones they have already. Studies also estab-
lished that incorporation of explicit social network information in CF systems
improves the quality of recommendation in various domains such as music
(Konstas et al. 2009), clubs (Groh and Ehmig 2007), and news stories (Leman
2007). However, all these studies extracted user preferences for a product by
observing the explicit social network information. Users often indicate their inter-
ests and preferences via opinions and reviews, expressed for a product or service.
These reviews express the strengths and weaknesses of each product with respect to
functionality of its features or attributes thus cause direct or indirect influence
spread over network [19]. This social influence is tapped by companies to market
new products by maximizing the influence spread through the effect of “word of
mouth” in the social network [20, 21, 22]. The “word of mouth” based marketing
strategies are much more cost-effective as compared to conventional methods
because the promotional efforts are carried out by the customers themselves [20].
These models are based on the assumption that consumers propagate only positive
information about the products [23]. One of the prominent strategies that adopt
similar kind of methodology for promoting new product is “viral marketing.”

Viral marketing is defined as “marketing technique that seek to exploit preex-
isting social networks to produce exponential increases in brand awareness, through
processes similar to the spread of an epidemic” [24]. It targets limited number of
initial users called seeds and distribute free or discounted product to them. These
seeds share their experiences with their friends who then pass on the message in
their circle. Thus the message takes the form of a virus that spread through contacts
with others and over a period of time it covers a substantial portion of network.
Thus these seeds activate a chain reaction of influence that is driven by eWOM on
social network (Fig. 1).

The impact of this influence spread depends upon the sum of probability of seeds
to influence their acquaintances and in turn their influence on others and so on
recursively until the entire network is covered.

For example according to Fig. 2a if user “I” is selected as a seed the message will
pass to only user C. In contrast to this if user “D” is selected as a seed the strategy
will be able to cover the whole network as shown in Fig. 2b. Apart from the
connectivity of seeds other important parameters which can impact the influence

Fig. 1 eWOM on social
network
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spread are the “liking” and the “willingness” to purchase the product. Seeds pos-
sessing high connectivity but a severe dislike for a product can have a negative
impact on the market and hence marketing to them should be avoided [21].
Dissatisfied customers disseminate their bad experiences and feelings which are
more powerful as compared to the positive one [25].

Therefore a need is felt for a strategic approach which not only catapults the
users to the product but also builds a positive rapport for the product in an optimal
manner. The approach should be in synchronization with the needs of an effective
marketing activity; optimum usage of resources such as cost, human resources, etc.
Hence the issue then filters down to identifying the set of users who can spread the
maximum influence with an optimum usage of resources. The selection of targeted
users, so as to maximize the net profit is a well-defined optimization problem and
has been proved an NP-hard problem [22]. Thus targeting a specific group of
customers with their appropriate interests is also an optimization problem. In
addition, nature-inspired algorithms (Zhang et al. 2010) have become an indis-
pensable tool for solving such optimizations. Notable nature-inspired algorithms
which have been applied for such scenarios are feature selection [26–28], clustering
[3, 7, 29, 30, Murthy and Chowdury 1996], etc. This chapter explores a prominent
nature-inspired algorithm, “Firefly algorithm,” for solving the optimization problem
presented above. The following section presents the basic behavior of firefly
algorithm.

3 Firefly Algorithm

Firefly algorithm (FA) is inspired by biochemical and social aspects of real fireflies.
Real fireflies emit “cold light” due to chemical reaction called bioluminescence that
helps them in attracting (communicating) their mating partners and also serves as
protective warning mechanism. Shin Xi Yang formulated this flashing behavior

Fig. 2 a Social network of seed “I.” b Social network of seed “D”
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with the objective function of the problem to be optimized [31]. The basic for-
mulation of FA algorithm is based on the following three assumptions:

• All fireflies are unisex so that fireflies will attract each other regardless of their
sex.

• Attractiveness is proportional to their brightness, thus for any two flashing
fireflies, the less brighter one will move toward the brighter one. The attrac-
tiveness is proportional to the brightness and both decrease as distance increases
between two flies. In case it is unable to detect brighter one it will move
randomly.

• The brightness of a firefly is determined by the landscape of the objective
function.

Let us consider an optimization problem where the task is to minimize objective
function f(x) for, i.e., find x* such as Eq. (1)

f x�ð Þ ¼ min f xð Þ
x�S ð1Þ

The swarm of N fireflies are initially dislocated in search space S (randomly or
employing some deterministic strategy). Each firefly xi, i = 1, 2,……, N represent a
solution for problem at given iteration that determines fitness f xið Þ. Each firefly
finds its mating partner based on the attractiveness of other members in the space
and move toward that partner in order to improve its fitness. The attractiveness β is
proportional to the light intensity seen by adjacent fireflies and is defined as Eq. (2).

b ¼ b0e
�crij ð2Þ

where b0 is the attractiveness at r = 0; rij ¼ d xi; xj
� �

is a distance between two
fireflies i and j calculated as Eq. (3).

rij ¼
����
��xi � xj

��
���� ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Xd

k¼1

ðxi;k � xj;kÞ2
vuut ð3Þ

A fixed length absorption coefficient c characterizes the variation of attractiveness
value of firefly and determining the speed of convergence. In theory, γ 2 [0,∞], but
in practice γ is determined by the characteristics of the problem to be optimized.
The movement of ith firefly toward the more attractive (brighter) jth firefly is
determined by Eq. (4)

xi ¼ xi þ b0e
�crij xj � xi

� �þ a rand � 1
2

� �
ð4Þ
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It considers two factors first, the attractiveness of jth firefly. Second is a ran-
domization with a 2 ½0; 1�. Figure 3 depicted the algorithmic step for firefly
algorithm.

The optimization capability of firefly algorithm has already been established in
various applications Hönig (2010), applied firefly algorithm for task graph sched-
uling. Jati and Suyanto (2011) addressed the application of firefly algorithm (FA) to
traveling salesman problem (TSP). Khadwilard et al. (2011) employed Firefly
Algorithm (FA) for solving job shop scheduling problem and Senthilnath et al.
(2011) measured the performance of FA with respect to supervised clustering
problem.

The presented work employs the attraction mechanism of firefly algorithm to
dynamically capture the user interest toward product features. The algorithm is
strategically employed to explore the social network of prospective consumers to
identify the most influential customers termed as “initial seeds” for effective product
promotion. The next section explains the firefly algorithm-based product promotion
plan on social networks.

4 Frame Work for Targeted Product
Promotion on Social Networks

The presented product promotion plan [32] captures the preferences and interest of
the users to identify the group of users having substantial interest in a product. The
social connectedness of these users helps to identify the most influential users in the
group. Targeting these users helps the organization in building a positive image of
the product in the group. The complete strategy for targeted product promotion on
social networks (Fig. 4) is divided into following three distinct phases:

• Market analysis
• Market segmentation
• Targeted product promotion

Fig. 3 Firefly algorithm
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4.1 Market Analysis

The market analysis phase of the presented strategy captures the changing market
demands for a product feature and user preferences for these. The user preferences
are subject to frequent change due to technological advancements in due course of
time. For example, a decade ago the size of a mobile phone was a primary decisive
factor during its purchase. However, with evolution in mobile technology the focus
has shifted toward its camera pixels or audio quality (Fig. 5).

Due to the advent of online e-commerce, users tend to project their product
preference online through product opinion/reviews. The approach works on mining
these online product opinions/reviews for extracting the product features that are of
interest to prospective customers. The following sections discuss the techniques
used to extract the relevant feature set.

4.1.1 Syntactic Analysis-Based Product Feature Extraction

Online reviews for a product are expressed in varying ways. Table 1 shows the
pattern of reviews extracted from epinion.com site along with rating given by the
users for a product “digital camera.” These reviews express the strengths and
weaknesses of each product with respect to functionality of its features or attributes.

Fig. 4 Framework for targeted product promotion on social networks
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The features are described either explicitly or implicitly in the review sentences. For
example, in a review of digital camera: “Excellent picture quality, and flexibility.”
the user explicitly express opinion about the “picture quality” and the “flexibility”
of camera. In contrast to an expression such as “While light, it will not easily fit in
pockets.” describes the feature “weight” and “size” but these words are not men-
tioned in the sentence. These implicit features are hard to identify and need
semantic understanding of language. It is often observed that reviewers usually
provide explicit reviews rather than implicit ones. The presented feature extraction
approach therefore focuses on features that appear explicitly in the review sen-
tences. The process is initiated by collecting a set of reviews on specific product as
the input and preparing them for further processing.

• Preprocessing

Each collected review is preprocessed, that includes removal of ellipsis (…) and
arrangement of one review per sentence. Product features are usually noun or noun

Fig. 5 Changing market demands

Table 1 Review pattern for digital camera

User_id Reviews

U1 Pros: Price, size, image stabilization, looks, large screen, fast operation, great
photos, dedicated view button
Cons: Slightly blurry corners, no manual control over aperture or shutter speed

U2 Pros: Simple to use, Great photos, Auto mode does a great job with low price,
compact size
Cons: Slight shutter lag, Trouble taking clear photos in low light

U3 Pros: intuitive menu, nice LCD, good picture quality, extremely portable, good ISO
400 images, fashionable
Cons: blurry edges, minimal flash, difficult to press buttons

U4 Pros: Excellent picture quality and flexibility
Cons: While light, it will not easily fit in pockets
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phrases in review sentences, hence each review is parsed through part-of-speech
(POS) tagger to extract these terms from a sentence. The linguistic parser
“NLProcessor” [33] is used to parse each sentence. It yields the part-of-speech tag
for each word (whether the word is a noun, verb, adjective, etc) and identifies
simple noun and verb groups (syntactic chunking) by generating XML output. For
instance, when a sentence “Excellent picture quality, and the flexibility” is passed to
POS it specifies the role/kind of each word in sentence as shown in Fig. 6 where
<W C = ‘NN’> indicates a noun and <NG> indicates a noun group/noun phrase that
contains one or more noun terms. The XML output generated by NLProcessor is
further processed.

• Syntactic Rules

The features explicitly mentioned in review sentences are either nouns or noun
phrases and mostly follow an adjective or determinant such as “good picture
quality” or “the flexibility.”Moreover, these features are usually expressed either as
single word such as resolution, size, price, design, etc., or as a combination of two
or more words, e.g., “picture quality,” “screen resolution,” etc. Each noun group
(NG) is therefore analyzed to count the number of elements in each NG. Based on
this count specialized syntactic rules are formulated to extract the various NN/NNS
terms [34].

One-word features are extracted through (rule 1 and 2) depicted in Fig. 7.
Similarly rule 3 and 4 are formulated to extract two-word features depicted in
Fig. 8. Figure 9 depicts the possible phrases that can be handled with these rules.
The terms extracted by applying these rules are the candidate features and are stored
in two separate databases, viz., Database1 (DB1) to store one-word features and
database2 (DB2) to store two-word features.

Fig. 6 Functioning of POS tagger
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Rule 1:
if count ==1

if first element tag == NN/NNS
DB1 = DB1 + first element

Rule 2:
if count ==2

if first element tag == JJ/JJS/DT
if second element tag == NN/NNS

DB1 = DB1 + second element

Fig. 7 Syntactic rules for
one-word feature extraction

Rule 3:

if count ==2
if first element tag == NN/NNS

if second element tag == NN/NNS
DB2  =  DB2 + first element second element

Rule4: 
if count ==3

if first element tag == JJ/JJS/DT
if second element tag == NN/NNS

if third element tag == NN/NNS
DB2 = DB2 + second element third element

Fig. 8 Syntactic rules for
two-word feature extraction

Fig. 9 Example of syntactic analysis based feature extraction
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Every candidate feature in DB2 is in the form of XY where X and Y are two
consecutive nouns. This eliminates the overhead of determining the co-occurrence
between words and distance between them. A further pruning of each candidate
feature is done to eliminate stop words, correction of spellings and lemmatization.
However, all relevant features extracted from syntactic analysis-based feature
extraction approach may not be important, hence considering all of them for further
processing will be cumbersome (Fig. 10). A dimensionality reduction approach is,
therefore, applied to select only the most significant features. The prominent data
mining method, feature selection, is used to reduce the dimensionality of data.

4.1.2 Feature Selection

Feature selection is a technique to select optimal subset of features that represent the
original features in problem domain with high accuracy [35]. The feature selection
process can proceed in either forward (forward selection method) or backward
direction (backward selection method) [36]. The forward selection method [36]
begins with blank set and progresses by adding one feature at each step, reducing
the error in each step, till any further addition does not significantly decrease the
error. The backward selection method [36], as the name suggests, begins with set of
all features and reduces error by eliminating one feature at each step till any further
removal change the error significantly. One of the most important mathematical
tools to find a subset (termed as reduct) of the original features that characterizes the
basic properties of original features in problem domain is Rough Set Theory
(RST) [37–40]. Rough set is approximation of a vague concept by a pair of precise
concepts, called lower and upper approximations, which are informally a classifi-
cation of the domain of interest into disjoint categories [38]. Thus objects belonging
to the same category characterized by the same attributes are not distinguishable. It
discovers data dependencies and reduces the number of attributes contained in
dataset by purely structural methods [41, 42].

Rough set-based attribute reduction (RSAR) [41] approach provides a theoretical
background to feature selection problem. It employs a rough set to remove
redundant conditional attributes from discrete-valued datasets, while retaining their
information content. The reduction of attributes called “Reduct” can be computed
either by considering the degree of dependency or with discernibility matrix.
Table 2 presents an example dataset for computing reduct on the basis of degree of
dependency.

Extracted Features
aperture, battery, body, button, edge, flash, image stabilization, 

issue, light, look, menu, movie mode, operation, photo, picture 

quality, playback, price, review, screen, screen display, shot, shut-

ter lag, shutter speed, size, speed, view button, view finder.

Fig. 10 Pattern of extracted product features
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Let I = (U, A) be an information system where:

U—be a non empty finite set of objects called the universe,
A—be a non empty finite set of attributes,
V—be a set of attribute values such that a: U ! Va for every a � A.

Any P�A determines an equivalence relation over U that is defined as an
indiscernibility relation and denoted as IND(P) and can be computed using Eq. (5).

INP Pð Þ ¼ fðx; yÞ � U2j8a � Pa xð Þ ¼ a yð Þg ð5Þ

The partition of U, generated by IND(P), i.e., U/P and is calculated by Eq. (6).

U=P ¼ �fa � P : U=INDð af gÞg ð6Þ

where
A� B ¼ X

T
Y : 8X � A; 8Y � B;X

T
Y 6¼ ;f g

If x:yð Þ � INDðPÞ, then x and y are indiscernible by attributes from P. The
equivalence classes of the P-indiscernibility relation are denoted as [x]p.
Referencing to Table 2, if P = {b, c}, then objects 1, 6, and 7 are indiscernible as are
objects 0 and 4. IND(P) creates the following partition of U

U=IND Pð Þ ¼ U=INDð bf gÞ � U=INDð cf gÞ
0; 2; 4f g; 1; 3; 6; 7f g; 5f gf g � 2; 3; 5f g; 1; 6; 7f g; 0; 4f gf g
2f g; 0; 4f g; 3f g; 1; 6; 7f g; 5f gf g

Let X �U. X can be approximated using only the information contained within
p by constructing the P-lower approximation and P-upper approximation of X using
Eqs. (7) and (8) respectively.

PX ¼ fxj x½ �p �Xg: ð7Þ

PX ¼ Xj x½ �p \X 6¼ ; ð8Þ

Table 2 Example Dataset x 2 [ A B C D E

0 1 0 2 2 0

1 0 1 1 1 2

2 2 0 0 1 1

3 1 1 0 2 2

4 1 0 2 0 1

5 2 2 0 1 1

6 2 1 1 1 2

7 0 1 1 0 1
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Let P and Q be equivalence relations over U, then the positive regions can be
defined by Eq. (9)

POSp Qð Þ ¼ [x�[=QPX ð9Þ

The positive region contains all objects of U that can be classified to class of U=Q
using the information in attributes P. For example, let P ¼ b; cf g and Q ¼ ef g,
then POS Qð Þ ¼ S ;; 2; 5f g; 3f gf g ¼ 2; 3; 5f g:

An important issue in data analysis is discovering dependencies between attri-
butes. Intuitively, a set of attributes Q depends totally on a set of attributes P,
denoted P ) Q, if all attribute values from Q are uniquely determined by values of
attributes from P. If there exists a functional dependency between values of Q and
P, then Q depends totally on P. Using the definition of positive region, the rough set
degree of dependency of a set of attributes Q on a set of attributes P is defined in the
following way:

For P, Q � A, it is said that Q depends on P in a degree k (0 ≤ k ≤ 1), denoted
Pk ) Q, and computed by Eq. (10).

k ¼ cp Qð Þ ¼ POSp Qð Þ�� ��
Uj j ð10Þ

If k = 1, Q totally depends on P, if 0 < k <1 Q depends partially (in a degree k) on P,
and if k = 0 then Q does not depend on P. In the example, the degree of dependency
of attribute {e} from the attributes {b, c}.

k ¼ cb;c eð Þ ¼ POSb;c eð Þ�� ��
Uj j

k ¼ 2; 3; 5j j
0; 1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7j j ¼

3
8

The reduction of attributes is achieved by comparing equivalence relations gener-
ated by sets of attributes. Attributes are removed so that the reduced set (termed as
reduct) provides the same predictive capability of the decision feature as the ori-
ginal. A reduct is defined as subset R of the conditional attribute set C such that
cR Dð Þ ¼ cC Dð Þ. A given dataset may have many attribute reduct sets, so the set
R of all reduct is defined by Eq. (11)

R ¼ X : X �C; cXðDÞ ¼ cCðDÞf g ð11Þ

The intersection of all the sets in R is called the core, the elements of which are
those attributes that cannot be eliminated without introducing more contradictions
to the dataset. In RSAR, a reduct with minimum cardinality is searched for; in other
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words an attempt is made to locate a single element of the minimal reduct set
Rmin �R (Eq. 12)

Rmin ¼ fX : X � R; 8Y � R; jXj 	 jY jg ð12Þ

The most basic solution to obtain minimal reduct is to generate all possible reducts
and choose any one with minimal cardinality. Exploring all the possible reducts and
selecting the best one is an expensive task and a practically impossible for large
dataset and this needs and exhaustive search. Therefore heuristic and random search
strategies-based methods such as quick reduct [41] and entropy-based reduct
method [35] are capable of avoiding such complexity. These methods find reduct in
less time but do not guarantee to find a minimal and optimal reduct. They generate a
close-to-minimal reduct, thus reducing dataset dimensionality significantly.
Therefore efforts have been directed to develop a stochastic approach by incorpo-
rating the nature inspired algorithm such as genetic algorithm [43], ant colony
optimization [42], particle swarm optimization [28], and bee colony optimization
[27] into RSAR approach to improve the performance. These methods did improve
the performance but consumed more time [26, 27]. All these existing methods
achieved success in either of two critical aspects of feature selection problem, viz.,
the degree of optimality (in terms of subset size and corresponding dependency
degree) and time required to achieve this optimality. [44] improved the efficiency of
basic RSAR by incorporating the flashing behavior of firefly algorithm. Figure 11
presents the FA_RSAR algorithm that takes C, the set of all conditional features

Fig. 11 FA_RSAR algorithm for feature selection
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and D, the set of decision features as input and to obtained R ¼ X : X �C;f
cXðDÞ ¼ cCðDÞg:

The performance of the FA_RSAR approach was evaluated with respect to other
heuristic, random search techniques such as quick reduct and entropy-based reduct
method. The efficacy was also evaluated with respect to other nature-inspired
algorithms such as GenRSAR, AntRSAR, PSO-RSAR, and BeeRSAR based on
genetic algorithm, ant colony optimization, particle swarm optimization, and bee
colony optimization respectively. The results in terms of size of the reduct obtained
were compared with the results established in [27]. The experimental results sub-
stantiated the consistency and better performance of FA_RSAR as compared to
other methods. These results formed the motivation for adoption of FA_RSAR
method to reduce the dimensionality of features extracted by syntactic
analysis-based feature extraction approach. The subset of features generated by
FA_RSAR approach formed the set of features which are most in demand. The next
step as per the strategy is to assess user interest toward this set of most preferred
features (Fig. 12).

4.1.3 User Interest Estimation

Users can be classified into two categories in accordance with the level of activity
on social medium as passive users and active users. Passive users only read and
consider these reviews while purchasing a product. User interested in a product or
product feature can be estimated by the time spent on the review of that particular
product. Various studies in literature established the positive correlation between
user interest and article reading time [45, Konstan et al. 1997; Ding et al. 2002;

Fig. 12 Techniques used for market analysis
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Kellar et al. 2004; Hofgesang and Amsterdam 2006]. Based on these studies metrics
are formulated [46] to ascertain the interest of a passive user in a product feature.

In contrast to this active users participate and continuously share their experi-
ences and opinions for a product. These opinions are pointers to their likes and
dislikes and hence can be mined to build a feature-based profile for every indi-
vidual. Relevant features for each user is extracted through syntactic analysis-based
feature extraction approach discussed in Sect. 4.1.1. Association rule mining is then
applied on these relevant features to generate two-word frequent features set and
one-word frequent features set respectively [34]. Feature-based user’s profile is thus
generated by storing top N features (Fig. 13). It is a strong predictor of current
preferences of user at a given instant of time. However, preferences are dynamic in
nature. They change with changing interest of the user/arrival of new
technology/change in product type. The presented strategy takes into consideration
this dynamic change in user opinion. It allows for periodic updation of features
stored in the user profile and subsequent dynamic change in the selected feature set.
For instance, over a period of time the inclination toward “flash” feature of digital
camera might increase. This would lead to increase in occurrence of this feature in
user profile and hence would cause an updation in the “selected features” list. This
estimation of users’ interest toward most preferred feature set is utilized to group
them into homogeneous segments as discussed in the second phase, i.e., market
segmentation.

Fig. 13 User interest estimation using feature-based profile
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4.2 Market Segmentation

Market segmentation can help the decision-makers to determine suitable competi-
tive strategy [47]. The market segmentation phase segments large and dynamic
e-markets into separate submarkets where customers in the same group are similar
with respect to a given set of characteristics. It enables marketers to understand and
characterize the diversity of demand that individuals bring to market place. The
segments can then be effectively targeted by a dedicated customized marketing
strategy to forge a close relationship with customers. However, this efficacy of
market segmentation depends on the effectiveness of methods employed to achieve
its objectives.

Literature studies indicate [48, 49, 50, 51, Torre et al. 2006] that the goals of
market segmentation may be achieved by clustering. Clustering is a technique
employed for partitioning a set of objects into groups such that each group is
homogeneous with respect to certain attributes based on the specific criterion. This
purpose of clustering makes it a popular tool for market segmentation.

4.2.1 Clustering

Clustering refers to partitioning the unlabeled data objects into certain number of
clusters. The primary objective of clustering is to achieve homogeneity within
cluster, i.e., objects belonging to the same cluster should be as similar as possible.
Secondly, to maintain heterogeneity amongst the clusters, i.e., objects belonging to
different clusters should be as different as possible. Thus the algorithmic task has
been stated as an optimization problem [52].

Clustering is a process of partitioning a given set of n points into K groups or
clusters based on some similarity (distance) metric. Let O = {o1!, o2!,…..; oN�!} be a
set of N objects to be clustered into K groups and each object is represented as
ol
! ¼ oi1; oi2; . . .. . .; oidf g where oid represents a value of object i at dimension d.
The goal of clustering algorithm is to determine a set C ¼ Ci; . . .;Ckf g
with K partitions such that Ci 6¼ ; and Ci \ Cj 
 ;; for i ¼ 1; . . .:; k; j ¼
1; . . .::; k and i 6¼ j and [k

k¼1Ck ¼ O.
Each cluster is represented by a cluster center calculated on the basis of distance

metric, then Z ¼ z1!; z2!; . . .::; zk!
	 


is a set of cluster centers to which data objects
are assigned. Equation (13) calculates zl! using Euclidean distance where n is
number of objects in cluster.

zi!¼ 1
ni

X
oi�ci

Oi
! ð13Þ

The objective functions of clustering problems are usually nonlinear and
non-convex so some clustering algorithms may fall into local optimum. Moreover,
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they possess exponential complexity in terms of number of clusters and become an
NP-hard problem when the number of clusters exceeds [53]. Clustering is usually
performed when no information is available concerning the membership of data
items to predefine classes. For this reason clustering is traditionally seen as a part of
unsupervised learning. The simplest and the most popular clustering algorithm is
k-means algorithm. It is very efficient, due to its linear time complexity but the
deterministic local search used in algorithm, may converge to the nearest local
optima. Various metaheuristics and swarm intelligence-based evolutionary algo-
rithms such as tabu search (Al-Sultan 1995), simulated annealing (Bandyopadhyay
et al. 1998; Selim and Al-Sultan 1991), genetic algorithms (GA) [29, 30,
Bandyopadhyay et al. 1995, 1999; Murthy and Chowdury 1996), ant colony
optimization (ACO) (Shelokar et al. 2004), particle swarm optimization
(PSO) (Karthi et al. 2008), and differential evolution (DE) (Paterlini and Krink
2006) are applied to clustering problem. However, these algorithms successfully
applied heuristic and evolutionary approaches to avoid convergence to local optima
with limited success rate. Therefore the prospects of firefly algorithm for clustering
problem were studied. Figure 14 presents the FClust algorithm for market
segmentation.

The performance of FClust is evaluated with respect to Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO) and Differential Evolution (DE) based clustering approaches.
The experimental study proves FClust has a higher probability to achieve the
optimality as compare to PSO and DE. The analysis has been carried out to study the
stagnation behavior and convergence speed of algorithms. The results indicate that

void FClust()

{ 
Randomly create  an initial population of n fireflies that represent the       solutions within k
dimensional search space xik, i=1,2,……,N and k=1,2,….,K. where K is the number of 
segments. 

Evaluate the fitness of each individual based on homogeneity within the segment and 

heterogeneity between the segments using equation 13. 

t=0 

while(t<=max_generations)  

{ 

for each individual i

{ 

                        find most attractive   partner  j

move i towards j in order to improve its fitness 

evaluate new position of i i.e new f(i)

if new f(i)> f(i)

replace i with new i

 else  

move i randomly 

} 

t=t+1}} 

Fig. 14 FCLust algorithm for market segmentation
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the convergence of the FClust is fast as compared to PSO and DE and the perfor-
mance of FClust is remarkable. Thus FClust approach is used for market segmen-
tation. Segments generated in this phase are used to target the best users for efficient
product promotion in the next phase.

4.3 Targeted Product Promotion

Promotion of right products to the right customers depends on the identification of
suitable customers. After dividing the market into homogeneous segments, the next
phase of the presented strategy is to identify potential segment(s) for the product to
be promoted. The better the suitability of the target segment(s) chosen, the higher
the probability of success of the product.

This phase selects the most potential segment(s) offline to persuasively com-
municate marketing message. The selection of segment and the number of segments
to be considered for product promotion depends on the type of the product to be
promoted as well as the marketing budget. The key concept of the presented model
is that it does not promote products to all or some random number of users of the
selected segments. It takes the advantage of social influence spread through social
sites. For instance, if user ‘v’ performed an action ‘a’ at time ‘t’ and if the same
action is performed at time t + Δ by user ‘u’ a friend of ‘v’ then it can be considered
that action is propagated from user ‘v’ to user ‘u’ (Fig. 15). If this happens fre-
quently for many different actions, then it can be concluded that user ‘v’ is indeed

Fig. 15 Influence spread in social network
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exerting some influence on user ‘u.’ The basic assumption is that when users see
their social contacts performing an action they may decide to perform the action
themselves. The presented strategy leverages this aspect of human social behavior
and encourages the faster adoption of product by targeting most influential users
called “seeds” in the network.

The best seeds are identified by exploring the social connectedness among users of
selected segment(s). A Social network is considered as a social graphG(V,E) (Fig. 16)
where each individual in network (namely a, b, c, d, e and f) is represented as a node
(V) and each edge (E) represents the interactions or link between individuals. The
weight wuv associated with each edge indicates the probability of node u to influence
node v.However in practice, social network does not provide any explicit information
about the influential probabilities among users. Goyal et al. [54] developed static and
time dependent models to capture influence from the log of past propagations.

These models computed the prediction about the performance of an action by a
user. They also predicted the time by which an influenced user would perform an
action after their neighbors have performed the action. Although these methods
efficiently generate the influence matrix by exploiting explicit log of action but
issue of optimization of the number of scans required over action log was still not
addressed. In contrast to utilizing the explicit log of actions, the presented work
estimates the influential probability by implicitly capturing the propagation of social
actions among users.

4.3.1 Influential Probability Estimation

Social behavior over social networks forms the core for estimating the influential
probability among users. For instance, initially at time ‘t0’ user ‘u1’ and user ‘u2’
are connected with each other. At time ‘t1’ user ‘u1’ also establishes a relationship
with user ‘u3’ and ‘u4’ which is followed by user ‘u2’ a friend of ‘u1’ at time ‘t2’
(Fig. 17).

Fig. 16 Social graph
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This propagation of social behavior over network can be measured from the
explicit labeling of trust/friends or distrust/enemy over other users. The presented
work utilized this information and formulated a social behavior-based similarity
metric (SBsim) to implicitly predict the probability of propagating an action. The
metric measured the similarity between two users on the basis of “how similar they
are in their social relationship.”

• Social Behavior-Based Similarity SBsim (wi,j): It computes the similarity
weight between user i and j, based on their social relationships which is defined
as the size of the intersection divided by the size of the union of friend sets as
given in Eq. (14) [55].

SBsim wij
� � ¼ FðUiÞ

T
FðUjÞ

FðUiÞ
S
FðUjÞ ð14Þ

However, the propagation of action from one user to other depends on their interest
similarity. Users are generally influenced by other users if they have similar mindset
[56, 57]. They like and forward only those messages that are of their interest as
shown in Fig. 18.

Therefore the user interest-based similarity (UIsim) computed from their rating
behavior is incorporated into social behavior based similarity (SBsim) and hybrid
similarity metric (HBsim) is formulated to estimate influential probabilities among
users (Fig. 19).

Fig. 17 Propagation of social actions on social networks
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• User Interest Based Similarity UIsim(wi,j): This is similarity metric com-
monly used for recommending a product in conventional recommender systems
[58]. It computes the similarity weight wi,j between user i and user j using
adjusted cosine function given in Eq. (15) as follows:

UIsim wi;j
� � ¼

Pn items
n¼1 ðUin � o nð ÞÞðUjn � o nð ÞÞffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPno items

n¼1 ðUin � o nð Þ
q

Þ2
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPno items

n¼1 ðUin � o nð ÞÞ2
q ð15Þ

In Eq. (6), Ui and Uj are the vectors containing ratings given by user i and j for item
n. oðnÞ refers to the average of the ratings given by all users on the nth item.
• Hybrid Similarity HBsim(wi,j): This metric integrates both the interest-based
similarity metric and social behavior-based similarity metric to estimate the overall
influential probabilities among users as follows (Eq. 16) [55]:

Fig. 18 Interest-based propagation on social networks

Fig. 19 Influential probability estimation
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HBsim wij
� � ¼ a� UIsim wij

� � þ b� SBsim wij
� � ð16Þ

where α and β are the weights given to two similarity measures respectively
according to the type of application.

The efficacy of presented hybrid metric has been evaluated over conventional
collaborative filtering (CF) recommender systems. Collaborative filtering recom-
mender systems formulate a model of the community preferences on the basis of
past rating behavior. Subsequently, the preferences of all users belonging to the
community whose profile matches with the active user are considered for recom-
mending the items. The results established the efficacy of proposed metrics and
their potential to generate more accurate recommendations [55]. Therefore the
weight computed with the HBsim metric is used to compute the influential prob-
abilities. These influential probabilities are then used to obtain optimal seeds
(influential users) that can maximize the influence spread.

4.3.2 Optimal Seed Identification for Targeted Product Promotion

Identification of target seeds having strong influence in the network can be
accomplished by exploring the social graph of the organization. However, the
decision regarding the number of seeds, i.e., k to be employed depends upon the
marketing budget of an organization. The presented work aims to identify k initial
users that maximize the profit within a given seeding budget. Maximizing influence
spread with the limited seeding budget (k) in large network is denoted as k-Max
influence problem and has been proven to be NP-hard [21, 22].

• k-Max Influence Problem

Domingos and Richardson [21] introduced k-Max influence problem posing the
influence maximization as an optimization problem of selecting the best k seeds.

Given a social graph G(V, E) and an integer k, find k seeds such that the incurred
influence is maximized [22].

The influence process starts with the set S V of nodes called seeds and activates
them. These seeds in turn activate some of their neighbors. These newly active
nodes then influence some of their neighbors, and so on. Nodes that are influenced
by a product are called active and others are called inactive. Hence the influence
starts from the set S and cascades in the graph through the outgoing edges of the
active nodes. The aim of the influence maximization problem is to choose the initial
seed set S so that final influence (i.e., the number of active nodes at the end of the
cascade) is maximized.

• Greedy Approach for k-Max Influence Problem

Kempe [22] applied greedy strategy to tackle k-Max influence problem. It takes
the graph G and number k (i.e., marketing budget) as input. The algorithm generates
a seed set S of cardinality k, with the intention that the expected number of vertices
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influenced by the seed set S is maximum. The algorithm adds one vertex into the set
S with each iteration i such that this vertex together with current set S maximizes the
influence spread. Thus the vertex selected at iteration i is the one that maximizes the
incremental influence spread during that iteration. The working of greedy algorithm
is illustrated with the help of social graph shown in Fig. 20.

The graph has six nodes (users) namely a, b, c, d, e, and f respectively. Each
edge (u, v) represents the social relationship between u and v and the weight wuv

associated with each edge indicates the probability of node u to influence node v.
The main objective is to identify the set S � V of cardinality k where k = 2 with the
intention that the expected number of vertices influenced by the seed set S is
maximum. Figure 21 describes the algorithmic steps of greedy approach.

The algorithm first calculates the expected influencing value Ea,b,c,d,e,f = {2.45, 1,
2.0, 1, 1.5, 2.25} of each node using diffusion model and probability information.
For instance, the influencing value for node, i.e., Ea is computed by considering all
cascades through node, i.e., sum of influence on the nodes Ea = 1 + 0.9 + (0.1 + (1
− 0.1) * 0.3 * 0.5) + 0.3 ≈ 2.45; where the first term is due to a’s influence on itself
while the third enumerates expectation on two possible paths from a to d since node
has highest influencing value so it is selected as the first seed. The second seed is
selected from rest of the nodes, i.e., and the corresponding influences are {2.25, 2.0,
1.74, 1.38}. These values are conditional to already being selected as a seed. Thus
the second selection is and final seed set is with the expected influence of 4.1. The

Fig. 20 Weighted social
graph

Fig. 21 Greedy algorithm for
k-max influence problem
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greedy algorithm although significantly outperforms the classic degree and
centrality-based heuristics in influence spread but suffers from high computation
cost on estimating the influence function. Therefore “Cost-Effective Lazy Forward”
(CELF) scheme for seed selection was proposed [59]. However, this improved
algorithm also takes hours to complete a graph with few tens of thousands of
vertices, so it is not suitable for large-scale networks. Therefore efforts were made
to define a local viral marketing problem (LVMP) which is opposed to global viral
marketing problem (GVMP) [60]. Sarkar et al. [61] studied how innovations diffuse
across a variety of different topologies whereas [62] studied the effect of
word-of-mouth on product adoption. All these techniques did succeed in finding the
best seeds but required global knowledge of the network, i.e., knowledge about
every node in the network and its connection with every other node which is
unrealistic in many real-world cases and time-consuming.

The presented work tackles these issues with an evolutionary approach. Banati
and Bajaj [55] studied the viability of evolutionary algorithms, i.e., Differential
Evolution (DE) and Firefly (FA) for k-Max influence problem. The results revealed
that both evolutionary approaches DE and FA perform better as compared to greedy
approach with respect to maximum influence incurred as well as gain achieved by
increasing the value of k. Amongst the evolutionary approaches FA maintains
consistency in its results and has higher probability to score over DE and
greedy-based algorithms. On the basis of these observations the presented strategy
employed firefly algorithm-based evolutionary approach to identify the most
influential seeds from the social network. All the users are divided into homogenous
groups by observing their interest and subsequently the best segments are selected
as target according to the characteristics of product to be promoted. The social
networks of these selected segments are then explored and the most influential
seeds are identified for efficient product promotion (Banati and Bajaj 2013c). The
strength of this product promotion plan is substantiated through a case study dis-
cussed in the next section.

5 Case Study for Targeted Production Promotion
Strategy on Social Networks

To assess the efficacy of presented product promotion plan, a case study is con-
ducted over epinion dataset obtained from epinion.com website. Dataset consisted
of 2378 users who rated 16,861 different products belonging to 6 categories. For
experimental study, only those users are considered who have rated at least 10
products. All the products rated by these users are divided into test and training sets.
The division of dataset is made on the basis of products such that products of the
test dataset did not participate in the training model. Hence, the system promotes
new products to the users. Results are averaged over twenty five independent runs
with the following settings (Table 3).
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According to the presented product promotional plan users are divided into three
homogenous segments on the basis of their product rating information using firefly
algorithm-based FClust clustering approach. For efficient segment selection each
segment is associated with a weight for each category that is computed using Eq. (17).

WðscÞ ¼ Total number of users in a segment rated products of category c
Total number of users in a segment s

ð17Þ

This weight forms the basis for the segment selection. The higher the value of
segment with respect to a given category, the better the chances of its selection for
promoting product belonging to that category. Subsequently, the social connect-
edness among the users of selected segments is converted into social weighted
graph G(V, E) where weight to each edge is computed using hybrid similarity
metric. Finally, the best influential seeds are identified using firefly evolutionary
approach to promote products in test set. This configuration of targeted approach is
compared with the conventional viral approach. The conventional promotion model
considers all the users and identifies the targeted seeds from the social network
consists of these users. Other configurations for both the approaches are same
except the targeted approach that first identifies the best group of users and then
selects the best seeds from the same group whereas the conventional approach
selects the seeds from whole market. The efficacy of these approaches is measured
using the following evaluating metrics:

5.1 Evaluation Metric

The following evaluation metrics are used to evaluate the performance of the
approach:

• Precision: It measures a percentage of influenced users in terms that they
actually rated the product promoted to them from the total number of users
targeted through seeds, i.e.,

Precision =
Number of targeted users actually rated the product

Number of users targeted through seeds

Table 3 Details of training
and test set

Training (%) Test (%)

95 5

90 10

85 15

80 20
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• Recall: It measures a percentage of influenced users in terms that they actually
rated the product promoted to them from the total number of users in the market
actually rated the product, i.e,.

Recall =
Number of targeted users actually rated the product
Total Number of users actually rated the product

• F1 Measure: It combines both the recall and precision, i.e.,

F1¼ 2 � Precision � Recall
PrecisionþRecall

5.2 Performance Analysis

The performances of these approaches are measured with respect to the value of
marketing budget (k), i.e., 2 and 3 in experiments. Figure 22 shows the precision
obtained with marketing budget k = 2. Higher precision value of the targeted
approach indicated its ability to target right customers as compared to the con-
ventional approach. It is observed that a higher recall value of targeted approach
(Fig. 23) also proved its ability to cover large right audience with k = 2. F1 measure
(Fig. 24) depicts the harmonic balance between both precision and recall values.
Results reveal that F1 measure values are better for the targeted approach as
compared to the conventional approach.

Fig. 22 Precision value with
k = 2

Fig. 23 Recall value with k =
2
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Another study is performed to evaluate the effect of increase in marketing budget
from 2 to 3. The results with respect to precision, recall, and F1 measure are shown
in Figs. 25, 26 and 27 respectively. It can be observed from these results that by
raising the marketing budget, the targeted strategy is able to convince more cus-
tomers. The recall value depicts the efficiency of presented strategy.

Fig. 24 F1 measure with
k = 2

Fig. 25 Precision value with
k = 3

Fig. 26 Recall value with
k = 3

Fig. 27 F1 measure with
k = 3
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All these results establish that the presented framework to promote the products
over social networks has more potential to enhance the number of influenced users
and thereby increase the sales of products. Targeted product promotion using
Firefly algorithm thus leads to optimal utilization of resources such as cost, effort,
etc., to target large number of potential customers. Therefore, this approach may
serve as a boon to the product industry in augmenting their sales as well as profit
graph.

6 Conclusion

The chapter presented an effective e-marketing strategy that incorporated the
flashing behavior of fireflies and took the advantage of quick spread behavior of
eWOM for marketing campaigning. The functionality of proposed strategy divided
into three phases, viz., market analysis, market segmentation, and targeted product
promotion. Each phase was optimized by “firefly” a nature inspired algorithm and
subsequently experiments were conducted to evaluate the same. An initial with
market analysis of current trend in terms of relevant product features is done by
mining user opinions and extract user interest toward specific product features.
Subsequently market segmentation was done by clustering similar users and finally
the best initial seeds were identified for product promotion. The strategy exploited
the social connectedness among users in the selected segment to identify the best
initial seeds to spread the influence at global scale. The experimental result sub-
stantiated the ability of the approach to cover large right audience by employing a
small fraction of advertising budget. Thus the presented product promotion plan can
be a boon in the marketing domain where organizations can use optimal company
resources and efforts with limited budget to reach out to a vast potential segment.
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Hybrid Rough-PSO Approach in Remote
Sensing Imagery Analysis

Anasua Sarkar and Rajib Das

Abstract Pixel classification among overlapping land cover regions in remote
sensing imagery is a very challenging task. Detection of uncertainty and vagueness
are always the key features for classifying mixed pixels. This paper proposes an
approach for pixel classification using a hybrid approach of rough set theory and
particle swarm optimization methods. Rough set theory deals with incompleteness
and vagueness among data, which property may be utilized for detecting arbitrarily
shaped and sized clusters in satellite images. To enable fast automatic clustering of
multispectral remote sensing imagery, in this article, we propose a rough set-based
heuristical decision rule generation algorithm. For rough-set-theoretic decision rule
generation, each cluster is classified using heuristically searched optimal reducts to
overcome overlapping cluster problem. This proposed unsupervised algorithm is
able to identify clusters utilizing particle swarm optimization based on rough set
generated membership values. This approach addresses the overlapping regions in
remote sensing images by uncertainties using rough set generated membership
values. Particle swarm optimization is a population-based stochastic optimization
technique, inspired from the social behavior of bird flock. Therefore, to predict
pixel classification of remote sensing imagery, we propose a particle swarm
optimization-based membership correction approach over rough set-based initial
decision rule generation. We demonstrate our algorithm for segmenting a
LANDSAT image of the catchment area of Ajoy River. The newly developed
algorithm is compared with fuzzy C-means and K-means algorithms. The new
algorithm generated clustered regions are verified with the available ground truth
knowledge. The validity analysis is performed to demonstrate the superior per-
formance of our new algorithms with K-means and fuzzy C-means algorithms.
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1 Introduction

In the analysis of remote sensing images, the pixel classification of a particular land
cover region is often posed as clustering in the intensity space of multispectral
satellite images [1]. There are small regions (like bridges and roads) within only a
few pixels, while the vegetation regions are significantly large. Thus the detection
of overlapping clusters considering neighborhoods becomes an important challenge
in remote sensing pixel classification.

Clustering is the unsupervised classification method with maximum intraclass
similarity and minimum interclass similarity. Several earlier works proposed
clustering for pixel classification in remote sensing imagery like—self-organizing
map (SOM) [2], K-means clustering [3, 4], simulated annealing [5], graph theoretic
approach [6], fuzzy C-means clustering [7], and scattered object clustering [8].
Several other methods like clustering based on symmetry [9], supervised multi-
objective learning approach [10], also may be applicable efficiently for detection of
efficient land cover regions in remote sensing images.

The rough set theory deals with uncertainty, vagueness, and incompleteness in
class definition. It computes lower and upper approximations of rough sets for
overlapping partitions. Therefore, recently rough set theory is being used with
clustering [1, 7, 11, 12]. Lingras [6, 7, 12] used rough set theory to develop interval
representation of clusters. This model is useful when the clusters do not necessarily
have crisp boundaries.

PSO is a population-based algorithm that uses a population of individuals to
probe the best position in the search space. In PSO, the individual is called a
particle, which moves stochastically in the direction of its own best previous
position and the whole swarm’s best previous position. Therefore, to predict pixel
classification of remote sensing imagery, we propose a Rastrigrin function-based
PSO to rough set-based initial decision rule generation.

The present study focuses on the integration of rough-set-theoretic automatic
optimal classification PSO-based membership correction for pixel classification in
remote sensing imagery. Clusters are associated with indiscernibility classes con-
taining different land cover regions that occur in remote sensing images. The most
widely used clustering algorithms for pixel classification analysis are hierarchical
clustering [13], K-means clustering [3, 4], and SOM [2].

We demonstrate the performance of the new distance metric in pixel classifi-
cation of a chosen LANDSAT remote sensing image of the catchment area of Ajoy
River. The quantitative evaluation over three existing validity indices indicates the
satisfactory performance of our new hybrid rough set-based and particle swarm
optimization (PSO) corrected algorithm (RPSO) to detect imprecise clusters. We
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compare our obtained solutions with those of K-means and FCM algorithms to
verify with the ground truth knowledge. The statistical tests also demonstrate the
significance of our new RPSO algorithm over K-means and FCM algorithms.

2 Rough Set Theory and PSO Method

2.1 Rough Set Theory

The theory of rough sets begins with the notion of an indiscernibility relation,
which induces a pair ⟨U, R⟩, where U is a nonempty set (the universe of discourse)
and R is an equivalence relation on U. R decomposes the set U into disjoint
equivalence classes, denoted as x½ �B (for some object x described by a set of
attributes B). Let U=R ¼ X1;X2; . . .;Xmf g, where Xi is an equivalence class of
R; i ¼ 1; 2; . . .;m.

The main goal of rough set analysis is to synthesize approximations of concepts
from acquired data. Consequently, given an arbitrary set X �U can be approxi-
mated by using the information contained in B by defining a pair of B—lower and B
—upper approximations of X [14, 15], denoted by BX and BX respectively.

B Xð Þ ¼ fx 2 Uj x½ �B �Xg ¼ [f x½ �B2 U=Rj x½ �B �Xg ð1Þ

B Xð Þ ¼ fx 2 Uj x½ �B \X ¼ /g ¼ [f x½ �B2 U=Rj x½ �B \X ¼ /g ð2Þ

The lower approximation BX is the union of all the elementary sets, which are
subsets of X and the upper approximation BX is the union of all the elementary sets,
which have a nonempty intersection with X. The interval | BX; BX | simply is called
the rough set of X.

Pawlak discussed in [14, 15], two numerical characterizations for imprecision of
X: accuracy and roughness. Accuracy of approximation for X, denoted by aB Xð Þ, is
the ratio of objects on its lower approximation to that on its upper approximation.

aB Xð Þ ¼ jBXj=jBX j ð3Þ

The roughness of X, denoted by qB Xð Þ, is defined as qB Xð Þ ¼ 1� aB Xð Þ. Note
that the lower the roughness of a subset, the better its approximation. Each decision

d determines a classification of objects in X [14, 15] as CLASSR dð Þ ¼
X1
R; . . .;X

rðdÞ
R

n o
of the universe U, where Xk

R ¼ fx 2 Ujd xð Þ ¼ vkdg for

1� k� r dð Þ, where vdk denotes kth value for decision d and r(d) denotes the rank of
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decision d. A classification can be characterized numerically by the quality of
classification as the fitness function measure defined below:

cB Xð Þ ¼ jBX [B:Xj= Uj j; ð4Þ

where B:X is the lower approximation of set of objects that do not belong to X.

2.2 PSO Algorithm

PSO is a population-based algorithm that uses a population of individuals to probe
the best position in the search space. In PSO, the individual is called a particle,
which moves stochastically in the direction of its own best previous position and
the whole swarm’s best previous position. Suppose that the size of the swarm is
N and the search space is M dimensional, then the position of the ith particle is
presented as Xi ¼ xi1; xi2; . . .; xiMf g. The velocity of this particle is presented as
Vi ¼ vi1; vi2; . . .; viMf g : The best previous position of this particle is denoted as
Pi ¼ pi1; pi2; . . .; piMf g :

Consequently, the best previous position discovered by the whole swarm is
denoted as PS ¼ pS1; pS2; . . .; pSMf g : Let the maximum number of iteration be
T and t be the present iteration. The unit time is denoted by Ds Then the position of a
particle and its velocity are changed following the constraints shown below [1, 5, 6]:

vtþ1
im ¼ xt � vtim þ randðÞ � c1 � pim � xcim

� �

Ds
þ randðÞ � c2 � psm � xcim

� �

Ds
ð5Þ

xtþ1
im ¼ xtim þ vtim � Ds ð6Þ

xt ¼ xmax � t � xmax � xminð Þ
T

ð7Þ

, where 1 � t � T; 1 � m� M, and randðÞ generates the random number with
uniform distribution U 0; 1ð Þ: c1 and c2 are acceleration coefficients. x is the inertia
weight, with xmax and xmin as it’s the maximum and minimum values respectively.

For the initial matrix, X ¼
x11 x12 x1M
x21 x22 x2M
xn1 xn2 xNM

2

4

3

5, the equation to generate particle

value is:

xinitial ¼ xim ¼ xmin þ xmax � xminð Þ � randðÞ;
8m ¼ 1; . . .;Mf g; n ¼ 1; . . .;Nf g: ð8Þ
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Then the boundary constraints for xtþ1
im and vtþ1

im are as follows:

xtþ1
im ¼

xtþ1
im ; xmin � xtþ1

im � xmax

xinitial; xtþ1
im [ xmax

xinitial; xtþ1
im \xmin

8
<

: ð9Þ

vtþ1
im ¼

vtþ1
im ;�vmax � vtþ1

im � vmax

vmax; vtþ1
im [ vmax

�vmax; vtþ1
im \� vmax

8
<

: ; ð10Þ

where vmax; vminf g and xmax; xminf g are respectively maximum and minimum
values for v and x, respectively.

2.3 Related Works

There is a canopy of existing works using fuzzy and rough set theory and
PSO-based approaches on the problem of multispectral image segmentation on
remote sensing images.

Dixon et al. [16] experiments SVM method to the Landsat Thematic Mapper
(TM) image classification, comparing the results with the maximum likelihood
classifier (MLC), the neural network classifier, and the decision tree classifier. They
show SVM classifier obtain higher classification accuracy than those of the other
classifiers [16]. Mountraki and Im make their experiments using several methods
for analysis of airborne- and satellite-derived imagery which are proposed and
assessed [17].

Foody works on the SVM algorithm to classify the airborne image, which shows
that SVM method often provide a higher accuracy than those existing stat-of-the-art
classification methods [18] for multiclass image segmentation problem. Chiang and
Hao implement an SVM-based fuzzy inference system which exhibits reliable
performance using fuzzy rule based modeling [19]. Further, Melgani and Bruzzone
experiment on the problem of the classification of hyper spectral remote sensing
images by support vector machines (SVMs) in their relevant work [20]. Zhang et al.
[21] experiment with fuzzy topology integrated support vector machine approach
on remote sensing image classification problem. They find the significant boundary
and the interior parts of the classification using the fuzzy topology space. They
demonstrate that their FTSVM method achieves higher classification accuracy than
standard SVM and other classification methods [21].

In SVM classification, the accuracy depends on whether the training data is
sufficient to provide a representative description of each class or not. In general, the
higher number of training pixels, the higher the classification accuracy. However,
due to low image resolution, complexity of ground substances, diversity of dis-
turbance, etc., many mixed pixels exist in a remotely sensed image [21].
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The SVM-FAHP method [22] divides 3PL provider selection into two stages.
SVM is used in the first stage to classify all the enterprises for further election. Then
fuzzy AHP is utilized to estimate the superior enterprises from those were selected
in the first stage. In comparison with the classical methods, this model based on
SVM-FAHP [22] improves the selection efficiency by reducing the computational
cost during decision-making process and also decreases the cost of information
collection simultaneously. The FAHP model uses the uncertainty problem very
efficiently. The example study shows that the SVM-FAHP model is feasible and
effective.

SVMs are particularly useful in the remote sensing field for their ability to
generate outputs even with limited training samples. This is a frequent necessary
restriction for remote sensing problems. However, SVM faces the parameter
assignment problem which can significantly affect obtained results. The classifi-
cation algorithm SVM is a supervised approach with several advantageous features.
This algorithm supports self-malleability with speedy learning and limited needs on
training samples. Therefore SVM has been proved to be very methodology in
pattern recognition field on processing of data acquired through remote sensing
devices. Several earlier researches on both real-world data and simulated datasets
have shown that SVMs exhibit superiority over most of the state-of-the-art
algorithms.

Liu et al. [23] experiment to solve the shortcomings of traditional linear SCDA
assessment methods. They propose an improved SVM method combined with the
multistage dynamic fuzzy decision. The algorithm takes as input the multistage
fuzzy decision rules outputs as the sampling data. Then this algorithm uses the
SVM algorithm to begin evaluation using those training points. This technique not
only utilizes the advantages of multilayer SVM classifier, but also overcomes the
problem of finding out the high grade training sample data.

This model utilizes the principle of structural risk minimization and therefore
upgrades the accuracy and generalization ability of SVM much more. It utilizes the
method of less learning over the problem of more learning, with an overall optimum
solution. A very good feature of SVMs is that only the support vectors are of
importance during training. This method also is superior to the neural network
approach, as that method only provides partial optimal solution.

Li et al. [24] divide the categories in remote sensing classification based on two
views—basic thought and novel categorization algorithms. According to their
survey, the approaches for remote sensing classification have been changed from
per-pixel multispectral-based approaches to multiscale object-based approaches.
The new category of the categorization algorithms comprises of the SVM, fuzzy
clustering (FCM) algorithm, evolutionary algorithm (EA), as well as implementa-
tion with artificial neural networks (ANNs). This redirection leads to the devel-
opment of several new hybrid remote sensing image classification methods in the
past years. The research works are combinations of the multi scale object-based
approaches with existing categorization algorithms like, SVM, fuzzy clustering
algorithm, EA, ANNs.
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In the past decades, several experiments with remote sensing devices generate
several multisource datasets. Therefore the scientific challenge comes to be how to
use this multisource imagery, like data in formats of multispectral, hyper spectral,
radar, LIDAR, optical infrared sensors. The requirement becomes to efficiently
utilize all these data in remote sensing applications to improve the classification
accuracy.

Qiu et al. [25] in their work, project the image categorization problem as an
image texture learning problem. They view a remote sensing image as a collection
of regions, each obtained from the output classes after image segmentation. These
approaches provide efficient segment classes through a chosen metric distance
function. Therefore, the segmentation problem becomes convertible to the regular
categorization algorithm.

Sparse SVM [25] method has been developed to radically decrease the regions
that are needed to classify in the remote sensing images. The chosen regions by a
sparse SVM algorithm are utilized in the next phases as the target concepts in the
traditional diverse density approaches. Therefore, the SVM classification method
becomes to be very reliable in remote sensing image analysis problems. Several
works show that the SVM approaches combined with fuzzy improvements can
produce superior results than the nearest neighbor (NN) approaches in the category
of the supervised classifications.

Surveying several approaches over recent works in hyperdimensional feature
space reveals the potentialities of SVM classifiers. Three significant useful prop-
erties of different SVM approaches in remote sensing image classification problems
are shown below.

SVMs are more efficient than other conventional nonparametric classifiers like
RBF neural networks and the K-NN classifier. The SVM approaches provide more
categorization accurateness in terms of validity indices, requires computational
times, and utilizes a trend of constancy to parameter setting. Several research works
reveal that SVMs are more effective than the traditional pattern recognition
approaches, which incorporates a combination of existing feature extraction/
selection methods and a conventional classifier.

To search existing works on remote sensing applications, the study on several
existing clustering algorithms is needed. The most common applied algorithms in
the field of remote sensing image classifications are: hierarchical clustering algo-
rithm, K-means algorithm, expectation maximization clustering algorithm, and
SOMs algorithm. Different factors need to be considered while comparing these
algorithms like—number of clusters, size of dataset, type of dataset, and type of
software used to generate input dataset.

The hybrid FSVM (Fuzzy-SVM) method has been used to enhance the SVM in
reducing the effect of outliers and noises (fuzziness) in data points. This method is
very efficient in remote sensing applications, in which data points do not have any
modeled characteristics [19]. Combing the advantages of traditional SVM frame-
work and the fuzzy basis function inference system, Chiang and Hao [19] propose
an SVM-based fuzzy inference system on remote sensing imagery. The method
exhibit a reliable performance in for classification and prediction of remote sensing
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images. Consequently, Tsujinishi and Abe [26] solve unclassifiable regions for
multiclass problems in remote sensing images. They utilize fuzzy LSSVMs to
resolve this problem.

Fuzzy topology is an enhanced form of ordinary topology by introducing the
concept of membership value in a fuzzy set using fuzzy logic theory. The combined
method of fuzzy based SVM, named FSVM uses fuzzy topology. The FSVM
algorithm imposes a fuzzy membership to each input point which may belong to
multiple classes on the decision surface. By using different types of fuzzy mem-
bership definitions, they apply FSVM to solve different kinds of problems.

This enhances the effectiveness of SVM even in fuzzy domain [27]. In spite of
the efficiency of the SVM approach, this method still has some classification limits
for its theory. For each class, the SVM usually treats all training points of this class
uniformly following the theory of SVM. In many real-world problems, the con-
sequences of choosing the training points affect the classification outputs. It is
frequently that some specific training points are more important than others in the
classification problem of remote sensing images. Therefore to choose more
important training points becomes very important.

Foody and Mathur [28] showed that only a quarter of the original training
samples acquired from SPOT HRV satellite imagery was sufficient to produce an
equally high accuracy for a two-crop classifier. Mantero et al. [29] estimated
probability density of thematic classes using an SVM. The SVM based approach
used are cursive procedure to generate prior probability estimates for known and
unknown classes by adapting the Bayesian minimum-error decision rule. The
approach was tested using synthetic data and two optical sensor data (i.e.,
Daedalus ATM and Landsat TM) and confirmed method effectiveness, especially
when the availability of ground reference data was limited.

Bruzzone et al. [30] implement the transductive inference learning theory. They
incorporate this method into an SVM for remote sensing classification. Their
SVM-based method defines the separating hyperplanes according to their algorithm
that integrates the unlabeled samples together with the training samples. Their
experiments demonstrate that the proposed method is effective, for a set of ill-posed
remote sensing classification problems with limited training samples.

Foody and Mathur [31] propose a method with on mixed pixel training samples
over conventional pure pixel samples, for an SVM classifier. The analysis of a
three-wave band multispectral SPOT HRV image showed the benefits of mixed
pixel sampling on a crop-type classification task. Foody et al. [31] evaluate four
different dataset reduction approaches for a one-class problem (cotton class vs.
other classes) using SVMs. They work on LISS-III data and found that significant
data reduction is feasible (∼90 %) with minimal information loss. Sahoo et al. [32]
incorporate localized, highly sensitive transformations to capture subtle changes in
hyperspectral signatures. They compare the outputs of so called S-transform
method with those of the classifiers without S-transform method. The results come
satisfactory. The implemented algorithm is on an SVM which exhibits additional
robustness for small data samples in a geological classification.
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Blanzieri and Melgani [33] investigate a local k-nearest neighbor (k-NN)
adaptation method to formulate localized variants of SVM approaches. Their results
exhibit encouraging improvements, specifically with the integration of nonlinear
kernel functions. Tuia and Camps-Valls [34] experiment the issue of kernel pre-
determination by developing a regularization method to identify the kernel structure
from the analysis of unlabeled samples. Camps-Valls et al. [35] experiment with an
improved version of their method to assess kernel independence in various image
types using the Hilbert–Schmidt independence criterion.

Marconcini et al. [36] develop an algorithm with the incorporation of spatial
information through composite kernels. Their approach finds satisfactory
improvements, however, with an additional computation cost. Camps-Valls et al.
[37] experiment in another work develops a method using composite kernels for
multi-temporal classification of remote sensing data from multiple sources. This
method has been tested using both synthetic and real optical Landsat TM data. They
demonstrate that the cross-information composite kernel was the best in general, but
a simple summation kernel also exhibit similar improved performance. They work
with composite kernels in their earlier work [38].

Chi et al. [39] develop a method, named primal SVM. This algorithm is capable
of classify landcovers using areas with notably small amount of training examples.
Their method experiment to replace the regularization-based earlier approaches
using SVMs. The primal SVM vector development makes it possible to optimize
directly on the primal representation, and therefore limits the number of samples in
their approach. They evaluate their work on Hyperion imagery of the Okavango
Delta (in Botswana) for vegetation classification. Primal SVM exhibits competitive
accuracy results in comparison with the state-of-art alternative algorithms trained on
larger datasets.

Gómez-Chova et al. [40] incorporate an addition of a regularization term on the
geometry of both labeled and unlabeled samples on SVM. The variation is based on
graph Laplacian, leading to a Laplacian SVM variant. Their semi-supervised
classification approach offers new direction when compared with traditional SVMs
with more efficient results. It shows its superiority in cases especially with small
training datasets and for complex problems. Castillo et al. [41] develop a modified
version of SVM algorithm, namely bootstrapped SVM. The training method
adapted in this bootstrapped SVM is to training pool. An incorrectly classified
training sample in a training step is removed from the training pool. It is reassigned
to a correct label and reintroduced into proper class of the training set in the next
training cycles. Their result shows the ability to capture data variability even in a
highly biased binary dataset. With only 0.05 % of the total number of training
pixels it can show to achieve about the same accuracy level as the standard SVM.

An interesting SVM adaptation was proposed by Wang and Jia [42], where the
space between support vectors is considered to provide a soft classification in
addition to the traditional hard classification. Demir and Erturk [43] offer an
improved algorithm over hyperspectral SVM classifiers by incorporating border
training samples in a two-step classification process.
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Similarly, Song et al. [44] experiment with an SVM adaptation for
Landsat-based vegetation monitoring. Their SVMs parameters are set using an
integration of one and two class SVM sequential classification steps. Further,
Mathur and Foody [45] experiment with the methods for efficient reduction of field
data. They conclude that for cropland segmentation mapping classification, the
good results can be obtained with one third of the original dataset assuming to be
training points in SVM methods. In their experiment, at the 24 m ground pixel
resolution acquired by the LISS-III sensor, their reduced dataset yield a small
1.34 % accuracy with a loss at 90.66 %.

Integration of a genetic algorithm (GA) and SVM for remote sensing classifi-
cation has been experimented with a limited availability of training samples by
Ghoggali et al. [46] in their remote sensing works. The experimental results exhibit
an ability to improve classification accuracy with a small training sample size.
However, the computational load becomes heavy primarily due to the slow GA
convergence. Ghoggali and Melgani [46] combined genetic training into SVM
classification in order to incorporate land cover transition rules in multi temporal
classification. The results show an improved performance.

Bruzzone and Persello [30] develop a new context-sensitive semi-supervised
SVM classification model, which they successfully use on chosen dataset when
some of training data are not reliable. Their model explores the contextual infor-
mation of the neighboring pixels of each training sample and improves the unre-
liable training data. They experiment their algorithm using Ikonos and Landsat TM
data and compare their obtained results with those based on some of the most
popular classification algorithms like the standard SVM, a progressive
semi-supervised SVM, maximum likelihood (ML) and k-nearest neighbor (k-NN)
algorithm. Their implemented SVM algorithm is superior to the other classification
models in terms of robustness and effectiveness, particularly when nonfully reliable
training samples are used.

Huang and Zhang [47] experiment with a multi-SVM method using traditional
vector stacking techniques on high resolution urban mapping. Su [48] demonstrate
training data reduction using a hierarchical clustering analysis on a Multi angle
Imaging Spectro Radiometer (MISR) satellite data (250 m–1.1 km, 17 products)
over a vegetation classification problem. It has been shown that a two thirds
reduction of the dataset size is possible without significant accuracy degradation in
combining approach of SVM and MLC methods.

Gomez-Chova et al. [40] implement a method to increase classification reli-
ability and accuracy by combining labeled and unlabeled pixels using clustering
and the mean map kernel methods. They experiment their approach to classify
clouds using En visat’s Medium Resolution Imaging Spectrometer (MERIS) data.
Their experiment reveals that their method is specifically particularly successful
when sample selection bias (i.e., training and test data follow different distributions)
exists. Selecting an optimum SVM method for remote sensing classification is a
very challenging task now a day. Foody and Mathur [18] implement a single
multiclass SVM classification method while typical multiclass SVMs are based
mainly on the use of multiple binary analyses. They evaluate the results of their
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approach with other classification methods, like discriminant analysis (DA), deci-
sion trees (DT), and neural networks (NN). They also exhibit the SVM-based
method which is superior to the other methods with different sizes of training
samples.

Bazi and Melgani [49] experiment on a most appropriate feature subspace and
model selection based on a genetic optimization model. They use three feature
selection methods including steepest ascent, recursive feature elimination tech-
nique, and the radius margin bound minimization method. They make constrain
with two criteria—the simple support vector count and the radius margin bound.
They use those two criteria to identify an optimum SVM-based classification
method for hyperspectral remote sensing image classification problem. The
genetically optimized SVM using the support vector count as a criterion demon-
strate the best performance for both simulated and real-world AVIRIS hyperspectral
data.

Mathur and Foody [45] experiment with the performance of SVMs in nonbinary
classification tasks. Their results show their implemented one shot SVM classifier is
superior to the binary-based multiple classifiers in terms of obtained accuracy but
also in initial parameterization.

SVMs have also been used for feature selection. Pal [50] implement methods for
feature selection based on SVMs. Showing the advantage of exhaustive search
approaches for real-world problems, the scientists puts importance on the use of a
non-exhaustive search procedure in selecting features with high discriminating
power from large search spaces. SVM-based methods combined with GA are
comparatively better than the random forest feature selection method, in land cover
classification problems with hyperspectral data. Earlier works also exhibit their
small benefits. Zhang and Ma [51] work on the issue of feature selection in SVM
approaches. They implement a modified recursive SVM approach to classify
hyperspectral AVIRIS data. The reduced dimensionality demonstrates slightly
better results, however, their method has higher computational demands compared
with others.

On the same subject Archibald and Fann [52] propose a hybrid integration of
feature selection within the SVM classification approach. They obtain efficient
accuracy while significantly reducing the computational load. Some studies show
the improvements on the performance of SVM-based classification through algo-
rithms and/or data fusion. Zhang et al. [53] define a pixel shape index approach
describing the contextual information of nearby pixels. They evaluate its efficiency
over land cover classification using QuickBird data based on SVMs. In their work,
the pixel shape indices are combined with transformed spectral bands using
methods like principal component analysis (PCA) or independent component
analysis (ICA). They show that integration of spectral and shape features as well as
the transformed spectral components in an SVM produce improved classification
accuracy.
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3 Hybrid Rough-PSO Approach for Pixel Classification

3.1 Rough Set-Based Automatic Pixel Classification
Approach

To explicitly identify the initial automatic diversity in pixels of remote sensing
image/data, we introduce the rough set based classification rules on patterns with
PSO-based corrections in our RPSO algorithm. The patterns are grouped into
automatically determined rough limit RL number of clusters using rough set-based
classification rules in the initial phase.

3.1.1 Range Initialization

Given a decision system b ¼ ðU;B[ df gÞ in general B is called the set of con-
ditional attributes and d 62 B is called the decision attribute. To initialize, all patterns
have been assigned a single class in the decision attribute. The regions of the
spectral bands of the remote sensing image are transformed into the decision
variables.

3.1.2 Compute Boundary Approximations

To build the feasible set boundaries, the following B—lower and B—upper
approximations for each decision variable set Xi, denoted by BXi and BXi

respectively, are computed: BXi ¼ fxj x½ �B �Xig and BXi ¼ fxj x½ �B \Xi 6¼ /g.
Here x½ �B denotes some value x described by a set of attributes B. For each set Xi,
we compute the accuracy measurement in Eq. 3.

3.1.3 Compute Reducts and Generalized Decisions

From the indiscernibility relation R, we define indb A; x; dð Þ to be the set of patterns,
which are either indiscernible from the pattern x considering the attribute set A or
are equivalent with x for the decision attribute d. From this definition, we derive the
reduct set <A x; dð Þ; 8x 2 A to be the minimal set of attributes B with similar dis-
criminative power as A.

<A x; dð Þ ¼ fBjB�A; ðindb B; x; dð Þ ¼¼ indb A; x; dð Þg:

These reducts synthesize the fundamental descriptor dA xð Þ ¼ fijð9y 2 U; ðy 2
indb A; x; dð Þ and d yð Þ ¼¼ iÞg to define the generalized decision rules. The minimal
decision rules set in b constitutes
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Db ¼ [x2U dB xð Þf ! d0B xð ÞjB 2 <b x; dð Þ�

3.1.4 Automatic Rough Limit and Decision Classes Generation

We utilize the strategy for generating best rules of the Rough Set Library
(RSL) [54] to use for the estimation of the strength of the rules to automatically
compute initial clusters. For estimating classificatory accuracy, we calculate the
rough sets-based quality of classification coefficient as defined in Eq. 4. The
maximum value for the Strength of Rules on the dynamically generated clusters is
taken to be the automatic generation of RoughLimit (RL) to determine the initial
number of clusters.

Each decision d determines a classification of objects in X [14, 15] as

CLASSR dð Þ ¼ X1
R; . . .;X

rðdÞ
R

n o
of the universe U, where Xk

R ¼ fx 2 Ujd xð Þ ¼
vkdg for 1 � k� r dð Þ, where vkd denotes kth value for decision d and r(d) denotes the
rank of decision d. the optimal decision rules also determines the partitions of the
universe U. The set XB uð Þ denotes the decision class x 2 Ujd xð Þ ¼ d uð Þgf 8u 2 U;
determined the decision d. This automatic class detection also enhances the
quantitative efficiency of the result clusters with improved validity as we found in
our experiments.

4 PSO Based Membership Correction Method

The new RPSO algorithm consists of two phases—initial automatic rough set based
heuristical rule generation on the chosen remote sensing image to generate rough
membership matrix U and finally using that membership, the membership-based
PSO method to generate optimal pixel allocations for overlapping regions, as
shown in Fig. 1.

Initial random assignment put N pixels in K clusters for initializing rough
set-based rule generation algorithm, as described in the previous subsection. We
initialize the membership degree matrix U from the initial allocations in rough set
automatic decision rule generation algorithm.

After the first phase of RPSO algorithm, we obtain the membership matrix to
generate the initial pixel positions in M ¼ Kð Þ number of rough classes to denote
overlapping regions for our hybrid membership-based PSO approach. The value
xinitial ¼ U has been set and Vinitial for our PSO approach is computed within the
constraints �vmax; vmaxf g ¼ 0; 1f g using Rastrigrin function. The Rastrigrin func-
tion is shown below:
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f xið Þ ¼
X

x2i � 10 � cos 2 � p � xið Þ þ 10 ; ð11Þ

xmin ¼ 0; 0; . . .; 0½ �; ð12Þ

fxmin ¼ 0 ð13Þ

Similarly, xmax; xminf g ¼ 0; 1f g:
Using these new constraints, we generate new membership degree matrix USE ¼

xtþ1
m and reassign the pixels to the clusters with maximum membership values. The
cluster centroids are updated again and the iteration continues, until the conver-
gence occurs with a difference between the old best particle in current population
fGBest and global minimum GM to be smaller than the terminating threshold 2. The
validity indices are computed lastly over final PSO-optimized solutions.

Fig. 1 The flowchart of
RPSO algorithm for remote
sensing classification
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5 Application to Pixel Classification

5.1 Experimental Framework

The new RPSO algorithm is implemented using MATLAB 7.0 and RSL library on
MacBook dual-core processor. To compare well-known K-Means and FCM meth-
ods are also executed. Dunn [55], Davies–Bouldin (DB) [56] and Silhouette [57]
validity indices evaluate the effectiveness of RPSO over K-Means and FCM
quantitatively. The efficiency of RPSO is also verified visually from the clustered
images considering ground truth information of land cover areas. We have used one
remote sensing data set for evaluation purpose. A numeric image data contains some
image pixels where land cover types denote class labels and band intensity values
serve as feature values. Absence of pixel locations loses the spatial information. We
have used data set, named ‘IRS with 198 samples.’ This data set has 198 samples and
3 bands: green, red, and near infrared (NIR) [2] with overlapping 6 classes.

5.2 Validity Indices

The fitness of a solution indicates the degree of goodness of the solution of the
proposed algorithm [58]. In this article, three validity indices values, namely
Davies-Bouldin (DB), Dunn and Silhouette indices, are used to determine the per-
formance of the new hybrid algorithm. The validity indices are now described below.

‘Davies—Bouldin index (DB)’—The Davies–Bouldin index (DB) [56] is a
metric for evaluating clustering algorithms. This is an internal evaluation validity
index. The best clustering solutions essentially minimizes the Davies–Bouldin
Index.

‘Dunn index’—The Dunn index (DI) [55] is another metric for evaluating clus-
tering algorithms. This is an internal validity index. For one allocation of clusters, a
higher Dunn index indicates better clustering. Let Ci be a cluster of vectors. If there
are M clusters, then the Dunn Index for the set is defined as:

DIM ¼ min
1� i�M

min
1� j�m;j 6¼i

d ci; cj
� �

max
1\K\M
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‘Silhouette index s(C)’—Let a denotes the average distance of a point from other
points of same cluster and b denotes the minimum of the average distances of that
point from the points in other clusters. Then the Silhouette width (s) is defined as
follows:

s ¼ b�að Þ=max a; bf g ð15Þ
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Silhouette index s(C) [57] is the average Silhouette width of all points, which
reflects the compactness and separation of clusters. The value of s(C) varies from
−1 to 1. For appropriate clustering s(C) should be high [57].

5.3 Performance Analysis

The new RPSO algorithm is implemented using MATLAB 7.0 on HP 2 quad
processor with 2.40 GHz. To compare well-known K-Means and FCM methods are
also executed. Dunn [55], Davies-Bouldin (DB) [56], and Silhouette [57] validity
indices evaluate the effectiveness of RPSO over K-Means and FCM quantitatively.
The efficiency of RPSO is also verified visually from the clustered images con-
sidering ground truth information of land cover areas.

The chosen LANDSAT image of the catchment region of Ajoy River, which has
been extracted for further research works, is available in 3 bands viz. green, red, and
blue bands with original image as shown in Fig. 2. Figure 2 shows the original
LANDAST image of Ajoy River catchment with histogram equalization with 7
classes: turbid water (TW), pond water (PW), concrete (Concr.), vegetarian (Veg),
habitation (Hab), open space (OS), and roads (including bridges) (B/R).

The river Ajoy cuts through the image in the middle of the catchment area. From
the upper left corner of the catchment area the river is flowing through the middle
part of the selected area. The river is shown a thin line in the middle of the
catchment area of blue and river colors.

The segmented catchment area of Ajoy River images obtained by K-Means and
FCM algorithms, respectively, are shown in Figs. 3 and 4 for (K = 7). In Fig. 3,
K-Means algorithm fails to classify the catchment area from the background. FCM
clustering solutions in Fig. 4 also fails to detect the catchment area properly from
the background in the middle part. Some waterbodies part and the background are
mixed in both K-Means and FCM clustering solutions in Figs. 3 and 4 respectively.
However, our new RPSO algorithm is able to separate all catchment areas from the
background as shown in (Fig. 5). These indicate that RPSO algorithm detects the
overlapping arbitrary-shaped regions significantly with better efficiency than
K-Means and FCM algorithms.

Fig. 2 Original image of the
catchment area of Ajoy River
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5.4 Quantitative Analysis

The clustering results have been evaluated objectively by measuring validity
measures Davies-Bouldin (DB), Dunn, and Silhouette index, as defined in [55, 56,
57] respectively, for K-Means, FCM, and RPSO algorithms on the remote sensing

Fig. 3 Pixel classification of
Ajoy River catchment area
(partial) obtained by K-Means
algorithm (with K = 7)

Fig. 4 Pixel classification of
Ajoy River catchment area
(partial) obtained FCM
algorithm (with K = 7)
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image data and Ajoy River catchment remote sensing image in Table 1. It can be
noticed that, RPSO produces best final value on the catchment image for maxi-
mized Dunn index as 73.163, while K-Means obtains a Dunn value of 1.964 and
FCM obtains 2.109. The maximizing Silhouette index values on Ajoy River
catchment image for K-Means, FCM and RPSO are respectively, 0.400, 0.170, and
0.235. Similarly, the DB index produced by RPSO algorithm (minimizing DB) is
0.708 for the chosen remote sensing data, which is better value than FCM
algorithm.

These results imply that RPSO optimizes DB, Dunn, and Silhouette indices more
than both K-Means and FCM. Hence, it is evident that RPSO is comparable in
goodness of solutions to K-Means and FCM algorithms and even RPSO sometimes
outperform to obtain superior fuzzy clustering results.

Table 1 Validity indices values of the classified remote sensing image provided by K-means,
FCM, and RPSO algorithms

Index IRS 198 Ajoy catchment image

K-Means FCM RPSO K-Means FCM RPSO

Davies-Bouldin index 0.582 2.993 0.708 0.402 0.667 4.243

Silhouette index 0.357 −0.341 0.579 0.400 0.170 0.235

Dunn index 0.472 0.144 2.664 1.964 2.109 73.163

Fig. 5 Pixel classification of
Ajoy River catchment area
(partial) obtained by RPSO
algorithm
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5.5 Statistical Analysis

A nonparametric statistical significance test called Wilcoxon′s rank sum for inde-
pendent samples has been conducted at 5 % significance level [59]. Two groups
have been created with the performance scores, Silhouette index values produced
by 10 consecutive runs of FCM and RPSO algorithms on the chosen remote sensing
Image. From the medians of each group on the dataset in Table 2, it is observed that
RPSO provides better median values than FCM algorithm.

Table 3 shows the P-values and H-values produced by Wilcoxon′s rank sum test
for comparison of two groups, RPSO-K-Means and RPSO-FCM. All the P-values
reported in the table are less than 0.005 (5 % significance level). For the chosen
remote sensing Image on the catchment area of Ajoy, comparative P-value of rank
sum test between RPSO and K-Means is very small 2.43E-005, indicating the
performance metrics produced by RPSO to be statistically significant and not
occurred by chance. Similar results are obtained for other group with FCM algo-
rithm also. Hence, all results establish the significant superiority of RPSO over
K-Means and FCM algorithms.

6 Future Research Works

As a scope of future research, the time efficiency of RPSO algorithm may be
improved further by mapping it to the master-slave paradigm. Moreover, incor-
poration of spatial information in the feature vector as this is found to be effective in
pixel classification, in lieu of intensity values at different spectral bands in RPSO
method, constitutes an important direction for farther research.

Table 2 Median values of
performance parameter
Silhouette index over 10
consecutive runs on different
algorithms

Data Algorithms

FCM RPSO

Catchment area of Ajoy River image 0.171 0.235

IRS 198 −0.786 −0.587

Table 3 P-values produced
by rank sum while comparing
RPSO with K-means and
RPSO with fcm respectively

Algorithm Ajoy catchment
image

IRS 198

H P-value H P-value

K-Means 1 2.43E-005 1 1.59E-005

FCM 1 2.00E-003 1 2.00E-003
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7 Conclusions

In the realm of the remotely sensed imagery, the mixed pixel problems are com-
mon. This problem denotes the presence of multiple and partial class memberships
for them. Therefore, the conventional crisp methodology fails to map land covers
properly to different regions similar to the ground truth information. The soft
computing theory may overcome this problem. Therefore rough set theory may be
applied to map overlapping regions in the image.

The contribution of this article lies in better detection of overlapping land cover
regions in the remote sensing image than other crisp partitioning methodology by
utilizing new rough set-based automatic pixel in our RPSO clustering algorithm.
The primary contributions are—to utilize one new rough set-based automatic initial
classification in remote sensing imagery with PSO-based membership correction.
The membership correction phase helps to correct the wrong allocation of a single
pixel to multiple clusters. It verifies the overall allocations with respect to the rough
set generated membership values to obtain improved land cover regions.

The efficiency of the new RPSO algorithm is demonstrated over one chosen
remote sensing image of the catchment region of Ajoy River. Superiority of new
RPSO clustering algorithm over the widely used K-Means and FCM algorithms is
established quantitatively over three validity indices. The verification with ground
truth information also shows significant efficiency of new RPSO algorithm over
other two existing methods. Statistical tests also establish the statistical significance
of RPSO over K-Means and FCM algorithms.

As a scope of future research, the time efficiency of RPSO algorithm may be
improved further by mapping it to the distributed environment [10, 60, 61].
Moreover, in corporation of spatial information in the feature vector as this is found
to be effective in pixel classification [62], in lieu of intensity values at different
bands in RPSO method, constitutes an important direction for further research.
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A Study and Analysis of Hybrid Intelligent
Techniques for Breast Cancer Detection
Using Breast Thermograms

Usha Rani Gogoi, Mrinal Kanti Bhowmik, Debotosh Bhattacharjee,
Anjan Kumar Ghosh and Gautam Majumdar

Abstract The growing incidence and mortality rate of breast cancer draw the
attention of the researchers to develop a technique for improving the survival rate of
the cancer patients. Medical infrared thermography (MIT) with sensitivity 90 % has
proved itself as a safe and promising method for early breast cancer detection.
Moreover, an abnormal breast thermogram can signify breast pathology. The
accurate classification and diagnosis of these breast thermograms is one of the
major problem in decision making for treatments, which leads to the utilization of
hybrid intelligent system in breast thermogram classification. Hybrid intelligent
system plays a vital role in survival prediction of a breast cancer patient, and it is
highly significant in decision making for treatments and medications. The primary
objective of a hybrid intelligent system is to take the advantages of its constituent
models and at the same time lessen their limitations. This chapter is an attempt to
highlight the reliability of infrared breast thermography and hybrid intelligent
system in breast cancer detection and diagnosis. A detailed overview of infrared
breast thermography including its principles and role in early breast cancer detec-
tion is described here. Several research works are carried out by various researchers
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to identify the breast pathology from breast thermograms by using hybrid intelligent
techniques which include extraction and analysis of several statistical features.
A study of research works related to feature extraction and classification of breast
thermograms using various types of hybrid classifiers is also included in this
chapter.

Keywords Breast cancer � Digital infrared imaging � Infrared breast thermogra-
phy � Breast asymmetry � Breast cancer detection

1 Introduction

The incidence of breast cancer has been increasing globally, and it is the most
common among all cancers accounting for more than 1.6 % of deaths. Over the last
few decades in India, the average age of developing breast cancer has shifted to 30–
40 years [1]. According to the National Cancer Registry Program 2006–2008
(NCRP), breast cancer is the most common cancer in India accounting 25–32 % of
all cancers in female [1]. This implies that one-fourth of all female cancer cases is
breast cancer [1]. As per the report made by American Society of Clinical Oncology
(ASCO) in 2009, the 5-year survival rate of breast cancer has increased from 79 %
(in 1984–1986) to 89 % (1996–2004) in United States [1]. Due to the lack of breast
cancer awareness and inadequate medical facilities, the survival rate of breast
cancer patient is very poor in India comparative to United States. With the growing
rate of breast cancer incidence, demand for developing new technologies and
improving existing technologies for breast cancer prevention is increasing. Till
now, no effective cure is there to prevent breast cancer. The probability of suc-
cessful treatment and complete recovery of the patient entirely depends on the early
detection and diagnosis of the breast cancer. If discovered early, breast cancer is a
highly treatable disease, with 97 % chances of survival [2]. Medical imaging like
mammography, breast ultrasound, infrared breast thermography, etc. has been
considered as an essential tool for early detection, better diagnosis and effective
treatment of breast cancer.

Among various breast imaging techniques, mammography is considered as the
gold standard for breast cancer detection with a sensitivity of 80 %. However, in
case of dense breast tissue in younger women, detection of suspicious lesions is
very difficult from mammography. Compare to the older women of age above 50,
breast cancers grow very faster in younger women under 40 years. The faster a
malignant tumor grows the amount of infrared radiation it generates is also greater
that can be recorded using a very sensitive thermal camera. Therefore, particularly
for younger women under 40, thermography acts as a safe early risk marker of
breast pathology. Moreover, mammography cannot detect a tumor until when it is
of a certain size. Keyserlingk et al. [3] state that the minimum size of a cancer tumor
to be detected in mammography is 1.68 cm while the average size of the tumor not
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getting detected in thermography is 1.28 cm which is much smaller. Thus, ther-
mography can also detect those tumors or early changes that cannot be detected and
missed by mammography. With the noninvasive, painless, noncontact,
radiation-free and low-cost properties, infrared breast thermography is one of the
best screening methods available today in medical science for the breast health.
Thermography is capable of screening hard to reach areas like axilla and upper
chest areas. After having the breast thermogram, sometimes due to the limitations of
human perceptibility, the radiologists cannot accurately classify a breast thermo-
gram, which may mislead the treatment options for the patient. In order to improve
the survival rate of the breast cancer patient, early detection and decision-making
process for initialization of medication and avoidance of aggressive therapies are
primary requirements. Hence, accurate classification of the breast thermograms is
also a vital component for medical decision-making and proper diagnosis. Compare
to the conventional methods, the hybrid intelligent system provides a better clas-
sification accuracy which demonstrates that the hybrid intelligent system is profi-
cient enough in undertaking breast thermogram classification.

This chapter provides an overview of breast cancer along with different breast
imaging modalities for early detection of breast cancer. A special attention is given
to the infrared thermography-based breast disease detection as it is a noninvasive,
inexpensive method of breast imaging without using any radiation. This chapter is
an attempt to highlight the feasibility and efficiency of hybrid intelligent system in
infrared breast thermography-based breast cancer detection and diagnosis. The
chapter is structured as follows. A brief outline including types, symptoms, and risk
factors of breast cancer is given in Sect. 2. Section 3 illustrates the necessity of
detecting breast cancer in early stage. The next section (Sect. 4) describes the
importance of imaging modalities in breast cancer detection and diagnosis. Various
imaging methods available for breast cancer detection are presented in Sect. 5. This
section (Sect. 5) also includes the limitations of each breast imaging method.
Section 6 presents the fundamental of digital infrared thermal imaging (DITI). Use
of DITI in breast cancer early detection is described in Sect. 7. Section 8 presents all
the necessary acquisition protocols for breast thermograms. A review work on
image processing and hybrid intelligent system-based breast cancer detection from
breast thermograms is presented in Sect. 9. Finally, Sect. 10 concludes this chapter.

2 Breast Cancer

Breast cancer begins in the cells of the breast tissue, either in the lobules that
produce milk or in ducts that carry milk to the nipples. The cancerous cells of the
breast continue to multiply to form a malignant tumor. A malignant tumor is a
grouping of cancer cells that invade into nearby tissues and may invade to other
parts of the body such as liver, lung, bone, and brain through the blood stream.
Although it is rare, breast cancer can also develop in men. Breast cancer is cate-
gorized based on its origin and its level of invading. The entire female breast
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anatomy is shown in Fig. 1. Based on the starting point of breast cancer, it is
classified as ductal carcinoma (starts in milk duct) and lobular carcinoma (starts in
breast lobule).

It is also classified as invasive and noninvasive (in situ) based on its level of
spreading. Carcinoma in situ is a form of cancer where the tumor is confined to the
region where it began. Invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC) is the most common breast
cancer. It starts in a milk duct of the breast and then it breaks through the wall of the
duct and invades into the fatty tissue, lymphatic vessels of the breast. Among all
breast cancers, about 80 % is invasive ductal carcinoma. Invasive lobular carcinoma
(ILC) is the second most frequent type of breast cancer after invasive ductal car-
cinoma. Sometimes, people are diagnosed when cancerous cells are totally inside a
duct or lobule. It is called carcinoma in situ as no cancer cell has grown out from
their original location. Comparative to invasive cancer, carcinoma in situ is easier to
treat. The type of breast cancer known as ‘Lobular Carcinoma in situ’ is not a
cancer but its presence indicates a higher risk of developing breast cancer in the
future.

In the initial stage of breast cancer, it has no symptom. However, developing a
tumor may be associated with the formation of a painless lump that persists after
each menstrual cycle. Some other symptoms which may be noticed with the
affected breast includes—Any changes in shape, texture, temperature and size of the
breast; inflammation in the armpit; pain and tenderness in the breast; nipple dis-
charge (sometimes may contain blood); dimpling of breast skin like orange peel;
inverted nipple. When tumor grows larger, the patient may also notice bone pain,
nausea, loss of appetite, weight loss, shortness of breath, muscle pain, etc.

Fig. 1 Anatomy of the female breast [69]
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2.1 Risk Factors of Breast Cancer

Though the breast cancer is the second deadliest disease after lung cancer, the exact
cause of breast cancer is still unknown. The only known thing is that breast cancer
is always caused by the damage to the cell’s DNA (deoxyribonucleic acid). During
the lifetime, the body’s cells get reproduced and replaced in a controlled manner.
When this control is lost, the cells start to divide more rapidly in an uncontrolled
way and continue to form a lump or mass that causes breast cancer. The cells may
spread to the lymph nodes or to other parts of the body. Several risk factors are
associated with the breast cancer, but having a risk factor does not signify that
women will acquire breast cancer while many risk factors increase the chances of
having breast cancer. Some risk factors can be avoided or controlled, but some are
there that can’t be avoided. Some of these risk factors are described below:

• Gender: Breast cancer is more prevalent in female. Compared to female, less
than 1 % men have breast cancer [4] i.e. the incidence rate is 100 times more
common in female than in men.

• Age: The breast cancer developing risk increases with the increase of age.
Women over 50 have a higher risk of getting breast cancer. Every woman within
the age group 50 and 70 should undergo breast cancer screening program in
every 3 years. 8 out of 10 women over 50 are diagnosed with breast cancer.

• Family history: Women, whose close relatives are suffering from either breast
cancer or ovarian cancer before menopause, have a higher risk of developing
breast cancer. Most breast cancer cases are not hereditary. However, two genes
BRCA1 and BRCA2 (BReast CAncer genes 1 and 2) increases the risk of
having breast cancer, and these genes can inherit from parents to the child.
Presence of this gene indicates an 80 % likelihood of developing breast cancer.
But, not having a close relative with breast cancer does not mean one would not
get it.

• Personal diagnosis of breast cancer: A woman having breast cancer in one
breast has greater chances of developing a new cancer in the other breast or
same breast again.

• Breast density: The breast is made up of thousands of minute glands (lobules)
which produce milk. Compare to the other breast tissue, the glandular cells
contain a higher concentration of breast cells to make the breast denser, i.e.,
dense breast consists of more gland tissue and less fatty tissue. Women having
dense breast have a greater chance of getting breast cancer. Also, identification
of lump or any abnormal tissue in dense breast mammograms is very difficult.
Young women have denser breast than the old women because, the amount of
glandular tissue in the breast get decreased with age and replaced with fat.

• Some benign breast problems: Women having certain benign (noncancerous)
breast problem or changes like developing of noncancerous lump or lobular
carcinoma in situ have a greater chance of developing breast cancer.

• Menstrual periods: Women, who had periods early or before age of 12 or who
entered menopause at a late age or after the age of 55, have a higher risk of
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developing breast cancer. The ovaries where the eggs are stored produce oest-
rogen to regulate the periods. When the periods starts earlier and ends later, it
results in over exposing of oestrogen for a longer period. The breast cancer cells
are stimulated to grow by the hormone oestrogen.

• Breast radiation in early life: Women, who have undergone the radiation
treatment to the chest area like X-rays, CT Scans (as treatment of another
disease) when they are young have a significantly increased risk of develop-
ing breast cancer. The risk is much higher if the radiation is given when the
breasts were still developing.

• Have no child or having them in later life: Women, having no children or who
have the first baby after age 30, have a slightly higher risk of developing cancer.
Getting pregnant many times or in younger age cut down the risk of breast
cancer as the pregnancy interrupts the exposure to oestrogen. In order to prevent
the oestrogen levels, the fat levels of the body must be maintained. Regular
exercise or physical activity lowers the oestrogen level and thus reduce the risk
of developing cancers.

• Using oral contraceptives (birth control pills): Women who use oral con-
traceptive pills or any other birth control medication for a long time have higher
chances of getting breast cancer. Once the pills are stopped, the risk also gets
reduced.

• Using hormone therapy after menopause: Women who take hormone
replacement therapy especially estrogen and progesterone after menopause, the
possibility of developing breast cancer after 5 years of treatment get increased.
The risk increases with the intake of hormone replacement therapy, but it
becomes normal once the patient stop taking it.

• Not breastfeeding: Some research work shows that the breast cancer devel-
oping risk reduces with the breastfeeding if it lasts for 1 and half years to
2 years.

• Alcohol: The breast cancer developing risk increases with the amount of alcohol
intake. Several breast cancers related study shows that one single drink may
increase the risk.

• Being overweight or obesity: The breast cancer risk highly increases in women
who become overweight or obsessed after menopause. It is due to the amount of
oestrogen in the body, as obesity causes more oestrogen to produce.

• Tobacco smoke: Recent research activity suggests that women who started
regularly smoking when they were young are 70 % more expected to develop
breast cancer before the age of 50 than the nonsmokers.

• Being tall: The risk of having breast cancer is more in women who are taller
than average than those who are shorter than average.
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2.2 Incidence and Mortality Rate of Breast Cancer

Breast cancer is the second deadliest disease after lung cancer. More than a million
women worldwide are identified with breast cancer every year, which accounts
23 % of all cases in female cancer [5]. Moreover, breast cancer is the leading cause
of cancer-related death for women in both developed and developing countries. The
influence of geographic variation on mortality rate is very less compared to the
breast cancer incidence rate [6]. Breast cancer incidence rate is much higher in more
developed countries than in the less developed countries, whereas the mortality
rate is relatively much higher in less developed countries due to the lack of
screening technology and inadequate medical facilities [7]. Being a developing
country, the breast cancer incidence and mortality rate in India is increasing with
growing migration of the rural population to the cities and due to changes in the
lifestyles. According to the survey report made by the International Agency for
Research on Cancer (IARC) and the specialized cancer agency of the World Health
Organization (WHO), an estimated 70218 women died in India for the year 2012,
due to breast cancer which is more than any other country in the world (second:
china—47984 deaths and third: US—43909 deaths) though the number of newly
diagnosed breast cancer cases was least in India [1]. In the year 2012, for every 5 or
6 women newly diagnosed with breast cancer, 1 woman died in US; for every 4
women newly diagnosed with breast cancer, 1 women died in China and in India
for every 2 newly diagnosed cancer women, 1 lady died of it [1].

2.3 Importance of Breast Cancer Awareness for Early
Detection of Breast Cancer

Breast cancer awareness is an attempt to make the people familiar with the dead-
liness of breast cancer through education about the symptoms and treatments. The
awareness about the breast cancer symptoms will make the women to realize the
importance of getting tested early and to visit a physician when he/she experiences
any. This is also associated with a better curing option and long prognosis rate.
There are several things like self-breast exam, regular exercise, having healthy diet,
etc. that women can do to prevent the occurrence of this disease. Self-breast exam
plays a significant role in breast cancer awareness through which a woman can find
out the presence of cancer in early stage before moving to the doctor. In order to
increase the breast cancer awareness of the people from rural areas, a Breast Cancer
Awareness brochure in “BENGALI” language is designed in our Research
Laboratory. The booklet provides all the necessary information about breast cancer
including its symptoms, the way of performing breast-self-exams, various breast
imaging modalities, breast cancer staging, and treatments. This Breast Cancer
Awareness brochure will be published very soon in association with Regional
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Cancer Centre, Agartala Government Medical College, Agartala, Tripura (West),
Government of Tripura, India and Jadavpur University, Kolkata, India.

3 Necessity of Detecting Breast Cancer in Early Stage

With the growing rate of breast cancer incidence, demand for developing new
technology and improving existing technology for breast cancer prevention is
increasing. The probability of successful treatment and complete recovery of the
patient entirely depends on the early detection and diagnosis of the breast cancer
[8]. In the modern medical science, there are a large number of newly developed
technologies for timely detection of breast cancer to save the lives of many women.
The primary goal of screening exams for breast cancer is to detect cancer at a
smaller size and at an earlier stage; otherwise, the cancer will extend to other parts
of the body. If discovered early, breast cancer is a highly treatable disease, with
97 % chance of survival [2, 9] whereas Lahiri et al. [10], mentioned that early
detection of breast cancer leads to 85 % survival chance. Thus, early detection of a
breast tumor is the only means to reduce the mortality rate of breast cancer. Since
the year 2008, the breast cancer incidence rate has been increased by 20 % while
mortality rate has increased by 14 %. About 1.7 million women were newly
diagnosed with breast cancer in the year 2012 [6].

4 Medical Imaging Methods for Detection of Breast
Cancer

Medical imaging is an imperative diagnostic tool for early detection, better diag-
nosis, and effective treatment of breast cancer. From medical images, a doctor can
evaluate the stage and extent of the cancer. The medical imaging is considered as a
critical component of the nation’s war on cancer. In Medical Science, there are a lot
of medical imaging modalities like mammography, breast ultrasound, breast mag-
netic resonance imaging, breast-specific gamma imaging, molecular breast imaging,
infrared thermography that decrease the mortality rate by playing a significant role
in early detection of breast cancer. The incredible power of medical imaging allows
researchers and physicians to observe not just within the body, but deep inside the
chaos of cancer cells. In this role, imaging is used for:

• Screening, diagnosis, and staging of cancer;
• Guide cancer treatments;
• Finding out whether a treatment is working or not;
• Monitoring recurrence of cancer; and
• Facilitating medical research.
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5 Various Medical Imaging Methods

As mentioned above the death rate of breast cancer can only be reduced, if the
breast cancer get detected in early stage, i.e., the survival rate, complete recovery,
and prognosis rate of breast cancer totally depends on the early detection and proper
diagnosis of the breast cancer [8]. In the modern medical science, there are a large
number of newly developed imaging modalities and techniques for timely detection
of breast cancer to save the lives of many women. Also, the breast cancer mortality
rate has been decreased as new imaging technologies have been introduced into
today’s medical system. Medical images play an important role in knowing the
details of the human body for remedial or health science reasons. A succinct
overview of the most widely used imaging methods for early breast cancer detec-
tion is given below:

1. Mammography: Mammography is essentially the only extensively used
imaging modality for breast cancer screening. It is a low-dose x-ray of the
breast. Breast mammography is of two types: screening mammography and
digital mammography. A screening mammogram is suggested for women who
have no symptoms of breast cancer. Screening mammography has long been
considered as the “Gold standard” for breast cancer screening [11]. A diagnostic
mammogram is used for evaluation of new abnormalities of patients having
some symptoms of breast cancer. It is an invasive method which involves
compression of breasts. Along with the cancerous tumor, breast mammography
also identifies cysts, calcifications in the breast. Mammography can find out a
cancer tumor in a curable stage. A physician recommends an annual screening
mammography for all women over 40 years old since the sensitivity of mam-
mography is very less in younger women with dense breasts [12]. Some samples
of mammograms are shown in Fig. 2.

Limitations of Mammography. Although mammography screening is pres-
ently considered as the most appropriate method for mass screening in asymp-
tomatic women, it also has several limitations [13]. Some of them are described
below:

Fig. 2 a Dense breast mammogram where both dense breast tissues and tumors appear white
while fatty tissue appears black [70]. b Mammogram, showing a breast tumor [71]. c Micro
calcifications in breast mammogram [72]
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• Radiation risk of breast cancer: Mammography possesses radiation risk of
x-ray. Female breast tissue is highly sensitive to radiation, and this electro-
magnetic radiation triggers the factor that is responsible for cancerous growth.
The radiation also raises the possibility of spreading or metastasizing an existing
growth [13, 14].

• False positives and false negatives: While Mammography can detect breast
cancer earlier, it also can generate false positives by detecting some abnor-
malities. But, the subsequent tests do not reveal the presence of any cancerous
tumor [15]. It is called a ‘false positive.’ This is why women who have done the
screening program run the risk of undergoing the tests that would not have been
required if they had not been screened.
The sensitivity of mammograms is about 90 % which indicates there is about a
10 % likelihood that a small tumor is present in the breast, but not detected. It is
called a ‘false negative’ [15]. The screening mammography cannot detect every
instance of breast cancer. One major limitation of mammography is that it
cannot detect a cancerous tumor in the breast until when it is of certain size.

• Dense breast: Breast density differs widely among women. X-rays can easily
pass through fat since fat is radiographically translucent whereas connective and
epithelial tissue blocks x-rays to a greater extent as they are radiographically
dense relative to fat. The detection of tumor is very difficult in mammography
since both the tumor and dense breast tissue appear white in mammograms.
That is why mammogram is not well suited for women having dense breast and
fibrocystic breasts.

• Risk of fracture: During the process of mammogram 42 pounds of pressure is
given to the breast that makes the compression of breast tissue [14]. This
compression may increase the risk of rupture the encapsulation around the
cancer tumor.

• Age: The accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity of mammography vary with age.
Research shows that the mammogram sensitivity is higher for older women (age
60–69) at 85 % compared with younger women (<50 years) at 64 % [16]. It
indicates that the mammography is less effective for a patient of younger age.

2. Breast Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI): It is noninvasive imaging
technique which does not involve any radioactivity and uses powerful magnetic
field of strength 1.5 Tesla and radio waves to create images of the breast [17].
MRI can show smallest lesions/abnormalities which are not visible through
mammography or ultrasound. Breast MRI provides highest quality images of
breast anatomy [18]. In Fig. 3, some breast MRI samples are depicted.
Breast MRI is not recommended for all breast cancer patients. But, due to higher
sensitivity, radiologist recommends a breast MRI along with yearly mammo-
grams. Some situations where another imaging tools like mammography or
ultrasound could not find any abnormalities; the MRI is used as an adjunctive
tool to provide additional details. One of the problem with MRI is that due to its
high sensitivity it gives many false negatives for which it cannot be used alone
as a standard tool for breast cancer detection. However, in some cases breast
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MRI detects a potential and mammographically occult breast cancer threat very
early. It is a very costly exam [18].

Limitations of breast MRI. The breast MRI is much more sensitive than the
mammography and produces false positive results by detecting breast areas that do
not have any cancer, and this leads to unnecessary biopsies [19]. Moreover, the
breast MRI cannot detect the micro-calcifications that indicate a suspicious area. It
cannot distinguish between cancerous and noncancerous abnormalities [19].
Compare to the other imaging modalities, breast MRI is very expensive exam, and
pregnant women are not recommended to have breast MRI since a powerful magnet
and a contrast agent is used in breast MRI.

3. Breast Ultrasound (BUS): Breast Ultrasound is an important imaging tech-
nique that uses harmless high-frequency sound waves to detect and characterize
tumors. The 7.5–12 MHz transducers are usually used in BUS, which achieves
adequate penetration in most of the women [20, 21]. BUS does not utilize
ionizing radiation like mammography that makes it a preferred method for
pregnant women [22]. It is a painless process as no compression is made on
breast during the breast imaging. In ultrasound imaging, echoes reflected from
normal, and abnormal tissues are captured by the computer to produce a 2D
image called sonogram. BUS produces very sharp and high-contrast images of
the breast. Ultrasound can show lumps that are filled with either solid mass or
fluid. Radiologists examined these images to determine whether a mass is a solid
tumor or just a fluid filled cyst [12, 22]. A cyst and a cancer tumor detected in
breast ultrasound are shown in Fig. 4a, b, respectively. Ultrasound is often
performed with mammography to identify the area of concern that requires
further evaluation. Ultrasound is useful in finding very minute lesions that
cannot be felt in a clinical exam, and it is also useful in guiding the needle
during the biopsy [22]. Interpreting cancer tumor in mammogram of women
with dense breast is difficult, for which breast ultrasound is considered as first
diagnostic imaging method for women under the age of 35 [22]. Overall,
ultrasound is a quite helpful investigative tool in the diagnosis of various breast
cancer symptoms.

Fig. 3 a Breast MRI showing a lesion [73]. b Breast MRI of a dense breast [74]
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Limitations of breast ultrasound. Comparative to the advantages and effec-
tiveness of the breast ultrasound, it has limited drawbacks. One major disadvantage
of breast ultrasound is that it cannot replace the mammography of women of age
above 40 since like mammography breast ultrasounds are unable to identify cal-
cifications in breasts which is also a sign of breast cancer in very early stage [23,
24]. In addition, ultrasound cannot screen many of cancers ,i.e., many cancer
tumors are not visible in ultrasound. Therefore, in most of the cases breast ultra-
sound is followed by other diagnostic examinations like MRI, mammograms, etc. It
cannot be alone used as standard screening tool for breast cancer [24].

4. Nuclear medicine breast imaging: It is a promising tool for screening and
diagnosis of breast cancer in women with dense breast tissue. It is a noninvasive
method of imaging. The FDA (Food and Drug Administration) approved
short-term radioactive agent Tc-99 sestamibi is injected 5–10 min before the
imaging procedure [25]. This radioactive tracer lights up (gamma rays) the
cancerous area inside the breast. The breast cell absorbs this radioactive agent.
But, the cancerous cells in the breast are found to absorb more of the agents than
the normal breast cells, and these cancer cells can be imaged with special
semiconductor-based γ-cameras [25]. Nuclear breast imaging covers all the
imaging modalities including positron emission mammography to
breast-specific gamma imaging. It is the safest diagnostic imaging exams
available. Nuclear medicine imaging makes it possible to detect any abnor-
malities before progression of the disease. Figure 5 shows different types of
nuclear medicine breast imaging. Some nuclear breast imaging techniques are:

• BSGI (Breast specific gamma imaging) and MBI (Molecular breast
imaging): BSGI and MBI use a high-resolution gamma camera for imaging
of the breast. During the image acquisition, a mild compression is made on
breast. It can differentiate between the cancerous tissue and benign tissue of
the breast. It is an ideal test to complement the mammography. The sensi-
tivity of MBI is very high for small breast lesions detection. MBI has an

Fig. 4 a A simple breast cyst [75]. b Breast ultrasound, showing a cancer tumor [76]
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overall sensitivity of 90 % in patient with suspected breast cancer. The
sensitivity of MBI is 82 % for lesions less than 10 mm in size. Sensitivity is
lowest for tumors less than 5 mm in size [25].

• PEM (Positron Emission Mammography): In this imaging technique, a
short-lived radioactive sugar-like substance is injected into the body. The
substances get accumulated in the cancerous cells of the breast and radiate
energy that can be captured using a complicated and advanced imaging
camera. PEM can capture the shape; size (equal to pinpoint), and location of
the breast tumor [26].

Limitations of Nuclear Medicine Breast Imaging. One of the essential com-
ponents of nuclear medicine imaging is the use of radiotracer or radioisotopes
which has a harmful impact on the health of the patient. Breast is one of the most
radiosensitive organs in the body. Due to its radiation, pregnant women are not
recommended for nuclear medicine breast imaging. Radioisotopes cause genetic
mutation which is also a cause of breast cancer. Excessive use of nuclear medicine
may cause the malfunctioning of an enzyme or protein. Also, nuclear medicine is
very expensive and requires a huge amount of investment for which several medical
institutions cannot afford it.

5. Infrared Breast Thermography: Since 1982, FDA (Food and Drug
Administration) has approved IR imaging as an adjunct modality to mam-
mography for breast cancer detection [27]. The underlying idea of breast ther-
mography is that the temperature of the skin overlying a malignancy is higher
than the skin overlying normal breast tissue which is caused by the increased
rate of blood flow and metabolic activity to supplement the tumor’s growth [28].
Due to ever increasing need for nutrients, cancerous tumors boost circulations to
their cells by opening dormant vessels, and creating new ones. This process
results in an increase in regional surface temperature of the breast.
Ultra-sensitive medical infrared cameras and complicated computers are used in
breast thermography to detect and produce high-resolution images of

Fig. 5 a Detection of cancer tumor in BSGI of a dense breast [77]. b Shows the detection of
17 mm cancer tumor in MBI of a breast whose mammogram shows a negative result [78].
c Detection of the cancerous tumor in PEM of a breast [79]
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temperature. Some sample breast thermograms are shown in Fig. 6. Thus, it
detects and records the heat pattern of the breast surface. It has the potential to
detect breast cancer 10 years earlier than the traditional golden method—
mammography [9, 29].

Like the other imaging techniques, the digital infrared imaging does not identify
the physical tumor. Instead, it detects the heat pattern produced by increased blood
circulations and tumor-related metabolic changes. Identifying the minute variations
in normal blood circulation activity, the infrared imaging can find the signs indi-
cating a precancerous state of the breast or the presence of a tumor that is small
enough to be detected by physical examination [9, 29]. In order to ensure that the
thermographic examination is accurate, it is crucial to follow some simple
instructions carefully. With its noninvasive, low-cost, non-radiation, noncontact
basis, thermography has distinguished itself as the safe earliest detection technology
for breast cancer. In the next section, the procedure for breast thermography is
described elaborately.

6 Fundamentals of Digital Infrared Imaging (DII)

Any object whose surface temperature is above absolute 0 K (−273 °C) radiates
infrared energy at a wavelength analogous to its surface temperature and its spectral
emissivity. Thermographic camera is much sensitive to the radiation emitted by the
human body [2, 30, 31]. The relationship between the energy radiated by an object
and its temperature is defined by the Stefan–Boltzmann Law. According to the
Stefan–Boltzmann Law, the radiation emitted by an object is directly proportional
to the object’s vicinity, emissivity, and the fourth power of its absolute temperature
[31, 32]. Blackbody is considered as the hypothetical object that absorbs all incident
radiation. Stefan–Boltzmann Law (Eq. (1)) states that the energy radiation from per
unit area of a black body in per unit time is directly proportional to the fourth power
of the absolute temperature of a black body. Thus, the total emissive power from a
black body can be defined as:

Fig. 6 a Healthy breast thermogram: the temperature patterns of two breasts are cool and almost
identical [80]. b Shows invasive ductal carcinoma in left breast of the patient [81]. c Shows
fibrocystic changes in the left breast [82]
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E ¼ rT4 ð1Þ

Here, E is the total emissive power (W/m2), σ is the Stefan–Boltzmann Constant
(σ = 5.670373 × 10−8 W/m2 K4), and T is the absolute temperature (K). According
to the Stefan–Boltzmann’s law, the emissivity (ε) of a blackbody is unity [10].

A body emits less energy than a black body when it does not absorb all the
incident radiation. It is characterized by an emissivity, ε < 1 [10].

Thus, for objects which are not full radiator, the modified Stefan- Boltzmann
equation can be defined as:

E ¼ erT4 ð2Þ

where, ε is the emissivity of real surfaces or surfaces of non-full radiator. The
emissivity of the human skin is more or less constant, and its value is 0.98 ± 0.01
for the wavelength range 2–14 µm [33, 34]. However, application of cosmetics,
lotions, may change the emissivity of the human skin [32].

In the electromagnetic spectrum, the Infrared rays are found within the wave-
lengths of 0.75–1000 µm. The human skin emits infrared radiation in the range
2–20 µm. The entire IR range is subdivided into: near IR (NIR) having the spectral
range between 0.75 and 1.4 μm; short-wave IR (SWIR) covers the wavelengths
from 3 to 8 μm; long-wave IR (LWIR) covers the wavelength from 8 to 12 μm, and
far IR (FIR) which covers all the wavelength beyond 12 μm. For medical IR
imaging purposes, LWIR is the most vital IR spectral range. The clinical IR
imaging depends upon the spectral transmission and reflection characteristics of
tissue and blood. Penetration and reflection are maximum in the red end of the
visible spectrum, where the radiation penetrates the superficial layers of skin and
tissue up to 2.5 mm depth and is then reflected out again [32]. It is found that almost
90 % of the infrared energy radiated by the human body is in the range of longer
wavelengths 6–14 µm [30].

7 Digital Infrared Imaging in Detection of Breast Cancer

The Congressionally Directed Medical Research Program has set some ideal
characteristics for early breast cancer detection method which includes: Detection
of early lesions, high sensitivity and high specificity, inexpensive, noninvasive,
decrease mortality. All these requirements are met by the Infrared imaging [27].
Infrared breast thermography helps in early detection and monitoring of physiologic
changes associated with breast pathology. Risk factors for the development of
breast cancer can also be established from breast thermography. Digital Infrared
imaging of the breast has achieved an average sensitivity and specificity of 90 %.
Also, a persistent abnormal thermogram is 10 times more significant than the
first-order family history of the disease. The IR image is the highest risk marker for
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screening the possibility of the presence of an undetected breast cancer or future
development of breast cancer [30]. The aggressiveness of breast tumor is directly
proportional to the thermo-vascular activity in the breast. Hence, infrared
(IR) imaging can also be used as a prognostic indicator [30]. The patient’s breast
thermogram acts as thermal fingerprints of breast and any changes in this thermal
fingerprint may indicate the presence of a breast disease like fibrocystic disease,
cancerous tumor, vascular disease, Paget or an infection. Once abnormal heat
pattern of the breast gets detected, necessary treatment can be taken to rule out the
disease. Since, till now there are not any preventive for breast cancer, the only way
to fight back with breast cancer is the early detection.

8 Acquisition of Breast Thermograms

Several factors are there that may modify the human body temperatures and create
false findings in the thermogram for which thermograms need to be captured under
strict protocols. Several components are there to be considered for characterizing
thermal images as a potential tool for detecting breast cancer. It is crucial to follow
these simple instructions carefully to ensure that the thermographic examination is
accurate. All the requirements for preparing a patient for breast thermograms are
described in subsequent sections.

8.1 Instructions Prior to Examinations

The thermographic procedure is performed for assisting the evaluation of the
anomalous temperature patterns of the breasts that may or may not indicate the
presence of a disease. Circulatory problems, previous injuries, can reduce the body
surface temperature. Similarly, regular smoking can also decrease the body surface
temperature. Again several activities like physical exertion, consumption of alcohol,
and sunburn increase the skin surface temperature [2, 35, 36].

In order to get accurate results from thermal images without contamination of
artifacts (anything unnatural that does not belong to normal human physiology),
preparation of patients before screening is the utmost importance. The body tem-
perature should be as normal as possible [37]. Hence, before capturing the tem-
perature patterns of the patient body, some protocols are defined that must be
followed by the patient to ensure valid test results. Application of cream, lotion,
powder on chest, hormone replacement therapy (HRT), pregnancy and menstrua-
tion can also affect the breast surface temperature [2, 38]. Rigorous exercise, tight
fitting cloth, sun-bathing, underarm shaving, utilization of deodorants, physical
therapies, pain medication, smoking, intake of tea, coffee, alcohol, radiation treat-
ment must be avoided prior to the examination [2, 31, 38–41]. Ng et al. [42] and
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Acharya [43] considers the patients within the period of the 5th to the 12th day and
after the 21st days of the commencement of the menstrual cycle.

8.2 Patient Intake Form

On arrival of the patient, the practitioner should provide a patient data form to the
patient for filling up, which includes some necessary information regarding the
symptoms and history of the patient for better understanding of the patient back-
ground. Some of these information may be the age and weight of the patient; family
history of breast cancer; information about previous diagnosis of breast cancer; any
treatments like biopsies or surgeries to the patient’s breasts; previous breast
screening; history of taking hormone treatment; experiencing any symptom of
breast cancer etc. [44].

8.3 Patient Acclimation: Pre-imaging Equilibrium

After filling up the intake form, the patient needs to sit in a cool private room and
should be informed with the testing procedure. The patients are instructed to
undress from the waist up and to remove jewelry [30, 44]. After removing
appropriate clothes, the patient is asked to sit and to leave the breasts exposed to air
for 10-15 min so that the patient body can acclimate to the room temperature (to
equilibrate to the atmosphere of the room) [30, 43, 45, 46]. This will create the
“Thermal steady state.” During this time of patient preparation, the patient must
avoid folding or crossing of arms and legs or placing bare feet on a cold surface [2,
39]. Once acclimated, the patient will be asked to place her hands behind the head
for taking the infrared images [39].

8.4 Environment of the Imaging Room

Thermograms are sensitive to environmental changes in temperature, humidity, and
air flow for which infrared imaging must be captured under controlled environment
[31]. It is essential that the “Infrared Imaging Room” itself is of adequate size to
sustain a homogeneous temperature. The size of the examination room should be
large enough to allow patients of different sizes to be positioned relatively equi-
distant from each wall. The room approximately of size 8 feet × 10 feet is sufficient
to meet these requirements [47]. The nature of human physiology changes from
different external environment as they produce thermal artifacts in the human body.
The windows and doors should be adequately sealed to prevent direct airflow on the
patient. The room must be free from drafts and sunlight [48]. The temperature of the
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examination room should be maintained such that the patient’s physiology is not
altered. The temperature range should be maintained at 18–23 °C [47, 49, 50]. The
room temperature changes during the course of the examination must be kept within
1 °C in order to maintain a steady-state physiology. The humidity of the exami-
nation room must also be maintained at 60 ± 5 %, such that no air moisture is built
upon the skin of the patient that can interact with radiant IR energy [47, 50]. During
the time of examination, incandescent lighting should not be used due to the
amount of radiation it produces.

8.5 Thermal Camera and Acquisition Systems

For a quality breast thermogram, thermal sensitivity and resolution are the two most
important parameters of acquisition system [27]. Thermal sensors with good ther-
mal sensitivity can detect a minute temperature difference. A slight temperature
difference in breast thermogram may indicate a suspicious region. The resolution
parameter is responsible for the number of colors in the computer display. The
temperature transition is very smooth if the resolution of the thermal camera is
better. Most of the infrared cameras used for breast imaging have a resolution of
320 × 240 pixels, and it is sufficient enough for informal screening of breast.
Thermal camera having resolution of 640 × 480 and good sensitivity can provide
more useful thermal and spatial details [27]. Zadeh et al. [51] had used the SDS
D-series camera with thermal sensitivity 0.1 °C at 30 °C and resolution 160 × 120
pixels for collecting the breast thermograms of 200 patients at Hakim Sabzevari
University in Sabzevar and with the cooperation of Sabzevar University of Medical
Science. Arena et al. [52] had asked the patient to sit at a distance of approximately
5 feet away from the infrared camera. They had used an infrared camera having
thermal sensitivity of 0.05 °C and resolution 320 × 240 pixels for capturing
the breast thermogram of 238 normal patients, 67 newly discovered with cancer
patients, and 46 patients who previously had a diagnosis of cancer. Acharya et al.
[43] had used NEC-Avio Thermo TVS2000 MKIIST camera system for capturing
50 breast thermogram images, where 25 thermograms were of cancer patients and
25 thermograms were from healthy persons. They had collected their data from the
Department of Diagnostic Radiology, Singapore General Hospital. Qi et al. [53]
obtained the breast thermograms by using Inframetrics 600 M camera with thermal
sensitivity of 0.050 K at Elliott Mastology Centre. Ng et al. [54] had collected the
breast thermograms of 90 patients from Singapore General Hospital by using Avio
TVS-2000 MkII ST infrared camera. Wishart et al. [55], collected the thermograms
of 113 patients using a digital infrared breast scan called Sentinel BreastScan.
A DITI system named as Sentinel BreastScan (Infrared Sciences Corp.) having
thermal sensitivity 0.08 °C and resolution 320 × 240 pixels was used by Arora et al.
[56] for capturing the breast thermograms of 92 patients.
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8.6 Capturing Views of Breast Thermograms

All the thermography clinics or hospitals do not use a universal protocol for cap-
turing of breast thermograms that makes it very difficult to follow a certain protocol
for capturing. The accuracy of thermogram in detection of the breast abnormality
entirely depends on the thermogram image resolution, thermal sensitivity and the
number of views of breasts. Most of the FDA registered thermal systems are also
not equipped with excellent image resolution and thermal resolution. Bharathi et al.
[57] had mentioned that only three views of breast thermograms (Contra-lateral,
Medio Lateral Oblique, and Axillary) may result in wrong diagnosis. They used 12
views of breast thermograms capturing at an angular interval of 30°. Campbell [58]
suggested for taking the thermograms of the underside of the breast so that the
cancer tumor in the lower portion of the breast should not get missed (if any). For
capturing the breast underlying area, the patient needs to lie down on her back to
cool down underside of the breast. During this process of cooling, the patient
should keep her arms away from the breasts. Then the first breast thermogram is
captured before capturing any other view of the breast. Figure 7a, shows a ther-
mogram, where some abnormality is seen in the underside of the right breast.
However, all the other thermograms of this patient were normal [58], which sig-
nifies the necessity of capturing the underside of the breast. This view of breast
thermogram is known as supine view.

Kolarić et al. [59] had taken five views of breast thermograms for each patient:
including frontal, right semi oblique, right oblique, left-semi oblique, and left
oblique view. Five breast thermograms are usually acquired including frontal view,
two lateral views and two oblique views in some thermography clinics [60, 61].
Figure 8a–c shows the frontal, right lateral, and left lateral views of breast
thermogram.

Moreover, some other views including Bilateral Breast, Right Breast Close Up,
Left Breast Close Up and areas of concern are also considered for breast ther-
mography examination [58, 62]. Agostini et al. [63] captured only frontal view

Fig. 7 a The arrow shows an abnormality in the underside of the right breast thermogram (supine
view) [58]. b Normal supine view of breast [58]
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images of the patient. During capturing, the patient was lying down on an exam-
ination table of 40° inclination with their arm up and resting their hands over head
[63]. Kennedy et al. [14] asked the patients to stand about 10 feet away in front of
the camera with raised arms resting over her head. They acquired three views of
breasts including one anterior view and two lateral views of the breast. In breast
thermography, capturing of the frontal view of breast thermogram is the utmost
importance as it is the only view from which any abnormality or asymmetry
between the left breast and right breast can be recognized. Figure 9a, b shows the
left and right oblique views of breast thermogram. And Fig. 10 shows close views
of left and right breast.

In thermography clinics only frontal breast thermogram is used to create the
breast baseline which is the key for getting the benefits of infrared breast ther-
mography in breast cancer detection.

Fig. 8 a Anterior view or frontal breast thermogram [37]. b Right lateral view breast thermogram
[83]. c Left lateral view breast thermogram [83]

Fig. 9 a Left oblique breast thermogram [84]. b Right oblique breast thermogram [84]
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9 Analysis of Breast Thermograms Using Hybridized
Intelligent System for Abnormality Detection

Breast thermography is a promising technology for early breast cancer detection.
Gautherie et al. [64] suggested that an abnormal thermogram is the single most
reliable indicator of high risk of breast cancer in its early stage. With the availability
of higher sensitive infrared cameras, application of thermography in breast cancer
detection has drawn the interest of many researchers toward this domain. In normal
breast thermograms, the thermal pattern in both the breasts is almost symmetrical
while in case of cancerous breast, temperature asymmetry is observed. Based on
this key idea several research work is going on to analyze the breast thermograms.
A review on the research works related to the detection of breast cancer by
extracting several statistical features from breast thermograms and application of
intelligent systems for classification of breast thermograms into normal and
abnormal is described in this section. The classification accuracy of hybrid intel-
ligent system on medical data signifies that the hybrid intelligent system is very
efficient in the task of detecting an abnormal thermogram. The intelligent and
hybrid intelligent system-based computer aided diagnosis (CAD) system works as a
promising tool for assisting and providing a “second opinion” to the radiologists or
pathologists to produce an accurate and faster diagnosis results. The analysis of
breast thermogram is a process of multiple steps including preprocessing of breast
thermograms, background removal or extraction of region of interest, extraction of
a set of features from each breast thermogram, asymmetry analysis and finally
classification of breast thermograms into normal, abnormal, and benign breast.
Figure 11 illustrates the general procedure for detecting breast cancer from breast
thermograms.

Fig. 10 a Close view of right breast; b Close view of left breast
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9.1 Preprocessing of Breast Thermograms

The most important step in the detection of breast cancer from breast thermogram is
the preprocessing of raw data. During capturing, the patients are sitting in a chair or
standing, which results in a slight movement of the body. Also, the thermal images
commonly exhibit a blurring effect that appears like defocusing. One of the most
common techniques for removal of blur in images due to linear motion is the
Wiener filter. Moreover, another most common preprocessing operation in breast
thermogram is the conversion of the infrared thermal image into a gray scale image.
Acharya et al. [43] and Borchartt et al. [11] had converted the breast thermograms
into gray scale, after cropping the breast images. Kapoor and Prasad [65], had
removed the background of the breast thermograms and resized them to remove the
undesired body portion, before processing them.

9.2 Region of Interest Extraction

Along with the necessary information required for breast cancer detection, the
breast thermogram also includes some unnecessary details that need to be discarded
to improve the accuracy of the cancer detection system.

Fig. 11 Overview of the infrared thermography-based breast cancer detection system
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In the process of breast abnormality detection, identification of the background,
and region of interest is a critical need of the system. Schaefer et al. [66] and
Borchartt et al. [11] had manually segmented the frontal breast thermograms into
left and right breast. In the method proposed by Borchartt, the segmented images
are further refined manually to delete all contents not belonging to the breast. In [53,
67], Qi et al. used canny edge detector and Hough transformation to identify four
dominant feature curves (left and right body boundaries and two lower boundaries
of the breasts) for automatic segmentation of left and right breast.

9.3 Feature Extraction and Asymmetry Analysis

Feature extraction is the process of collecting a set of distinguishable image
characteristic, which are most important for feature analysis and classification [42,
67]. It is the most significant part in the analysis of breast thermograms. In feature
extraction, a series of statistical features are extracted from the region of interest.
Schaefer et al. [66] had extracted total 38 statistical features including basic sta-
tistical features, moment features, histogram features, cross co-occurrence features,
mutual information, and Fourier descriptors from each breast thermogram which
describes the asymmetry between the left and right breasts. Qi et al. [53] had
identified the asymmetry between left and right breasts by plotting the thermal
histogram of the breast regions (left and right). Another method is there, presented
by Qi et al. [67], where the asymmetry between left and right breast thermogram
was measured by doing some feature extraction. Some high order statistics like
mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis, correlation, entropy, and joint entropy were
calculated as the components of the feature vector to quantify the distribution of
different intensities in each breast. They suggested that the high order statistics
(variance, skewness, and kurtosis) were most useful features to detect asymmetry
while low-order statistics mean and entropy could not signify any asymmetry. In
[43], Acharya et al. had extracted the statistical features like entropy, contrast and
correlation from the gray level co-occurrence matrix (GLCM) to detect the presence
of a cancerous tumor. Other features like gray level nonuniformity and run per-
centage were also calculated from the run-length matrix. After acquisition of breast
thermograms, Acharya et al. [50] had converted the 2D thermograms into 1D data
by using radon transform. From the transformed data, five higher order spectral
features were extracted. The extracted features were—mean magnitude of the
spectrum, entropy1, entropy2, entropy3, and phase entropy. For analyzing the
asymmetry of the breasts, Zadeh et al. [51] had extracted diagnostic parameters
including patient’s age, mean, variance, kurtosis, skewness, entropy, difference
between the two breasts and thermal pattern of the breasts from breast thermo-
grams. Bharathi et al. [57] had extracted a series of statistical features and Haralick
texture features from the breast thermograms. These extracted features before and
after the cold stress were analyzed to identify any abnormality. For finding out the
abnormal thermograms, Kapoor and Prasad [65] had extracted skewness, kurtosis,
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entropy, joint entropy, energy, homogeneity and correlation from breast thermo-
grams and analyzed them.

9.4 Classification of Breast Thermograms
Using Intelligent Systems

The asymmetry analysis of breast thermograms is followed by the classification of
breast thermograms into normal and cancerous breasts. Fuzzy-rule based classifier
coupled with significant statistical features plays a vital role in improving the
survival rate of breast cancer patients. The life expectancy prediction made by
hybrid intelligent system is highly significant in decision making for treatments,
medication and therapies. Different classifiers are used in various research works.
Schaefer et al. [66] had employed a hybrid fuzzy rule-based classification system
for diagnosis where some genetic algorithms were applied to optimize the features
and parameters of fuzzy rules. With this classifier, they achieved a correct classi-
fication rate of about 80 %. Krawczyk et al. [68] had employed a hybrid multiple
classifier system for analyzing breast thermograms. Their multiple classifier system
was the hybridization of 3 different intelligence techniques: Neural Network
(NN) or Support Vector Machine (SVD) as base classifiers, a neural fuser to unite
the individual classifier, and a fuzzy measure. Using of this hybridized classifier for
evaluating 150 breast thermograms provided excellent classification accuracy. Qi
et al. [53] used unsupervised learning, and each pixel is relabeled to a certain
cluster. Finally, pixel distribution of each cluster was analyzed, and abnormalities
were determined. In another method proposed by Qi et al. [67], the asymmetry
identification was done using two methods: k-means clustering (unsupervised
learning) and k-nearest neighborhood (supervised learning) based on feature
extraction. They had used 6 normal and 18 cancer patient breast thermograms for
evaluating the performance of their method. Acharya et al. [43] employed the
Support Vector Machine (SVM) to have automatic classification of breast ther-
mograms as normal and malignant breasts. For automatic classification of breast
thermograms, Borchartt et al. [11] had used free LibSVM classifier. The extracted
features were fed into the LibSVM software. The LibSVM classified the breast
thermograms into two classes: pathology and healthy. In the method proposed by
Zadeh et al. [51], a 3 layer Feed-Forward Neural Network with a sigmoidal acti-
vation function (logsig) in the middle layer had been used. Acharya et al. [50] had
used a feed–forward artificial neural network and SVM for classification of breast
thermograms. The extracted features were fed into the input of the feed-forward
neural network for classifying the breast thermograms. An Artificial Neural
Network had been used in the method proposed by Ng et al. [54] for the analysis of
breast thermograms. Kapoor and Prasad [65] had used a multilayer perceptron
neural network for classification of breast thermograms. The features extracted from
50 breast thermograms were fed into the neural network to train the system, and
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remaining 10 breast thermograms were used for testing and validation of the
classification system.

Different acquisition systems, used in various research works along with their
specifications are listed in Table 1. Summary of different research works in breast
cancer detection from breast thermograms is given in Table 2.

Table 1 Summary of acquisition system and number of patients considered in different research
works

Authors Acquisition system Camera specifications Number of patients/breast
thermograms

Schaefer
et al.
[66]

Not specified Not specified 146 Thermograms (29
malignant, 117 benign)

Ng et al.
[54]

Avio TVS-2000 MkII
ST

Not specified 90 Patients

Qi et al.
[53]

Inframetrics 600 M
camera

Thermal sensitivity
0.05 K

Not specified

Qi et al.
[67]

Inframetrics 600 M
camera

Thermal sensitivity
0.05 K

6 Normal, 18 cancerous

Acharya
et al.
[43]

NEC-avio thermo
TVS2000 MKIIST

Not specified 25 Normal, 25 cancerous

Borchartt
et al. [11]

Not specified Resolution 320 × 240 24 Cancerous, 4 normal

Acharya
et al. [50]

Thermo TVS2000
MkIIST Avio short
wavelength system

Not specified 25 Normal, 25 cancerous

Zadeh
et al.
[51]

SDS D-series; Thermal sensitivity
0.1 °C at 30 °C,
resolution 160 × 120

200 Patients

Bharathi
et al. [57]

MAMRIT (mammary
rotational infrared
thermographic system)

Not specified 8 Normal, 8 abnormal

Arena
et al. [52]

Not specified Thermal sensitivity
0.05°, resolution
320 × 240

238 Normal, 67 newly
discovered and 46 who
previously diagnosed with
cancer

Wishart
et al. [55]

Sentinel breast scan Not specified 113 Patients

Arora
et al. [56]

Sentinel breast scan
(infrared sciences corp.)

Thermal sensitivity
0.08 °C, resolution
320 × 240

92 Patients

Kapoor
et al. [65]

Infrared thermal imager
by irisys

Resolution 320 × 240 60 Patients
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Table 2 Summary of statistical features and classifiers used by different researchers

Authors Feature extracted Classifier Accuracy

Schaefer
et al. [66]

38 features (basic statistical features,
moments, histogram features, cross
co-occurrence matrix features, mutual
information and Fourier descriptors)

Hybrid fuzzy
rule-based
classification

Accuracy:
80 %

Qi et al.
[53]

No feature extraction K-means
clustering

Not
provided

Qi et al.
[67]

Mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis,
correlation, entropy and joint entropy

K-nearest
neighborhood

Not
provided

Acharya
et al. [43]

First 4 moments, entropy, contrast and
correlation, gray level non-uniformity and
run percentage

Support vector
machine

Accuracy:
88.10 %

Sensitivity:
90.48 %

Specificity:
85.71 %

Borchartt
et al. [11]

Range of temperature, mean temperature,
standard deviation, and quantization of
higher tone in eight level posterization

Free LibSVM Accuracy:
85.71 %

Sensitivity:
95.83 %

Specificity:
25.00 %

Acharya
et al. [50]

Mean-magnitude of the spectrum,
entropy1, entropy2, entropy3, and phase
entropy

ANN Accuracy:
90 %SVM
Accuracy:
80 %

Zadeh
et al. [51]

Patient’s age, mean, variance, kurtosis,
skewness, entropy, difference between the
two breasts and thermal pattern of the
breasts

3 Layer
feed-forward
neural network

Accuracy:
70 %

Sensitivity:
50 %

Specificity:
75 %

Bharathi
et al. [57]

Mean, variance, skewness, kurtosis,
angular second moment (ASM), contrast,
correlation, sum of square, inverse
difference moment, sum entropy, sum
average, sum variance, entropy, difference
variance, information measure of
correlation1 and information measure of
correlation2, difference entropy

Support vector
machine

Not
provided

Kapoor
et al. [65]

Skewness, kurtosis, entropy, joint-entropy,
energy, homogeneity, and correlation

Artificial neural
network

Accuracy:
80 %
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10 Conclusion

Despite the advances in treatments, the breast cancer remains the second leading
cause of the cancer-induced death after lung cancer. There is no diagnostic tool that
is capable of significantly reducing the breast cancer mortality. Only possible way
of saving lives is the early detection of breast cancer. Most of the breast imaging
modalities, although promising but too expensive for routine use. Compare to the
other imaging modalities, breast thermography has several advantages that benefits
women of all ages. A solid tumor which is small enough to be detected by any of
the available diagnostic tool can be detected by infrared thermography due to its
higher temperature compared with the surrounding tissue. This facilitates the early
detection of the tumor before it invades to the surrounding region. Thermography is
a noninvasive, radiation-free, painless, inexpensive imaging modality that can be
used as a complementary method to other screening methodologies. Breast mam-
mography alone has a sensitivity of 84 % while used along with thermography its
sensitivity has increased to 95 %. Thus, thermography is very adequate for both
asymptomatic and symptomatic patients for routine checkups. It also helps the
physicians to decide the proper treatment for the symptomatic patients.
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Neuro-Fuzzy Hybridized Model
for Seasonal Rainfall Forecasting: A Case
Study in Stock Index Forecasting

Pritpal Singh

Abstract The ensemble of statistics and mathematics has increased the accuracy of
forecasting the Indian summer monsoon rainfall (ISMR) up to some extent. But due
to the nonlinear nature of the ISMR, its forecasting accuracy is still below the
satisfactory level. Mathematical and statistical models require complex computing
power. Now a day, artificial neural networks (ANNs)-based models are used to
forecast the ISMR. Various experiments signify that alone ANN cannot deal with
the dynamic nature of the ISMR. So, in this chapter, we present a novel model
based on the ensemble of ANN and fuzzy time series (FTS). This model is referred
to as “Neuro-Fuzzy hybridized model for time series forecasting”. The ISMR data
set from the period 1901–1990 for the monsoon season (mean of June, July,
August, and September) is considered for the experimental purpose. The forecasted
results obtained for the training (1901–1960) and testing (1961–1990) data sets are
then compared with existing models. The results clearly exhibit the superiority of
our model over the considered existing models. The applicability of the proposed
model has also been examined in the stock index data set.

Keywords Neuro-fuzzy hybridized model � Seasonal rainfall forecasting � Stock
index forecasting � Fuzzy time series

1 Introduction

The Indian economy is based on agriculture and its agricultural products, and crop
yield is heavily dependent on the summer monsoon (June–September) rainfall.
Therefore, any decrease or increase in annual rainfall will always have a severe
impact on the agricultural sector in India. About 65 % of the total cultivated land in
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India is under the influence of rain fed agriculture system [1]. Therefore, prior
knowledge of the monsoon behavior (during which the maximum rainfall occurs in
a concentrated period) will help the Indian farmers and the government to take
advantage of the monsoon season. This knowledge can very useful in reducing the
damage of crops during the less rainfall in the monsoon season. Therefore, fore-
casting the monsoon is a major scientific issue in the field of monsoon meteorology.
The ensemble of statistics and mathematics has increased the accuracy of fore-
casting of the ISMR up to some extent. But the nonlinear nature of the ISMR, its
forecasting accuracy is still below the satisfactory level.

In 2002, Indian Meteorological Department (IMD) fails to predict the deficit of
rainfall during the summer monsoon season, which led to considerable concern in
the meteorological community [2]. In 2004, drought has been again observed in the
country with a deficit of more than 13 % rainfall [3], which could not be predicted
by any statistical or dynamical model.

Forecasting of the ISMR started more than 100 years ago [4–7]. Mathematical
and statistical models require complex computing power [8–11]. Therefore, many
researchers have tried to apply ANN for ISMR forecasting. In literature, several
types of neural networks are available, but usually Feed-forward neural network
and Back-propagation neural network are used in the ISMR forecasting [12–21].

Another soft computing approach, in which historical values from time series are
used to forecast the future values, is fuzzy time series (FTS). Forecasting using the
FTS is applied in several areas including forecasting university enrollments, sales,
road accidents, and financial forecasting. In a conventional time series, the recorded
values of a special dynamic process are represented by crisp numerical values.
However, in a FTS model, the recorded values of a special dynamic process are
represented by linguistic values. Based on the FTS concept, first forecasting model
was introduced by Song and Chissom [22, 23]. They presented the FTS model by
means of fuzzy relational equations involving max-min composition operation and
applied the model to forecast the enrollments in the University of Alabama. In
1996, Chen [24] used simplified arithmetic operations avoiding the complicated
max-min operations and their method produced better results. Later, many studies
provided some improvements to the existing methods in terms of effective lengths
of intervals [25–33], fuzzification [27, 34, 35], fuzzy Logical relationships [33, 36–
43] and defuzzification techniques [44, 45]. Recent advancement in the FTS
forecasting model can be found in these articles [27, 46–53].

The literature review reveals that ANN and fuzzy logic theory have great
capability in solving many real-life problems, especially, when it comes to the
process of complex decision making. So, it is beneficial to fuse ANN and fuzzy set
techniques together by substituting the demerits of one technique by the merits of
another techniques. These two techniques can be fused as:

• Application of ANN for designing fuzzy logic-based systems, and
• Application of fuzzy logic for designing ANN-based systems.

Many researchers tried to design hybridize-based models to solve complex
decision making problems, such as rough-fuzzy hybridization scheme for case
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generation [54], genetic fuzzy systems and ANN for stock price forecasting [55],
genetic algorithm and rough set theory for stock price forecasting [56], hybrid-
ization of ANN and FTS for TAIEX forecasting [28, 57], neuro-fuzzy model for
domestic debt forecasting [58], FTS and particle swarm optimization for TAIFEX
forecasting [59, 60], ANN and genetic algorithm for dwelling fire occurrence
prediction [61], cumulative probability distribution approach, rough set rule
induction and FTS for stock market forecasting [62], fuzzy-neuro approach for sales
forecasting of printed circuit board industry [63], enrollments forecasting based on
FTS and particle swarm optimization [64, 65].

So far our knowledge is concerned no works have been reported in the literature
that involves hybridization of ANN and FTS concept for involving rainfall pre-
diction. So, in this work, we have designed a model based on these two techniques
that can be employed for predicting rainfall in the summer monsoon season for the
north-eastern region of India, where heavy rainfall is observed during this season.
To show the effectiveness of the proposed model, it is also applied on the stock
index data set.

This chapter is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, various problems corresponding
to FTS model and effective measures to resolve these problems have been dis-
cussed. In Sect. 3, some basic concepts of fuzzy set theory have been explained with
an overview of FTS. Application of ANN for designing the proposed model has
been discussed in Sect. 4. A brief description of the data set is provided in Sect. 5.
The architecture of the proposed model is presented in Sect. 6. In Sect. 7, the
proposed neuro-fuzzy hybridized model has been presented. In Sect. 8, statistical
parameters for analyzing the performance of the model have been discussed. The
performance of the model has been assessed, and presented in the results Sect. 9.
The application of the proposed model on the stock index data set is discussed in
Sect. 10. The conclusions and future works are discussed in Sect. 11.

2 Problem Definitions

From review of literature, it is obvious that accuracy of the FTS model depend on
four major factors: (a) Lengths of intervals, (b) Handling of repeated fuzzy sets,
(c) Handling of trend associated with fuzzy sets, and (d) Defuzzication operation. In
this study, we aim to deal with the problems associated with these four factors
based on the hybridization of ANN and FTS. The main purpose of hybridized these
two techniques together are explained as follows:

Factor 1 (Lengths of intervals). For fuzzification of time series data set, deter-
mination of lengths of intervals of the historical time series data set is very
important. In case of most of the FTS models [22–24, 34, 38], the lengths of the
intervals were kept the same. No specific reason is mentioned for using the fixed
lengths of intervals. Huarng [25] shows that the lengths of intervals always affect
the results of forecasting. So, for creating the effective lengths of intervals, an ANN
based technique is used in this model.
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Factor 2 (Handling of repeated fuzzy sets). In existing FTS models, each fuzzy
set is given equal importance, which is not effective to solve real-time problems.
Because, each fuzzy set represents various uncertainty involved in the domain.
There are two possible ways to determine the weights as: (i) Assign weights based
on human interpretation, and (ii) Assign weights based on occurrence of fuzzy sets
in the fuzzified time series data set. Assignment of weights based on
human-knowledge is not an acceptable solution for real-world problems as
human-interpretation varies from one to another. Moreover, human-interpretation is
still an issue which is not understood by the computational scientists. Therefore,
second way is considered, where all the fuzzy sets are given importance based on
their frequency of occurrences. For example, if the fuzzy set Ai i ¼ 0; 1; 2; ::; nð Þ
occurs two times in the fuzzified time series data set, then assign its weight as 2 in
terms of percentage (%). Sometimes, the nature of event is very dynamic.
Therefore, it is advantageous to assign weight in %, because it will help to capture
the variation in value in the particular time instance.

Factor 3 (Handling of trend associated with fuzzy sets). In the FTS modeling
approach, fuzzified time series values are further used to establish the fuzzy logical
relations (FLRs). These FLRs are represented in the form of Ai ! Aj

i; j ¼ 0; 1; 2; ::; nð Þ, where condition attribute “Ai” and decision attribute “Aj” rep-
resent two different fuzzy sets for two different time instances “t � 1” and “t”,
respectively. In these FLRs, the decision attribute can exhibit different trends with
respect to the condition attribute, which can be determined based on the following
three conditions:

Condition 1 If i\ j, then the trend of Aj will be upward ð"Þ
Condition 1 If i [ j, then the trend of Aj will be downward ð#Þ
Condition 1 If i ¼ j, then the trend of Aj will be unchanged ð¼Þ

Here, each i and j w represent the indices of the fuzzy sets Ai and Aj, respec-
tively. Previously, trends represented by these decision attributes are not considered
by the researchers during final decisions making. Therefore, to enhance the pre-
dictive skill of our model, these three trends ði:e:; "; ";¼Þ are employed at the time
of simulating and forecasting the results.

Factor 4 (Defuzzification operation). Song and Chissom [22] adopted the fol-
lowing method to forecast enrollments of the University of Alabama:

YðtÞ ¼ Yðt � 1Þ � R; ð1Þ

where Y t � 1ð Þ is the fuzzified enrollment of year “t � 1”, Y tð Þ is the forecasted
enrollment of year “t” represented by fuzzy set, “�” is the max-min composition
operator, and “R” is the union of fuzzy relations. This method takes much time to
compute the union of fuzzy relations R, especially when the number of fuzzy
relations is more in Eq. 1 [66, 67]. In 1996, Chen [24] used simplified arithmetic
operations for defuzzification operation by avoiding this complicated max-min
operations, and their method produced better results than the Song and Chissom
models [22, 23]. Most of the existing FTS models have used Chen’s defuzzification
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method [24] to acquire the forecasting results. However, forecasting accuracies of
these models are not good enough, so it is required to adopt a better method that can
be employed for the defuzzification operation. So, to resolve this problem, we
introduce a new “Frequency-Based Defuzzification Technique” for the defuzzifi-
cation operation.

3 Fuzzy Sets and the FTS—A Brief Overview

In 1965, Zadeh [68] introduced the fuzzy sets theory involving continuous set
membership for processing data in presence of uncertainty. He also presented fuzzy
arithmetic theory and its application [69–71]. Here, we briefly reviewed some
concepts of FTS from [22, 23].

Definition 1 (Fuzzy Set) [68] A fuzzy set is a class with varying degrees of
membership in the set. Let U be the universe of discourse, which is discrete and
finite, then fuzzy set A can be defined as follows:

A ¼ flAðx1Þ=x1 þ lAðx2Þ=x2 þ � � �g ¼
X

i

lAðxiÞ=xi; ð2Þ

where lA is the membership function of A, lA : U ! ½0; 1�, and lAðxiÞ is the degree
of membership of the element xi in the fuzzy set A. Here, the symbol “+” indicates
the operation of union and the symbol “/” indicates the separator rather than the
commonly used summation and division in algebra, respectively.

When U is continuous and in finite, then the fuzzy set A of U can be defined as:

A ¼
Z

lAðxiÞ=xi
� �

; 8xi 2 U; ð3Þ

where the integral sign “
R
” stands for the union of the fuzzy singletons, lAðxiÞ=xi.

FTS concept was proposed in [22, 23] and the main difference between the
traditional time series and the FTS is that the values of the former are crisp
numerical values, while the values of the latter are fuzzy sets. The crisp numerical
values can be represented by real numbers whereas in fuzzy sets, the values of
observations are represented by linguistic values. The definition of FTS is briefly
reviewed as follows:

Definition 2 (FTS) [22, 23] Let YðtÞðt ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .Þ be a subset of R and the
universe of discourse on which fuzzy sets liðtÞði ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ are defined and let
FðtÞ be a collection of liðtÞði ¼ 1; 2; . . .Þ. Then, FðtÞ is called a FTS on
YðtÞðt ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .Þ.
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Definition 3 (Fuzzy logical relationship) [22–24] Assume that Fðt � 1Þ ¼ Ai and
FðtÞ ¼ Aj. The relationship between FðtÞ and Fðt � 1Þ is referred as a FLR, which
can be represented as:

Ai ! Aj; ð4Þ

where Ai and Aj refer to the previous state and current state of the FLR,
respectively.

Definition 4 (Fuzzy logical relationship group) [22–24] Assume the following
FLRs:

Ai ! Ak1;

Ai ! Ak2;

Ai ! Akm

Chen [24] suggested that the FLRs having the same previous state are grouped
into a fuzzy logical relationship group (FLRG). So, based on the Chen’s model,
these FLRs can be grouped into the FLRG as:

Ai ! Ak1;Ak2; . . .;Akm

4 ANN and Its Application for Creation of Intervals

ANN is a computational model that is inspired by the human brain [72, 73]. ANN is
composed of large number of interconnected nodes or neurons, which usually
operate in parallel, and are configured in regular architectures. Researchers employ
ANN in various forecasting problems such as electric load forecasting [74],
short-term precipitation forecasting [75], credit ratings forecasting [76], tourism
demand forecasting [77] etc., due to its capability to discover complex nonlinear
relationships [78, 79] in the observations.

Data clustering is a popular approach for automatically finding classes, concepts,
or groups of patterns [80]. Time series data are pervasive across all human
endeavors, and their clustering is one of the most fundamental applications of data
mining [81, 82]. In the literature, many data clustering algorithms [83–85] have
been proposed, but their applications are limited to the extraction of patterns that
represent points in multidimensional spaces of fixed dimensionality [86]. In our
proposed model, a distance-based clustering algorithm, i.e., the Self-organizing
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feature maps (SOFM) is employed for determining the intervals of the historical
time series data set by clustering them into different groups. The SOFM is devel-
oped by Kohonen [87], which is a class of neural networks with neurons arranged
in a low dimensional (often two-dimensional) structure, and trained by an iterative
unsupervised or self-organizing procedure [63, 88]. The SOFM converts the pat-
terns of arbitrary dimensionality into response of one-dimensional or
two-dimensional arrays of neurons, i.e., it converts a wide pattern space into a
feature space. The neural network performing such a mapping is called feature
map. The training process of the SOFM can be found in [63, 73]. In this work,
MATLAB 7.2 [89] is used for implementing the SOFM to determine the intervals
of time series data set.

Based on the SOFM, the historical time series data set is partitioned into different
lengths of intervals. These intervals are presented in Sect. 7.

5 Description of Data Set

The north-eastern region of India refers to the easternmost region of India con-
sisting of the neighboring seven states as: Arunachal Pradesh, Assam, Nagaland,
Meghalaya, Manipur, Tripura, and Mizoram. All these states are shown in Fig. 1.

In this region, the monsoon rainfall starts in the month of June and ends in the
month of September. July and August fall in the mid of the monsoon season. For
modeling purpose, time series data set of all these individual months are collected
from the period 1901–1990 [90]. The seasonal rainfall data set is prepared by taking
the mean (June, July, August and September) of all these time series data set [17].
This data set is shown in Table 1. For simulating purpose, this data set is divided
into the training set from the period 1901–1960, and the testing set from the period
1961–1990. In this study, forecasting of the seasonal rainfall is main objective.

6 Architecture of the Model

Most of the existing FTS models as discussed earlier use the following six common
steps to deal with the forecasting problems:

Step 1. Divide the universe of discourse into intervals
Step 2. Define linguistic terms for each of the interval
Step 3. Fuzzify the time series data set
Step 4. Establish the FLRs based on Definition 4
Step 5. Construct the FLRGs based on Definition 5
Step 6. Defuzzify and compute the forecasted values
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In this study, an improved FTS forecasting model is proposed, which is based on
the hybridization of ANN and FTS concept. Therefore, the above six steps are
modified, which is presented in Fig. 2. The proposed model is referred to as
“Neuro-Fuzzy hybridized model for time series forecasting”.

Fig. 1 Map showing the north-eastern region of India

Table 1 A sample of mean
seasonal rainfall data set (in
mm) for the north-eastern
region of India [90]

Year Rainfall

1901 1361.70

1902 1525.70

1903 1406.20

1904 1329.40

1905 1551.90

… …

1989 1544.40

1990 1311.80
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7 Proposed Neuro-Fuzzy Hybridized Model

We apply the proposed model to forecast the seasonal rainfall values in the
north-eastern region of India from the period 1901–1990. This model is initially
trained with the data set for the period 1901–1960. Each step of the training process
is explained next.

Step 1. Define the universe of discourse U of the historical time series data set,
and partition it into different length of intervals.

[Explanation] Define the universe of discourse U of the training data set.
Assume that U ¼ ½Mmin;Mmax�; where Mmin and Mmax are the minimum and
maximum values of the time series data set. In this data set, the universe of dis-
course is: U = [1229.4, 1793.2]. Now, by applying the SOFM NN, divide the
universe of discourse U into different lengths of intervals as a0; a1; . . .; an. Now,
assign the data to their corresponding intervals. Centroid of each interval is
recorded by taking the mean of upper bound and lower bound of the interval. The
resulting intervals and centroids for the considered data set are shown in Table 2.

Step 2. Define linguistic terms for each of the interval. Assume that the historical
time series data set is distributed among n intervals (i.e., a0; a1; . . .; an). Therefore,
define n linguistic variables A0;A1; . . .;Aj, which can be represented by fuzzy sets,
as shown below:

A0 ¼ 1=a0 þ 0:5=a1 þ 0=a2 þ � � � þ 0=an�2 þ 0=an�1 þ 0=an;
A1 ¼ 0:5=a0 þ 1=a1 þ 0:5=a2 þ � � � þ 0=an�2 þ 0=an�1 þ 0=an;
A2 ¼ 0=a0 þ 0:5=a1 þ 1=a2 þ � � � þ 0=an�2 þ 0=an�1 þ 0=an;

..

.

Aj ¼ 0=a0 þ 0=a1 þ 0=a2 þ � � � þ 0=an�2 þ 0:5=an�1 þ 1=an:

For ease of computation, the degree of membership values of fuzzy set
Aj j ¼ 0; 1; . . . ; nð Þ are considered as either 0, 0.5, or 1. Here, the maximum
degree of membership of fuzzy set Ai occurs at interval ai and 0 � i � n.

[Explanation] We define 43 linguistic variables A0;A1; . . . ;A42 for the rainfall
data set, because total 43 intervals are generated. All these defined linguistic
variables are shown as follow:

A0 ¼ 1=a0 þ 0:5=a1 þ 0=a2 þ � � � þ 0=a40 þ 0=a41 þ 0=a42;
A1 ¼ 0:5=a0 þ 1=a1 þ 0:5=a2 þ � � � þ 0=a40 þ 0=a41 þ 0=a42;
A2 ¼ 0=a0 þ 0:5=a1 þ 1=a2 þ � � � þ 0=a40 þ 0=a41 þ 0=a42;

..

.

A42 ¼ 0=a0 þ 0=a1 þ 0=a2 þ � � � þ 0=a40 þ 0:5=a41 þ 1=a42:

Here, the maximum degree of membership of the fuzzy set Ai occurs at interval
ai, and 0� i� 42.
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For each interval, the centroid is calculated by taking the average of lower bound
and upper bound of the interval.

Step 3. Fuzzify the time series data set. If one year’s datum belongs to the
interval ai, then datum is fuzzified into Ai, where 0� i� n.

[Explanation] If any datum of rainfall data set belongs to the interval ai, where
0� i� 42, then it is fuzzified into Ai. For example, the actual rainfall value for year
1958 is 1259.10, where 1259.10 belong to the interval a2. Hence, the rainfall value

Fig. 2 Neuro-Fuzzy hybridized model for time series forecasting
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for year 1958 is fuzzified into fuzzy set A2. The fuzzified rainfall values for the
training data set are shown in Table 3.

Based on the frequency of occurrence of each fuzzified values, their corre-
sponding weights are assigned. For example, fuzzy set A15 has occurred three times
in the fuzzified time series data set. Therefore, we have assigned its weight as 3 in
terms of percentage (%). All these corresponding weights for the fuzzified time
series data set in terms of % are also shown in Table 3.

Step 4. Establish the FLRs between the fuzzified time series values, and create
the FLRGs.

[Explanation] Based on Definition 4, we can establish FLRs between two
consecutive fuzzified rainfall values. For example, in Table 3, fuzzified rainfall
values for Years 1901 and 1902 are A10 and A36, respectively. So, we can establish
a FLR between A10 and A36 as: A10 ! A36. In this way, we have obtained the FLRs
for the fuzzified rainfall values, which are presented in Table 4.

Based on Definition 5, the FLRs can be grouped into a FLRG. For example, in
Table 4, there are two FLRs with same previous state, A6 → A39 and A6 → A7.
Therefore, these FLRs can be grouped into the FLRG, A6 → A7, A39. A sample of
FLRGs for the remaining FLRs is presented in Table 5.

The FLRGs shown in Table 5 are in the form of Ai → Aj0, Aj1,…,Ajp; where
left-hand side and right-hand side of the expression represent previous state and
current state, respectively. Now, each fuzzy set associated with the current state of
the FLRG is classified into different trends as per the conditions provided in Factor
3. For example, consider the “FLRG 16: A15 → A6, A21, A22”. Here, fuzzified
rainfall values of the current state A6, A21, and A22 can be represented with the
following trends as:

A15 ! A6ð#Þ;A21ð"Þ;A22ð"Þ

In this way, we have recorded all the trends of fuzzified rainfall values for the
training data set for the future consideration. If the same fuzzy set appears more
than once in the current state of the FLRG, it is included only once in the rule.

Step 5. Defuzzify and compute the forecasted values from the fuzzified time
series data set.

Table 2 A sample of
intervals produced by the
SOFM NN for the training
data set with their
corresponding centroids

Interval Centroid

a0 = [1229.40, 1229.40] 1229.40

a1 = [1241:10, 1241:10] 1241.10

a2 = [1259.10; 1259.10] 1259.10

a3 = [1262.10, 1262.10] 1262.10

a4 = [1286.50, 1286.50] 1286.50

… …

a41 = [1626.80, 1626.80] 1626.80

a42 = [1793.20; 1793.20] 1793.20
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Todefuzzify the fuzzified time series data set and to obtain the forecasted values,we
have proposed the “Frequency-Based Defuzzification Technique”. This
defuzzification technique employs the FLRGs obtained in Step 4 to get the forecasted
values. The proposed defuzzification technique is designed in such a way that it can
deal with the trend exhibited by different fuzzy sets of the corresponding FLRGs.

Based on the application of technique, it is categorized as: Principle 1 and
Principle 2. The Principle 1 is given as follows:

Principle 1: For forecasting year Y tð Þ, the fuzzified value for the year Y t � 1ð Þ
is required, where “t” is the current year which we want to forecast. The Principle 1
is applicable only if there are more than one fuzzified values available in the current
state. The steps under Principle 1 are explained next.

Table 3 A sample of
fuzzified rainfall values for
the training data set with their
corresponding centroids and
weights

Year Rainfall Fuzzified
rainfall

Centroid Weight (in
%)

1901 1361.70 A10 1361.70 1

1902 1525.70 A36 1525.70 1

1903 1406.20 A15 1406.40 3

1904 1329.40 A6 1329.30 2

… … … … …

1959 1229.40 A0 1229.40 1

1960 1530.30 A37 1530.30 2

Table 4 A sample of FLRs
for the rainfall data set

FLR

A10 → A36

A36 → A15

A15 → A6

A6 → A39

A39 → A34

…

A2 → A0

A0 → A37

Table 5 A sample of FLRGs FLRG

FLRG 1: A0 → A37

FLRG 2: A1 → A22

FLRG 3: A2 → A0

FLRG 4: A3 → A2

FLRG 5: A4 → A25

…

FLRG 42: A41 → A26

FLRG 43: A42 → A6
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Step 1. Obtain the fuzzified rainfall value for the year Y t � 1ð Þ as
Ai i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ.

Step 2. Obtain the FLRG whose previous state is Ai and the current state is
Aj0;Aj1; . . .;Ajp, i.e., the FLRG is in the form of Ai → Aj0, Aj1,…,Ajp. The fuzzy sets
associated with the current state of the FLRG may exhibit miscellaneous trends
(i.e., ↑, ↓ and =), because it contains more than one fuzzified values in the current
state.

Step 3. Find the interval where the maximum membership value of the fuzzy set
Ai (previous state) occurs, and let this interval be ai i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ.

Step 4. Compute the variation in rainfall for the fuzzy set Ai as:

Vr ¼ CiWi

100

h i
ð6Þ

Here, Ci and Wi represent the corresponding centroid of the interval and weight
(in %) for the fuzzy set Ai respectively, where i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; n.

Step 5. Find the intervals where the maximum membership values of the fuzzy
sets Aj0;Aj1; . . .;Ajp (current state) occur. Let these intervals be aj0; aj1; . . .; ajp. All
these intervals have the corresponding centroids Cj0;Cj1; . . .;Cjp.

Step 6. Calculate the average of the centroids Cj0;Cj1; � � � ;Cjp as:

Acentroid ¼ Cj0 þ Cj1 þ � � � þ Cjp

p

� �
ð7Þ

Here, p represents the total number of fuzzy sets associated with the current state
of the FLRG.

Step 7. Compute the trend value as:

Tvalue ¼ ðCj0 � VrÞ þ ðCj1 � VrÞ þ . . .þ ðCjp � VrÞ
p

� �
ð8Þ

In Eq. 8, if any fuzzified rainfall value in the current state exhibits downward
trend (↓), then the symbol “*” represents “addition” operation; otherwise it repre-
sents “subtraction” operation for the upward trend (↑).

In the considered FLRG “Ai ! Aj0;Aj1; . . .;Ajp”, if any fuzzified rainfall value in
the current state exhibits unchanged trend with respect to the previous state fuzz-
ified rainfall value (i.e., i ¼ j), then find the interval where the maximum mem-
bership value of the fuzzy set Aj occurs. Let this interval be aj, which has the
centroid Cj. This centroid Cj can directly be added to the numerator of left-hand
side of Eq. 8, without addition or subtraction of Vr value from Cj.

Step 8. Compute the forecasted rainfall value as:

Fforecast ¼ Acentroid þ Tvalue
2

h i
ð9Þ
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Principle 2: This principle is applicable only if there is only one fuzzified
rainfall value in the current state. The steps under Principle 2 are given as follows:

Step 1. Obtain the fuzzified rainfall value for the year Y t � 1ð Þ
as Ai i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ:

Step 2. Obtain the FLRG whose previous state is Ai and the current state is Aj,
i.e., the FLRG is in the form of Ai → Aj. The fuzzy sets associated with the current
state of the FLRG may exhibit either upward (↑), downward (↓), or unchanged (=)
trend, because it contains only one fuzzified value in the current state.

Step 3. Find the interval where the maximum membership value of the fuzzy set
Ai (previous state) occurs, and let this interval be ai i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; nð Þ.

Step 4. Compute the variation in rainfall for the fuzzy set Ai as:

Vr ¼ CiWi

100

h i
ð10Þ

Here, Ci and Wi represent the corresponding centroid of the interval and weight
(in %) for the fuzzy set Ai, respectively, where i ¼ 0; 1; 2; . . .; n.

Step 5. Compute the trend value as:

Tvalue ¼ ½Aj � Vr� ð11Þ

In Eq. 11, if any fuzzified rainfall value in the current state exhibits downward
trend (↓), then the symbol “*” represents “addition” operation; otherwise it repre-
sents “subtraction” operation for the upward trend (↑).

In the considered FLRG “Ai → Aj”, if any fuzzified rainfall value in the current
state exhibits unchanged trend with respect to the previous state fuzzified rainfall
value (i.e., i ¼ j), then find the interval where the maximum membership value of
the fuzzy set Aj occurs. Let this interval be aj, which has the centroid Cj. This
centroid Cj can directly be added to the left-hand side of Eq. 11, without addition or
subtraction of Vr value from Cj.

Step 6. Find the interval where the maximum membership value of the fuzzy set
Aj (current state) occurs. Let this interval be Cj.

Step 7. Compute the forecasted rainfall value as:

Fforecast ¼ Cj þ Tvalue
2

h i
ð12Þ

Based on the proposed model, here two examples have been presented to
compute the forecasted values of the summer monsoon rainfall.

Example 1 Suppose we want to forecast the rainfall for the year Y(1927), then we
must have the fuzzified rainfall value for the previous year Y(1926). The fuzzified
rainfall value for the year Y(1926) is obtained from the Table 3, which is A22. Now,
obtain the FLRG whose previous state is A22. In Table 5, this FLRG is in the form
of A22 → A12, A31 (i.e., FLRG 23). Here, Principle 1 is applicable, because there
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are more than one fuzzified rainfall values (A12 and A31) available in the current
state.

In this FLRG, the fuzzified rainfall values in the current state exhibit two dif-
ferent trends as: A22 → A12 (↓), A31 (↑). Now, obtain the interval where the max-
imum membership value of the fuzzy set A22 occurs from Table 2, which is a22.
This interval a22 has the corresponding centroid 1440.60 (=C22). Here, the fuzzy set
A22 has the weight 3 % (=W22). Based on Eq. 6, compute the variation in rainfall for
the fuzzy set A22 as:

Vr ¼ 1440:60 � 3
100

h i
¼ 43:218

Now, find the intervals where the maximum membership values of the fuzzy sets
A12 and A31 occur from Table 2, which are a12 and a31, respectively. All these
intervals a12 and a31 have the corresponding centroids 1372:80 ¼C12ð Þ and
1484:10 ¼C31ð Þ, respectively. Based on Eq. 7, compute the average of the centroids
as:

Acentroid ¼ 1372:80 þ 1484:10
2

h i
¼ 1428:45

Now, compute the trend value based on Eq. 8 as:

Tvalue ¼ 1372:80 þ 43:218
2

h i
þ 1484:10 � 43:218

2

h i
¼ 1428:45

Here, “addition þð Þ” operation is done for downward trend, whereas
“sub-traction �ð Þ” operation is done for upward trend. Now, calculate the fore-
casted rainfall value for the Y(1927) based on Eq. 9 as:

Fforecast ¼ 1428:45 þ 1428:45
2

h i
¼ 1428:45

Example 2 Suppose we want to forecast the rainfall for the year Y(1915), then we
must have the fuzzified rainfall for the previous year Y(1914). The fuzzified rainfall
value for the year Y(1914) is obtained from Table 3, which is A4. Obtain the FLRG
whose previous state is A4. In Table 5, this FLRG is in the form of A4 → A25, (i.e.,
FLRG 5). Here, Principle 2 is applicable, because there is only one fuzzified
rainfall value (A25) available in the current state.

In this FLRG, the fuzzified rainfall value in the current state exhibits only a
single trend as: A4 → A25(↑). Now, obtain the interval where the maximum
membership value of the fuzzy set A4 occurs from Table 2, which is a4. This
interval a4 has the corresponding centroid 1286.50 (=C4). Here, the fuzzy set A4 has
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the weight 1 % (=W4). Based on Eq. 10, compute the variation in rainfall for the
fuzzy set A4 as:

Vr ¼ 1286:50 � 1
100

h i
¼ 12:865

Now, find the interval where the maximum membership value of the fuzzy set
A25 occurs from Table 2, which is a25. This interval a25 has the corresponding
centroid 1458.50 (=C25).

Now, compute the trend value based on Eq. 11 as:

Tvalue ¼ ½1458:50 � 12:865� ¼ 1445:635

Here, “subtraction �ð Þ” operation is done for the upward trend. Now, calculate
the forecasted rainfall value for the year Y(1915) based on Eq. 12 as:

Fforecast ¼ 1458:50þ 1445:635
2

h i
¼ 1452:07

8 Performance Analyses

The performance of the model is evaluated with the help of root mean square error
RMSEð Þ, average forecasting error rate AFERð Þ, evaluation parameter drð Þ, cor-
relation coefficient CCð Þ, coefficient of determination CC2

� �
and tracking signal

TSð Þ. Definitions of all these parameters can be found in article [101].

9 Empirical Analysis

The proposed model is trained and tested using the data set mentioned in Sect. 5.
While training and testing the model, 43 and 20 number of intervals is used,
respectively. Results for the training and testing data set are presented in Table 6 in
terms of various performance analysis parameters (as discussed in Sect. 8). The
computed value of dr is much less than 1 as shown in Table 6. The CC between
actual and forecasted rainfall is close to one, which indicates the efficiency of the
model. The CC2 values for the training and test data set exhibit the strong linear
association between actual and forecasted rainfall values. The TS values are plotted
for the forecasted rainfall values, which are depicted in Fig. 3. In Fig. 3, it is
observed that TS values for each of the forecasted value lies between the ranges 	4,
which indicate that the model is working correctly.

During simulation of the SOFM NN, a number of experiments were carried out
to set additional parameters [73], viz., initial weight, learning rate, epochs, learning
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radius, and activation function to obtain the optimal results, and we have chosen the
ones that exhibit the best behavior in terms of accuracy. The determined optimal
values of all these parameters are given in Table 7.

To assess the performance of the proposed model, it is compared with the
existing FTS model proposed by Yu [93]. This model is chosen for comparative
study, because its forecasting accuracy is better than the existing FTS models [24,
37]. Furthermore, the performance of the proposed model is also compared with

Table 6 Experimental results of the training and testing data set

Statistical
parameters

Experimental result (training data
set)

Experimental result (testing data
set)

RMSE 59.42 67.80

AFER 2.41 % 3.49 %

dr 0.4 0.4

CC 0.85 0.86

CC2 0.72 0.74

Mad 34.55 48.64

Rsfe 12.56 5.42

TS 0.36 0.11

Fig. 3 TS curves for the training and testing data set (top to bottom)
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various statistical time series models [94], such as linear regression, exponential
smoothing, and so on. Experimental results are discussed in Table 8 in terms of the
AFER. The comparative analyzes show that the proposed model is more precise
than exiting FTS and linear models.

10 Index Forecasting of National Stock Exchange—A
Case Study

Accurate forecasting of stock prices is a challenging task for brokers and investors.
Various factors such as social, economical and political influence on the stock
market, and control the variation of the stock prices. So, investing on the stock
market is one of the most exciting and challenging tasks, because lose and profit
depends on a good decision of an investor. The gain and lose explain the non-
stationary nature of the stock market, which is extremely difficult to predict accu-
rately in advance without an expert system.

In this section, we apply the proposed method for forecasting the daily index of
the National Stock Exchange (NSE). The NSE is stock exchange situated at
Mumbai, India. It is in the top 20 largest stock exchanges in the world by market
capitalization and largest in India by daily turnover and number of trades, for both
equities and derivative trading. The NSE has a market capitalization of around US
$one trillion and over 1,652 listings as of July, 2012. The NSE’s key index is

Table 7 Additional parameters and their values during the training and testing processes of neural
network

Serial number Additional parameter Input value

1 Initial weight 0.3

2 Learning rate 0.5

3 Epochs 1000

4 Learning radius 3

5 Activation function Sigmoid

Table 8 AFER for the training and test data set based the existing FTS model and linear models

Model AFER (training data set) AFER (testing data set)

Yu [93] 3.62 % 4.96 %

Linear regression 4.91 % 7.82 %

Quadratic regression 4.91 % 7.82 %

Compound regression 4.91 % 7.82 %

Exponential regression 4.91 % 7.82 %
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known as the NSE NIFTY (National Stock Exchange 50), an index of 50 major
stocks weighted by market capitalization (http://www.nse-india.com).

For application purpose, the NSE’s index data set (NIFTY) for the period
1/08/2012 to 28/09/2012 is collected from Yahoo Finance (http://in.finance.yahoo.
com). This data set is shown in Table 9.

The consistency of the proposed model in forecasting the stock index has been
analyzed on the basis of statistical parameters as discussed in Sect. 8. Experimental
results are listed in Table 10. All these statistical analyzes signify the robustness of
the proposed model for forecasting the stock index. From Fig. 4, it is obvious that
the forecasted values for the stock index lie between the ranges 	4, which indicates
that the proposed model is able to predict the stock index with reasonable range of
errors.

Table 9 Index price data set
of the NSE from the period
8/1/2012 to 9/28/2012

Date (mm/dd/yyyy) Actual index price (in rupee)

8/1/2012
8/2/2012
8/3/2012
8/6/2012
8/7/2012

5240.50
5227.75
5215.70
5282.55
5336.70

… …

… …

9/18/2012
9/20/2012
9/21/2012
9/24/2012
9/25/2012
9/27/2012
9/28/2012

5600.05
5554.25
5691.15
5669.60
5673.90
5649.50
5703.30

Table 10 Experimental
results of the stock index data
set

Statistical parameters Experimental result

RMSE 249.61

AFER 0.67 %

dr 0.25

CC 0.96

CC2 0.92

Mad 36.24

Rsfe −4.84

TS −0.13
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11 Conclusions and the Way Ahead

In the field of forecasting, many researchers agree that none of the existing methods
is best individually to handle the real time problem [95–97] due to complexity of
their underneath architecture. Both theoretical as well as experimental results
indicate that ensembling of different models together can be very effective and
efficient way to improve the quality of forecasting [98, 99], as a single model may
not be able to capture various types of patterns effectively [100].

This study presents a novel approach combining ANN and FTS for building a
time series forecasting expert system. The main contributions of this chapter are
presented as follows:

• First, the author shows that the forecasted accuracy of the FTS model can be
enhanced by resolving the problems associated with different factors such as
determination of lengths of intervals, handling of repeated fuzzy sets, handling
of trends associated with fuzzy sets, and defuzzification operation. In this work,
unique strength of ANN (SOFM NN) for determination of effective lengths of
intervals, assignment of weights for repeated fuzzy sets based on their frequency
of occurrences, determination of trends for fuzzy sets based on the proposed
conditions, and defuzzification operation based on the proposed technique have
been utilized for improving the forecasted accuracy of the model.

• Second, the author shows that the seasonal rainfall forecasting problem can be
solved effectively by the proposed Neuro-Fuzzy hybridized model.

• Third, the author demonstrates that the proposed model is superior to existing
FTS model for prediction of rainfall.

• Fourth, the author validates the proposed model using various statistical
parameters, and shows that the presented model has the ability to predict the
nonlinear behavior of the summer monsoon rainfall much more accurately
compared to various linear models.

• Fifth, the author shows the applicability of the proposed model for forecasting
the stock index. Experimental results show that the proposed model can effec-
tively be utilized as an expert decision making system in stock as well as
financial time series forecasting.

Fig. 4 TS curve for the stock index data set
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A significant drawback of the FTS forecasting model is that increase in the
number of intervals of time series data set increases the accuracy rate of forecasting,
but decreases the fuzziness of time series data set. Therefore, in this study, results
are obtained with minimum number of intervals.

The proposed model has the limitation that it can applicable only in one-factor
time series data set. Therefore, the author has tried to make the proposed model
more generalize so that it can applicable in different kinds of one-factor time series
data set, and can be employed in various domains flexibly. Work is underway to
apply the proposed model on other domains in the following way:

• Apply the proposed model on different regions of seasonal rainfall data set
(one-factor), and check its accuracy and performance with different size of
intervals, and

• To test the performance of the model for different types of financial, stocks,
insurance and marketing data set (one-factor).

Hence, this study implies that the approaches that have been adopted in the
proposed model can be applied to improve the accuracy and performance of the
FTS forecasting model.
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Hybridization of 2D-3D Images
for Human Face Recognition

Suranjan Ganguly, Debotosh Bhattacharjee and Mita Nasipuri

Abstract Now-a-days face recognition is more realistic biometric approach for
biometric based system for human authentication purpose. It has been aimed by the
researchers and scientists over some decades to provide more reliable and secure
environment. Although face recognition techniques have gained significant level of
success, it is still having some challenging tasks due to the presence of facial pose,
expression as well as illumination variations. With the trends of decrease in the cost
of cameras, increase in the technological aspects and availability of processing
power, face recognition task has now gained most of the researchers’ attention in
handling this complex task of computer vision. The human face images can be
acquired by different methodologies, such as: from video sequences, from various
sensors like optical, thermal and 3D etc. The variations of face images have also
motivated the researchers to design the intelligent system for feature estimation
purpose. In this chapter, an overview of hybrid techniques with its application in the
domain of 3D face registration and recognition is discussed. Authors have also
proposed a new 3D face recognition scheme from 2D and 3D hybrid face images
using two supervised classifiers. The authors have also reported the contribution of
their research work by considering all the related and recent works with proposed
methodology. The investigation is accomplished on Frav3D database and achieved
maximum 95.17 % accurate face recognition rate.
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1 Introduction

Biometrics is the distinctive biological and behavioral human characteristics that can
be used to uniquely identify a person or to claim the verification of an individual
automatically. The word ‘Biometric’ is the combination of two ancient Greek words,
i.e. ‘bios’ that is meant for ‘life’ and ‘metron’which is used to mean ‘measure’ [1, 2].
Now, from these two meanings, ‘Biometric’ can be termed as ‘life measuring’.
Biometrics based recognition techniques are often used as a security measurement
that can be deployed to control the security at secure buildings, airports or border
crossings or for recording employee attendance, criminal identification purpose etc.
But today, in modern life the use of biometrics has gradually spread to other appli-
cations also. The ‘identification’ and ‘verification’ are the two different approaches to
recognize an individual. The ‘identification’ task is composed by ‘one-to-many’
comparison technique. Here, the probe images are tested by all the gallery images
where as ‘verification’ task is little simple which is basically ‘one-to-one’ compar-
ison. This chapter is briefly focused on face based human recognition. Other than
human face, there are also different types of biometric measurements. The variations
of the biometrics can be abstracted into two groups, namely: behavioral and bio-
logical. The biometrics measurements like ‘Face’, ‘Fingerprint’, ‘Hand’, ‘Irish’,
‘DNA’ etc. are in biological group, whereas ‘Signature’, ‘Voice’, ‘Gait’, ‘Keystroke’
etc. are within behavioral based biometric measurement group.

Recognizing the faces is some ‘life measuring’ technique that can be done
usually without any effort. Along with this, several other advantages are also dis-
cussed below.

• The sensors can capture the face of any individual in public area by surveillance
cameras or closed circuit television (CCTV).

• It can also be captured from some distance away.
• Face images can also be captured without any physical contact.

There are other characteristics of face images that are described in Fig. 1, for
which human faces are highly acknowledged over other biometric traits.

Considering all these key features of the face images, human face can be pro-
cessed for several directions. It is listed in Fig. 2.

Human face images are digitized for different computation purpose especially for
face detection, face reconstruction, face recognition (FR) etc. In case of face
detection, the location and approximation of face size can be determined. During
face localization mechanism, it overlooks the other details from image, like: wall,
tree, building or any kind of object other than face. Face reconstruction is the
process by which missing facial information or different facial components (such as
eyes, lips, nose, hair style, ear etc.) a face image can be constructed. It may be
widely used in forensic or criminal identification purpose. Besides these, FR is
another domain of human face processing. It is a very established biometric based
research area. In this categorization of face image, it allows to recognize the indi-
viduals automatically. Though visual, thermal, and sketch based FRs are the well
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known approaches, 3D FR is also the foremost research interest of many scientists.
There are mainly two advancements for 3D face based recognition scheme. One is
3D face model from 2D images and another one is range image based FR. Within
the context of this chapter, authors have only focused on hybridization of 2D and
3D (especially 2.5D range image) face image based recognition techniques.

With all the said pros, there are still some challenges involved that makes the FR
task more complex.

• Different illumination challenges
• Huge pose or viewing variation

Fig. 1 The advantages of face images as a biometric measurement

Fig. 2 Different approaches of human face processing
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• Large facial expression
• Face deformation due to age
• The disguises as well as occlusions

There are several solutions that exist to overcome some of these limitations. One
solution is to use thermal IR [3] face images. It preserves the heat emissions from
individuals’ face. Thus, illumination problem [3] can easily be dealt with. But for
determining solution for pose, expression and occlusion problems 3D face images
might be better choice. Due to the inherent property, the illumination challenge is
automatically solved in this new era of FR. Actually, using 3D sensors, face images
are independent of external light source.

2D images are the flat arrangement of pixels or texture whereas 3D images
consist of three distinct point clouds along X, Y and Z axes. From 3D face image,
2.5D range face image [4] is created. It is actually a normalized depth image. The
motivation for hybridization of 2D and 3D face image is to design a new hybrid
face space where both facial texture and depth data can be accomplished. Hence,
from two face image, nine various hybrid face spaces have been designed.

A 3D face image with three orthogonal axes shown in Fig. 3 is used to describe
the role of Z’s value (i.e. the depth value) in X-Y plane. A 3D image contains [4, 5]
X, Y, Z, three data points along with other meta-data that are collected by the 3D
sensors.

There are some advantages of 3D face images which are discussed below by
comparing with thermal infrared face images as well as 2D visible face images.

• Due to the inherent property, thermal as well as 3D face images are free from
any kind of illumination. But, visual face image does not have this property.

• Variation of expressions as well as disguises problem might be resolved using
3D images.

• Poses can be easily registered [6].

Range face image (RFI) which has been hydrided with corresponding 2D image
is the principal focus area of this chapter. RFI has been created from the original 3D
face images. Range images are also sometime known as 2.5D images [4]. The
‘depth’ or Z-values are examined to create the range image. RFI of Fig. 3 is
illustrated in Fig. 4.

In general, any FR system consists of five steps which are strongly bonded to
each other. In Fig. 5, these steps are explained.

With the available face datasets, it is required to process the central (the core)
computation by an intelligent system. The central processing may include different
subsections, namely: selection of feature attributes and classification, for automatic
FR system. These two core parts are very much correlated to each other. The
intelligence system which may be involved with FR system might be ‘Precious
Model’ [6] (traditionally named as Hard Computing) or ‘Approximate Model (also
known as Soft Computing). Though there are some limitations exist for soft
computing techniques, Approximate Reasoning, Functional Approximation etc. are
chosen maximum.
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2 Literature Survey on Application of Hybrid Techniques
for 3D Face Registration and Recognition

With the limitations of 2D face images [7] (both thermal as well as visual), 3D face
images has gained much attention of researchers. As discussed earlier, the major
advantages of 3D face images are that it is independent of illumination and also the
rotated face images can be registered to frontal pose leading to better, accurate and
robust recognition. With the advancement of various techniques, hybridization of
these techniques has also been implemented for automatic image registration as

Fig. 3 Visualization of 3D
face image

Fig. 4 Range face image
(RFI) of Fig. 3
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well as recognition purpose. Considering the context of this chapter, biological
object namely face images are selected as a research topic for registration as well as
recognition purpose.

In [8], Hutton et al. proposed a model named as ‘Dense Surface Model (DSM)’.
It is a hybrid approach for 3D face registration. The proposed hybridization method
is done by alliance of iterative closest-point (ICP) and active shape model
(ASM) fitting. This algorithm has been tested on 21 test example set and it was
successful with an average RMS error 3.0 mm. In [9], author has proposed a 3D
model based on evolutionary algorithm (EA) and skull-face overlay mechanism
using EA and fuzzy set. The fitness function that has been proposed by the authors
is the mean of the distances between the facial images and the projected cranial
landmarks. In the 2D fuzzy set, landmarks are the fuzzy points. Due to such
consideration, the more uncertainty of the landmark makes the broader fuzzy
region. In [5] Santamaría et al. proposed an image registration method which is
hybridization of global and local strategies. It is also named as ‘sequential
hybridization approach’. In this sequential hybridization method, a global search is
first carried out by considering the advantage of the EAs or EAs based search
methodology and then a local search is carried out for fine tuning. It is tested on
human skull dataset.

In addition, a series of research work on 3D FR is also performed. In this section,
their brief introduction in this area is also reported. Lee et al. [10] proposed a 3D FR
algorithm that used to classify the feature set by fuzzy neural network. The feature
set is derived from the eigenface images from maximum and minimum curvature
maps derived from the 3D face images. In [11], Lin et al. proposed a hybrid
intelligent technique that is used to recognize 2D as well as 3D face images.
A neural network alliancing with hybrid Taguchi-PSO (particle swarm optimiza-
tion) i.e. HTPSO is used to classify the obtained feature vector. A series of oper-
ations have been performed to obtain the feature vector. Features from Gabor

Fig. 5 General approaches
for face recognition
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wavelet transform is combined with surface feature vector by PCA for final deri-
vation of feature set. Thakare et al. [12] has introduced a fuzzy rule with neural
network or fuzzy neural network (FNN) for pose and illumination invariant 3D
faces recognition purpose. It is tested on CASIA 3D face database. Their proposed
FNN is having four layers namely: Input layer, Fuzzification layer, Inference layer
and Defuzzification layer. This hybrid mechanism has been tested on different
dataset like: varying lighting effects on frontal images, varying lighting effects on
non-frontal images, varying rotation and lighting effects on frontal and non-frontal
images.

3 Hybridization of 2D-3D Face Images for Recognition

Hybridization of multimodal face images is the process by which the dissimilarities
of both the modalities are crossed to produce more significant face space or feature
space. In case of multimodal face image based recognition task, like 3D (especially
2.5D) and 2D during hybridization process, a new space is created. The intensity
values from 2D texture and depth values, shape details from 3D face images have
been hydrided or fused in this investigation. In the domain of FR, hybridization
process can be grouped into two sections, such as matching and feature estimation
by hybridization techniques. Furthermore, hybrid matching technique can also be
implemented either in feature level or in holistic approach or both the approach can
be combined. In this case two or more classifiers with a fixed architecture are used.
Again, feature estimation can be derived from hybrid face space or feature vector.
Creation of face space signifies the importance of multimodality and creates a new
type of face image that might be useful for better recognition purpose. Whereas,
hybridization of multiple feature set from single images emphasize the selection of
optimal feature space.

Here, authors have followed pixel level hybridization process to derive new face
space for recognition purpose of 3D face images. For the hybrid approach two
different ratios are considered. Among these ratios, one is complement of other and
vice versa. In Fig. 6, this process is illustrated.

The constants ‘α’ and ‘β’ are the weighted values to accomplish the hybrid face
space for 3D FR purpose. The mathematical computation that has been followed is
shown in Eq. 1.

H x; yð Þ ¼ R x; yð Þ � að Þ þ O x; yð Þ � bð Þ ð1Þ

In the equation, H x; yð Þ is the hybrid face space where as R x; yð Þ and O x; yð Þ are
the 2.5D range and 2D optical face images respectively. The ‘α’ value lies within
the range of 0–1 and b ¼ 1� a.

The significance of hybrid face space over optical and RFI is characterized in
Fig. 7. The depth values from RFI are fused over intensity values from optical face
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images. Thus, with different weighted values, different variations in hybrid face
space are captured.

It is investigated that the qualities of 3D face images (i.e. to preserve the
sharpness, depth values) along with the reflectance characteristics [13] of human
face image (i.e. intensity data) are all blended in hybrid face images. The absolute
difference between optical image and corresponding hybrid image is shown in
Fig. 7c. The difference is used to serve this phenomenon. The bendness, sharpness
i.e. the curvature points [7, 14, 15] are associated with the hybrid face image. On
the other hand in Fig. 7f, significance of depth values than intensity values is
displayed. In Fig. 8, the varieties of hybrid face images are shown for a randomly
selected subject from Frav3D database [16].

3.1 Domain Knowledge Preparation

In this section authors have prepared a literature survey to demonstrate the current
FR methodologies based on hybrid 2D-3D multimodal approach. Along with the
study, a discussion of the proposed methodology by comparing with others is
summarized here.

In [17] researchers have proposed a hybrid or fused feature vector for recog-
nizing face images from FRGCv2.0 face database. In that paper authors have
created a feature vector from 27 fiducial points or land marks. Each point is

Fig. 6 The hybrid face space
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Fig. 7 Significance of hybrid face image. a Optical image. b Hybrid image. c Absolute difference
map between (a) and (b). d Range image. e Hybrid image. f Absolute difference map between
(d) and (e)

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

(g) (h) (i)

Fig. 8 Variations in face images due to hybridization technique. a α = 0.9, β = 0.1, b α = 0.8,
β = 0.2, c α = 0.7, β = 0.3, d α = 0.6, β = 0.4, e α = 0.5, β = 0.5, f α = 0.4, β = 0.6, g α = 0.3, β = 0.7,
h α = 0.2, β = 0.8, i α = 0.1, β = 0.9
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convolved with 40 Gabor kernels to extract feature points around land marks.
Again, the outliers are removed from 3D face images to apply PCA for feature
extraction. Now, these feature vectors are appended for FR purpose. Mian et al. [18]
proposed a multimodality approach for 2D-3D FR purpose. Two different fusion
approaches (namely weighted and sum) are made for the similarity matrices of 2D
and 3D face images for better recognition purpose. In [19] authors have combined
the normalized individual modal’s matching score for experimental purpose. It has
been tested on face images of 198 persons.

Comparing various methodologies of the state-of-art, there are some key points
came up, which are to be addressed during designing a new system, are given
below.

• Instead of individual feature vectors, a new hybrid face space has been created.
• Holistic and feature based techniques can be applied on newly created hybrid

face space.
• The current methodology should be capable to handle expression and illumi-

nation variations. Range images are not affected by illumination variations
whereas optical images do.

4 Proposed Methodology

The implemented algorithm follows three steps before it is used for final recognition
purpose. In Fig. 9, the schematic block diagram of the proposed methodology is
emphasized.

4.1 3D Face Image Acquisition

The 3D face images from Frav3D face database are of VRML file format [4]. There
are 16 different 3D face images for each 106 subject in Frav3D database. The 3D
face images and corresponding 2D optical face images are shown in Fig. 10.

To carry out investigation, authors have created a sub-dataset with eight frontal
face images out of sixteen images for each individual, which are shown as bold line
in Fig. 10. The sub-dataset consists of not only frontal face images but contains of
images with expression and illumination variations.
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4.2 Pre-Processing

Preprocessing is an essential step between image acquisition and recognition pro-
cess. We have generated the range images from 3D face images. The generated RFI
are shown in Fig. 11.

The range images are created following the equation (as shown in Eq. 2). The
depth value at any position x; yð Þ is the function of X; Y . The ‘X’ and ‘Y ’ are the 2D
co-ordinate space where ‘Z’ value (i.e. depth values are preserved).

Fig. 9 Block diagram of the proposed algorithm

(a)

Label Description
1-4 Frontal pose face images
5-8 Rotated face image along Y-axis
9-10 Face rotated along Z-axis
11 Frontal face with expression (smiling)
12 Frontal face with expression (mouth open)
13-14 Face rotated along X-axis
15-16 Frontal face with illumination variation

(b)

Fig. 10 Detail description of the considered database. a Optical and corresponding 3D face
images from Frav3D database. b Description of the face dataset
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R x; yð Þ ¼ f X; Yð Þ ð2Þ

The very next step after range image creation is to extract the Region of Interest
(RoI) from optical face image. Optical face images are having more unwanted
region compared to created range images. For isolating these regions, the color
human face images are converted to grey scale images following the Eq. 3. Now,
these gray images are converted to binary image using a threshold value 0.15 and
then face region is extracted as the largest component.

G ¼ R � Cr þ G � Cg þ B � Cb ð3Þ

where Cr ¼ 0:2989;Cg ¼ 0:5870;Cb ¼ 0:1140

The stages which are followed to extract the RoI are detailed in Fig. 12.
Authors have developed a method by which only the RoI from the optimal face

region can be extracted by omitting the outer regions namely ear, neck, hair etc. At
first, cropped 2D and 2.5D range images of both the modalities are resized. Hence,
the two different modalities have been normalized. Then, depth based ‘pronasal’
landmark is localized [7] from range image and a fixed window from all the frontal
images of both the modalities are extracted for further feature extraction and rec-
ognition purpose. The outcome of this technique is highlighted in Fig. 13. Though it
is required to resize the input images, the proposed method is independent of image
scaling.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

(7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12)

(13) (14) (15) (16)

Fig. 11 Created range images
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4.3 Hybridization Technique

Authors have applied a weighted pixel level hybridization to 2D and 3D face
imaging system to establish the effectiveness of the hybrid face image. The weights
are varied from 10 to 90 % instead of 0–100 %. Selecting 0 and 100 % weight will
form either pure range image or optical image like input images. Thus, no
hybridization will be followed.

More specifically, 50–50 % weighted from both the optical and range images
have been acknowledged for this analysis. The same priority is also provided for
depth and intensity values. Thus a new hybrid face is created and it has
already shown in Fig. 6. The hybridization process of 2D optical and 2.5D RFI is
described in Fig. 14.

Color face image Gray face image Binary face image Cropped
face image

Fig. 12 Illustration of different steps for extraction of RoI

Fig. 13 The optimal face
region from RoI
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4.4 Estimation of Feature for Face Recognition

The estimation process to evaluate proper distinct characteristic is very much
crucial step towards classification task. Selection and reduction of feature space may
lead to the ‘ugly duckling’ story. The estimated good features may lead to poor
recognition rate whereas neglected features may be very fruitful during
classification.

It has been observed that in literature researchers have used ANN [20, 21] and
K-NN [22, 23] followed by PCA [24, 25].

PCA or Principal Component Analysis is very much well accepted to reduce the
feature space. Among several eigenvalues, top five eigenvalues and corresponding
features are considered to design the feature vector for recognition purpose.

For the recognition purpose, the feature vector is distributed among two sets
namely training vector and testing vector. Among two partitioned sets, one set
contains even number of features and the remaining odd number of features are
belonged to another set. These feature sets are named as ‘U’ and ‘V’ respectively.
Authors have analyzed the recognition performance by two-fold cross validation
technique. In this technique, supervised classifiers [26, 27] (ANN and K-NN) are
trained with ‘U’ feature set and tested with ‘V’ feature set. The same is followed
again with alternative training-testing feature set. The variations of recognition rate
are reported and summarized in the Table 1.

The five layer feed forward back propagation neural network and K-Nearest
Neighbor classifiers are used to demonstrate the potentiality of the selection of
hybrid face space and finally the feature vector. Out of five layers of the neural
network, first hidden layer contains 100 neurons, second hidden layer contains 50
neurons; third hidden layer contains 10 neurons and input layer contains the neu-
rons with exact number of features. Last layer contain number of classes. Similarly,
in case of K-NN, K is used to denote the number of possible subjects for this
research work.

Belghini et al. [28] have proposed a recognition scheme with the recognition rate
93 % from Frav3D database. Here, from global depth information, Gaussian
Hermite Moments (GHM) feature has been computed for recognition reason.
Ganguly et al. [7] also proposed curvature based 3D FR technique, tested on
Frav3D database. They have considered two curvature pairs Mean-Maximum and

Fig. 14 The schematic diagram of the proposed hybrid technique
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Mean-Gaussian as individual feature vectors that are classified by ANN. The rec-
ognition rate that has been proposed by them is 86.51 %. In compared to these
methodologies, authors have designed a new hybrid face space from where more
detailed information can be accumulated. Both the reflectance characteristics and
depth information has been accomplished in this hybridization method. Hence,
more detailed data from hybrid face space has been used for more accurate rec-
ognition purpose.

5 Conclusion and Future Scope

FR (especially 3D FR) is a very complex and challenging task in the domain of
computer vision and pattern recognition. Now-days it has also gained much
attention of researchers. Though many scientists have conducted numerous
experiments but the ideal goal is still beyond the scope. The goal of this research
was to take a step forward for automation of 3D face image recognition using a
hybrid procedure. It is invariant of expression as well as illumination.

However, the present approach has some limitations. The extreme pose changes
along yaw, pitch and roll are not considered here. As a part of our future work, we
shall develop more robust method for the objective of face registration as well as
recognition. Thus, a new era is emerging towards hybrid technology for more
accuracy in automation purpose.

Table 1 Performance of the hybrid face images

Classifier (training set + testing set) Recognition rate (%)

ANN (U+V) 95.17
ANN (V+U) 94.97

K-NN (U+V) 91
K-NN (V+U) 90.57
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Neutrosophic Trust Evaluation Model
in B2C E-Commerce

Swati Aggarwal and Anurag Bishnoi

Abstract Trust is an important term in the context of E-Commerce. It lies at the
top in the present trend of E-Commerce. Trust lists the diverse prospects of trust-
worthiness that exist between the merchant and customer, inducing a better cus-
tomer liking and Business-to-Customer (B2C) E-Commerce. Considering the
imprecise nature of E-Commerce trust, various researchers proposed different trust
models and integrated them with fuzzy logic to handle inherent uncertainty.
Conventional models of trust are based on subjective logic which falls short in
mapping the real-time environment of E-commerce that deals with tentative
behavioural values. Though fuzzy logic representation of the facts is a way to deal
with improbability but it fails to capture the indeterminacy and false values given
by respondents during survey. Authors in this chapter have attempted to target the
indeterminacy involved while capturing the perception of respondents during sur-
vey for any website. Quite recently, neutrosophic logic (NL) has been proposed by
Florentine Smarandache that gives a mathematical model for representing uncer-
tainty, vagueness, ambiguity, imprecision, incompleteness, inconsistency, redun-
dancy and contradictions. All the factors stated are very integral to human thinking,
as it is very rare that we tend to conclude/judge in definite environments, impre-
cision of human systems could be due to the imperfection of knowledge that the
human receives (observation) from the external world. Imperfection leads to a
doubt about the value of a variable, a decision to be taken or a conclusion to be
drawn for the actual system. This chapter suggests computation of perceived trust
value by integrating a neutrosophic logic with the proposed fuzzy based trust model
that considers all the chief features which affect the trust in E-Commerce.
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1 Introduction

Presently, E-Commerce is growing very rapidly and it is a convenient way for the
vendors to reach the broader consumer market. In this competitive business envi-
ronment, E-Commerce has shown tremendous growth and competition. Though the
merchant and the consumer do not have face-to-face interaction in the E-Commerce
environment, they still create their mutual trust. So, good relationships can be
maintained in the business but a risk factor is involved from the consumer’s per-
spective; for example, we can see only an image of the item but we do not have any
actual idea of item [1, 2]. Thus a consumer may be in an unclear thought process
that whether or not he should opt for online shopping. Thus loyalty involves as a
major deciding factor if a vendor wants the consumer to buy something from his
website. Low loyalty can certainly become an obstruction in the path of growing
business. The rate of online shopping is low in comparison to the exponential
growth in the number of Internet users; because of low consumer trust, as suggested
by Hoffman et al. [3].

In extreme cases, business may come to an end because of the absence of trust
[4, 5]. Vendor’s motive is only to enhance the business and this can be possible by
developing the consumer trust.

Trust of consumers may be influenced by several factors:

1. Unusual behaviour of the website during payment.
2. Request for more personal information demand during registration on website.
3. Repudiation by the merchant for exchange even if the product is encountered

defective.
4. Brand value of the organization etc.

Although loyalty has such a colossal importance, still there is not much research
work that has been done in the detection of antecedents and consequents of online
shopping. Available research papers [6] focus on small-scale models that lack the
important attributes such as security and privacy. There exist uncertainties in
E-Commerce data and fuzzy logic [7] is an essential tool to deal with such type of
data and is expressed in linguistic form which makes it easy to understand the level
of trust. Authors in this chapter have given a new model that considers all the
important facets that govern E-Commerce transaction and then finally computing a
trust value using neutrosophic logic (NL) for handling the implicit indeterminacy
involved. This chapter explains various sections as follows: Sect. 2 describes the
related work in the field of trust evaluation in E-Commerce; Sect. 3 explains the
proposed model, basics of neutrosophic logic and a detailed algorithm of working is
given in Sect. 4; Sect. 5 describes the integration of Neutrosophic logic with the
proposed model; Sects. 6 and 7 discusses the experimental results and conclusions,
respectively.
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2 Related Work

Loyalty is a term which has an important role in the field of E-Commerce. Vendor
is always curious to know how many users use his website and what their perceived
trust is. So trust evaluation has been in great demand from a long time and the
number of models [8–10] for trust calculation have been proposed by various
researchers. This section discusses the prominent models in this domain. Based on
trusting beliefs and trusting intentions, McKnight et al. [11] develops a trust model
that depends on three factors: structural assurances, reputation of the vendor and
website quality. These factors help in trust building of a consumer only in the initial
phase of business relation; but to keep this relationship longer, there is a need for
considering some more factors which are missing in this model.

According to Zuhang’s trust model [12] trust depends on the price of a product
and credit history of the customer. Though it is a pragmatic model for trust cal-
culation because trust optimization is also considered in it, the author here fails to
resolve the contour discovery issue. This model also needs a broker to handle the
task of user verification which makes its working complex. Akhter [13] proposed a
model according to which trust of a consumer depends on security, familiarity and
website design. These again are only limited number of factors for trust calculation
and author has not explained anything about these terms. Nilashi et al. [14] has
extended the model proposed by Akhter et al. [13], though the author listed all the
attributes on which security, familiarity and website design depends but this
research falls short in context of not explaining the clustering technique that is
integrated with the rule base. The idea of making clusters for the rules does not even
seem beneficial on performance of trust calculation.

According to Qin and Tian [15], the trust in E-Commerce is based on the
psychology status of consumers that depends on several factors. According to
theauthor, trust directly depends upon environments of technique and society, the
viewpoint of consumer and vendor and the indirect trust depends upon reputation,
recommendation and similarity. The author has analyzed the factors influencing trust
and established an integrated model for direct and indirect trust in B2C
E-Commerce.

The research paper [16] addresses the trust affecting factors: existence, affilia-
tion, policy and fulfilment. This is a superior system but still it is not cost effective
which is the requirement according to the consumer’s perception [17, 18].

Ludwig et al. [19] have discussed the evaluation of trust based on user inter-
action with the vendor and reputation services. Author has shown a comparison of
proposed approach with weighted approach for trust calculation and concludes that
the proposed fuzzy based trust model performs better in case of either positive or
negative deception.

Nafi et al. [20] has evaluated the trust value using the model proposed by Nefti
et al. [16]. In this model, author has calculated trust based on certainty and average
rating corresponding to each attribute in the module. Here, probabilistic behaviour
of trust over expected is also shown but in this methodology there is no fuzziness.
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However, extended version by Nafi et al. [21], includes the fuzzy approach and it
can also be used in cloud computing.

Quite recently, many researchers have conducted different types of study dealing
with different aspects of trust in e-commerce websites [22–28].

3 Proposed Model

Bishnoi and Aggarwal [29] proposed model that aims to evaluate the trust in
E-Commerce and it considers all the prominent factors that affect the trust of a
consumer. The final trust is composed of two types of trust, i.e. indirect trust and
indirect trust as shown in Fig. 1.

Indirect trust is evaluated from recommendation by others, policies of the
organization and website design which has its own importance for attraction of
consumers. Recommendations further rely on three attributes:

Words of mouth from family, friends or through advertisements.
Trust certification by a third party which is more trustable from a consumer’s

perspective [30].
Feedbacks for a website or its products by other customers: Feedback about a

product or the website has a great affect on human tendency to purchase or not. If
the feedback is in favour, it sets the mind that the item/product is good; otherwise,
an opposite reaction may be seen from the consumer’s perspective.

Policy of E-Commerce Organization is dependent on following three attributes:
Security of the website [31, 32].
Privacy policies for the information of its consumers [33].
Services for the satisfaction of its customers such as tracking of order, product

exchange, cash on delivery etc.
Website design [34] is also a crucial factor which further depends on three

things:

1. Interactive GUI of the website.
2. Categories: various classes should be there depending upon the type of the item

like an E-Commerce website of books should classify its books according to
topics like science, poetry, religion, art, computers etc.

3. Effective navigation between web pages for easily finding the products or for
understanding of the website [35].

Direct trust is evaluated using two factors, i.e. the past experience of the con-
sumer with the organization and price of the product. Past experience [36, 37] is
further categorized into three attributes on which it depends. These are:

Behaviour of the customer support (vendor) during communication with them.
They should provide a complete assistance to their customers and should have a
problem-solving attitude from the consumers’ perspective.
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Quality of the product: Product quality should be good for achieving the faith of
customers. Some customers believe in buying only quality product even at high
price of the product.

Delivery of the product: It is the tendency of customers to anticipate the delivery
of the ordered item as soon as possible. So delivery service should be fast.

This model is completely based on fuzzy logic. Authors [29] are using three
Mamdani-based fuzzy inference systems (FIS), first for the evaluation of indirect
trust(FIS_indirect_trust), second for direct trust(FIS_direct_trust) calculation and
third for computation of final trust(FIS_final_trust) for the E-Commerce website.

Fig. 1 Proposed model for trust in E-Commerce
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For the indirect trust FIS, there are three inputs: policy, recommendation and
website design. The membership function for each input is divided into three
categories: low, medium and high. The output membership function for the indirect
trust is categorized into five types: very low, low, medium, high and very high as
shown in Fig. 2. In the same way the direct trust output membership function is
categorized into low, medium and high which is shown in Fig. 3.

Final trust is evaluated using the direct trust and indirect trust as inputs in a third
Mamdani-based FIS. As displayed in Fig. 4, the output membership function in
case of final trust is categorized as low, medium and high.

Fig. 2 Indirect trust output
membership function

Fig. 3 Direct trust output
membership function

Fig. 4 Final trust
membership function
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3.1 Basics of Neutrosophic Logic

Quite recently, neutrosophic logic was proposed by Florentine Smarandache which
is based on the non-standard analysis that was given by Abraham Robinson in 1960s
[38]. Neutrosophic logic was developed by Smarandanche to represent the mathe-
matical model of uncertainty, vagueness, ambiguity, imprecision, incompleteness,
inconsistency, redundancy and contradiction [39]. Neutrosophic logic is a logic in
which each proposition is estimated to have the percentage of truth in a subset T, the
percentage of indeterminacy in a subset I and the percentage of falsity in a subset F,
where T, I and F are standard or non-standard real subsets of ]−0, 1+[ [40],

with sup T = t_sup, inf T = t_inf, sup I = i_sup, inf I = i_inf, sup F = f_sup, inf
F = f_inf, and n_sup = t_sup + i_sup + f_sup, n_inf = t_inf + i_inf + f_inf.

The sets T, I and F are not necessarily intervals, but may be any real sub-unitary
subsets: discrete or continuous; single-element, finite, or (countably or uncountably)
infinite; union or intersection of various subsets; etc. They may also overlap [41].
Statically T, I, F are subsets. Here, a subset of truth (or indeterminacy, or falsity),
instead of a number, is used because in many cases we are not able to exactly
determine the percentages of truth and of falsity but approximate them: for example,
a proposition is between 30 and 40 % true and between 60 and 70 % false, even
worst: between 30 and 40 % or 45–50 % true (according to various analyzers), and
60 % or between 66 and 80 % false. Neutrosophic logic suggests that neutrosophic
probability (using subsets—not numbers—as components) should be used for better
representation as it is a more natural and justified estimation [40].

All the factors stated by neutrosophic logic are very integral to human thinking,
as it is very rare that we tend to conclude/judge in definite environments, impre-
cision of human systems could be due to the imperfection of knowledge that human
receives (observation) from the external world [42]. For example: for a given
proposition “Movie ABC would be a blockbuster movie”, human brain certainly in
this situation cannot generate precise answers in terms of yes or no, as indeter-
minacy is the sector of unawareness of a proposition’s value, between truth and
falsehood; undoubtedly neutrosophic components best fits in the modelling of
simulation of human brain reasoning.

Definition Neutrosophic Set [40]: Let X be a space of points (objects), with a
generic element in X denoted by x.

A neutrosophic set A in X is characterized by a truth-membership function TA, a
indeterminacy-membership function IA and a falsity-membership function FA.

TA(x), IA(x) and FA(x) are real standard or non-standard subsets of ]−0, 1+[. That is

TA : X !��0; 1þ½
IA : X !��0; 1þ½
FA : X !��0; 1þ½
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There is no restriction on the sum of TA(x), IA(x) and FA(x), so

�0� sup TA xð Þ þ sup IA xð Þ þ supFA xð Þ� 3þ

Also as neutrosophy allows the provision of reflecting the dynamics of things and
ideas [41]; the proposition “Movie ABC would be a blockbuster movie” does not
mean fixed value components structure; the truth value of the proposition may
change from place to place. For example: proposition “Movie ABC would be a
blockbuster movie”may yield neutrosophic components 0 % true, 0 % indeterminate
and 100 % false in north region of the country and may yield (1, 0, 0) in south region.

Neutrosophy also allows change in values with respect to the observer [41]. For
example: proposition “Movie ABC would be a blockbuster movie” may yield
neutrosophic components (t = 0.60, i = 0.30, f = 0.20) if observed by any film critic
then results would differ; like (t = 0.30, i = 0.15, f = 0.80) if analyzed by other critic.

4 Working of Model

The proposed model in Fig. 1 is simulated over Mamdani-based fuzzy logic con-
troller which is composed of rule base and fuzzy inference system (FIS). Fuzzy
inference system [43] is actually a mapping system that maps the given input into to
an output with the help of fuzzy logic. Two main concepts of fuzzy inference
system are linguistic variables and rule base. The value of linguistic variable is
usually a word or sentence that is understandable to humans. Fuzzy inference
system contains rules and only some particular rules are fired out based on the
values of input. Rules are defined in if-then form which is composed from linguistic
variables. Crisp value of inputs such as xi 2 Ui where {i = 1, 2, 3,…, n} are
fuzzified into linguistic values F1;F2; . . .;Fn where Fi is defined over universe of
discourse U ¼ fU1 � U2 � � � � � Ung. If output linguistic variables are
G1;G2;G3. . .Gn then the rules of rule base are represented in general form as:

RðjÞ : IF x1 2 F1j AND . . .xn 2 Fnj THEN y 2 Gj: ð1Þ

Each input and output may have any type of membership function such as
triangular, gaussian or sigmoidal function. Here in this work authors have used
triangular membership function. Based upon the model and experts’ suggestions,
rules of the FIS are designed. The antecedents of rule base are connected using
AND, NOT or OR operators. Authors have introduced 27 rules for indirect trust
calculation (Table 1) and direct trust calculation (Table 2) which are designed on
the basis of inputs and output trust perception of 20 expert users in online shopping.

For all the rules, antecedents are connected using only AND operator. As for the
calculation of final trust, there are two inputs (direct and indirect trust) each with
three membership functions; so, again nine rules are defined for final trust based
upon expert’s decision. Table 3 shows the rules for final trust.
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Rule formation mapping surface can be visualized that reflects the variation of
output depending upon the change in input. In Fig. 5, it can be seen that with
increase in value of policy and web design the value of indirect trust increases. The
yellow portion of the mapping surface shows very high value of indirect trust for
high value of both policy and web design. In case of direct trust mapping surface as
shown in Fig. 6, it can be seen that with rise in value of price the output, i.e. direct
trust value decreases. Trust is inversely proportional to price value because if a

Table 1 Indirect trust rules

Rule
number

Recommendations
linguistic value

Web design
linguistic value

Policies
linguistic
value

Indirect trust
linguistic value

1 High High High Very high

2 High Medium High Very high

3 High Low High High

4 High High Low High

–

–

–

25 Medium High Medium Medium

26 Medium Medium Medium Low

27 Medium Low Medium Low

Table 2 Direct trust rules

Rule number Past experience
linguistic value

Price linguistic
value

Direct trust
linguistic value

1 High Low High

2 High Medium High

– – – –

– – – –

8 Low Medium Low

9 Low High Low

Table 3 Final trust rules

Rule number Indirect trust
linguistic value

Direct trust
linguistic value

Final trust
linguistic value

1 High Low High

2 High Medium High

– – – –

– – – –

8 Low Medium Low

9 Low High Low
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consumer finds the same item at lower price on some other website then he or she
would prefer to buy it in lower price.

As final trust value depends upon indirect and direct trust values, same priority
has been given to both the types. Its mapping surface is symmetric as shown in
Fig. 7. Yellow portion shows high value of final trust for high value of input
variables and in the same way blue portion shows low value of final trust for low
value of input variables.

Fig. 5 Indirect trust mapping
surface (FIS_indirect_trust)

Fig. 6 Direct trust surface
(FIS_direct_trust)

Fig. 7 Final trust surface
(FIS_final_trust)
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5 Integration of Neutrosophic Logic with Model

To allow effective integration of the neutrosophy with our model, respondents were
asked to answer the questionnaire based on neutrosophy approach. This means the
respondents were given the flexibility of recording their opinions in three ways: true
(when they are sure about a certain aspect), false (when they disagree) and not sure
(when they are not sure of, meaning indeterministic). Integrating neutrosophy in
data collection plays a very important role. Normally, the questionnaires are
designed such that they capture the agreement/disagreement, do not take into
account the indeterminacy of the respondent for certain aspect, which is quite
natural. For the aspects where respondent expresses indeterminacy, there are equal
chances of agreement/disagreement. Hence, it is very important to record the
indeterminacy too, thus the authors have integrated neutrosophy with the proposed
model. The survey data is then collected and summarized based upon the views of
all users. After that data values are normalized and new value for each of the
attribute is calculated as given in Table 6. The indirect and direct trust value is
calculated using FIS for each. Using value of indirect and direct trust final value of
trust can be calculated using third FIS.

5.1 Steps for Working with the Model Are as Follows

1. Design the questionnaire based on neutrosophy approach.
Neutrosophy is integrated with the proposed model by capturing the
agreement/disagreement/indecisiveness of the respondent/customer during the
data collection phase. To facilitate this survey, questionnaire is designed like-
wise (Fig. 8).

2. Conduct the survey and collect data.
Respondents opinions are captured along three dimensions of neutrosophy:
truthness, falsity and indeterminacy.

3. Summarize the data from Step 2 for all the users (like Table 4).
This step consolidates the respondents view along three dimensions of truthness,
falsity and indeterminacy for all the parameters. Like for certain aspect security (s),
how many respondents agreed: truthness recorded (st), disagreed: falseness
recorded (sf) or are indecisive: indeterminacy recorded (si), where st + sf + si = total
number of repondents.

4. Normalize the data generated from Step 3 in the range from 0 to 1 (like Table 6).
Neutrosophic components (t, i, f) are real standard or non-standard subsets of
]−0, 1+[. In this step, normalization of the values is done: where each value (like
st, sf, si) is divided by the total number of respondents, so we get the values
between the range of 0 and 1; which is desirable for neutrosophic components.
This gives a complete three-dimensional breakdown (along truthness, falsity and
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indeterminacy) for every aspect under study. Final answer is in the triplet form,
like security (st, sf, si).

5. Generate final value for each attribute using neutrosophic logic equation (Eq. 3)
(like Table 6: column 6).
To finally work further, a consolidated value for every attribute is required
instead of corresponding triplet value. This computes one summarized value for
every attribute, taking into account truthness, indeterminacy and falsity related
for the attribute using neutrosophic Eq. (3).

6. Calculate indirect trust using FIS_indirect_trust that uses the input data from
Step 5 (like Table 8).
Crisp values are computed for the attributes (as shown in Fig. 1) that contribute
for computing indirect trust are computed in Step 5, and are fed as an input to
FIS_indirect_trust. This step generates indirect trust for each corresponding
input.

7. Calculate direct trust using FIS_direct_trust that uses the input data from Step 5
(like Table 9).

Fig. 8 Snapshot of survey form
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Crisp values are computed for the attributes (as shown in Fig. 1) that contribute
for computing direct trust are computed in Step 5, and are fed as an input to
FIS_direct_trust. This step generates direct trust for each corresponding input.

8. Calculate final trust using FIS_final_trust which depends on indirect and direct
trust values received from Step 6 and Step 7 (like Table 13).
Steps 6 and 7, gives two trust values: direct and indirect trust values. These
values are fed to FIS_final_trust that gives one consolidated trust value.

6 Experimental Results

The above-discussed model was tested over a population size of 50. Survey was
conducted for two Indian E-Commerce websites for the data collection. Generally,
the survey questionnaire captures the respondent’s agreement or disagreement for a
particular fact due to which the indeterminacy of the respondent for a particular fact
is not captured. Hence, the underlying advantage of this proposed approach over
other fuzzy based models is that it provides room for capturing the indecisiveness of
the respondents about certain aspects, which is quite natural in real-world
executions.

Step 1: In this study, 50 users who are actively doing online shopping were asked
to answer the NL based questionnaire which was designed that not only capture the
agreement or disagreement of the respondents but also capture the indeterminacy for
particular fact. Questionnaire snapshot of survey is shown in Fig. 8. To answer a

Table 4 Summarized survey data (D1) for website (W1)

Attributes Number of votes (out of 50)

True (t) Indeterministic (i) False (f)

Indirect trust Security (S) 44 3 3

Privacy (P) 44 4 2

Satisfaction (S) 41 6 3

GUI (G) 44 3 3

Category (C) 43 4 3

Navigation (N) 40 5 5

Word of mouth (W) 39 7 4

Trust certification (tc) 42 6 2

Feedback (F) 38 7 5

Direct trust Pricing scheme (Pr) 43 4 3

Promotional discounts (Po) 46 2 2

Personal discounts (Pd) 38 5 7

Behaviour (B) 44 3 3

Quality (Q) 44 3 3

Delivery (D) 43 3 4
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question, a user can only select one of the three options (True, False or Can’t say). If
a user agrees with the statement in the question, he/she would select “true”, if he/she
disagrees with the statement then option “false” can be selected and if he/she is
confused or not sure then “can’t say” option can be selected.

Step 2 and 3: The data collected D1 and D2 for all the users for two online
shopping websites W1 and W2 are summarized in Tables 4 and 5, respectively. Data
collected clearly reflects the number of votes as true for good/high value, inde-
terminacy for votes that reflect: can’t say for users who are not sure about their
opinion and the number of votes as false who thinks the value for an attribute is not
high/good.

Tabulated results in Tables 4 and 5 shows the perception of users for each
attribute affecting trust. Each attribute is captured along three dimensions: truthness,
falsity and indeterminacy. For example, Table 4 shows that out of 50 only 43 users
believe that delivery service is very good.

Step 4 and 5: As discussed above that neutrosophic components are real stan-
dard or non-standard subsets of ]−0, 1+[, so the summarized data for both websites
W1 and W2 are normalized in the range of 0–1 by dividing each value by 50 as
shown in Tables 6 and 7.

This normalization of the values generates the three-dimensional view of each
attribute and gives a better understanding about the perception of the customers
about various attributes that governs trust. Like in Tables 6 and 7, it is quite clear to
analyze proportion of agreement versus disagreement versus indecisiveness for all
the attributes. This three-dimensional view is certainly quite important from the
analyst perspective for better detailed understanding of the perception of various

Table 5 Summarized survey data (D2) for website 2 (W2)

Attributes Number of voting (out of 50)

True (t) Indeterminism (i) False (f)

Indirect trust Security (S) 38 6 6

Privacy (P) 38 7 5

Satisfaction (S) 35 6 9

GUI (G) 40 5 5

Category (C) 43 4 3

Navigation (N) 40 5 5

Word of mouth (W) 39 7 4

Trust certification (tc) 36 10 4

Feedback (F) 41 6 3

Direct trust Pricing scheme (Pr) 39 7 4

Promotional discounts (Po) 41 2 7

Personal discounts (Pd) 39 5 6

Behaviour (B) 41 4 5

Quality (Q) 37 5 8

Delivery (D) 38 5 7
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attributes; which is certainly missing in the other existing fuzzy based models. To
work further, it is now essential that once 3D breakdown for the attributes once
understood, a consolidated value should now be constructed for each attribute.

Table 6 Normalized data (D
0
1) with new value set for website 1 (W1)

Attributes True (t) Indeterminism (i) False (f) New value

Indirect trust Security (S) 0.88 0.06 0.06 0.77

Privacy (P) 0.88 0.08 0.04 0.78

Satisfaction (S) 0.82 0.12 0.06 0.74

GUI (G) 0.88 0.06 0.06 0.77

Category (C) 0.86 0.08 0.06 0.76

Navigation (N) 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.72

Word of mouth (W) 0.78 0.14 0.08 0.72

Trust certification (tc) 0.84 0.12 0.04 0.76

Feedback (F) 0.76 0.14 0.1 0.70

Direct trust Pricing scheme (Pr) 0.86 0.08 0.06 0.76

Promotional discounts (Po) 0.92 0.04 0.04 0.80

Personal discounts (Pd) 0.76 0.1 0.14 0.69

Behaviour (B) 0.88 0.06 0.06 0.77

Quality (Q) 0.88 0.06 0.06 0.77

Delivery (D) 0.86 0.06 0.08 0.76

Table 7 Normalized data (D
0
2) with new value set for website 2 (W2)

Attributes True (t) Indeterministic (i) False (f) New value

Indirect trust Security (S) 0.76 0.12 0.12 0.69

Privacy (P) 0.76 0.14 0.1 0.70

Satisfaction (S) 0.7 0.12 0.18 0.65

GUI (G) 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.72

Category (C) 0.86 0.08 0.06 0.76

Navigation (N) 0.8 0.1 0.1 0.72

Word of mouth(W) 0.78 0.14 0.08 0.72

Trust certification (tc) 0.72 0.2 0.08 0.69

Feedback (F) 0.82 0.12 0.06 0.74

Direct trust Pricing scheme (Pr) 0.78 0.14 0.08 0.72

Promotional discounts (Po) 0.82 0.04 0.14 0.72

Personal discounts (Pd) 0.78 0.1 0.12 0.70

Behaviour (B) 0.82 0.08 0.1 0.73

Quality (Q) 0.74 0.1 0.16 0.67

Delivery (D) 0.76 0.1 0.14 0.69
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So now neutrosophic triplet of the form (t, i, f) is given one consolidated value.
Here the authors give the steps to convert the neutrosophic information about the

various attributes in Tables 6 and 7 into its valuation that is a single real number
representation. Function f is applied on all the attributes Ai (listed in Tables 6 and 7)
to get a cumulative value (new value) ‘c’ of the neutrosophic information and is
represented as:

c ¼ f ðAÞ ¼ f ðTA; IA;FAÞ : ½0; 1� � ½0; 1� � ½0; 1� ! ½0; 1� ð2Þ

c ¼ f ðAÞ ¼ f ðTA; IA;FAÞ ¼ w1:TA þ w2:ð1� FAÞ þ w3:IA=2þ w4:ð1� IAÞ=2 ð3Þ

The computation of cumulative value ‘c’ relates to the overall truthness of the
neutrosophic representation, to which each component T, I and F contributes. The
truth component gives direct information for the degree of truthness, so in Eq. (3),
the truth component contribution is represented as w1:TA0 . As the falsity component
contributes indirectly to the computation of truthness, so it is represented as
w2:ð1� FA0 Þ. Indeterminacy values can oscillate between the two extremes of 0 and
1. If indeterminacy value is 0, then either the falsity or truthness component is
100 %. For this case of indeterminacy = 0, the indeterminacy component contri-
bution would not be used in the final evaluation, as it would be considered by the
truth or falsity component. But, if the indeterminacy value is 1, then truth and
falsity each have an equal chance of comprising 50 % of the final interpretation.
Considering both the possibilities, indeterminacy contribution in the overall truth-
ness would be represented as: w3:IA0=2þ w4:ð1� IA0=2Þ, as shown in Eq. (3).

Depending on the application domain and the experts input, weights
w1;w2;w3;w4 can be assigned to the three parameters, truth, indeterminacy and
falsity, in such a way that:

0�w1;w2;w3;w4 � 1, w1 þ w2 þ w3 þ w4 ¼ 1 and normally, w1 [w2 [w3;w4.
These weight values are application-specific and can be fine-tuned by using existing
methods of neural networks or genetic algorithms for fine tuning the effective
confidence computation.

Though there could be varied combination of the weight values, in this paper
authors have given highest weightage to the truth value (50 %), 30 % weightage to
falsity value and 20 % weightage to indeterminacy aspect. Here, for this problem,
the authors have taken values for weights defined in Eq. (3) as:

w1 ¼ 0:5;w2 ¼ 0:3;w3 ¼ w4 ¼ 0:1

So, Eq. (3) can be rewritten as shown in Eq. (4).
Then, new value corresponding to each attribute is calculated from the nor-

malized data using Eq. (4).

New value ¼ 0:5t þ 0:3 1� fð Þ þ 0:1 i=2ð Þ þ 0:1 1� ið Þ=2½ � ð4Þ
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For example in Table 6, corresponding to security: true (t) value is 0.88, false
(f) value is 0.06 and indeterminism (i) value is 0.06. So new_value for security is:

0:5 � 0:88þ 0:3ð1� 0:06Þ þ 0:1ð0:06=2Þ þ 0:1½ð1� 0:06Þ=2� ¼ 0:77

The new values for all attributes have been shown in the last column of the
Tables 6 and 7 corresponding to both the websites W1 and W2, respectively.

Step 6, 7 and 8: Based on values from normalized data tables D
0
1 and D

0
2, the

values of indirect trust and direct trust is calculated using Mamdani-based indirect
and direct trust model discussed in above section.

In Table 8, accumulated value is the addition of all the values of attributes
corresponding to an element and crisp value for an element is obtained by dividing
the accumulated value by 3.

For example, accumulated value for policy in case of website 1 is 2.29 and crisp
value is 2.29/3 = 0.76. The crisp value for all the three elements acts as input in case
of indirect trust calculation using FIS_indirect_trust. The value of indirect trust for
website 1 is 0.66.

Similarly, computation of indirect trust value for website 2 is shown in Table 10.
For calculation of direct trust there are two inputs so crisp value for price and

past experience is found out. One important thing that needs to be taken into
consideration is that trust is indirectly proportional to price; so, for calculation of
crisp value for price, its accumulated value is divided by three and then subtracted
from one.

The values of direct trust for both websites are shown in Tables 9 and 11
computed using FIS_direct_trust.

This study conducted is a pilot study, which captured opinions of 50 customers
indulging in online transactions. To validate the results generated by the proposed
approach, analyst entirety view was captured regarding the two websites under
study. Expert’s voting website 1 (W1) is considered in high category of trust and
website 2 (W2) is considered in medium category of trust as shown in Table 12.
These experts are the people who are involved in designing, working and analyzing
of online shopping from E-Commerce sites from last 4 to 5 years.

Table 9 Direct trust calculation for website 1 (W1)

Price

Pricing
scheme (Pr)

Promotional
discounts (Po)

Personal
discounts (Pd)

Accumulated value,
Pa = Pr + Po + Pd

Final crisp value,
P_final = 1 − (Pa/3)

0.76 0.8 0.69 2.25 0.25

Past experience Mamdani

Behaviour
(B)

Quality
(Q)

Delivery
(D)

Accumulated value,
PEa = B + Q + D

Final crisp value,
PE_final = PEa/3

Direct trust

0.77 0.77 0.76 2.3 0.77 0.75
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Final trust of both the websites is calculated using their corresponding direct and
indirect trust values. For website 1, indirect trust value is 0.66 and direct trust value
is 0.75, the final trust value obtained is 0.71 that is shown in Table 13. The final
value of trust for website 1 lies in high category and matches with the expert’s
voting decision. Similarly, final trust value for website 2 is obtained as 0.54 which
lies in medium level category and expert’s voting decision for website 2 also lies in
this category as visualized by comparing the Tables 12 and 13.

Since this was a pilot study, the number of respondents was quite limited, but
reconciliation of the results given by the proposed approach with the experts view
can be seen. Thus, this study motivates the authors to further experiment this
approach on the larger scale, and validate further whether it generates an acceptable
value of trust that takes into account indeterminacy of the consumers also.

7 Conclusion

In this chapter, the authors have presented a model that calculates the value of trust
for a B2C E-Commerce website based on its user’s perception, a perception that
need not only be good or bad; it also accommodates the indeterminacy/neutral

Table 11 Direct trust calculation for website 2 (W2)

Price

Pricing
scheme (Pr)

Promotional
discounts (Po)

Personal
discounts (Pd)

Accumulated value,
Pa = Pr + Po + Pd

Final crisp value,
P_final = 1 − (Pa/3)

0.72 0.72 0.7 2.14 0.29

Past experience Mamdani

Behaviour
(B)

Quality
(Q)

Delivery
(D)

Accumulated value,
PEa = B + Q + D

Final crisp value,
PE_final = PEa/3

Direct trust

0.73 0.67 0.69 2.09 0.70 0.63

Table 12 Expert’s voting

Trust level Website 1 (W1) Website 2 (W2)

High ✓ ×

Medium × ✓

Low × ×

Table 13 Final trust for website 1 and website 2

Indirect trust Direct trust Final trust Level

Website 1 (W1) 0.66 0.75 0.71 High

Website 2 (W2) 0.58 0.63 0.54 Medium
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stance of the user. The proposed model concentrated mainly on the structure and
important elements of E-Commerce companies. This paper suggests the model that
consolidates various prominent attributes that govern trust, along with capturing the
indecisiveness/indeterminacy of the customers for certain aspects. The price which
is very affective for trust development and maintenance and adds value to this
model. If an item is offered at a considerably low price, then certainly the customer
would like to take the risk. However, some customers may give their priority to
some other attribute. But the authors have considered most of the important aspects
in their model, i.e indeterminacy in the data that can arise from inherent gaps in the
perceived values, unsurety or unpredictable external factors that influence decision
making capabilities. The advantage of using neutrosophic logic in the reasoning
system is that it is very uncommon that the data acquired by the system would be
100 % complete and determinate. Though humans can take intelligent decisions in
such situations, this knowledge is difficult to express in precise terms; an imprecise
linguistic description of the manner of control can usually be articulated by the
operator with relative ease.

The proposed neutrosophic representation and reasoning system here would be a
special system which would be more generalized and indeterminacy tolerant in its
working as compared to other existing fuzzy counterparts. Neutrosophic reasoning
systems similar to their fuzzy counterparts would be capable of utilizing knowledge
obtained from human operators. So to deal with such situations wherein there is a
possibility of indeterminacy and incompleteness in the data acquired, the neutro-
sophic representation and reasoning system is proposed. This chapter proposes to
extend the capabilities of fuzzy representation and reasoning systems by introducing
the neutrosophic representation and reasoning system.

From the comparison of the calculated value of trust with expert’s perception, it
is concluded that this model gives an acceptable value of trust. Furthermore, the
value of trust calculated from survey data would help the vendor to make
improvements in the offered services which reflect low value of trust. So, definitely
neutrosophic logic holds its chance to be experimented and utilized for real-world
executions and human psychology simulations.
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Immune-Based Feature Selection in Rigid
Medical Image Registration Using
Supervised Neural Network

Joydev Hazra, Aditi Roy Chowdhury and Paramartha Dutta

Abstract Different radiological images like computed tomography (CT) and
magnetic resonance (MR) are increasingly being used in medical science research for
diagnosisandtreatment.Thisarticlepresentsanautomatic imageregistrationtechnique
to registerMR–MRimages usinggray-level co-occurrencematrix (GLCM)andneural
networks. This technique identifies different features of a brain image and its transfor-
mational counterpart.GLCM-based image feature extraction is a co-occurrence-based
method by which different feature parameters are obtained. These parameters are cal-
culated from the co-occurrence matrix along four directions, namely 0°, 45°, 90°, and
135°. Six features are selected from a set of features using an artificial immune
system-basedoptimizedfeatureselectiontechniqueandthesesixparametersarefedinto
the proposed neural network. Based on the principle of backpropagation algorithm,
transformationparametersbetweenthereferencedand thesensed imagesareestimated.
To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposedmethod, experiment is carried out on
MRT1,T2datasets, and theresultsarecomparedwith twootherexistingmedical image
registration techniques. The proposed method shows convincing results compared to
others with respect to the estimation of underlying transformation parameters.
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1 Introduction

Medical images are nowadays widely used for diagnosis, treatment, and supervising
disease progression. The term ‘medical image’ spreads over a vast area of different
types of images, with different applications. Medical researchers use medical images
to investigate disease processes and to understand different developments as well as
aging. Multiple images are acquired from common subjects at different times, or
from different imaging modalities. Medical image registration primarily deals with
the technique to align two or more images of intermodality or intramodality.

Different tomographic images like computed tomography (CT), magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI), single-photon emission computed tomography (SPECT), and
positron emission tomography (PET) are popular medical imaging techniques used
to analyze and register. Over the past decade, researches on automatic rigid reg-
istration methods of medical images have been widely developed. Medical image
registration can be manual, landmark-based, surface-based, and intensity-based.

Again according to the nature of matching, image registration can be categorized
as intensity based and feature based [1]. According to the nature of transformation,
image registration can also be grouped into several categories like rigid body, affine
[2], linear elastic [3, 4], viscous fluid [5, 6], radial basis function [7, 8], etc. Medical
image applications [9] provide the utility of manual registration to align images
from monomodality or multimodality, but it depends on the user. Landmark reg-
istration [10–13] involves identification of the locations of corresponding points
(internal or external) within different images identified by users manually. Error in
rigid landmark-based registration can be analyzed [14]. According to the author,
errors can be decomposed into three parts: (1) Fiducial localization error (FLE),
(2) Target registration error (TRE), (3) Fiducial registration error (FRE).
Surface-based registration [15–18] is a technique to reconstruct the surface of an
image from a stack of contours generated by segmentation. Determination of
transformation parameters can be done by minimizing the distance between the
corresponding surface models. In [19] Besl and Mckay presented a technique called
iterative closest point (ICP) to register the closest point in one surface to all the
points relative to another surface. Intensity-based methods mainly deal with image
intensities to estimate the transformation parameters like rotation, scaling, transla-
tion, etc. [20, 21] of both gray and color images [22]. Feature matching techniques
use image features to determine corresponding feature pairs from the pair of images
and then compute the transformation parameters to register them. Recently, mutual
information (MI) [23], cross-correlation [24] are commonly used registration
techniques. In [25], the authors demonstrate that MI can be effectively utilized to
solve the correspondence problem in feature-based registration.

Monomodal image registration is a feature-based registration method used to
identify neuropsychiatric disorders, depression, and Huntington’s disease [26].
Brain imaging plays an important role in image registration. In [27], the authors
present a monomodal image registration technique based on nonsubsampled cou-
tourlet transform (NSCT), MI and particle swarm optimization (PSO).
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Traditionally, soft computing has four technical disciplines and they fall into two
categories, namely knowledge-driven and data-driven. Probabilistic reasoning
(PR) and fuzzy logic (FL) reasoning systems are based on knowledge-driven rea-
soning. The other two technical disciplines, neurocomputing (NC) and evolutionary
computing (EC), are data-driven reasoning. These techniques such as neural network,
genetic algorithm, fuzzy logic, etc., are recently being explored. An artificial neural
network (ANN) is a mathematical or computational model primarily nonlinear based
on the principles of biological neural networks. They can be used to model complex
relationships between inputs and outputs or to establish patterns in data. Radial basis
functions [28], self-organizing maps [29] can be used for different computational
aspects in image registration. Registration methods using neural networks have been
reported [30, 31]. In [32], principal component analysis (PCA) has been used in the
neural network forCT–MRandMR–MRregistration.Ageneticalgorithm(GA) [33] is
a search technique used in computing to find exact or approximate solutions in opti-
mization and search problems. Each technique can be used separately, but a powerful
advantage of soft computing is the complementary nature of the techniques rather than
competitive. Hybrid soft computing models have been applied to a large number of
classification, prediction, and control problems.

In this chapter, we combine NC with EC. We use a feature-based ANN technique
to identify the transformational parameters. GLCM is a statistical feature extraction
method through which different features of an image can be obtained. Six features
are selected from a set of features using an artificial immune system based-optimized
feature selection technique and these six parameters are fed into the proposed neural
network. The selected features are calculated from the co-occurrence matrix of an
image along four directions (0°, 45°, 90°, and 135°). Backpropagation algorithm is
used for training the neural network using the selected features obtained from
GLCM through clonal selection algorithm (CSA) [34].

The organization of this article is as follows: Sect. 2 revisits concepts of relevant
techniques involved in the proposed work. The proposed methodology is described
in Sect. 3. Section 4 describes performance study based on different parameters;
Sect. 5 presents description of datasets, experimental values and result analysis.
Section 6 contains concluding remarks.

2 Prerequisite

In this section, a brief description of affine transformation, feature extraction
mechanism, and neural network is provided.

2.1 Affine Transformation

A rigid transformation is one where the preimage and the image after transfor-
mation both preserve distance between every pair of points. Here, the original
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image is called the preimage and the new (copied) image is called the image after
transformation. Transformations such as rotation, translation, reflection are rigid in
nature. The relationship between the two sets of image coordinates (x′, y′) and
(x, y) is often modeled using affine transformation as

x0

y0

1

0
B@

1
CA ¼

m1 m2 m3

m4 m5 m6

0 0 1

0
@

1
A:

x

y

1

0
B@

1
CA ð1Þ

Affine transformations like rotation, scaling, translation can be represented math-
ematically as

T 0 ¼ RST ð2Þ

where, order may be different and R is the image rotation about the image center by
an angle θ as represented by

R ¼
cos h sin h 0
� sin h cos h 0

0 0 1

0
@

1
A ð3Þ

S is the scaling effect with Sx and Sy representing scaling factors along X and Y
axes, respectively, as

S ¼
sx 0 0
0 sy 0
0 0 1

0
@

1
A ð4Þ

and Tr is the translation effect with Tx and Ty representing translation factors along
X and Y coordinate axes, respectively, as

T ¼
1 0 Tx
0 1 Ty
0 0 1

0
@

1
A ð5Þ

2.2 Feature Extraction

Feature extraction can be performed using statistical or syntactic methods. One of
the simplest approaches for describing gray value of an image is to use statistical
moments of the intensity histogram of an image or region. However, histograms
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will only carry information about distribution of intensities, but not about the
relative position of pixels with respect to each other. Use of statistical approach
such as co-occurrence matrix will help to provide valuable information about the
relative position of the neighboring pixels in an image. Statistical methods analyze
the spatial distribution of gray values and compute local features at each point in the
image. The statistical features could be based on first-order (one pixel),
second-order (two pixel), or higher-order (three or more pixels) statistics of gray
level of an image. The textural features of an image are derived by using the
(1) first-order statistics and (2) second-order statistics computed from spatial
gray-level co-occurrence matrices (GLCMs) [35]. It is defined as “A two dimen-
sional histogram of gray levels for a pair of pixels, which are separated by a fixed
spatial relationship” [36]. Basically, GLCM calculates how often a pixel with gray
level value i occurs either horizontally, vertically, or diagonally to adjacent pixels
with the gray level value j. For any image GLCM can be calculated using dis-
placement vector v. The displacement vector can be defined based on radius and
orientation.

Various research activities have been carried out to find out the radius of the
displacement vector. Very large value cannot detect detail information about an
image. Generally its value ranges between 1–10. For best results, value of radius is
limited to 1 or 2. Every pixel has eight neighboring pixels at angles 0°, 45°, 90°,
135°, 180°, 225°, 270°, or 315°. The calculation of angle θ in 0° and 180° is equal
and so for others. So, in GLCM calculation one has to consider only 0°, 45°, 90°,
and 135° as shown in Fig. 1a.

Pixels a23 and a21, a13 and a31, a12 and a32, a11 and a33 are 0°, 45°, 90°, and
135° neighbors, respectively, with pixel a22 where radius is 1.

Sometimes, when the image is isotropic, or directional information is not
required, one can obtain isotropic GLCM by integration over all angles. The basic
difference is that first-order statistics estimates properties (e.g. average and vari-
ance) of individual pixel values, ignoring the spatial interaction between the image
pixels, whereas second and higher-order statistics estimate properties of two or
more pixel values occurring at specific locations relative to each other. The data
thus generated contain normalized feature vectors computed around each pixel.

1350 900 450

a11 a12 a13

a21 a22 a23

a31 a32 a33

00

(a) (b)Fig. 1 a Neighbor pixels at
different angles. b Sample
image grid
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The feature vector includes three features derived from first-order statistics
namely: (i) mean, (ii) standard deviation, and (iii) entropy. Fourteen features
derived from second-order statistics including (i) contrast, (ii) angular second
moment, (iii) inverse difference moment, (iv) correlation, (v) variance, (vi) inertia
computed over a distance 1 and 2, etc. The features of GLCM [35, 37], used in this
article, are briefly described in the following section.

Let an image to be analyzed is a rectangle which consists of 4 × 4 cells. Each cell
represents a gray tone value 0–3. General form of the gray tone spatial-dependence
matrix with gray tone values 0–3 is represented in Fig. 1c, where #(i, j) stands for
number of times gray tone i and j have been neighbors.

Consider a 4 × 4 test images as shown in Fig. 2a, b. Calculation of gray tone
spatial-dependence matrix in 0° with radius 1 is as follows (assuming pixel
co-occurrence as symmetric):

#(0, 0) = {(a11, a12), (a12, a11), (a21, a22), (a22, a21)}
#(0, 1) = {(a12, a13), (a22, a23)}
#(0, 2) = {(a31, a32)}
#(0, 3) = {}
#(1, 0) = {(a13, a12), (a23, a22)}
#(1, 1) = {(a13, a14), (a14, a13), (a23, a24), (a24, a23)}
#(1, 2) = {}
#(1, 3) = {}
#(2, 0) = {(a32, a31)}
#(2, 1) = {}
#(2, 2) = {(a32, a33), (a33, a32), (a33, a34), (a34, a33), (a41, a42), (a42, a41)}
#(2, 3) = {(a42, a43)}
#(3, 0) = {}
#(3, 1) = {}
#(3, 2) = {(a43, a42)}
#(3, 3) = {(a43, a44), (a44, a43)}

Similarly, we can calculate gray value spatial-dependence matrix or gray tone
co-occurrence matrix (radius 1) for 45°, 90°, and 135°. Calculated GLCM values
for angles 0°, 45°, 90°, and 135° with radius 1 are shown in Fig. 2c–f, respectively.

2.2.1 GLCM Features

p(i, j) is (i, j)th entry in a normalized gray color spatial-dependence matrix, G is the
number of distinct gray levels in the quantized image, and pi(i) and pj(j) are the ith
and jth entry in the marginal probability matrix, respectively.
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The following notations are used to explain the various textural features:
pi(i) and pj(j) are the marginal probabilities.

piðiÞ ¼
XG
j¼1

pði; jÞ ð6Þ

pjðjÞ ¼
XG
i¼1

pði; jÞ ð7Þ

μi and μj are the mean of pi and pj

li ¼
XG
i¼1

piðiÞ; ð8Þ

lj ¼
XG
j¼1

pjðjÞ ð9Þ

σi and σj are the standard deviation of pi and pj

r2i ¼
XG
i¼1

ði� liÞ2piðiÞ; ð10Þ

a11 a12 a13 a14

a21 a22 a23 a24

a31 a32 a33 a34

a41 a42 a43 a44

0 1 2 3

0 4 1 0 0

1 1 2 2 0

2 0 2 4 1
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0 2 1 3 0

1 1 2 1 0

2 3 1 0 2

3 0 0 2 0

0 0 1 1

 0 0 1 1

0 2 2 2

2 2 3 3

(a) (b)

(c) (d)
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1 2 4 0 0
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(e) (f)

Fig. 2 a Test image. b Test
image grid. c−f Calculated
GLCM values for angle 0°,
45°, 90°, and 135° with
radius 1
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r2j ¼
XG
j¼1

ðj� ljÞ2pjðjÞ ð11Þ

pxþy ¼ �
XG
i¼1

XG
j¼1

pði; jÞ; iþ j ¼ k and k ¼ 2; 3; . . .; 2G ð12Þ

px�y ¼ �
XG
i¼1

XG
j¼1

pði; jÞ; jiþ jj ¼ k and k ¼ 0; 1; . . .; G� 1 ð13Þ

Important features (Haralick) of GLCM can be represented as follows [35]:

i. Energy or angular second moment: Homogeneous property of any image can
be detected by this feature. It has a normalized range where maximum value
is one. For any homogeneous image that has a uniform or periodic gray level
distribution reaches the maximum value.

So; Energy ¼
X
i;j

pði; jÞ2 ð14Þ

ii. Variance or sum of squares: It is correlated with first-order statistics, namely
standard deviation. If gray value of any pixel differs from their mean, then
variance becomes large.

Variance ¼
X
i;j

pði; jÞ 1
N

� �2

ð15Þ

iii. Entropy: Complexity property of any image can be measured by entropy
property. Basically, entropy is a complement of energy. So, for any non-
uniform or a periodic gray level distribution entropy value is large.

Entropy ¼ �
X
i;j

pði; jÞ logðpði; jÞÞ ð16Þ

iv. Inverse difference moment or homogeneity: For any pair of pixels small gray
value differences can be detected easily by this property. It attains the
maximum value for the same gray value of all pixels. GLCM contrast and
homogeneity are strongly, but inversely, correlated. This means homogeneity
decreases if contrast increases; while energy is kept constant.

Homogeneity ¼
XG�1

i¼0

XG�1

j¼0

1

1þ ði� jÞ2pði; jÞ ð17Þ

v. Correlation: Measures the linear dependency among gray values of an
image.
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Correlation ¼
XG�1

i¼0

XG�1

j¼0

pði; jÞ ði� lxÞðj� lyÞ
rxry

ð18Þ

vi. Contrast: Spatial frequency of any image can be measure by this feature.
Through this feature we can measure the amount of variations present among
pixels in an image.

Contrast ¼
XG�1

n¼0

n2
XG
i¼1

XG
j¼1

pði; jÞ
( )

; ji� jj ¼ n ð19Þ

The rest of the features are derived from the above-mentioned features.

vii: Sum Average ¼
X2G
i¼2

ipxþyðiÞ ð20Þ

viii: Sum Entropy ¼ �
X2G
i¼2

pxþyðiÞ logfpxþyðiÞg ð21Þ

ix: Sum Variance ¼
X2G
i¼2

ði� viiÞ2pxþyðiÞ ð22Þ

x: Difference Variance ¼ Variance of pxþy ð23Þ

xi: Difference Entropy ¼ �
XG�1

i¼0

px�yðiÞ logfpx�yðiÞg ð24Þ

xii:
Information measure of correlation ¼ HXY� HXY1

maxfHx;Hyg ð25Þ

xiii: Information measure of correlation ¼ ð1� e½�2ðHXY2�HXYÞ�Þ1=2 ð26Þ

Where;HXY ¼ �
X
i

X
j

pði; jÞ logðpði; jÞÞ; ð26aÞ

HXY1 ¼ �
X
i

X
j

pði; jÞ logfpxðiÞpyðjÞg ð26bÞ

HXY2 ¼ �
X
i

X
j

pxðiÞpyðjÞ logfpxðiÞpyðjÞg ð26cÞ

xiv. Maximal correlation coefficient = (Second largest eigenvalue of A)1/2
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where; A ¼
X
k

pði; kÞpðj; kÞ
pxðiÞpyðkÞ ð27Þ

We can calculate the features of the image given in Fig. 1 using the
above-mentioned GLCM method.

Energy ¼ 0:2502þ 0:0002þ 0:0832þ 0:0002þ 0:0002þ 0:1672þ 0:0832þ 0:0002

þ 0:0832þ 0:0832þ 0:0832þ 0:0832þ 0:0002þ 0:0002þ 0:0832þ 0:0002

¼ 0:1386

Entropy ¼ 0:250 � ln 0:250ð Þ þ 0:000þ 0:083 � ln 0:083ð Þ þ 0:000þ 0:000

þ 0:167 � ln 0:167ð Þ þ 0:083 � ln 0:083ð Þ þ 0:000þ 0:083 � ln 0:083ð Þ þ 0:083 � ln 0:083ð Þ
þ 0:083 � ln 0:083ð Þ þ 0:083 � ln 0:083ð Þ þ 0:000þ 0:000þ 0:083 � ln 0:083ð Þ þ 0:000

¼ 2:0915

Similarly, other GLCM features are calculated.

2.3 Artificial Immune System

The artificial immune systems are composed of intelligent methodologies, inspired
by the natural immune system, for the solution of real-world problems [38]. Nature
is one of the main sources of inspiration for the development of various compu-
tational algorithms. The biological immune system (IS) is a robust and adaptive
system that defends the body from foreign pathogens. The ultimate target of all
immune response is an antigen (Ag) which is usually a foreign molecule. The cells
that originally belong to our body and are harmless to its functioning are termed self
(or self-antigens), while the disease causing elements are named nonself (or nonself
antigens). The immune system has to be capable of distinguishing between self and
nonself antigens. This process is called self/nonself discrimination [34].

All living organisms are exposed to many different microorganisms and viruses
that cause illness. These microorganisms are called pathogens. Pathogens usually
act as antigens. After getting stimulated, the immune system generates a number of
antibodies that respond to the foreign antigens. The basic mechanism of the bio-
logical immune system is a complex process, described in Fig. 3.

• Antigens are ingested and digested by phagocytes (white blood cells). The
phagocytes that present antigens to lymphocytes are called antigen-presenting
cells or APC.

• APC fragments those antigens into antigenic peptides and they are joined with
major histocompatibility complex or MHC molecules and form peptide–MHC
combinations. Then they are displayed on the cell surface.
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• Phagocytes that are not APC are called T cells (T lymphocytes). T cells can
recognize different peptide–MHC combinations.

• After recognition, activated T cells send lymphokines or chemical signals that
mobilize different components of the immune system.

• The signal is received by B cells or B lymphocytes. B cells divide and mature
into plasma cells that secrete antibody proteins.

• These antibodies can neutralize the antigens or reduce their destruction capa-
bility by producing complement enzymes.

• Some B cells and T cells are memory cells. If the same antigen presents itself in
future, then these memory cells boost the immune system to prevent it.

• Antibodies in B cell frequently suffer from affinity maturation, i.e., mutation and
modification. This helps them to improve response against antigens.

The immune clonal algorithm inspired by biological immune system is an
evolutionary algorithm that can be used in optimization problems.

2.4 Neural Network

An ANN is basically a mathematical model of biological neural networks [39, 40].
This network mainly consists of some artificial neurons that are interconnected
together. Every neuron can be seen as a computational unit. Neurons receive inputs

Fig. 3 Basic biological immune system
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and process them to obtain the output. The connections between the neurons
determine the information flow among the nodes. They can be unidirectional and
bidirectional. Neurons basically consist of inputs, which are multiplied by weights
(strength of the respective signals), and then computed by a mathematical function
(activation/transfer function) such as hard limit, linear, sigmoidal, etc., that deter-
mines the activation characteristics of the neuron. In Fig. 4, xi, i = 1, 2,… , n are the
input values. Each input is multiplied by its weight wi and a bias b is associated
with each neuron, and their sum goes through a transfer function f. The neuron
gives the desired output Y, after activation, as represented in Fig. 4.

Neural network is useful since it acts as an adaptive system that changes its
structure during its learning phase. In ANN, three major learning paradigms are
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and reinforcement learning. In super-
vised learning, a network is trained using a set of inputs and outputs (targets).
A learning network estimates an unknown function from representative observa-
tions of the relevant variables [31]. One of the well known and frequently used
learning techniques is backpropagation learning (BPL).

Multilayer perceptron uses BPL for training purposes. It is basically a simple
iterative gradient descent algorithm designed to minimize the mean squared error
(MSE) between the desired response output and the actual output. The weights in
batch BPL can be updated only after the presentation of the complete set of training
data. So, a training iteration incorporates one complete pass through all the training
patterns. On the other hand, the sequential BPL adjusts the network parameters as
and when one training pattern is provided.

3 Proposed Method

The proposed algorithm consists of three stages: feature extraction, feature selec-
tion, and detection of transformation parameters as shown in Fig. 5. In feature
extraction, a set of features is extracted from image sets using GLCM method. In
feature selection step, we select d number of features from the extracted D number
of features (d ≪ D) using clonal selection algorithm (CSA) [34]. Using supervised
learning method, we trained the neural network to detect unknown transformation
parameters. The technical specification of clonal selection algorithm is as follows:
initial antibody population size is 50 and each antibody consists of 6 random

Fig. 4 A sample neuron
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features among 14 features extracted using GLCM. The length of each antibody is
24-bits. Proposed ANN constitutes one input layer, one output layer, and one
hidden layer. We use multilayer perceptron with batch BPL as the learning algo-
rithm. The selected (using CSA) GLCM features of both the original image and its
transformed counterpart are used as input dataset to the ANN. We fix target outputs
based on the angle of rotation (R), scaling along x-axis (Sx), scaling along y-axis
(Sy), translation along x-axis (Tx) and translation along y-axis (Ty). Then we train the
network for each pair of original and transformed image. In this training phase,
backpropagation algorithm is used to minimize the error between the accepted
output and the actual output. After completion of the training process, adjusted
weights are used for testing the rigid transformation parameters (Fig. 6).

3.1 Architecture of the Immune Clonal System

As stated above, initial antibody population size is 50 and the length of the antibody
is 24-bits since each antibody consists of 6 random features and each feature is
represented by 4 bits. Among the 50 antibodies, 4 antibodies are selected as
memory cells based on the highest affinity value. Working principle of the clonal
selection algorithm [34] is given below.

Algorithm 1:

1. N antibodies are divided into m cell (memory) and r cell (remaining).
2. Loop:

• Calculate affinity of N antibodies.
• Selection: b (b < n) antibodies with the highest affinity value are selected.

Fig. 5 Proposed registration technique
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• Mutation: Clone the selected antibodies and perform affinity maturation on
clonal set.

• Calculate affinity of these newly generated antibodies.
• m antibodies having the highest affinity values are selected for m cell.

3. When the stopping criteria (maximum number of iteration, no change in m cell
in two successive iteration, etc.) are met, the antibodies in m cell are the
solution.

Fig. 6 Flowchart of clonal selection algorithm
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Here, we consider the set of unique feature that classify the image uniquely and
calculate the classification error. The classification error acts as an affinity function.
The lowest classification error means highest affinity value. Flowchart of the above
mentioned algorithm is given in Fig. 6.

3.2 Architecture of the Neural Network

In this chapter, the following notations are used:
ik kth node for input layer
hi ith node for hidden layer
oj ith node for output layer
dj jth target vector component
Wij Weight from hidden to output layer across the edge hi to oj
vki Weight from input to hidden layer across the edge ik to hi
μ Pattern μ
dj
μ jth target vector component for training pattern μ

f(.) Activation function
ν Learning parameter
ξ Momentum parameter

Consider a multilayer neural network with l′ units in the input layer, l units in the
hidden layer, p units in the output layer using backpropagation learning algorithm.
There is only one hidden layer.

3.2.1 Input Layer

Input layer consists of different features of sensed reference pair images based on
GLCM method. We use six features of this pair of images using different angles.
First n nodes of this layer are feature vectors obtained from reference image and the
remaining n nodes are from sensed image. So, l′ is equal to 2n.

3.2.2 Hidden Layer

The hidden layer is used to determine the weight of neurons from its previous input
layer and again to generate signal applying sigmoidal activation function for the
next output layer. Mathematically,

nli ¼
Xl0
k¼1

vkid
l
k þ bi ð28Þ
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and

dlk ¼ f ðnli Þ ð29Þ

3.2.3 Output Layer

The final output of the proposed neural network is obtained in the output layer. The
output layer consists of p nodes. Each node represents one transformation parameter
such as rotation, scaling (along both x and y axes), translation (along both x and
y axes).

Mathematically,

Nl
j ¼

Xl
i¼1

Wijd
l
i þ bj ¼

Xl
i¼1

Wijf ð
Xl0
k¼1

vkid
l
k þ biÞ þ bj ð30Þ

and

dlj ¼ f ð
Xl
i¼1

Wijf ð
Xl0
k¼1

vkid
l
k þ biÞ þ bjÞ ð31Þ

For error calculation

E ¼ 1
2

X
dlj � f

Xl
i¼1

Wijf
Xl0
k¼1

vkid
l
k þ bi

 !
þ bj

 !" #2
ð32Þ

3.2.4 Backpropagation Rule

We use backpropagation learning algorithm for the supervised training of multi-
layer networks. For a connection from p to q, weight change can be written as

DWpq ¼ maqxqp ð33Þ

Here, α is the backpropagation error term, x is the value of the input in the weight.
Now, learning rate and momentum rate play crucial role in training of the ANN.

To obtain faster learning without oscillation, the weight change is related to the
previous weight change to ensure a smooth effect. The momentum coefficient
determines the proportion of the last weight change that is added to the new weight
change. Effect of these two parameters is offered in detail in Sect. 4.
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DWpqðt þ 1Þ ¼ nDWpqðtÞ þ DWpq ð34Þ

So,

Wpqðt þ 1Þ ¼ WpqðtÞ þ nðWpqðtÞ �Wpqðt � 1ÞÞ þ DWpq ð35Þ

for output neuron

alj ¼ ðdlj � Ol
j ÞOl

j ð1� Ol
j Þ ð36Þ

for hidden neuron

ali ¼ Ol
i ð1� Ol

i Þ
X

Wija
l
j ð37Þ

3.3 Algorithm of the Proposed Method

The step-by-step process of our proposed methodology is described in Algorithm 2.
The whole process is continued until stopping criterion is attained.

Algorithm 2

(a) Initialization:

1. Set the number of feature neurons in the input layer, l′.
2. Set the number of neurons in the hidden layer, l.
3. Set the number of output to be p.
4. Initialize the weights vki.
5. Initialize the weights Wij.
6. For both reference and sense images, create a feature list using GLCM

algorithm.
7. The input of the neural network consists of the vector containing the

feature list of both reference and sense images.

(b) Apply the inputs to the network and workout the outputs from hidden layer.
(c) Feed the output of hidden layer as the input to the output layer and again

compute the output.
(d) Calculate the errors in the output layer.
(e) Backpropagate the errors from the output layer to hidden layer neurons.
(f) After having obtained the error for the hidden layer neurons, now proceed to

change weights from hidden layer to output layer.
(g) Repeat steps (b) to (f) until convergence.
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For the given architecture, number of nodes in the input layer and output layer
are 48 and 5, respectively. Justification of parameter selection for hidden layer is
provided in Sect. 4.

4 Performance Study Based on Different Parameters

While designing a multilayer neural network based on backpropagation learning
algorithm, different parameters such as initial weights and biases, learning rate,
number of hidden nodes, momentum rate, and activation functions play a vital role.
Improper choice of any of these parameters may lead to slow convergence and poor
performance of the network. In this study, the best parameter choice has been
identified by varying number of hidden layer neurons ranging over 6, 12, 24, 48,
96. For each network, different combinations of learning rate 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2,
0.25, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5 and momentum rate 0, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9
have been explored to fix final setting of the parameters.

4.1 Influence of Number of Neurons in Hidden Layer

The network topology is based on the varying number of neurons in the hidden
layer. From the comparison among different sizes shown in Fig. 7, it is clear that for
our dataset optimal size is 24.

4.2 Influence of Learning Rate

The learning rate is important for accurate classification of the testing examples.
The learning rate is an adjustable factor that regulates the speed of the learning
process. With a faster learning rate, the ANN model will learn faster. However, if
the learning rate is too high, the oscillations of weight changes can impede the

Fig. 7 Influence of hidden layer neuron member over mean squared error
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convergence of the error surface, and may lead to overshooting of a near-optimal
weight factor. In contrast, if the learning rate is too slow, the ANN model may be
caught in a local error minimum instead of achieving the global minimum. So,
learning rate selection is a crucial step in finding global minima. The best choice of
learning rate is interestingly data-dependent and can be found using some trial and
error.

From Fig. 8, it is clear that MSE is minimum at learning rate 0.05.

4.3 Influence of Momentum Rate

The momentum rate is used to avoid the network getting stuck at any local minima.
The error surface is surrounded by a positive and negative gradient. So, it can
incorrectly converge upon a solution that may not correspond to the minimum error.
Momentum in backpropagation algorithm helps to speedup the convergence, to
avoid getting trapped into local minima and also to reduce oscillation of weight
change. We compute MSE for different momentum rate and the error is minimum at
0.9. The graph depicted in Fig. 9 clearly shows this.

Fig. 8 Influence of learning rate over MSE

Fig. 9 Influence of momentum rate over MSE
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5 Experimental Results

To evaluate the performance of the proposed method, several experiments were
conducted on different MRI images of human brain. Registration of MR T1 and T2
[41, 42] weighted images is probably the best test case for a gradient-based method.
We carry out different experiments on 20 monomodal intrasubject MRI brain image
datasets. In this article, we only present four such datasets as indicated in Figs. 10,
11, 12 and 13. Prior to the experiment, normalization of data has been done. The
training of the network is performed by presenting the network, a set of 50 artificial
affine transformation applied on the original image. For the whole experiments, as
well as comparison, the initial transformation parameters were bounded within
some range. Rotational angle θ is maintained within −30° to 30°. Scaling param-
eters along both X and Y coordinate axes are maintained within 0.5–3 while
translational parameters along X and Y axes are kept within 1–10.

Table 1 shows result of the proposed algorithm on the dataset 2 given in Fig. 11.

Fig. 10 A T2-weighted MR image slice of brain undergoing different transformations

Fig. 11 A T1-weighted MR image slice of brain with different transformations
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Fig. 12 A T1-weighted MR image corpus of brain with different transformations

Fig. 13 A T1-weighted MR image corpus of brain with different transformations

Table 1 MRI–MRI rigid registration: experimental parameters and final values from proposed
algorithm

Dataset 2 (Fig. 11) Experimental parameters Result obtained from proposed method

R Sx Sy Tx Ty R Sx Sy Tx Ty
Sub2 3 1.0 2.0 5 2 2.952 1.079 2.033 4.982 1.850

Sub3 −18 0.5 2.0 7 9 −18.124 0.521 1.995 6.991 9.137

Sub4 −12 1.5 1.0 10 1 −12.156 1.537 1.019 9.888 0.996

Sub5 4 2.5 0.5 2 8 3.972 2.552 0.558 2.138 7.945

Sub6 8 1.0 2.0 3 6 7.928 1.066 2.049 2.784 6.356

Sub7 20 1.5 2.5 10 1 19.916 1.490 2.502 10 1.030

Sub8 −10 1.0 3.0 5 10 −10.008 1.000 2.999 5.144 10
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5.1 Analysis of Results

We carry out MR–MR registration using our proposed method, PCA method [32]
and NSCT [27], and show the comparative study in Table 2. As mentioned,
experiments are performed on four datasets described earlier. The best results are
marked in bold. From Table 2, it is observed that the proposed GLCM-based
methodology outperforms all the other two methods used in our experiment
(Table 3).

5.2 Statistical Test of Significance

We used Kolmogorov-Smirnov (K-S) two-sample nonparametric tests on two
datasets for testing the equality of two unknown distributions yielding the
respective result sets. The K-S test [43] tries to determine if two datasets differ
significantly. The K-S-test is nonparametric and devoid of any assumption on
distribution. The null and alternative hypotheses for the K-S test relate to the
equality of the two distribution estimates corresponding to the result sets available.
Depending on the nature of the alternative hypothesis, the test will offer, whether
there is any stochastic ordering among the result sets X and Y obtained from two
separate methods and, if there be any such ordering, which of the two is stochas-
tically smaller than the other. X1, X2, … , Xm and Y1, Y2, … ,Yn are independent
random samples from populations representing unknown distributions FX and FY.

Null hypothesis H0: FX(t) = FY (t) 8 t,
Alternative hypothesis H1: FX(t) < FY (t) 8 t

We have three sets of data, obtained from (i) our algorithm (ii) PCA algorithm,
and (iii) NSCT method. These datasets represent MSE between the actual value and
the obtained value. Table 4 shows the p-values of the data between each pair of
registration methods after applying K-S test. p-values report if the datasets differ
significantly statistical. The null hypothesis is rejected if p is statistically
“insignificant”.

We apply K-S test on dataset 3 and dataset 1. Maximum difference between the
cumulative distributions D is 0.2024, i.e., D− = max(F1 − F3) = 0.2024 > 0.1484
(tabulated critical value). The test rejects the null hypothesis at the 5 % level of
significance, i.e., this test accepts the alternative hypothesis that the dataset 3 is
stochastically smaller than dataset 1 generated by PCA method.

Again, we apply K-S test on dataset 3 and dataset 2. Maximum difference between
the cumulative distributions D is 0.2738 i.e. D− = max (F2 − F3) = 0.2738 > 0.1484
(tabulated critical value). The test rejects the null hypothesis at the 5 % level of
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significance. In other words, this test accepts the alternative hypothesis with 95 %
confidence that the proposed algorithm or dataset 3 is stochastically smaller than
dataset 2 generated by NSCT method (Figs. 14 and 15).

Table 3 MSE statistics of the registration methods

PCA (dataset 1) NSCT (dataset 2) Proposed (dataset 3)

μmse σmse μmse σmse μmse σmse

0.1461 0.135 0.2039 0.189 0.1070 0.119

Table 4 Comparison among
different registration methods
using K-S test (p-values)

Registration methods p-value

Proposed method and PCA 0:055

Proposed method and NSCT 0:003

Fig. 14 K-S test comparison cumulative fraction plot of dataset 3 (proposed) versus dataset 1
(PCA)
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6 Conclusions

In this article, an effective image registration technique is proposed using
feature-based ANN. GLCM method is used as a feature extractor. Performance of
the proposed method is compared with that of PCA neural network and NSCT
methods. Results of the proposed method show statistically significant improve-
ment over the existing algorithms with respect to transformational parameters for all
the four medical image datasets.
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